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Abstract

Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) are a valuable cell source for the treatment
of different degenerative diseases due to their high proliferation potential, their im-
munosuppressive, immunoregulating, migrating, and trophic properties. Hence, it is
not surprising that these cells are under strong investigation for clinical applications.
However, the cell doses required for autologous and allogeneic therapies are in the
range of 1 to 5million hMSCs/kg body weight, demonstrating the need for robust in
vitro expansion processes. Different studies have demonstrated that single-use (SU)
bioreactors in combination with microcarrier (MC) technology represents a suitable
solution for the generation of the required cell numbers of current and future cell
therapeutic markets. However, the in vitro expansion processes developed until now
in SU bioreactors do not provide the required cell numbers at a safe, reproducible
and economical fashion. Moreover, the existing processes were mainly developed in
cell culture media containing 10 to 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS). Due to the well
documented adverse effects of FBS, future in vitro expansion processes should focus
on the reduction or even the exclusion of FBS.
The present thesis shall develop and establish a MC-based hMSC expansion pro-
cess under serum-reduced conditions (5% FBS) that provides clinically-relevant cell
numbers. Special emphasis will be placed on the process engineering characteriza-
tion of different SU bioreactor systems for the MC-based hMSC expansion in order
to define optimal process conditions and to develop a scale-up procedure. Moreover,
the suitability of wave-mixed bioreactors for the MC-based expansion of hMSCs is
investigated. For these purposes, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is exten-
sively used in order to predict critical process engineering data (e.g., power input,
shear stresses, etc.). Based on a comprehensive literature review, different aspects
of the in vitro processing of hMSCs and the CFD modelling of SU bioreactors are
illustrated and discussed in four case studies.
In the first case study, fundamental process engineering parameters (e.g., fluid flow
patter, MC distribution, oxygen mass transfer, hydrodynamic stresses) for two SU
spinner flask types were predicted using classical, experimental methods and single
and multiphase CFD models. The complex fluid flow pattern, the MC distribu-
tion and oxygen mass transfer were verified by experimental measurements. Based
on the predicted hydrodynamic stresses for different impeller speeds, including the
suspension criteria (Ns1u, Ns1), cultivation studies were performed in order to es-
tablish the MC-based hMSC expansion process. Maximum peak cell densities of up
to 8.7·105 cells/mL were achieved in both spinner flask types for Ns1u ≤ N ≤ Ns1

and for specific power inputs and mean hydrodynamic stresses between 0.33 and
1.12W/m3 and between 4.0 and 6.6·10−3 Pa, respectively. Accordingly, a MC-based
hMSC expansion process was successfully established under serum-reduced condi-
tions. Moreover, a segregated kinetic growth model for the MC-based expansion
process was developed for hMSCs for the first time.
In the second case study, the geometry of the stirred benchtop scale UniVessel SU 2L
bioreactor, which serves as a production system for autologous therapies, was opti-
mized and compared with its standard version and the Mobius CellReady 3L. Based
on an in silico optimization study, nine bioreactor geometries were investigated with
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respect to their suspension characteristics and occurring shear stresses. The CFD-
predicted fluid flow patterns and MC distributions were verified with experimental
data obtained from PIV measurements and suspension studies. It was demonstrated
that, by reducing the off-bottom clearance and modifying the impeller blade angle
from 30 ◦ to 45 ◦, the impeller speeds and associated power inputs respectively shear 
stresses required for Ns1u can be reduced by a factor of 3. Thus, the prevailing hy-
drodynamic stresses at Ns1u and Ns1 in the modified UniVessel SU 2 L were in a
comparable range as in the two spinner flasks. Due to the reduced hydrodynamic
stresses, significantly lower doubling times (18.6-22.3 h) and higher cell densities
(7.2·105 hASCs/mL, 5.3·105 hBM-MSCs/mL) of adipose tissue-derived stromal/stem 
cells (hASCs) and bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (hBM-MSCs) were
achieved compared to the standard UniVessel SU 2 L and the Mobius CellReady 3 L.
Moreover, it was demonstrated that the established growth model provides reliable
predictions of the cell growth and the substrates/metabolites at benchtop scale.
In the third case study, the MC-based hMSC expansion process was scaled up to the
BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50 L using Ns1u as a scale-up criterion. For this purpose,
the MC suspension dynamics at Ns1u were determined for different culture-relevant
MC concentrations and the prevailing hydrodynamic stresses were calculated. Based
on the obtained data and their comparison with the SU bioreactors at small and
benchtop scale, process parameters for the in vitro expansion studies were defined.
In so doing, clinically-relevant cell numbers of up to 1.03·1010 for hASCs and up 
to 1.28·1010 for hBM-MSCs were achieved. The subsequent cell biological analy-
sis demonstrated that the cells maintained their stem cell specific characteristics
(i.e., multipotency, surface marker expression).
In the fourth case study, it was explored whether the MC-based expansion process
established in the stirred SU bioreactors can be transferred to wave-mixed bioreac-
tors using the definition of Ns1u. For this purpose, a multiphase CFD model was
established that provided reliable fluid flow predictions. Thus, time-dependent hy-
drodynamic stresses and power inputs were calculated for different parameter set-
tings for Ns1u. Based on the obtained process engineering data and the information
from the experimental suspension studies, a rocking angle of 4 ◦, a rocking rate of 
31 rpm, and a working volume of 1.5 L was defined for a first proof-of-concept culti-
vation in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2 L which resulted in an expansion factor of
6.59.



Zusammenfassung

Humane mesenchymale Stammzellen (hMSCs) sind aufgrund ihres hohen Proli-
ferationspotenzials, ihrer immunosuppresiven, immunoregulierenden, migrierenden
und trophischen Eigenschaften eine wertvolle Zellquelle für die Behandlung unter-
schiedlicher degenerativer Erkrankungen. Aufgrund dessen ist es nicht verwunder-
lich, dass hMSCs zurzeit für klinische Anwendungen untersucht werden. Die für
autologe und allogene Therapien erforderlichen Zelldosen liegen jedoch im Bereich
von 1 bis 5 Millionen hMSC/kg Körpergewicht, was die Notwendigkeit robuster in
vitro Expansionsprozesse aufzeigt. Verschiedene Studien habe gezeigt, dass Einweg-
bioreaktoren (SU) in Kombination mit Mikrocarriertechnologie (MC) eine geeignete
Lösung für die Generierung der erforderlichen Zellzahlen für aktuelle und zukünftige
zelltherapeutische Applikationen darstellt. Die bisher in SU Bioreaktoren entwickel-
ten in vitro Expansionsporzesse liefern jedoch nicht die erforderlichen Zellzahlen auf
eine sichere, reproduzierbare und wirtschaftliche Weise. Darüber hinaus wurden die
bestehenden Prozesse hauptsächlich in Zellkulturmedien entwickelt, die 10 bis 20 %
fötales Rinderserum (FBS) enthalten. Aufgrund der gut dokumentierten nachteili-
gen Effekte von FBS sollten sich zukünftige in vitro Expansionsprozesse auf die
Reduktion oder gar den Ausschluss von FBS fokussieren.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde ein MC-basierter hMSC-Expansionsprozess unter
serumreduzierten Bedingungen (5 % FBS) entwickelt, welcher klinisch relevante Zell-
zahlen liefert. Besonderes Augenmerk wurde hierbei auf die verfahrenstechnische
Charakterisierung verschiedener SU Bioreaktoren für die MC-basierte hMSC Ex-
pansion gelegt, um optimale Prozessbedingungen im Vorfeld zu definieren und ein
Scale-up Verfahren zu entwickeln. Darüber hinaus wurde die Eignung von wellen-
durchmischten Bioreaktoren für die MC-basierte Expansion von hMSCs untersucht.
Zu diesem Zweck wurde die numerische Fluiddynamik (Computational Fluid Dy-
namics CFD) eingesetzt, um kritische verfahrenstechnische Parameter (z.B. Leis-
tungseintrag, Schubspannungen, etc.) zu ermitteln. Basierend auf einer umfassenden
Literaturrecherche wurden verschiedene Aspekte der in vitro Expansion von hMSCs
und der CFD-Modellierung von SU Bioreaktoren in vier Fallstudien diskutiert.
In der ersten Fallstudie wurden grundlegende verfahrenstechnische Parameter (Fluid-
strömung, MC-Verteilung, Sauerstofftransfer, hydrodynamische Belastung) für zwei
SU Spinnerflaschen mit experimentellen Methoden sowie ein- und mehrphasigen
CFD-Simulationen ermittelt. Das Strömungsfeld, die MC-Verteilung und der Sauer-
stofftransfer, welche aus den Simulationen ermittelt wurden, wurden durch exper-
imentelle Messungen verifiziert. Basierend auf den ermittelten hydrodynamischen
Belastungen für unterschiedliche Rührerdrehzahlen, einschließlich der Suspendierkri-
terien (Ns1u, Ns1), wurden Kultivierungsuntersuchungen durchgeführt, um einen re-
produzierbaren hMSC Expansionsprozess zu etablieren. Maximale Zelldichten von
bis zu 8.7·105 Zellen/mL wurden in beiden untersuchten Spinnerflaschen für Ns1u ≤ N 
≤ Ns1 und für spezifische Leistungseinträge und mittlere Scherbelastungen zwis-chen 
0.33 und 1.12 W/m3 beziehungsweise zwischen 4.0 und 6.6·10−3 Pa erreicht. Basierend 
auf den Kultivierungsuntersuchungen wurde erfolgreich ein MC-basierter hMSC
Expansionsprozess unter serumreduzierten Bedingungen etabliert. Darüber hinaus
wurde erstmals ein kinetisches Wachstumsmodell für die MC-basierte Ex-
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pansion von hMSCs entwickelt und beschrieben. In der zweiten Fallstudie wurde die
Geometrie des UniVessel SU 2 L, der als Produktionssystem für autologe Therapien
dient, optimiert und mit der Standardausführung sowie dem Mobius CellReady 3 L
verglichen. Basierend auf einer in silico Optimierungsstudie wurden neun Biore-
aktorgeometrien hinsichtlich ihrer Suspendierseigenschaften sowie der auftretenden
Scherbelastungen untersucht. Die aus den CFD-Simulationen ermittelten Strömungs-
felder und MC-Verteilungen wurden mittels experimentellen Messungen (d.h. PIV
Messungen, Suspendieruntersuchungen) verifiziert. Es wurde nachgewiesen, dass durch
die Reduzierung des Rührerabstandes zum Reaktorboden und durch die Erhöhung
des Rühreranstellwinkels von 30 ◦ auf 45 ◦ die für Ns1u erforderlichen Rührerdreh-
zahlen und die damit verbundenen spezifischen Leistungseinträge und Scherbelas-
tungen um den Faktor 3 reduziert werden konnten. Infolge dessen lagen die vorherr-
schenden hydrodynamischen Belastungen bei Ns1u und Ns1 im modifizierten UniVessel
SU 2 L in einem vergleichbaren Bereich wie in den beiden Spinnerflaschen. Aufgrund
der reduzierten hydrodynamischen Belastungen wurden signifikant niedrigere Ver-
dopplungszeiten (18.6-22.3 h) sowie höhere Zelldichten (7.2·105 hASCs/mL, 5.3·105
hBM-MSCs/mL) für humane mesenchymale Stammzellen aus dem Fettgewebe
(hASC) und dem Knochenmark (hBM-MSC) im Vergleich zum Standard UniVessel
SU 2 L und dem Mobius CellReady 3 L erreicht. Darüber hinaus konnte gezeigt
werden, dass das etablierte Wachstumsmodell eine zuverlässige Beschreibung des
Zellwachstums und des Substratverbrauchs beziehungsweise der Metabolitenbildung
in den Reaktoren im Labormaßstab liefert.
In der dritten Fallstudie wurde der MC-basierte hMSC-Expansionsprozess auf den
BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50 L übertragen, wobei Ns1u als Scale-up Kriterium ver-
wendet wurde. Zu diesem Zweck wurden die MC Suspendiereigenschaften für unter-
schiedliche MC-Konzentrationen bestimmt und die vorherrschenden hydrodynami-
schen Belastungen berechnet. Basierend auf den ermittelten Daten und deren Ver-
gleich mit den SU Bioreaktoren im Klein- und Labormaßstab wurden Prozesspa-
rameter für die in vitro Expansionsuntersuchungen festgelegt. Hierbei wurden klinisch
relevante Zellzahlen von bis zu 1.03·1010 für die hASCs und bis zu 1.28·1010 für die 
hBM-MSCs erreicht. Die anschließende zellbiologischen Untersuchungen zeigten, dass
die Zellen ihre stammzellspezifischen Eigenschaften (d.h. Multipotenz, Ober-
flächenmarkerexpression) beibehalten haben.
In der vierten Fallstudie wurde untersucht, ob der in den gerührten SU Bioreak-
toren etablierte MC-basierte Expansionsprozess auf wellendruchmischte Bioreak-
toren übertragen werden kann. Zu diesem Zweck wurde ein mehrphasiges CFD-
Modell erstellt, das eine zuverlässige Beschreibung der Strömungszustände lieferte.
Basierend auf dem Model wurden zeitabhängige hydrodynamische Belastungen und
spezifische Leistungseinträge für verschiedene Parametereinstellungen für Ns1u be-
rechnet. Aufgrund der ermittelten verfahrenstechnischen Daten und den Informa-
tionen aus den experimentellen Suspendieruntersuchungen wurde ein Auslenkwinkel
von 4 ◦ und eine Schaukelrate von 31 1/min bei einem Arbeitsvolumen von 1.5 L für 
eine Proof-of-Concept Kultivierung im BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2 L festgelegt, was
in einem Expansionsfaktor von 6.59 resultierte.
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CSF1R Colony stimulating factor 1 receptor gene

CV Control volume

DAPI 4’,6-Diamidin-2-phenylindol

DEAE Diethylaminoethyl

DECHEMA Deutsche Gesellschafft für chemisches Apparatwesen

DFG Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

DMEM Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium

DNS Direct numerical simulation

DoE Design of experiment

DSP Downstream processing

ECM Extracellular matrix

EE Euler-Euler method

EL Euler-Lagrange method

ERK5 Protein kinase of the MAPK family

ESC Embryonic stem cells

FBS Fetal bovine serum

FITC Fluorescein isothiocyanate

FOU First-order upwind scheme

GMP Good manufacturing practice

hASC Human adipose tissue-derived stromal/stem cells
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hBM-MSC Human bone marrow-derived stem cells

hMSC Human mesenchymal stem cells

hPL Human platelet lysate

ICM Inner cell mass

IFATS
International Federation for Adipose Therapeutics and Sci-
ence

IGF Insulin-like growth factor

ISCT International Society for Cellular Therapy

ITGB1 Integrin subunit beta 1 gene

LDA Laser doppler aneometry

LDH Lactate dehydrogenase

LES Large eddy simulation

MC Microcarrier

MEK5 Dual specific protein kinase of the STE7 family

MEM Minimal essential medium

MRF Moving reference frame

MSCGM-CD Mesenchymal stem cell growth medium chemically defined

Nd-YAG Neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet

NELL-1 Protein kinase C-binding protein

NSE Navier-Stokes-equations

O2 Molecular oxygen

Pno. Passage number

PDL Population doubling level

PDLcum Cumulative population doubling level

PE R-phycoerythrin (R-PE)

PerCP Peridinin chlorophyll protein

PIV Particle image velocimetry

PMMA Polymethylmethacrylat

PPARγ Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma

PS Polystyrene

PTV Particle tracking velocimetry

RANS Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations

R&D Research and development

RGD Arginyl-Glycyl-Aspartic acid / Arg-Gly-Asp
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RSM Reynolds stress model

RST Reynolds stress tensor

Runx2 Runt-related transcription factor 2

SA-β-gal Lysosomal enzyme β-galactosidase

SBI Segment blade impeller

SF Serum-free medium

SGM Segregated kinetic growth model

SIMPLE Semi-implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations

SM Sliding mesh

SOP Standard Operating Procedure

SOU Second-order upwind scheme

SP100 125mL Corning spinner flask

SP300 500mL Corning spinner flask

SU Single-use

SVF Stromal vascular fraction

Sy Synthemax

TEA Triethylammonium

UDF User defined function

ULDPE Ultra-low density polyethylene

USP Upstream processing

VOF Volume-of-Fluid method

XF Xeno-free medium

2D Two-dimensional

3D Three-dimensional
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Latin Symbols

Symbols Unit Description

a 1/m Specific surface area

Amn mmol/L Ammonia concentration

Ap m2 Specific microcarrier surface

cMC g/L Microcarrier concentration

cO2 kg/m3 Oxygen concentration

c∗O2
kg/m3 Oxygen saturation concentration

CaCl2 mmol/L Calcium chloride

CD − Drag coefficient

C1ε, C2ε, C3ε − Semi-empirical constants (turbulence models)

dMC m Microcarrier diameter

dR m Impeller diameter

dR/DR − Geometrical ratio between impeller and vessel diame-
ter

dU m/s Flow velocity along the boundary

dy m Height above the boundary

Dm m2/s Laminar (molecular) diffusivity

DO % Dissolved oxygen

DO2 m2/s Oxygen diffusivity

DR m Vessel diameter

DT m2/s Eddy diffusivity

ess − Coefficient of restitution for particle collisions

EF − Expansion factor

f Hz Frequency of oscillation

�F N Force vector

�FD N Drag force

Flz,p − Primary flow number

�FL N Lift force

�FVM N Virtual mass force

�g m/s2 Gravitational vector
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g0,ss − Radial distribution function

Gb kg/m/s3 Generation of turbulent kinetic energy from buoyancy

Gk kg/m/s3
Generation of turbulent kinetic energy from mean ve-
locity gradients

Gω kg/m3/s2 Generation of specific turbulent dissipation rate

Glc mmol/L Glucose concentration

Gln mmol/L Glutamine concentration

Glu mmol/L Glutamate concentration

hR m Distance between impeller and reactor bottom

hR/DR −
Geometrical ratio between the impeller installation
height and the vessel diameter (= off-bottom clear-
ance)

HL,max m Maximum liquid height

HL/DR − Geometrical ratio between liquid height and vessel di-
ameter

ISF 1/s Integrated Shear Factor

�Jφ 1/s Molecular flux of transport variable φ

k m2/s2 Turbulent kinetic energy

kat 1/d Rate constant of cell attachment on MC surface

kdet 1/d Rate constant of cell detachment from MC surface

kL m/s Liquid oxygen mass transfer coefficient

kLa 1/h Oxygen mass transfer coefficient

K+ mmol/L Potassium concentration

KAmn mmol/L Inhibition constant of ammonia

KGlc mmol/L Affinity constant of glucose (Michaelis-Menten)

KLac mmol/L Inhibition constant of lactate

lλ m Kolmogorov length scale

L m Length of the CultiBag RM 2L

Lac mmol/L Lactate concentration

m kg Mass

mGlc pmol/cell/d Glucose consumption for cell maintenance

ṁqp, ṁpq kg/s Mass transfer from phase q to phase p and vice versa

M Nm Torque

nR 1/s Impeller speed

Na+ mmol/L Sodium concentration
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Ne − Newton number

NH+
4 mmol/L Ammonia concentration

N 1/s Impeller speed

Ns1u 1/s Lower limit of Ns1 suspension criterion

Ns1 1/s 1s or just suspended criterion (=Njs)

p Pa Pressure

P/V W/m3 Specific (volumetric) power input

qAmn pmol/cell/d Specific ammonia production rate

−qGlc pmol/cell/d Specific glucose consumption rate

qLac pmol/cell/d Specific lactate production rate

rH % Relative humidity

r/R − Dimensionless radial coordinates

R2 − Coefficient of determination

Re − Reynolds number

Remod − Modified Reynolds number

Rep − Particle Reynolds number

Sφ 1/s (Volume) source of transport variable φ

SCT
− Turbulent Schmidt number

tc s Characteristic time for (oxygen) mass transfer

tcir. s Circulation time

td d Doubling time

tm,95% s Mixing time at 95% homogeneity

tres. s Residence time

T K Temperature

TS 1/s Strain magnitude

ur,s − Terminal velocity correlation (f(Rep)) of the solid
phase

utip m/s Tip speed

u′ m/s Velocity fluctuations

u m/s Time-averaged velocities

�u m/s Velocity vector in x-direction

�ul m/s Fluid velocity

�up m/s Particle velocity
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�ur m/s
Velocity vector of relative velocities in the rotating ref-
erence frame

�urad m/s Radial fluid velocity vector

�v m/s Fluid velocity vector in y-direction

Vw,min L Minimum working volume

Vw,max L Maximum working volume

w̃x, w̃y, w̃z m/s Local velocities along local x̃, ỹ and z̃ coordinates

�w m/s Fluid velocity vector in z-direction

W m Width of the CultiBag RM 2L

x, y, z m Global coordinates in x, y and z-direction

x̃, ỹ, z̃ m Local coordinates in x, y and z-direction

Xmax cells/cm2 Maximum cell density on MC surface

XMC cells/cm2 Cell density on MC surface

XSus cells/mL Concentration of cells in suspension

Yi − Mass fraction (of a tracer)

Yk kg/m3/s2 Dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy

Yω kg/m3/s2 Dissipation of specific turbulent dissipation rate

YX/O2 1/mmol Yield coefficient / cells per mmol oxygen
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Greek Symbols

Symbols Unit Description

α − Phase volume fraction

αl − Liquid volume fraction

αp − Particle volume fraction

β ◦ Impeller blade angle

γ 1/s Shear rate

γ̇nn 1/s Local normal gradient

γ̇nt 1/s Local shear gradient

γΘs kg ·K/m3/s Collisional dissipation rate

δij − Kronecker symbol

Δt s Time step size

ε m2/s3 Turbulent dissipation rate

η Pa · s Dynamic viscosity

ηfl Pa · s Dynamic viscosity of the fluid

Θs m2/s2 Granular temperature

λ nm Wavelength

λex nm Extinction wavelength

λem nm Emission wavelength

λq Pa · s Bulk viscosity of qth phase

μ d−1 Specific growth rate

μL Pa · s Dynamic viscosity of the liquid phase

μmax d−1 Maximum specific growth rate

μs,col Pa · s Collisional component of the particle viscosity

μs,fr Pa · s Frictional component of the particle viscosity

μs,kin Pa · s Kinetic component of the particle viscosity

μT Pa · s Turbulent viscosity

ν m2/s Kinematic viscosity

π − Mathematical constant (≈ 3.1415)

ϕmax
◦ Maximum rocking angle

ϕt
◦ Rocking angle at time point t

ρ kg/m3 Density
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ρl kg/m3 Density of the liquid phase

ρp kg/m3 Density of the particle phase

τ Pa Shear stress

τnn Pa Local normal stress

τnt Pa Local shear stress

τ 1/s Stress tensor

τω Pa Wall shear stress

φ − Transport variable

χ − Uniform random number

�ωR s−1 Angular velocity

ω s−1 Mean angular velocity

ω s−1 Specific turbulent dissipation rate

∇ − Nabla operator
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1. Introduction

1.1. Cell-therapeutics and the role of stem cells

Cell therapeutics and stem cell-based therapies in particular are clinical applications
that are likely to lead to the next healthcare revolution. Such cell-based therapeu-
tics have become increasingly important in the field of regenerative medicine, as
global revenues of up to 1 billion US$ indicate [1, 2]. Over the last few years, various
clinical trials with different stem cell types (e.g., human embryonic stem cells, hu-
man mesenchymal stem cells hMSCs, human hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells)
have demonstrated their clinical potential, efficiency, and safety [2–5]. From this
large number of clinical trials, it is striking that hMSCs are the predominant stem
cell type used in regenerative medicine (e.g., cardiology, immunology, neurology, and
orthopedics) [4, 6–13]. At the beginning of 2019, as many as 206 clinical trials involv-
ing hMSCs had been registered (www.clinicaltrials.gov). This is unsurprising due to
their existence in postnatal tissues (e.g., adipose tissue, bone marrow, umbilical cord,
and peripheral blood), their high proliferation potential, their immunosuppressive,
immunoregulating, migrating and trophic properties and low ethical concerns. Their
immunomodulatory properties also make hMSCs attractive for allogeneic1 therapies,
which seem to be the most commercially attractive option at present [14, 15]. Apart
from allogeneic therapies, the autologous2 therapy approach, which is more patient
specific, has also been investigated. Thirteen hMSC-based products have received
regulatory approval to date [16]. Nevertheless, it is speculated that this number will
increase significantly over the coming years [17]. Currently, applied cell doses are
in the range of 1 to 5million hMSCs/kg body weight (= 70-350million hMSCs for
a 70 kg person), demonstrating the need for a safe and efficient in vitro expansion
process [18, 19].
It is clear that in vitro manufacturing of hMSCs is often difficult because the cells,
which are the product, are directly isolated from body tissue and are genetically
unstable in vitro (e.g., cellular senescence after a few passages in vitro) [20]. In
addition, significant differences in the cell yield, the proliferation rate and the differ-
entiation potential have been found between different donors, as well as for different
ages of donor and health conditions [21, 22]. Apart from the biological variability
of the cell material, hMSCs are also sensitive to environmental changes, and chem-
ical and physical stresses. As a result, all these aspects place high demands on the
in vitro cell expansion process. Although static, stacked-plate systems, with up to
40 layers, provide cell numbers of up to 1·109 cells in semi-commercial and commer-
cial production processes, they are not well-suited to economically producing the
high cell numbers required by the current and future cell therapeutic market in a
reproducible and safe fashion [15, 23]. The most attractive alternative that will allow
the challenges of planar cultivation systems to be overcome is to use instrumented,

1 Allogeneic: therapy approach in which the recipient (patient) receive cells from a healthy donor.
2 Autologous: therapy approach in which the donor and recipient are the same person (patient’s
own cells).
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

stirred bioreactors in combination with MCs3. Special attention is currently being
paid to SU versions, which significantly improve patient safety by reducing the risk
of cross-contamination [24]. After one use, the SU cultivation container that is in
contact with the cells is decontaminated and discarded, making sterilization, clean-
ing and validation obsolete [25]. In contrast to conventional bioreactors made of glass
or stainless steel, SU bioreactor cultivation containers are either flexible or rigid (see
section 2.3.1). Rigid systems are typically dominant in micro- and milliliter scales,
whereas flexible two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) bags that require
a support container to fix and shape the bag are used in liter scales. The cultiva-
tion containers are delivered pre-assembled, sterile (beta- or gamma-irradiated) and
ready-to-use.
However, there are also some drawbacks, such as higher material costs, lower de-
grees of instrumentation and automation, as well as the issue of extractables and
leachables4. The latter is particularly critical for cell therapeutic products because
chromatographic and virus-inactivating steps, which lead to a sustainable reduction
of leachables, are not or less often performed [28]. Even though initial studies have
recently shown the applicability of SU systems for MC-based hMSC production pro-
cesses, challenges still exist. While there are complex biological demands on MCs
(e.g., coating, stiffness) and cell culture media (e.g., substrate, serum, growth factor
and hormone concentrations), these parameters also significantly affect the com-
plexity of the cultivation process. This is aggravated by the fact that commercially
available, stirred SU bioreactors were not originally designed for hMSC expansion
processes. In fact, hMSCs are prone to higher shear sensitivity than today’s used
mammalian cell lines (e.g., Chinese Hamster Ovary cells, Baby Hamster Kidney
cells) that are grown in the majority of these systems [29–33].
For this reason, it makes sense to characterize the different bioreactor systems using
appropriate process engineering methods prior to usage or during process develop-
ment. However, there is still a lack of engineering characterization of SU bioreactors,
especially when considering MC-based hMSC processes. Several studies have been
published that provide engineering parameters relating to mixing time, oxygen mass
transfer and power input for various SU bioreactor types. However, when consider-
ing the heterogeneous distribution of MCs and hydrodynamics, detailed analysis of
the fluid flow pattern and the distribution of the disperse phase become worthwhile.
Even though this data can be experimentally determined by comprehensive mea-
surements techniques, such as Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV), Laser Doppler
Aneometry (LDA) or Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), these methods are often
either too time-consuming for complete characterization or not feasible. Numerical
methods, such as Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), which has become widely
used in the biotech industry for studying local characteristics (e.g., fluid velocities,
shear stress etc.) within bioreactors, provide an alternative approach.

3 Microcarriers are small particles (90-380μm), which provide a growth surface for adherent
growing cells in mixed bioreactors.

4 Leachables are potentially toxic or inhibitory substances that are released from the dispos-
able material during a real process [26]. Extractables refers to chemical entities (organic and
inorganic) that can be extracted from disposables in controlled, worst case environments [27].
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1.2. Scope and outline of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is to evaluate theoretical and practical issues that are rele-
vant when scaling up MC-based hMSC production processes under serum-reduced
conditions (5% FBS). For this purpose, process engineering aspects such as MC sus-
pension, mass transfer and hydrodynamic stresses, among others, were investigated
for different types of SU bioreactors. In addition, how CFD modelling can be used
to support the development and scale-up of MC-based hMSC production processes
was also evaluated. Four different fields of application are discussed and examined
in four case studies (see Fig. 1.1): (I) small-scale advanced engineering characteriza-
tion to find optimal growth conditions and define scale-up criteria (see section 4.1),
(II) benchtop scale bioreactor optimization to improve hMSC cell growth (see sec-
tion 4.2), (III) direct process scale-up from small to pilot scale (see section 4.3) and
(IV) investigations into process transfer from stirred to wave-mixed bioreactors (see
section 4.4). The different investigated aspects can also be found in the publications
referenced in this thesis.

This thesis will start with a literature review reflecting the general characteristics
of stem cells and the current process challenges in clinical manufacturing of hMSCs
(Jossen et al. 2018a). Special emphasis is placed on (I) general in vitro characteristics
of hMSCs, (II) influencing parameters (e.g., physical and chemical stresses) during
in vitro expansion and (III) currently used technologies. In addition, an overview of
the different CFD model approaches used for numerical modelling of SU bioreactors
is also presented. Based on literature findings, comprehensive small scale CFD in-
vestigations were performed to predict critical shear stresses that affect cell growth
and cell quality. The combination of CFD-predicted engineering parameters and ex-
perimentally obtained data from cell culture experiments resulted in a reproducible
MC-based hMSC expansion process and the definition of scale-up criteria (Case
Study I, Jossen et al. 2018b). Moreover, the first ever segregated kinetic growth
model (SGM) for MC-based hMSC processes was developed.
Apart from the characterization of bioreactor systems, CFD can also be used to
optimize cultivation conditions, as presented in Case Study II (Jossen et al. 2014).
Since CFD is based on fundamental balance equations for mass, momentum and
energy, the flow inside different prototypes can be investigated without the need
for a physical model. Thus, the number of prototypes can be reduced, resulting in
time and cost savings. Based on the investigations and design studies, an optimized
bioreactor geometry and a significant reduction in the impeller speeds required to
achieve microcarrier suspension are proposed. These improvements resulted in an
overall increase in hMSC cell growth at the benchtop scale and delivered sufficient
cell numbers for future autologous therapies.
The production of hMSCs for allogeneic therapies requires an efficient process de-
sign and scale-up process. Due to the characteristics of the hMSCs, process scale-up
can only be performed over a limited number of cell passages (up to ≈ 6). Hence,
Case Study III (Jossen et al. 2015) focuses on the development of a direct scale-up
procedure from small (0.1 L) up to pilot (50 L) scale by using CFD-derived pro-
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cess parameters. This includes the prediction of critical shear stresses at the pilot
scale and the definition of process parameters suitable for achieving comparable cell
growth as at the small scale.
Although stirred SU bioreactors are the most promising alternative systems for the
mass expansion of hMSCs, they also have some drawbacks in terms of their expen-
sive costs of consumables and system complexity. The latter can be an issue for
the so-called hospital approach, in which the isolation, expansion and preparation
of hMSCs for autologous therapies is performed on-site by hospital employees. In
such cases, alternative systems, like wave-mixed bioreactors, may be an option due
to their ease of use. Thus, Case Study IV focuses on how CFD can be used to sup-
port process transfer between different types of SU bioreactors (Jossen et al. 2016).
For this purpose, the wave motion is described in detail and hydrodynamic stress
functions were derived from the simulations in order to define process parameters,
resulting in comparable conditions as in stirred SU bioreactors.

Case Study I: Small scale advanced engineering characterization
Publication II: Growth behavior of human adipose tissue-derived stromal/stem cells at small scale: 

Numerical and experimental investigations. BIOEBG, 2018

Key aspects:
Single phase simulations (Fluid flow pattern, local normal and shear stress distribution)

Multi-phase simulations (MC distribution, Particle forces, residence and circulation times)

Definition of optimal parameters for cell growth and scale up criteria

Case Study II: Bioreactor optimization to improve cell growth
Publication III: Modification of a stirred single-use bioreactor for the improved expansion of human 

mesenchymal stem cells at benchtop scale. Pharm. Bioprocess, 2014

Key aspects:
In silico design study based on Design-of-Experiment

Variation of impeller geometry (diameter, blade angle, off-bottom clearance)

Experimental verification using biochemical engineering investigations and cell cultivation studies

Case Study III: Scale up and process optimization at pilot scale
Publication IV: Mass Production of Mesenchymal Stem Cells – Impact of Bioreactor Design and Flow 

Conditions on Proliferation and Differentiation. InTech, 2015

Key aspects:
Identification of pilot scale process-relevant parameters (e.g., power input, shear stress distribution) 

Process scale up based on identified parameters from Case Study I (i.e., suspension criteria+stresses)

Pilot scale process optimization (cultivation studies with hASCs and hBM-MSCs)

Case Study IV: Process transfer on a wave-mixed bioreactor
Publication V: Theoretical and Practical Issues That Are Relevant When Scaling Up hMSC Microcarrier 

Production Processes. Stem Cell Int., 2016

Key aspects:
Characterization of fluid flow conditions (e.g., fluid flow, power input, hydrodynamic stress)

Identification of process parameters that result in comparable process conditions as in stirred SUs

Process transfer based on identified parameters (proof-of-concept cultivation with hASCs)
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Fig. 1.1.: Outline of the thesis together with the author’s own publications used therein.



2. Theoretical background and fundamentals

2.1. Stem cells: A brief overview

In general, the term stem cell refers to cells, which are characterized by three specific
features (Definition according to the German Research Foundation DFG 2001 and
the National Institutes of Health, 2001):

1. Cells that are not terminally matured

2. Cells that have the capacity of self-renewal

3. Cells that have the ability to differentiate into a variety of specialized cells
through asymmetric cell division (e.g., myocytes, keratinocytes, osteocytes)

In multicellular organisms, to which human beings belong, the presence of stem cells
is crucial. While stem cells are necessary during embryogenesis1 to form an embryo
with the three germ layers, they are also important for maintaining physiological
functions in the adult body through homoeostasis2. When a stem cell divides, there
are two possibilities for the daughter cell: (I) the daughter cell remains a stem cell
and thus contributes to self-renewal (symmetric cell division) or (II) the daughter
cell begins to differentiate and mature into a more specialized cell and loses its stem
cell features (asymmetric cell division). In general, stem cells can be divided into two
main groups; (I) embryonic and (II) adult stem cells (see Fig. 2.1). The classification
follows a hierarchical order, where embryonic stem cells (ESC) have pluripotent dif-
ferentiation potential. From a developmental biology point of view, the zygote or the
cells of the morula are the highest in the hierarchical structure because these cells
are totipotent, and therefore able to form the ectoderm of the chorion (important
for the development of the placental tissue). Embryonic stem cells have unlimited
self-renewal and differentiation potential and are able to form cells of all three germ
layers (ectoderm, mesoderm, endoderm). This feature makes embryonic stem cells
very interesting for medical and technical applications. Possible fields of application
are regenerative medicine and screening of new drugs (3R3 initiative). However, there
are ethical concerns connected to the isolation of embryonic stem cells, because the
cells are isolated from the inner cell mass (ICM) of a blastocyst, resulting in the loss
of the embryo [34]. As a consequence, research activities with embryonic stem cells
are strictly regulated by state-dependent laws in most industrialized countries (e.g.,
Switzerland: Stammzellenforschungsgesetz StFG SR 810.31; Germany: Embryonen-
schutzgesetz ESchG BGBl.I S.2228). Furthermore, carcinogenic potential (teratoma
and carcinoma formation) is also an issue that needs to be further investigated be-
fore the embryonic stem cells can be used more routinely in clinical applications

1 Embryogenesis describes the process in which an embryo forms and develops after fertilization
of the egg. The process involves different cell stages (zygote -> morula -> blastula -> gastrula)
until the embryo has completely developed.

2 Homoeostasis describes all processes that are required to maintain physiological functions in a
multicellular organism.

3 The 3R (Replacement, Reduction, Refinement) initiative focuses on animal-free test systems as
an alternative to animal experiments.
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[35]. Due to these issues, scientists and clinicians are more and more interested in
adult stem cells.
Adult stem cells are lower in the hierarchical structure and, therefore, only have
multipotent differentiation potential. This means that the cells can only be differen-
tiated into predefined tissue types within one of the germ layers. However, different
studies have recently indicated that adult stem cells can also be differentiated into
cell types of different germ layers under certain in vitro conditions (e.g., bone mar-
row stem cells have been observed in the intestine, liver and lung) [36–39]. This
flexibility in the development of adult stem cells is referred to as plasticity or trans-
differentiation potential [34]. However, these different findings have not yet been
confirmed. Therefore, further investigations need to be performed in this field. Nev-
ertheless, adult stem cells represent a promising cell source for clinical applications.
The normal function of adult stem cells in the body is tissue regeneration or repair.
This ability allows damaged or dead cells to be replaced in order to maintain normal
physiological functions. However, due to the low tissue frequency of adult stem cells
in the human body, in vitro expansion after isolation is necessary in order to use the
cells in regenerative medicine. A very promising stem cell type for such applications
are hMSCs. This is explained by their high in vitro proliferation potential, their im-
munosuppresive, immunoregulating, migrating and trophic properties and the low
ethical concerns (see section 2.2). Thus, it comes as no surprise that this cell type is
being investigated for the treatment of different degenerative diseases (e.g., diabetes
mellitus, arthritis, cardiovascular disease).
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2.2. Human mesenchymal stem cells

2.2.1. Source and isolation

hMSCs are originally derived from the mesenchyme, the embryonic connective tissue
which develops mainly from the mesodermal germ layer. However, it also contains
cells from the endoderm and to some extent wandering cells from the neuronal
crest (also referred to as ectomesenchyme). During embryogenesis, the star-formed
or fibroblast-like mesenchymal stem cells give rise to differentiated cells (e.g., osteo-
cytes, adipocytes, chondrocytes, tenocytes) and tissues such as bone, cartilage, blood
vessels, tendons and adipose tissue. Between the late 1960s and the 1990s, Frieden-
stein et al. [40–42] and Owen et al. [43, 44] described tissue-specific progenitor cells
capable of differentiation into mature tissue cells. They worked with subpopulations
of bone marrow cells characterized by osteogenic potential. Interestingly, the term
MSC was first introduced in 1991. Caplan [45] proposed classifying adult stem cells
as hMSCs, if they were able to differentiate into all cells of the mesodermal lineage.
At the beginning of hMSC research, cells were isolated as a by-product during the
isolation of hematopoietic stem cells from human bone marrow (hBM-MSC). Over
the years, scientists have become more and more interested in hMSCs from other
sources. Although cells have been isolated from almost every major tissue in the
body (e.g., bone marrow, adipose tissue, peripheral blood, placenta and umbilical
cord blood), the bone marrow (hBM-MSCs) and adipose tissue (hASCs) represent
the main sources [46, 47]. However, the two sources differ significantly from each
other in terms of cell yield and medical intervention. The extraction of the bone
marrow (also referred to as bone marrow aspiration) is more invasive and painful
for the patient and requires anesthesia. Furthermore, hBM-MSCs usually have to be
isolated directly from the patient and not from a healthy donor. Thus, bone marrow
is a limited source of hMSCs unlike liposuction material from plastic surgery. Lipo-
suction material is obtained from healthy donors and is therefore, an abundant and
reliable source of hMSCs. Up to 5,000 colony forming units (CFU) can be obtained
from one gram of adipose tissue (isolation of the stromal vascular fraction SVF ) in-
stead of 100 to 1,000 CFUs that can be isolated from one milliliter of aspirated bone
marrow [48–50]. Kern et al. [51] were also able to demonstrate that hASCs have a
higher proliferation potential and up to 4-times reduced rate of cellular senescence4

(5.6%). However, despite the differences between the different hMSC types, cells
from both sources were used for this thesis, since both cell types are still of clinical
relevance.

4 The process of cellular senescence was discovered in the early 1960s by Leonard Hayflick and
Paul Moorhead. They were able to show that somatic cells can only undergo a finite number
of in vitro cell divisions due to telomere shortening.
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2.2.2. In vitro characteristics

The in vitro characteristics of hMSCs are subject to large variations. This is not
surprising because hMSCs are primary cells that are isolated directly from patient
material or from tissue samples donated by healthy donors. Different surface marker
and gene expression levels have been determined in different studies, when hMSCs
from various tissues were compared, although the main cell characteristics are the
same [51–53]. The differences between the various hMSC types are mainly caused
by different environmental conditions (e.g., hypoxia, tissue stiffness) to which the
hMSCs are exposed in their source tissues. This also has an effect on the in vitro
expansion of the cells in a bioreactor, because the in vivo conditions need to be
mimicked as well as possible. Various studies have shown that the age and the
health of the patient/donor have a significant effect on overall hMSC characteris-
tics (e.g., proliferation and differentiation potential, senescence level) [54]. All these
issues highlight the complexity of in vitro expansion of hMSCs. Hence, minimal
criteria for in vitro characterization of hMSCs were defined by the International
Society for Cellular Therapy (ISCT) and the International Federation for Adipose
Therapeutics and Science (IFATS)5 [55, 56] :

1. hMSCs must be plastic-adherent when being maintained in standard cell cul-
ture conditions in vitro.

2. hMSCs must express a set of predefined positive surface markers and lack
lineage specific markers.

3. hMSCs must be able to differentiate into osteoblasts, adipocytes and chon-
droblasts under standard in vitro conditions.

The different aspects of these minimal in vitro classification criteria for hMSCs are
briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.

Cell morphology and proliferation potential
Independent of the tissue source, the morphology of hMSCs is classified as fibroblast-
like or as fibroblastoid (see Fig. 2.2 a). When attached to cell culture treated plastic
material, the average cell diameters are in the range of 50 μm to 150 μm and the
cells exhibit star-like cell extensions. However, the cell size and shape are greatly
affected by the surface texture and the surface coating [57–59]. Thus, surfaces coated
with extracellular matrix (ECM) components (e.g., collagen, fibronectin) can result
in changing cell sizes. Nevertheless, the minimal hMSC classification criteria require
cell attachment and growth on non-coated surfaces. For example, Al-Nbaheen and
her co-workers showed similar staining patterns for different hMSCs types (from
bone marrow, adipose and skin tissue) when the cells were immunocytochemically
stained for vimentin6, which is a general marker for mesenchymal cells [53]. Thus,

5 IFATS recommendations are specific for adipose derived hMSCs
6 Vimentin (53.68Da, 465 amino acids) is a type 3 intermediate filament of the cytoskeleton
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from a cell morphological point of view, all hMSCs exhibit a comparable morphol-
ogy. Furthermore, they are mononuclear cells with a cell nucleus (15.2μm ± 4.3 μm
in G1 phase) located in the “middle” of the cell cytoplasm (see Fig. 2.2 b). The phe-
notypical characterization of the cell morphology is important for in vitro expansion,
since changes in morphology can indicate spontaneous differentiation or non-optimal
hydrodynamic conditions.

(a) (b)

200 µm100 µm

Fig. 2.2.: Morphology of hMSCs. a) Phase contrast microscopic picture of hMSCs with
typical fibroblast-like morphology. b) Haematoxylin stained hMSCs with single
cell nucleus (dark purple zone).

The in vitro proliferation potential of hMSCs is very diverse. For example, Kern et
al. [51] demonstrated that the plating efficiency and the proliferation potential of
hBM-MSCs can be up to 6-fold lower than those of hASCs. Comparable findings were
also reported by Al-Nbaheen et al. [53] and Heo et al. [60]. However, Secunda et al.
[61] found in their studies that hBM-MSCs have more potential in terms of prolifera-
tion and differentiation than hMSCs isolated from other tissues (e.g., umbilical cord
blood, adipose, Wharton jelly). Thus, there is no consensus in the scientific literature
on the in vitro proliferation potential of hMSCs. This is not surprising since most of
the studies were performed with different cell culture media and with cell material
from different donors/patients. In addition, recent studies have shown that special
cell culture media are necessary for the individual hMSC types, rather than one
standard cell culture medium for all types (see section 2.3.3). However, in all stud-
ies, the hMSCs showed a reduction in their proliferation rate the longer they were
cultured in vitro. It is well known that primary hMSCs possess a limited life span in
vitro and ultimately undergo replicative senescence, which is indicated by a loss of
proliferation and an altered morphology (e.g., larger morphology with an irregular
and flat shape and a granular cytoplasm). As Wagner et al. [20] were able to demon-
strate, replicative senescence in hMSCs represents a continuous and highly organized
process, in which the lysosomal enzyme β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal), whose activity
increases over the culture time, can serve as senescence marker. They demonstrated
that not only is the proliferation potential of the cells affected by the ageing pro-
cess, but also the gene expression levels (see Appendix A.2.2, Table A.1). Moreover,
Bonab et al. [62] showed that the differentiation potential of hMSCs significantly
decreases after a certain number of cell population doubling levels (PDL ≈ 30). How-
ever, the maximum PDL is highly donor specific and therefore, varies between cells
from different donors/patients. Interestingly, the differences in the differentiation
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potential of hBM-MSCs were more pronounced for adipogenic than for osteogenic
differentiation. Thus, this might indicate that the cells are already preconditioned by
their source tissue. All these aspects are even more problematic when cell material
from older patients or cells from patients preloaded by chemotherapy, have to be
used, since they already have a higher senescence level and a reduced proliferation
potential [54]. As a result, the in vitro hMSC production process is more complex
and limited in terms of the maximum number of cell passages and the tolerable level
of hydrodynamic stress.

Gene, protein and surface marker expression levels
Recent studies have shown that differences exist between the gene expression lev-
els of hMSCs isolated from human bone marrow and adipose tissue [53, 63]. Using
microarray-based gene expression analysis, 6,533 genes were identified as being ex-
pressed in both hMSC types and in other stromal cells. Besides these common genes,
different genes, such as ITGB1 or CSF1R, are only expressed per cell type. Inter-
estingly, up to 601 genes were identified as only being expressed in hBM-MSCs
compared to 263 genes in adipose derived hMSCs. Although, both cell types are
characterized as hMSCs, fundamental differences exist. A detailed summary of the
differently expressed gene and surface markers can be found in Tab.A.1 and A.4
in the AppendixA.2.2. The differences in the gene expression levels have a direct
effect on protein transcription and surface marker expression (also called cluster-of-
differentiation). Since hMSCs do not possess a unique surface marker that can be
reliably used for characterization, a set of different surface makers and phenotypical
characteristics are used. The exact phenotype of the cultured hMSCs and the cell
phenotype prior to culture are still under debate. Nevertheless, a set of minimal
surface markers that are recommended by the ISCT and IFATS (see Tab. 2.1) can
be used for cell characterization during the in vitro expansion.

Tab. 2.1.: Recommended positive and negative surface markers for characterization of
hMSCs according to the ISCT and the IFATS [55, 56].

Marker category Level Cluster of differentiation

Primary stable positive markers > 80% CD13, CD29, CD44, CD73, CD90, CD105

Primary unstable positive marker variable CD34

Primary negative markers < 2% CD31, CD45, CD235a

Secondary other positive markers n/a CD10, CD26, CD36, CD49d, CD49e

Secondary other negative markers n/a CD3, CD11b, CD49f, CD106
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Differentiation potential
The biological property that most uniquely identifies hMSCs is their capacity for
trilineage mesenchymal differentiation. The cells must be shown to differentiate into
osteoblasts, adipocytes and chondroblasts using standard in vitro tissue culture dif-
ferentiating conditions (see Fig. 2.3 a-c) [55]. However, the differentiation process of
hMSCs can be significantly affected by environmental conditions (e.g., shear stress,
oxygen concentration, etc.) due to the mechanosensitivity of the hMSCs. For ex-
ample, Kuo et al. [64] demonstrated that oscillatory (1Hz) shear stresses of up to
0.05Pa direct actin filament re-organization within the cell and alter the cell fate
via regulation of the β-catenin/Wnt signaling pathway. They found that constant
oscillatory shear stresses over 24 h promote adipogenic differentiation. In contrast,
Yeatts et al. [65] achieved improved osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs with a high
expression of late osteoblastic markers (osteopontin and osteocalcin) under constant
shear stresses of up to 0.015Pa over 28 days. Similar findings were also reported
by Zhao et al. [66] but with intermittent fluid shear stresses of up to 1.2 Pa. They
found that intermittent shear stresses activate the MEK5/ERK5 signaling pathway,
which leads to an upregulation of osteopontin and osteocalcin. However, all these
investigations were performed in parallel plate or flow chamber bioreactors that pro-
vide laminar flow conditions. Thus, the strength and exposure to the hydrodynamic
stresses is relatively constant compared to the turbulent conditions in stirred biore-
actors (see section 2.2.3).
In general, adipogenic, osteogenic and chondrogenic differentiation of hMSCs is
strictly regulated by master regulators such as PPARγ, Runx2 and SOX9 [67]. Typ-
ically, increased expression of one transcription factor is associated with downregu-
lation of the other and vice versa [68–71]. For example, PPARγ is well-described for
its anti-osteoblastogenic effects during adipogenic differentiation. This mechanism is
crucial for guiding the cells in only one direction. Multiple signaling pathways such as
the Wnt-, Hedgehog-, NELL-1, BMP and IGF signaling are involved in these strictly
regulated processes [67]. The adipogenic differentiation process can be divided into
two steps: (I) the determination phase, which is characterized by the development of
the pre-adipocytes and (II) the terminal differentiation phase. During the terminal
differentiation phase, fully matured adipocytes are formed, which are classified by
new functions, including lipid synthesis and storage, as well as adipocyte-specific
protein production (e.g., leptin, adiponectin) [72]. The synthesis and storage of the
lipids within the cell cytosol can be detected by histochemical staining with Oil
Red O (see Fig. 2.3 a). The osteogenic differentiation process is also a multi-level
process, which starts with the commitment of osteoprogenitor cells and differen-
tiation into pre-osteoblasts, and ends with the development of mature osteoblasts
[73]. This multi-level process is mainly regulated by Runx2 and other transcription
factors (e.g., BMP-2, BMP-7). Osteogenic differentiation is phenotypically charac-
terized by increased alkaline phosphatase activity and the formation of bone matrix
(accumulation of calcium within the cells), which can be histologically detected by
Alzarin red staining (see Fig. 2.3 b). In contrast to the adipogenic and osteogenic
differentiation of hMSCs, chondrogenic differentiation leads to the formation of cell
multilayers. These cell aggregates are characterized by an increased concentration of
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proteoglycans, which accumulate in the extracellular matrix. Histological detection
of proteoglycans can be carried out by Alcian blue staining (see Fig. 2.3 c).

(a) (b) (c)

200 µm 200 µm 200 µm

Fig. 2.3.: Adipogeneic (a), osteogenic (b) and chondrogeneic (c) differentiation potential of
hMSCs. Histological staining after differentiation; a) red = lipid accumulation,
b) red = calcium deposits, c) blue = proteoglycans deposits.

2.2.3. Influence of physical stresses

There is strong evidence that growth and differentiation of stem cells are effected by
several types of mechanical stress, including stretch, strain, compression, and shear
stresses [74]. Due to the importance of shear stress, the fundamentals are provided
in this section before shear effects on expansion of hMSCs are discussed.
Growing cells that are adherent to a solid matrix results in exposure to shear forces
from the moving fluid. By definition, shear in a fluid system has two components,
shear stress τ and shear rate γ. Shear stress is a force per unit area acting on
and parallel to a surface. Shear rate is a measure of a velocity gradient. The two
quantities are therefore related in laminar Newtonian fluids - and cell culture media
that are regarded as Newtonian - by

τ = ηfl · γ (2.1)

where ηfl is the viscosity of the fluid. Shear effects are often investigated in flow
chamber bioreactors consisting of parallel plates [75]. In this apparatus, a laminar
flow causes a defined wall shear stress τω on the bottom plate where the cells grow
adherently. Thus, the shear stress for a Newtonian fluid on a surface element parallel
to a flat plate at the point y is given by

τ = ηfl ·
(
dU

dy

)
(2.2)

where U is the velocity of the fluid along the boundary and y is the height above the
boundary. In the complex, mostly turbulent environment of a bioreactor, mechanical
stress on cells is related to both turbulence and time-dependent velocity gradients
(shear and normal gradient). In stirred bioreactors, the local shear rate varies within
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the vessel and it, therefore, is more difficult to associate cellular effects (e.g., cell
damage, differentiation, etc.) with the magnitude of the prevailing shear rate or the
associated shear stress. An example is given in Fig. 2.4 for cells grown on MCs in
suspension.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.4.: Shear forces on MCs in a turbulent flow. MC-eddy interactions: a) eddies much
larger than the beads, b) multiple eddies the same size as the beads, c) eddies
the size same as the interbead spacing.

Several concepts to describe the complex shear effects on cells in a turbulent flow
have been reported and evaluated with available data in terms of the impact of shear
forces on MC cultures in bioreactor systems [75, 76]. Among others, the concept of an
Integrated Shear Factor (ISF) was developed to describe shear damage to continuous
mammalian cell lines [29]. In a stirred bioreactor, the ISF is given by

ISF =
2 · π · nR · dR
DR − dR

(2.3)

with rotational speed nR, vessel diameter DR and impeller diameter dR. According
to Cherry and Papoutsakis [77, 78] the greatest shear stress to which cells grown on
MCs are exposed occurs in turbulent eddies which are the same size as the MCs.
The energy of the eddies is transferred to the surface of the MCs, resulting in high
local velocity gradients between the MCs and the fluid, and the highest shear rates
on the cells. The MCs are caused to rotate within these eddies. Using Kolmogorov’s
theory the length scale lλ of the smallest eddies are in the order of

lλ =

(
ν3

ε

)1/4

(2.4)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity and ε the energy dissipation rate per unit mass.
The Kolmogorov eddy length scale corresponds to the diameter of the smallest eddy
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generated in the bioreactor. In a turbulent environment, eddies break down to form
smaller eddies. On the Kolmogorov length scale, viscosity dominates and the kinetic
energy is dissipated into heat. When the Kolmogorov eddy length scale becomes
equivalent to the diameter of the MC, movement of the flow lines can shear the
cells. The Kolmogorov eddy length scale is affected by ε, ν (see Eq. 2.4). Croughan
et al. [79] used this concept to describe cell damage for cells grown on MCs. Damage
became significant when the microscale was about two-thirds the size of the MCs, or
smaller. However, it is worth mentioning that Kolmogorov’s theory is still unproven
and only valid under completely turbulent and isotropic conditions in stirred biore-
actors (Re > 104). Although Ranade and Joshi [80] and Jaworski et al. [81] stated
that turbulence in the impeller jet is anisotropic, theoretical considerations and ex-
perimental evidence have shown that the fine-scale structure of most anisotropic
turbulent flows is actually locally almost isotropic [82]. Thus, Kolmogorov’s defini-
tion of eddy size would appear suitable for the complete fluid domain. The turbu-
lence theory of cell damage is also supported by the observation that viscosifying
additives reduce cell damage. For example, Croughan et al. [79] have associated
cell death protection with the turbulence-damping effect of serum. However, high
viscosity investigations by Tramper et al. [83] have demonstrated that cell damage
occurs at a specific power input or higher, even though Kolmogorov length scale
was considerably larger than the cells. Hence, it has been concluded that maximum
shear stress is the more appropriate parameter. However, bearing in mind the het-
erogeneous distribution of turbulence in a stirred bioreactor, it is also important to
take residence time distribution into account for the evaluation of cell damage.
Various authors have shown that cells are affected differently by shear or normal gra-
dients [84]. However, in most studies, the mechanical stress on cells is only related
to the strain rate magnitude D, which is an invariant velocity gradient consisting
of both shear and normal gradients. Wollny [85] found that local shear and normal
gradients (γ̇nt and γ̇nn) can be obtained from CFD simulations by using a coordinate
transformation, which results in Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.6. Here, w̃ are the velocities in the
local coordinate systems defined by the coordinates x̃, ỹ and z̃, which are oriented
along the fluid flow direction.

γ̇nn =

√
2 ·

(
∂w̃x

∂x̃

)2

(2.5)

γ̇nt =

√(
∂w̃x

∂ỹ
+

∂w̃y

∂x̃

)2

+

(
∂w̃x

∂z̃
+

∂w̃z

∂x̃

)2

(2.6)

Recent publications show that stem cells are affected by shear stress below damaging
levels [86]. For cell expansion, preferably without unwanted differentiation, a narrow
band of shear stress levels is essential. The effect of broadband stresses associated
with turbulence in stirred bioreactors on the preservation of the differentiation po-
tential of stem cells and the minimization of lineage commitments is still poorly
understood.
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2.3. In vitro expansion of hMSCs

2.3.1. SU bioreactors suitable for hMSC expansion

The majority of cultivation systems used to propagate and expand hMSCs are SU
versions, as already mentioned. This means that the cultivation container (rigid
cylindrical vessel made from polystyrene or polycarbonate, or a flexible bag with a
polyethylene or ethylene vinyl acetate contact layer) is only used once and discarded
after running one batch. The bag is fixed and shaped by a support container made
from stainless steel and is similar to a pillow, a cube shape or a cylindrical vessel
[87, 88]. Because the manufacturer provides the presterilized cultivation chambers,
sterilization and cleaning procedures become obsolete [24]. The disadvantages of
static SU cultivation systems are well described (e.g., planar multilayer flask such
as CELLStack, HYPERStack, and CellFactories). Their usage is associated with
inefficient mass transfer, the presence of nutrient gradients, and inadequate process
monitoring and control. Regardless, planar multilayer flasks are currently most of-
ten applied for the commercial manufacture of hMSCs [89]. The fact that dynamic
SU bioreactors operated with MCs ensure easier scale-up explains the increasing
interest in their usage for hMSC expansion over the last 10 years. The cultivation
systems include non-instrumented stirred (e.g., spinner flasks) [90–93] as well as or-
bitally shaken flasks (e.g., shake flasks or Erlenmeyer flasks) [94] and instrumented
SU bioreactors, as summarized in Tab. 2.2. In the case of instrumented SU bioreac-
tors, a distinction can be made between stirred bioreactors, wave-mixed bioreactors
and fixed bed bioreactors.
Stirred bioreactor versions are the system of choice when expanding hMSCs in dy-
namic SU bioreactors. But, as different investigations have already shown, process
engineering characterization prior to using a bioreactor system allows acceptable
process parameters to be predefined, while avoiding cell damage and failed cell
expansions [91, 95–99]. In fact, it has been suggested that hMSC expansions be
performed at impeller speeds where the MCs are just suspended (Njs=Ns1) or be-
low (Ns1u≤Ns1) [91, 95, 100]. Under these conditions, it is possible to achieve a
homogeneous MC distribution, resulting in a sufficient mass transfer at minimal
shear stress. Nevertheless, the acting shear stress depends to a large extent on the
performance of the bioreactor, which highlights again the importance of system
characterization. SU bioreactors equipped with segment blade impellers or marine
impellers induce an axial oriented fluid flow which is beneficial for MC-based hMSC
expansions [100, 101].
Today, instrumented stirred SU bioreactors are commercially available at small,
benchtop, and pilot/production scales. As shown in Tab. 2.2, they are used for
hMSCs in combination with MCs with working volumes up to 150 L and deliver
maximum cell densities of 2·106 hMSCs/mL [102]. Small-scale systems such as the
ambr R© 15 and 250 and the BioBLU 0.3c are suitable for medium-MC screening
processes and for scale down investigations [23, 103, 104]. However, due to their
small size, reliable sampling is still a challenge. Benchtop scale stirred bioreactors
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are preferred for initial scale up studies during the development of hMSC produc-
tion processes, whereas pilot/production scale bioreactors are regarded as qualified
production systems. They enable good manufacturing practice (GMP) production
of hMSCs in a class C or D room and render a class A cabinet or class B room
unnecessary [105].
It is worth mentioning that hMSC expansion processes running between 6 to 10 days
are usually batch-exchange approaches [102, 106]. After 3 to 5 days, the MCs are
allowed to settle down before approximately 50% of the culture medium is replaced
with fresh medium. This procedure is extremely labor intensive, and it is possible
that the sedimentation of the MCs might support the formation of large, unwanted
hMSC-MC aggregates. For this reason, allogeneic hMSC production processes are
performed with either periodic feeding and no medium exchange or with a con-
tinuous exchange of medium [102, 106, 107]. These developments presuppose MC
feeding and successfull cell-to-bead and bead-to-bead transfer. For example, Leber
et al. [108] and Rafiq et al. [93] have shown that freshly added MCs can be colonized
by the hMSCs. However, the efficiency of the cell-to-bead and bead-to-bead transfer,
which is impacted by the MC and its settlement, still needs improvement [109].

Tab. 2.2.: Instrumented, dynamic SU bioreactors operated with MCs.

Scale Manufacturer System brand Cell density Reference

Stirred systems

Small-scale bioreactors
(15mL-0.25L)*

SSB
ambrR© 25 / 250 4-5·105 cells/mL [104, 110]

Eppendorf BioBLUR© 0.3c

Benchtop scale bioreac-
tors
(1.5-2.4L)*

Eppendorf CelliGenR© BLU 2.7-5.3·105 cells/mL [94, 111–113]

Merck MobiusR© CellReady

SSB UniVesselR© SU

Pilot and production scale
bioreactors
(35-150L)*

PLS Allegro STR 1.9-2.0·105 cells/mL [102, 107]

SSB BIOSTATR© STR

Eppendorf CelliGen BLU

TFS HyPerforma SUB

Merck Mobius CellReady

PLS NucleoR©

GE Healthcare Xcellerex XDR

Wave-mixed

Benchtop scale
(0.5-1.5L)*

Applikon Appiflex 1.9·105 cells/mL [114]

SSB BIOSTATR© RM

TFS / Finesse SmartRocker

GE Healthcare WAVE

PLS XRS bioreactor

Fixed bed

Benchtop scale
(1.0-5.0L)*

Eppendorf BioBLUR© 5p 2.93·106 cells/mL [89, 115]

PLS iCellis

*Working volume, PLS Pall Life Sciences, SSB Sartorius Stedim Biotech, TFS Thermo Fisher Scientific
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2.3.2. Microcarriers used for hMSC expansion

Microcarriers, which are usually spherical, provide a high surface area to volume
ratio in hMSC expansion processes in bioreactors. Furthermore, the growth surface
can to some extent be increased within a bioreactor system, which improves prod-
uct consistency and decreases the costs by fully using the very expensive culture
media applied in hMSC expansions. The MC type plays a key role in cell expan-
sion processes, where it is important that the critical quality attributes (CQAs) do
not change. Numerous commercially available microcarrer types have already been
tested in combination with hMSCs in stirred bioreactors (see Tab. 2.3). The MC
types differ greatly in size (90-380 μm), core material (e.g., modified polystyrene,
cellulose, dextran, gelatine) and surface coating (e.g., collagen, fibronectin, diethy-
laminoethyl, triethylammonium). The core material and surface coating not only
affect MC settlement and cell growth, but also the impeller speed, which is required
to hold the MCs in suspension and to guarantee sufficient mass transfer. Moreover,
grinding events that are present in certain bioreactor impeller bearings could be
particularly problematic and may require subsequent purification steps downstream
of cell production or, indeed, switching the bioreactor system. Rafiq et al. [93, 116]
and Leber et al. [108] screened different MC types in small-scale bioreactors for
hBM-MSCs under predefined impeller speeds (Njs=Ns1). Both found significant
differences in cell attachment, cell growth, glucose consumption and metabolite pro-
duction (e.g., lactate, ammonia) depending on the MC type. They found that the
hBM-MSCs grow best on collagen-coated MCs from Solohill and Synthemax II and
ProNectin F MCs from Corning, this comes as no surprise since these MCs are coated
with collagen and fibronectin, respectively. Both coatings are components of the ex-
tracellular matrix (ECM), including the arginyl-glycyl-aspertic acid sequence which
is well known to promote cell attachment and cell growth of fastidious cells [103].
Interestingly, investigations from different research groups have demonstrated that
different MC surface substrates can cause a change in the phenotype, which becomes
noticeable in the surface expression level of different surface markers (e.g., CD90,
CD105, CD166) [102, 117, 118]. Moreover, recent studies have also shown that the
planar structure, including the material stiffness, nanotopography, and local curva-
ture, can impact hMSC proliferation, maintenance of phenotype, and differentiation
[66, 119]. Thus, many efforts are being made to develop new GMP-grade biodegrad-
able MCs. So far, the efficiency of MC settlement covering the cell attachment,
spreading and the hMSC growth is likewise dependent on the cell seeding process.
In general, cell attachment follows a Poisson distribution, where cell-to-bead ratios
of one, two, or three result in theoretical probabilities of unoccupied MCs of 0.365,
0.135, 0.05, respectively [120, 121]. Thus, it is important to inoculate with a high
cell-to-bead ratio in order to achieve a homogeneous cell distribution in which each
MC is occupied by at least one viable cell. Normally, a theoretical cell concentration
of three to five cells per MC is used. After the attachment phase, which normally
takes 4 to 20 h under static or intermittent stirred conditions, every MC should have
the same number of cells attached to its surface. However, in practice, this is not
the case. As the investigations of Ferrari et al. [122] have shown, suboptimal cell
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seeding results in the early formation of large hMSC-MC-aggregates (up to 4-5mm)
that impair cell growth and stem cell characteristics. However, the aggregate size
can be controlled to some extent by the impeller speed and the resulting hydrody-
namic forces. This might be explained by the higher frequency of particle-particle
interactions facilitating aggregation, as long as the hydrodynamic forces that can
cause a cell detachment are not too high. Large aggregates may be accompanied
by a decrease in the cell number, which is due to reduced viability in the cores of
the aggregates. However, it is not yet fully understood to what extent hMSC-MC
aggregate formation influences cell quality.

Tab. 2.3.: Overview of MCs used for the expansion of hMSCs

Carrier Manufacturer Diameter [μm] Material Coating Reference

Xeno-free MCs

Cytodex 1 GE Healthcare 147-248 Dextran DEAE [93, 109]

Cytopore 1 GE Healthcare 200-280 Cellulose DEAE [109]

Enh. Attach. Corning 125-212 PS CellBINDR© [93, 108]

Glass SoloHill 125-212 PS Silica glass [93, 108]

HillexR© SoloHill 160-180 Dextran TRA [93, 116]

HillexR© CT SoloHill 90-212 PS TRA [93, 116]

Plastic SoloHill 125-212 PS None [93, 110, 116]

Plastic Plus SoloHill 125-212 PS None [93, 108]

Star Plus SoloHill 125-212 PS None [123]

Synthemax II Corning 125-212 PS Sy IIR© [93, 108]

Mammalian protein-coated MCs

Collagen SoloHill 125-212 PS Collagen [107, 108, 110]

CultiSphereG Percell Biolytica 130-380 Gelatin None [116]

Cytodex 3 Ge Healthcare 141-211 Dextran Collagen [124]

FACT III SoloHill 125-212 PS Collagen [116]

Recombinant protein-based MCs

ProNectin FR© SoloHill 125-212 PS Fibronectin [93, 108]

DEAE diethylaminoethyl, PS polystyrene, Sy synthemax, TEA triethylammonium
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2.3.3. Cell culture media and supplements for hMSC expansion

Many of the conventional media used for the clinical production of hMSCs are de-
fined basal media such as DMEM (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium) or α-MEM
(Minimum Essential Medium). These have to be supplemented with expensive addi-
tives such as (I) proteins that mediate adhesion to tissue culture plastics, (II) lipids
for cellular anabolic purposes, and (III) growth factors and hormones to stimulate
cellular proliferation. Even though the disadvantages of serum addition (e.g., high
batch-to-batch variability, possible contamination with prions, viral and zoonotic
agents, more difficult DSP and product approval, and elicitation of immunologic
reactions; [121, 125]) are known, the majority of hMSC culture media additionally
contain between 10 and 20% (vol/vol) FBS. All cultivation studies carried out for
this thesis were also performed with serum-containing hMSC medium, but at a lower
concentration (5% FBS). This decision was manly driven by the fact that the serum
free (SF) media available at that time did not result in the desired cell densities rel-
evant for clinical hMSC production processes. However, the results obtained in this
thesis can be transferred and adapted for processes with SF-medium, as long as the
SF-medium fulfils all biological requirements.
Proven alternatives to FBS are humanized media which are based on blood-derived
materials such as human serum or platelet derivate [126]. However, humanized me-
dia are not applicable for the routine manufacture of large numbers of hMSCs for
autologous and allogeneic therapies due to large quantities of medium required and
the resulting costs. Moreover, the supply of large amounts of human serum is difficult
to guarantee [127]. Instead of human serum, human platelet lysate (hPL) has been
successfully applied by different groups in hMSC production processes [128, 129].
Even though some studies have demonstrated the same proliferation potential and
marker expression as in serum containing media, there is still a controversial discus-
sion about whether the cells retain their immunomodulatory properties and their
full differentiation capabilities [130–132]. Although human serum and hPL are con-
sidered to be safer than FBS, there is still a risk of human pathogens and their
components being poorly characterized, which may have an effect on the CQAs.
This explains why there is a high level of interest in xeno (XF) and SF, chemically
defined (CD) media for the clinical production of hMSCs.
In addition to the different XD/SF and CD media developed by academic groups
[59, 133], various other formulations are now also on the market (e.g., MSCGM-
CD from Lonza, Mesencult-XF from STEMCELL Technologies, PRIME-XV SFM
from Irvine Scientific, StemPro MSC SFM XenoFree from Life Technologies, stemgro
hMSC from Corning, StemXVivo R© serum-free from R & D systems, StemMACS

TM

XF from Miltenyi Biotec). The choice of the right SF and CD media or the sup-
plementation of an XF basal medium, with suitable growth factors and hormones,
should not be underestimated [126], in particular when working with MCs in stirred
bioreactors. In this case, special attention must be given to cell attachment efficiency
(which can be lower w/o serum; [59, 108]) and shear stress sensitivity. It is a fact
that expansion factors that have been achieved in stirred bioreactors with XF/SF
media are still significantly lower (up to 6-times) than those achieved in serum
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containing media. For example, Heathman et al. [134] reported a maximum expan-
sion factor of 10 (hBM-MSCs) within 6 days using PRIME-XV SF medium and a
polystyrene-based MC (non-porous) specifically coated with fibronectin. Tan et al.
[135] used Wharton’s Jelly-derived hMSCs in combination with the Mesencult-XF
medium and a microporous MC and achieved an expansion factor of 6 within 6 days.
These results might indicate that the use of microporous or even macroporous MCs
in combination with XF/SF media is beneficial due to the higher shear protection
in porous carriers. However, such MCs increase the complexity of downstream pro-
cessing (DSP).
Further attention must be paid to the possible appearance of extractables and leach-
ables and to the adsorption of media components, all of which may result in reduced
cell growth or even cell death [136]. Leachables are the most dreaded problem as-
sociated with SU systems, because they occur under real process conditions and,
in the worst case, can be toxic to the patient. Until now, only leachable studies for
SF animal cell-based production processes of therapeutic proteins have been pub-
lished [26, 137–139]. Blaschcozock et al. [140] also investigated the growth of hMSCs
with different bioreactor bag films, but these studies were conducted with a serum-
containing medium (5% FBS). There are still no film investigations for serum-free
hMSC growth. Such investigations may have an influence on the selection of SU
bioreactor type, because different manufacturers use different plastic materials and
bag film layers. When growing hMSCs without serum, the early identification of
critical plastic material that could be leached becomes more important. However,
extractable and leachable studies are even more important for DSP equipment in
hMSC expansions without serum, because DSP operations are closer to the patient
than those in USP.
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2.4. Modelling of SU bioreactors by means of CFD

In the following section, different approaches used for the numerical modelling of
SU bioreactors by CFD are presented. At the beginning, a general description about
conservation equations and turbulence modelling is presented, before the focus moves
to multiphase models. A more detailed description of the theoretical background of
CFD, including numerical solution methods and discretization schemes, can be found
in various textbooks [141].

Conservation equations and turbulence modelling
The prediction of the fluid flow is based on solving mass, momentum and energy
conservation equations. This concept includes balances of accumulation, net inflow
from convection and diffusion and volumetric production within an infinitesimally
small volume element. The balance of φ can be written by Eq. 2.7, where (�u·φ) and
Jφ represent the convective and molecular fluxes of φ. The mathematical term Sφ
represents net sources of φ from (chemical) reactions and volumetric and/or surface
forces [141].

∂φ

∂t
= −∇ · (�u φ)−∇Jφ + Sφ (2.7)

For most of the bioprocesses performed in the biotech industry, isothermal con-
ditions (e.g., T ≈ const.) can be assumed. As a result, the energy balance can be
neglected. The mass and momentum equations for incompressible Newtonian me-
dia (ρ = const., η = const.), which includes cell culture media, can be written for
Cartesian coordinates as shown in Eq. 2.8 (Continuity equation) and 2.9 (Momentum
equation).

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρ �u) = 0 (2.8)

∂(ρ �u)

∂t
+∇ · (ρ �u �u) +∇p−∇τ − ρ �g + �S = 0 (2.9)

The momentum equation describes the transport processes based on the convection,
the molecular friction, and the external forces acting on a system. In addition to
pressure-based and gravitational forces, system-dependent forces, like Coriolis and
centrifugal forces, are also considered. Taking the Coriolis and centrifugal forces
into account is important, especially for rotating systems like stirred bioreactors. To
model rotating flows in Moving Reference Frames (MRF), the term �Fi is applied to
the rotating reference frame for relative velocities �ur (Eq. 2.10).

�Fi = ρ (2 �ωR × �ur + �ωR × �ωR × �r) (2.10)
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Since the Navier-Stokes-equations are a set of partial, coupled, and non-linear sec-
ond order differential equations, they can only be solved analytically when consid-
erably simplified. The local instantaneous velocities that are necessary to solve the
transport equations fluctuate significantly as a results of the turbulence. The Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) of such fluctuations requires huge computational ca-
pacity, since the method needs a high temporal and local resolution (see Fig. 2.5 a).
For this reason, the DNS is still not suitable for simulations of industrially rele-
vant bioreactors beyond the milliliter scale. Alternatively, a Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) can be performed, which only resolves macroscopic eddies, while subgrid scale
flow structures are still modelled (see Fig. 2.5 b). In order to significantly reduce the
calculation effort, the instantaneous velocities u can be expressed by the sum of
time-averaged velocities u and their fluctuations u′, which results in the Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations (see Fig. 2.5 c).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2.5.: Resolution of turbulent eddy structures using different modelling approaches.
a) DNS with high temporal and local grid resolution. b) LES with resolved
macroscopic eddies and intermediate grid density. c) RANS with time-averaged
velocities and moderate grid density. [141]

The RANS approach is still the dominant method for the simulation of fluid flows in
bioreactors. However, when time-averaging of u, the Reynolds Stress Tensor (RST)
τij, which considers the effect of shear and normal stresses, needs to be introduced.
The RST is usually calculated by turbulence models based on the eddy viscosity
hypothesis according to Boussinesq and can be expressed by Eq. 2.11.

τij = μT

(
∂ ui

∂xj

+
∂ uj

∂xi

)
− 2

3
ρ k δij (2.11)

The mathematical term μT in Eq. 2.11 denotes turbulent or eddy viscosity and rep-
resents a virtual viscosity resulting from the turbulence (Eq. 2.12). The terms ε and
k in Eq. 2.12 denote the turbulence dissipation rate and the turbulent kinetic energy
and can be used to calculate μT under isotropic conditions.

μT = ρ Cμ
k2

ε
(2.12)

Modern CFD codes provide a set of different turbulence models including the zero-
equation, single-equation (e.g. Spalart-Allmaras) and two-equation turbulence mod-
els (k − ε and k − ω) as well as the complex seven-equation Reynolds Stress Model
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(RSM) [142]. The single-equation models, especially the Spalart-Allmaras model,
produce relatively large errors for free shear flows and are therefore not useful for
simulating bioreactors. This model is more extensively used in aerodynamics. In
contrast, the RSM is a very sophisticated RANS turbulence model. Abandoning the
isotropic eddy-viscosity hypothesis, the RSM closes the RANS equations by solving
transport equations for the Reynolds stresses, together with an equation for the
dissipation rate. This means that five additional transport equations are required
in 2D flows, in comparison to seven additional transport equations for solving 3D
flows [141, 142]. However, the use of the RSM is still very challenging, especially the
modelling of the pressure strain and dissipation rate terms. Hence, the two-equation
turbulence models of the k-ε and k-ω families have become the industry standard.
An overview of the transport equations for k-ε and k-ω is shown in Tab. 2.4.
The Standard k-ε model developed by Launder & Spalding [143] provides two sepa-
rate transport equations for ε and k (see Tab. 2.4). However, the model also includes
different semi-empirical constants (C1ε, C2ε, C3ε, σk, σε) and tends to overestimate the
turbulence parameters under moderate turbulence conditions. Due to this, modifi-
cations of the Standard k-ε model have been introduced to improve performance.
Two of these modifications are the Realizable and RNG k− ε models (see Tab. 2.4).
The two models differ from the Standard model either in terms of their formulation
for the turbulent viscosity or ε. For example, the RNG model contains an analytical
description of the turbulent Prandtl number and accounts better for low Reynolds
numbers. All these modified k − ε models are available in the ANSYS Fluent code,
but further numerical details can be found elsewhere [142].
As an alternative to the k − ε models, the k − ω turbulence models can be used
for fluid flow simulations in stirred and wave-mixed bioreactors (see Tab. 2.4, k − ω
Standard and SST ). The k−ω models use the specific turbulent dissipation rate ω,
which represents the ratio of k and ε, instead of the normal turbulent dissipation
rate. Thus, ω describes the rate at which turbulence kinetic energy is converted
into thermal internal energy per unit volume and time. The Shear-Stress Transport
(SST) k − ω model was developed to effectively combine the robust and accurate
formulation of the k − ω model in the near-wall region with the free-stream inde-
pendence of the k − ε model in the far field. Hence, the SST model is preferable
for bioreactors, such as wave-mixed bioreactors, where both rough turbulence and
“smooth” shear flows occur. The SST model differs from the Standard k− ω model
in terms of the turbulent viscosity formulation and the additional term Dω (cross-
diffusion term).

The different terms (Gk, Gb, YM , Sk, Sε, G̃k) in Tab. 2.4 are calculated by vari-
ous submodels that are excellently described in [142]. All of the listed models are
only valid for single-phase flows or for multi-phase flows where the influence of the
secondary phase can be neglected. However, multi-phase models are more often re-
quired, especially when working with particle-loaded flows (e.g., microcarriers) as in
this thesis. Thus, adaptations to the presented approaches are required to account
for multiphase flows.
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Tab. 2.4.: Overview of the two-equation turbulence models k-ε and k-ω [141, 142].

Model Mathematical description

k-ε Standard

turbulent kinetic energy:

∂(ρk)
∂t + ∂(ρ�uk)

∂xi
= ∂

∂xj

[(
μ+ μT

σk

)
∂k
∂xj

]
+Gk +Gb − ρε− YM + Sk

turbulence dissipation rate:

∂(ρε)
∂t + ∂(ρε�u)

∂xi
= ∂

∂xj

[(
μ+ μT

σε

)
∂ε
∂xj

]
+ C1ε

ε
k (Gk + C3εGb)− C2ερ

ε2

k + Sε

k-ε Realizable

turbulent kinetic energy:

∂(ρk)
∂t + ∂(ρ�uk)

∂xj
= ∂

∂xj

[(
μ+ μT

σk

)
∂k
∂xj

]
+Gk +Gb − ρε− YM + Sk

turbulence dissipation rate:

∂(ρε)
∂t + ∂(ρ�uε)

∂xj
= ∂

∂xj

[(
μ+ μT

σε

)
∂ε
∂xj

]
+ ρC1Sε − ρC2

ε2

k +
√
νε

+ C1ε
ε
kC3εGb + Sε

k-ε RNG

turbulent kinetic energy:
∂(ρk)
∂t + ∂(ρ�uk)

∂xi
= ∂

∂xj

(
αkμeff

∂k
∂xj

)
+Gk +Gb − ρε− YM + Sk

turbulence dissipation rate:

∂(ρε)
∂t + ∂

∂xi
= ∂

∂xj

(
αεμeff

∂ε
∂xj

)
+ C1ε

ε
k (Gk + C3εGb)− C2ερ

ε2

k −Rε + Sε

k-ω Standard

turbulent kinetic energy:

∂(ρk)
∂t + ∂(ρ�uk)

∂xi
= ∂

∂xj

(
Γk

∂k
∂xj

)
+Gk − Yk + Sk

specific turbulence dissipation rate:

∂(ρω)
∂t + ∂(ρ�uω)

∂xj
= ∂

∂xj

(
Γω

∂ω
∂xj

)
+Gω − Yω + Sω

k-ω SST

turbulent kinetic energy:

∂(ρk)
∂t + ∂(ρ�uk)

∂xi
= ∂

∂xj

(
Γk

∂k
∂xj

)
G̃k − Yk + Sk

specific turbulence dissipation rate:

∂(ρω)
∂t + ∂(ρ�uω)

∂xi
= ∂

∂xj

(
Γω

∂ω
∂xj

)
+Gω − Yω +Dω + Sω

The Euler-Lagrange model
The Euler-Lagrange (EL) model is suitable for dispersed flows where the particles are
non-homogeneously distributed and relative velocities between the two phases occur.
Hence, the model is often used for flows with solid particles, even though it is also
suitable for bubble or droplet flows. The EL model combines the description of the
continuous (liquid) phase with a segregated description of the dispersed (solid/gas)
phase. Thus, each particle in a flow is characterized by its location (�xp), velocity
(�up) and other mechanical and thermodynamic variables such as mass (m) and
temperature (T ). The fluid phase is treated as a continuum by solving the Navier-
Stokes equations, whereas the trajectories of the particles in the Lagrangian frame
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are solved by stepwise integration over discrete time steps. The computational effort
for the EL model is much higher because of the separate treatment of each particle
in the Lagrangian frame. Hence, EL models are still limited to low volume fractions
of the dispersed phase (usually < 10%), even though high mass loadings (ṁp ≥ ṁf )
are acceptable. The integration of time results in the velocity of the particle at each
point along the trajectory, with the trajectory itself, is predicted by Eq. 2.13.

d�x

dt
= �u (2.13)

In turbulent flows, the particles are influenced by the turbulent dispersion superim-
posed on the convective flow, resulting in random particle movements. Therefore,
stochastic models can be used to take this effect into account. A simple stochas-
tic formulation can be made as shown in Eq. 2.14. Here, a random particle jump
(Δxi,t) in spatial direction (x, y or z) is considered under the influence of the local
eddy diffusivity (DT ) and a randomly calculated number7 (χ). However, other more
sophisticated approaches are available with the Discrete Random Walk Model or
Particle Cloud Tracking.

Δxi,t = χ
√

2DT Δt (2.14)

The velocities of the dispersed phase are obtained by integrating the force balance
on the particles. The force balance equates the particle inertia with forces acting on
the particle and can be written by Eq. 2.15,

d �up

dt
= �FD (�ul − �up) +

gx(ρp − ρl)

ρp
+ �Fx (2.15)

where the term �Fx is an additional acceleration (force/unit particle mass). The

phases are coupled via momentum exchange terms ( �FD) and additional forces, such
as the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, the virtual mass8 force, the Saffman9 lift force,
the Basset10 force, the Magnus11 force, and the pressure gradient-dependent forces
can be considered by using special sub-models. The term �FD (�ul − �up) in Eq. 2.15
denotes the drag force per unit particle mass, which is usually the dominant force
in particle-loaded fluid flows. The drag force is composed of friction and shape
resistance and results from the integration of the friction and pressure forces across

7 χ is a uniform random number between 0 and 1 and is calculated by a PRNG algorithm
8 The virtual mass force accounts for the fact that the surrounding fluid of an accelerating particle
also has to accelerate, resulting in additional shape resistance.

9 The British mathematician Philip Geoffrey Saffmann (1931 - 2008) derived an analytical for-
mulation for the traverse force, which was named after him.

10 The British mathematician Alfred Barnard Basset (1854 - 1930) derived a mathematical formu-
lation for the Basset force, which describes history effects on the force experienced by a body
in unsteady motion.

11 The German physicist and chemist Heinrich Gustav Magnus (1802 - 1870) was the first to
explain the effect in which a spinning particle curves away from its principal flight path.
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the particle surface. By neglecting the inertial force, the two components of the
resistance force can be calculated in the Stokes range (Rep < 1) for spherical particles
as follows:

�FD = �F F
D + �FR

D = 3πμ d w = 18m
μ

ρ p d2
w

�F F
D =

1

3
�FD (shape resistance)

�FR
D =

2

3
�FD (friction resistance)

(2.16)

At higher Reynolds numbers the importance of the inertial forces increases, so that
an analytical solution of the resistance force can no longer be used. Hence, the drag
coefficient CD is introduced as a correction term (Eq. 2.17).

�FD = CD
ρL
2
u2
p

π

4
d2p (2.17)

The drag coefficient depends on many different factors, including the Reynolds num-
ber. If the Reynolds number increases, the CD value increases in the Stokes range.
An increase in the Reynolds number results in the formation of eddies behind the
particles. Thus, the pressure distribution changes and causes an increase in the form
resistance. A variety of mathematical formulations have already been published for
the correlation between the drag coefficient CD and the particle Reynolds num-
ber Rep. A detailed description and comparison of different modelling approaches
for the drag coefficient can be found in AppendixA.2.1. The Schiller & Naumann
(Eq. 2.18) correlation, which serves as a standard in the literature, was used for the
EL simulations performed in this thesis [144].

CD =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Rep ≤ 1000 : 24

Rep
· (1 + 0.15 ·Re0.687p )

Rep > 1000 : 0.44

(2.18)

The Euler-Euler model
The Euler-Euler model (EE; also referred to as dense phase approach) has been
used as an alternative to the Euler-Lagrange (EL) model since the 1980s. The EE
model treats the mass and momentum for each phase individually, while a single
pressure field is shared by all phases. In contrast to the EL model, the EE model
considers all phases as interpenetrating continua, and incorporates the concept of
phasic volume fractions12 (αq). The conservation equations for mass and momentum
of the qth phase can be written by Eq. 2.19 and Eq. 2.20, respectively. The equations

12 Volume fractions (α) represent the space occupied by each phase (q) and have a value between
0 and 1 with

∑
αq = 1.
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can either be derived by averaging the local instantaneous balance for each phase
[142, 145] or by using the mixture theory approach [142, 146].

∂(αq ρq)

∂t
+∇ · (αq ρq �uq) = 0 (2.19)

∂(αq ρq �uq)

∂t
+∇ · (αq ρq �uq �uq) + α∇p−∇τq − αq ρq �g + �Fq (2.20)

The term �u describes the velocity of the phase q, while τq and �Fq represent the phase
stress-strain tensor and an external body force for interfacial momentum transport.
The stress-strain tensor for the qth phase can be defined by Eq. 2.21,

τ q = αq μq (∇ �uq +∇ �uq
T ) + αq

(
λq − 2

3
μq

)
∇ · �uq δij (2.21)

where μq and λq are the shear and bulk viscosity of phase q. Special multiphase
turbulence models can be used to estimate the stress tensor. In comparison to single
phase flows, the modelling of turbulences in multiphase simulations is extremely
complex. However, if the secondary phase (or dispersed phase) is dilute and the
primary phase is clearly continuous, the dispersed k−ε or k−ω turbulence models13

can be used. In the dispersed turbulence model, interparticle collisions are negligible
and the dominant process in the random motion of the secondary phase is the
influence of the primary-phase turbulence. Fluctuating quantities of the secondary
phases can, therefore, be defined in terms of the mean characteristics of the primary
phase and the ratio of the particle relaxation time and eddy-particle interaction
time [142]. As already mentioned for the EL model, different phase interaction forces
must be considered for multi-phase flows. Even though there is no consensus in the
literature about whether all forces should be considered in every case, the most
important interaction forces (drag force �FD, lift force �FL, virtual mass force �FVM)
were implemented in the EE simulations in this work. The drag force in the EE model
can be calculated by Eq. 2.22, where the indexes q and p stand for the continuous
and dispersed phases, respectively.

�FD =
3

4
ρq αq αp

CD

dp
( �up − �uq) | �up − �uq| (2.22)

Unlike the EL model, the drag coefficient was modelled using the Syamlal & O’Brien
correlation (see Eq. 2.23); even though the CD values did not differ in the expected
Rep range for the various CD models (see Appendix A.2.1).

CD =

(
0.63 +

4.8√
Rep/ur,s

)2

(2.23)

13 The k − ε or k − ω turbulence models in multiphase flows can either be used as mixture or
dispersed turbulence models. The turbulence can also be modelled separately for each phase.
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The dimensionless term ur,s describes the terminal velocity correlation (f (Rep)) for 
the solid phase and is computed by a sub-model [147].
In general, the Eulerian models do not distinguish between fluid-fluid and fluid-solid
(granular) multi-phase flows. Hence, solid-phase shear and bulk viscosities are calcu-
lated by applying the Kinetic Theory of Granular Flows [142]. The theory requires
the introduction of a solids pressure (Eq. 2.24), which is calculated independently
for the granular flows in the compressible regime (i.e., the solids volume fraction is
less than its maximum value) and used for the pressure gradient term (∇ps) in the 
granular phase momentum equation. The solids pressure is composed of a kinetic
term and a second term for particle collisions,

ps = αs ρs Θs + 2ρs (1 + ess)α
2
s g0,ss Θs (2.24)

where ess is the coefficient of restitution for particle collisions, g0,ss is the radial
distribution function, and Θs is the granular temperature. Because a Maxwellian
velocity distribution is used for the particles in the theory, a granular temperature
must be introduced and used in the expression of the solids pressure. The granular
temperature of the sth solids phase is proportional to the kinetic energy of the ran-
dom motion of particles and can be written by Eq. 2.25. The granular temperature
is defined analogously to the thermodynamic temperature of a gas and represents
the fluctuations of the particle velocities.

∂

∂t
(ρsαsΘs)+∇· (ρsαs �usΘs) =

2

3
[(−ps δij + τs) : ∇�us+∇· (κθs∇Θs)−γΘs +φls]

(2.25)

The terms φls and γΘs represent the energy exchange between the lth liquid and sth

solid phase and the collisional dissipation of energy. Furthermore, the mathematical
expressions (−ps δij + τs) : ∇�us and ∇ · (kΘ∇Θs) define the generation of energy by
the solids stress tensor and the diffusion of energy. To model the diffusion coefficient
for the granular energy (kΘs) in this work, the modelling approach described by
Syamlal et al. (1993) was used [148].
As a consequence of the particle momentum exchange due to translations and colli-
sions, shear and bulk viscosities were included in the solids stress tensor (Eq. 2.26).
The viscosities represent the sum of collisional (μs,col), kinetic (μs,kin) components
and an optional frictional component (μs,fr), which were calculated by numerous
submodels. A more detailed description of the different submodels can be found in
the literature [142, 148–153].

μs = μs,col + μs,kin + μs,fr (2.26)

The Volume-of-Fluid VOF model
The Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) model was originally developed by Hirt & Nichols [154]
to simulate free liquid surfaces in which the flow pattern of the overlying gas phase
was not of primary interest. Since the viscosity of the gas phase is substantially lower
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than the viscosity of the liquid phase, it can be assumed that the velocity gradients
in the liquid perpendicular to the boundary surface are zero, so that the fluid flow of
the liquid phase can be calculated without phase coupling. Thus, the VOF model is
the multiphase model that requires the lowest computational effort. The model can
be used to simulate two or more immiscible fluids whereby the assumption is made
that the different phases share the same velocity and pressure fields. A single set of
mass and momentum equations is solved and topological changes at the interface
that are induced by the relative motion between the continuous phase and dispersed
phase are tracked over time. The balance equation for the fractional volume α(x, t)
can be written by Eq. 2.27 for the qth phase:

1

ρq

[
∂

∂t
(αq ρq) +∇ ·

(
αq ρq �uq

)
−

n∑
p=1

(
ṁpq − ṁqp

)]
= 0 (2.27)

where ṁqp and ṁpq represents the mass transfer from phase q to phase p and from
phase p to phase q, respectively. The continuity equation for the volume fraction
may be solved either through implicit or explicit time discretization14. The implicit
discretization scheme requires the volume fraction values at the current time step
(rather than the previous step, as is the case for the explicit scheme) and uses
a standard scalar transport equation, which is solved iteratively for each of the
secondary phase volume fractions at each time step [142]. The volume fraction of
the primary phase is not solved by a transport equation, but is computed based on
the following constraint (Eq. 2.28):

N∑
q=1

αq = 1 (2.28)

If the mass transfer between the two phases is neglected, the mass balance equation
for the qth phase can be written by Eq. 2.29.

∂(α ρ �u)

∂t
+∇ · (α ρ �u) = 0 (2.29)

In addition to the continuity equation, a single momentum equation (Eq. 2.30) is
solved throughout the domain, resulting in the phases sharing a velocity field. How-
ever, one limitation of the shared fields approximation is the accuracy of the veloc-
ities computed near the interface, since large velocity gradients can occur in this
region.

∂

∂t
(ρ �u) +∇ · (ρ �u �u) = −∇p+∇ · [μ · (∇�u+ �uT )] + ρ �g + �F (2.30)

14 The implicit (backward Euler method) and explicit (forward Euler method) time discretization
schemes are methods used in the numerical analysis for the approximation of the solution of
time-dependent equation systems. The implicit discretization scheme requires the values of the
current time step (rather than the previous step, as in the case for the explicit scheme).

e.g., (u
n+1−un

δt = rhsn) vs. (u
n+1−un

δt = rhsn+1)
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The momentum equation is dependent on the volume fraction of all phases given by
ρ and μ, that represent the weighted mean values defined as follows:

μ =
∑

αq μq (2.31)

ρ =
∑

αq ρq (2.32)

The weighting of ρ and μ is accomplished by considering the phase volume frac-
tion of the individual phases. However, the values change significantly at the phase
boundary interphase. If the change is large, numerical instabilities can occur, which
must be compensated by using fine grids and/or small time steps. The more similar
the main properties of the fluids are, the more valid the assumption of a uniform
fluid. As already shown for the other single and multi-phase models, the term �F
in Eq. 2.30 summarizes all volumetric forces except gravity. Since the VOF model
considers the effects on the free boundary surface, the surface tension, which arises
as a result of attractive forces between molecules in a fluid, must be introduced.
Thus, the surface tension represents the most important interphase force in the
VOF model and can be modelled by the continuum surface force (CSF) model pro-
posed by Backbill et al. (1992) [155]. The introduction of the surface tension results
in an additional source term in the momentum equation. However, a more detailed
mathematical description of the source term is not provided. Interested readers are
referred to [142, 155].
Modelling of the free surface can either be performed by the donor-acceptor scheme
(Fig. 2.6 a) or the geometric reconstruction scheme (Fig. 2.6 b), the latter of which
represents a more accurate approach. The geometric reconstruction scheme approx-
imates the interface between the different phases using a piecewise linear approach
and is, therefore, applicable for unstructured meshes [156]. However, the model as-
sumes that the interface has a linear slope within each cell and uses this linear shape
to calculate the advection of fluid through the cell faces.

(a) (b)

Actual interface shape 

Interface shape presented by scheme 

Fig. 2.6.: Principle of different schemes for the reconstruction of the interphase (adapted
from [142]). The interphase is either presented by the donor-acceptor (a) or
geometrical reconstruction (b) schemes.
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This chapter describes the investigated SU bioreactor systems, the materials and the
methods used for the experimental (mixing time, oxygen mass transfer, power in-
put, suspension studies, particle image velocimetry PIV, shadowgraphy, cultivation
studies) and numerical investigations.

3.1. Investigated bioreactor systems

This section is dedicated to the individual SU bioreactor systems used for this
thesis. As independent studies have shown in the past, SU systems have differ-
ent advantages, such as a high degree of flexibility, ease of use, reduction in cross-
contamination, and time and costs savings [25, 157]. Hence, only single-use bioreac-
tors were used for the investigations in this work, since patient safety and flexibility
are important aspects for the production of cell therapeutics.
The simplest configuration of a SU bioreactor consists of a non-instrumented cul-
tivation container and requires an external device (e.g., CO2 incubator, stirring
platform) to provide the optimal environment for the cell growth. This was the case
for the Corning R© spinner flasks that were used for all of the Case Study I investiga-
tions (see Chapter 4.1). At larger scales, it is better to use SU bioreactors with their
own measurement and control units for relevant process parameters. This means
that they are equipped with SU and/or standard on-line sensors that allow the
monitoring of parameters such as temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen. Such SU
bioreactor systems were used with the UniVessel R© SU 2L, the Mobius R© CellReady
3L, the BIOSTAT R© STR 50L and the BIOSTATR© RM 20/50 for the investigations
in Case Studies II, III and IV (see Chapter 4.2ff.). The subsequent list provides an
overview of the SU bioreactor systems used in this thesis:

1. Disposable Corning R© spinner flasks:
Chapter 4.1: “Engineering characterization of small scale spinner flasks for
the expansion of hMSCs”

2. UniVessel R© SU 2L and Mobius R© CellReady 3 L bioreactor:
Chapter 4.2 “Modification of a stirred SU bioreactor for the improved expansion
of hMSCs at benchtop scale”

3. BIOSTA R© STR 50L:
Chapter 4.3 “Process scale-up of a microcarrier-based hMSC expansion process
to pilot scale”

4. BIOSTAT R© RM 20/50:
Chapter 4.4 “Process transfer of a microcarrier-based human mesenchymal
stem cell expansion process to wave-mixed bioreactors”

31
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An overview of the main geometrical features of the different bioreactor systems and
a detailed description of the individual bioreactors can be found in Tab. 3.1 and the
following paragraphs.

Tab. 3.1.: Overview of the main geometrical features of the different bioreactors.

Spinner Spinner Mobius UniVessel BIOSTAT BIOSTAT

125mL 500mL 3L SU 2L STR 50L RM 20/50

Vw,min [L] 0.025 0.050 1.000 0.600 12.500 0.200

Vw,max [L] 0.100 0.300 2.400 2.000 50.000 1.000

DR [m] 0.064 0.087 0.137 0.130 0.370 n/a

HL,max [m] 0.041 0.052 0.174 0.179 0.480 0.026

L [m] n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.305

W [m] n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.243

dR [m] 0.041 0.050 0.076 0.054 0.143 n/a

hR [m] 0.008 0.008 0.028 0.047 0.090 n/a

HL/DR [-] 0.646 0.598 1.270 1.377 1.297 n/a

dR/DR [-] 0.653 0.575 0.556 0.415 0.386 n/a

hR/DR [-] 0.126 0.092 0.204 0.362 0.243 n/a
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Disposable Corning R© spinner flasks (125mL and 500mL)

The disposable CorningR© spinner flasks (Corning, USA) are part of Corning’s cell
culture range and are commercially available in two different sizes (125mL and
500mL, see Fig. 3.1). The rigid culture containers are made form polycarbonate
and are delivered pre-sterilized1. The spinner flasks are equipped with two angled
side ports and either a 70mm or 100mm top cap. The side ports were used for
gas exchange (mainly CO2 and O2) in a standard cell culture incubator. The total
vessel volume and diameter was 0.125 L and ≈ 0.063m for the small spinner flask
and 0.500 L and ≈ 0.088m, respectively, for the large spinner flask. For all inves-
tigations, the working volumes were 0.1 L (SP100) and 0.3 L (SP300), resulting in
HL/DR ratios of ≈ 0.64 and ≈ 0.60, respectively. Both spinner flasks were equipped
with a paddle-like impeller consisting of a blade and a magnetic bar. The maxi-
mum diameters of the individual impellers were 0.0415m and 0.0503m, resulting in
dR/DR ratios of ≈ 0.68 and ≈ 0.58, respectively. The impellers were mounted on the
vessel lid and magnetically driven by the stirring platform, which was placed in a cell
culture incubator for all of the cultivation experiments. Then the top caps were fully
closed, the distance between the lower edge of the impeller and the vessel bottom
was in the range of 6mm and 8mm (hR/DR of ≈ 0.12 and 0.07). In general, spinner
flasks are non-instrumented. However, for some special investigations, the 125mL
spinner flask was equipped with optical sensor spots for pH and DO measurements
(PreSens Precision Sensing GmbH, Germany).

Fig. 3.1.: Small scale SU Corning R© spinner flasks (125mL and 500mL). a) Schematic rep-
resentation of the main geometrical dimensions (mm). b) Picture of the biore-
actors.

1 Maximum dosage for gamma irradiation is usually up to 25 kGy.
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Mobius R© CellReady 3 L bioreactor

The Mobius R© CellReady 3L bioreactor (Merck Milipore, USA) is a rigid bench-
top scale bioreactor system and is part of the bioreactor series from Merck Milipore
(available up to 2m3). The cylindrical culture vessel, which is equipped with a dished
bottom, is made from polycarbonate and has a total volume of 3 L. However, the
working volume range was limited to between 1.0 L and 2.4 L (≈ 20% headspace at
Vw,max). The overall height and diameter is 0.249m and 0.137m, providing a H/DR

ratio of ≈ 1.82. The mixing of the culture broth was performed by an up-pumping
marine impeller, which was placed in close proximity to the reactor bottom (off-
bottom clearance ≈ 0.03m, see Fig. 3.2). The diameter of the marine impeller was
around half of the vessel diameter (dR/DR ≈ 0.55). An open pipe and porous sparger
made of sintered polyethylene (15-30μm pore size) was installed below the impeller
for aeration purposes. Unlike other SU benchtop scale bioreactors, the MobiusR©

CellReady 3L bioreactor is not equipped with optical sensor spots for pH and DO
measurements. Hence, classic, autoclavable probes were used to monitor and control
these parameters during the cultivation experiments. The probes were also taken into
account in the CFD simulations in the otherwise unbaffled vessel. Process control
and data acquisition was performed using an ez-control tower (Applikon Biotechnol-
ogy, Netherlands) with the appropriate motor adapter for the Mobius R© CellReady
3L bioreactor.

Fig. 3.2.: The Mobius R© CellReady 3L bioreactor. a) Schematic representation of the main
geometrical dimensions (mm). b) Picture of the bioreactor.
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UniVessel R© SU 2 L bioreactor and UniVessel R© SU STEMCELL prototypes

The UniVessel R© SU 2L bioreactor (Sartorius Stedim Biotech, Germany) is a bench-
top scale SU system, like the Mobius R© CellReady. The UniVessel R© is part of the
SU bioreactor series form Sartorius Stedim Biotech (BIOSTAT R© STR model series).
The vessel has a flat rounded bottom and an overall height and diameter of 0.242m
and 0.130m, respectively, corresponding to a H/DR ratio of 1.86 (see Fig. 3.3). The
working volumes range between 0.6 L and 2.0 L, with a total vessel volume of 2.6 L
(≈ 20% headspace at Vw,max). The system was equipped with two-stage segment
blade impellers (SBI) with diameters of approximately 0.054m (dR/DR ≈ 0.42).
Each single impeller consisted of 3 individual blades with a pitch of 30 ◦. The off-
bottom clearance of the lower impeller was 0.047m (hR/DR ≈ 0.39) and the distance
between the impellers was 0.07m (cR/dR ≈ 1.3). Aeration was performed by a sub-
merged L-shaped macro-sparger (0.5mm, 14 holes), which was placed directly below
the lower impeller. Both the process control and data acquisition, was performed by
a BIOSTAT R© B plus control unit and BioPATR© MFCS software. As part of the op-
timization process of the UniVessel R© SU 2L bioreactor to improve hMSC expansion,
different UniVessel R© SU STEMCELL prototypes were manufactured by Sartorius
Stedim Biotech and provided for the experimental investigations in this work. For
constructional reasons, as well as the high costs associated with the individual injec-
tion molds for each vessel prototype, the optimization process had to be restricted
to the SBI impellers. However, the same materials and peripheral elements as for the
standard UniVessel R© SU 2L bioreactor were used for all prototypes. The individual
geometrical features of the UniVesselR© SU STEMCELL prototypes, which were de-
signed based on a design of experiment approach (DoE), are listed and discussed in
Chapter 4.2.

Fig. 3.3.: The UniVessel R© SU 2L bioreactor. a) Schematic representation of the main
geometrical dimensions (mm). b) Picture of the bioreactor.
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BIOSTAT R© STR 50 L

The BIOSTAT R© STR 50L bioreactor system is part of the scalable series of biore-
actors from Sartorius Stedim Biotech and is the first pilot scale bioreactor in this
series (the bioreactor series is available up to 2.0m3). Unlike the rigid benchtop scale
systems (e.g., UniVessel R© SU 2L or MobiusR© CellReady 3L), the BIOSTATR© STR
50L consists of a flexible 3D bag (CultiBag R© STR), which has to be mounted in a
stainless steel support housing. In addition to shaping the bag, the double jacket of
the stainless steel housing was also used for temperature control purposes. The bag
had a multilayer film structure, whereas the contact layer was made of ultra-low den-
sity polyethylene (ULDPE). The shape of the bag bottom was rounded on two sides
(see Fig. 3.4 a-b). The working volume of the bag ranged between 12.5 L (HL 0.14m)
and 50L (HL 0.48m), while the total volume was 68L. The overall height and diam-
eter of the bag was 0.666m and 0.370m, respectively, resulting in a typical H/DR

ratio of ≈ 1.8. Unlike the UniVessel R© SU 2L bioreactor, the CultiBagR© STR is avail-
able with two different impeller configurations (RT x SBI or 2 x SBI ). However, the
bags used in this work were always equipped with 2 SBIs, since this configuration
induced a mainly axial oriented down flow, which is known to be beneficial for parti-
cle suspension. The diameter of the two SBI impellers was 0.143m (dR/DR ≈ 0.39)
and the distance between the impellers was 0.186m (cR/dR ≈ 1.3). The BIOSTAT R©

STR Control Tower was used in combination with the BioPATR© MFCS software to
control the process and for data acquisition.

Fig. 3.4.: The BIOSTAT R© STR 50L bioreactor. a) Schematic representation of the main
geometrical dimensions of the flexible culture bag. b) Picture of the bioreactor
system.
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BIOSTAT R© RM 20/50

The BIOSTAT R© RM 20/50 is a mid-scale SU bioreactor system from Sartorius Ste-
dim Biotech, which utilizes rocking motion mixing technology. The system used
for this work consisted of a BIOSTAT R© RM rocking platform, a BIOSTAT R© RM
Control Tower and a CultiBag R© RM 2L bag (new film Flexsafe R© since 2016). The
CultiBag R© RM 2L is a flexible 2D bag made of ultra-low density polyethylene
(ULDPE), the same material as the CultiBag R© STR 50L. In general, the CultiBagR©

RM 2L is available in instrumented (optical2) and non-instrumented (basic) ver-
sions. Hence, the measurement and control of the pH and DO was possible using
the CultiBag R© RM 2L optical. Since these are two important on-line parameters
that have an effect on the growth and the quality of hMSCs, only the optical version
of the CultiBag R© RM 2L was used for the experimental investigations. The 2L bag
has a pillow-like shape with a length of 0.305m and a width of 0.243m (see Fig. 3.5).
The overall height of the bag when totally inflated was approximately 0.086m. How-
ever, as can be seen in Fig. 3.5A, the bag was not totally axisymmetric. This was
mainly due to the ports for the optical fibres in the CultiBagR© RM 2L optical. The
working volume of the CultiBag R© RM 2L ranged between 0.2 L (Vw,min) and 1L
(Vw,max), which guaranteed a minimum headspace of 50% at Vw,max.

Fig. 3.5.: The BIOSTAT R© RM 20/50. a) Schematic representation of the main geometrical
dimensions of the flexible culture bag. b) Picture of the bioreactor system.

2 identical sensor patches for pH and DO measurement as for the UniVessel R© SU 2L bioreactor
and the CultiBag R© STR 50L bag.
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3.2. Experimental investigations

The following sections provide an overview of the experimental methods that were
used for the biochemical engineering investigations and the cell cultivation studies.
Initially, the focus is on the biochemical engineering investigations, which were used
to characterize the stirred and wave-mixed SU bioreactors. Afterwards, the materials
and methods that were used for the hMSC cultivation studies are presented. This
includes an overview of the cells, the MCs and the cell culture medium as well as a
description of the different procedures.

3.2.1. Mixing time

The mixing time was determined experimentally by the well-accepted decolorization
method, which is based on the decolorization of a starch-iodine complex by thiosul-
fate redox reactions. The mixing time was defined as the time required to achieve
95% homogeneity following addition of a tracer substance (e.g., sodium thiosulfate).
If not otherwise stated, the mixing time was measured under non-aerated conditions
and in accordance with the DECHEMA recommendation for the characterization of
SU bioreactors [158]. The bioreactor content was colored by the addition of 2mL/L
iodine solution (40 g/L potassium iodine and 20 g/L iodine) and 5mL/L starch so-
lution (10 g/L soluble starch). The tracer substance, which initiated the decoloriza-
tion of the starch-iodine complex was a 0.01M sodium thiosulfate solution (24.8 g/L
sodium thiosulfate pentahydrate). The tracer solution was added to the reactor by
pipetting the required amount of the tracer (4mL/L) through a port in the reac-
tor top plate (Corning R© spinner flask 125mL and 500mL). Afterwards, the time
was measured until the blue color had completely disappeared (see Fig. 3.6). Each
condition was tested up to five times by a single person in order to minimize inter-
observer differences. For the final evaluation of the measured mixing times, averages
and standard deviations were calculated based on the five individual measurements.
To evaluate the mixing times in the other SU bioreactors, literature data was used.

i <<< 95 i << 95 i < 95 i = 95

Fig. 3.6.: Schematic representation of the decolorization method in the 125mL Corning R©

spinner flask
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3.2.2. Oxygen mass transfer coefficient

In order to evaluate the oxygen demand during hMSC expansion in the 125mL
Corning R© spinner flask, the oxygen mass transfer was quantified by determining
the oxygen mass transfer coefficient (kLa) using the dynamic gassing-out method
[158]. The oxygen absorption process at the phase boundary takes place according
to the time law of the first order [159]. Assuming a well-mixed gas phase and a
uniform concentration distribution of the dissolved oxygen within the liquid, the
rate of oxygen transfer can be described by Eq. 3.1, where c∗O2

is the saturation
concentration given by Henry’s law.

dcO2

dt
= kLa ·

(
c∗O2

− cO2

)
(3.1)

By integrating Eq. 3.1 with the condition of cO2(t = 0)= cO2,0 , Eq. 3.2 is obtained.

ln

(
c∗O2

− cO2 (t)

c∗O2
− cO2,0

)
= −kLa · t (3.2)

By plotting the mathematical term on the left-hand side of Eq. 3.2 against time,
the kLa value was determined as the slope of the linear regression curve. Since
the 125mL Corning R© spinner flask was not equipped with DO sensors, optical DO
sensor spots (PreSens, Germany) were installed through a hole (φ 8.5mm) in the
reactor wall (see Fig. 3.7 a). The measurements were taken in triplicate for Dulbecco’s
Phosphate-Buffered Saline (DPBS) according to the DECHEMA guideline [158]. All
measurements were performed at the maximum working volume (100mL) and at
impeller speeds between 50 rpm and 120 rpm. The actual oxygen concentration in
the spinner flask was recorded by means of an Oxy-4 mini transmitter (PreSens,
Germany) that was connected to a PC (see Fig. 3.7 b). To evaluate the kLa values
in the other SU bioreactors, historical and literature data was used.
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Fig. 3.7.: Principle of measuring the oxygen mass transfer coefficient in the 125mL
Corning R© spinner flask. a) Experimental set-up. b) Typical concentration profile
of the dissolved oxygen during dynamic saturation.
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3.2.3. Suspension criteria

Suspension criteria (Ns1u, Ns1) were determined for three commercially available
MCs (termed as MC types I, II and III) in the CorningR© spinner flasks (125mL
and 500mL), the UniVessel R© SU 2L, the Mobius R© CellReady 3L bioreactor, the
BIOSTATR© STR 50L and the BIOSTATR© RM 20/50. The investigated MC beads
differ in their porosity, relative density, diameter range and growth area (information
according to manufacturer data):

• MC type I (modified polystyrene):
microporous, non-coated, ρp 1120± 30 kg/m3, dp 180± 20 μm, Ap 515 cm2/g

• MC type II (cross-linked polystyrene):
microporous, rRDG coated, ρp 1026± 4 kg/m3, dp 169± 43 μm, Ap 360 cm2/g

• MC type III (cross-linked gelatin, pore size 10-20 μm):
macroporous, non-coated, ρp ≈ 1030 kg/m3, dp 255± 125 μm, Ap

3

The Ns1 suspension criterion was defined as the impeller speed required to just fully
suspend all MCs, so that no particles were observed on the reactor bottom for more
than one second (according to Zwietering [160]). In contrast, the Ns1u suspension
criterion was defined as the lower limit of theNs1, meaning that some MC beads were
still in contact with the reactor bottom, but none of them were at rest [161]. The
experimental set-up for determining the suspension criteria in the 125mL Corning R©

spinner flask is shown schematically Fig. 3.8 (a-b). The impeller speed, which was
measured by a digital tachometer using reflective strips mounted on an impeller
blade, was increased until the defined suspension criteria were fulfilled. The sus-
pension stages were assessed and recorded from the side and from the bottom by
two digital cameras (Sony HDR-SR8) while the impeller was in motion. For all ex-
periments, a mirror was placed below the vessel to improve observability. While
the rigid bioreactors could be used without modifications, a specially constructed
acrylic glass model was used for the BIOSTAT R© STR 50L. The acrylic glass model
had the inner geometrical dimensions of the stainless steel support housing, since it
was assumed that the bag completely filled this area. In contrast, the original wave-
mixed bioreactor bag was used for all experiments, since this bag did not need any
stainless steel support housing. However, unlike the stirred bioreactors, the suspen-
sion criteria in the wave-mixed bioreactor depended on two independent parameters
(rocking rate vs. rocking angle). Therefore, the suspension criteria were determined
for predefined maximum rocking angles ϕmax between 4 ◦ and 10 ◦. Defined portions
of the MCs were weighed and equilibrated in DPBS or Lonza stem cell medium be-
fore the required amount was transferred into the bioreactors to achieve the desired
MC concentrations (between 2.5 g/L and 20 g/L).

3 No information about the nominal growth surface of macroporous MCs is available, since cells
can also grow within the pores of the beads.
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(a) (b)
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Fig. 3.8.: Principle for determining the suspension criteria in SU bioreactors. a) Schematic
representation of the experimental set-up for the determination of the suspension
criteria in the 125mL Corning R© spinner flask. b) Bottom and side view on the
Corning R© spinner flask at different suspension states (MC deposits = red circles
and arrows).

3.2.4. Liquid distribution in the wave-mixed bioreactor

The liquid distribution in the wave-mixed bioreactor (BIOSTATR© RM 20/50) was
determined optically at the lateral surface wall and used to verify the CFD model
(see Fig. 3.9 a). The measurements were performed for the entire bag and for a spe-
cially constructed bag with a piece of acrylic glass along the centreline (see Fig. 3.9 b-
c). The acrylic glass plate provided an improved optical view into the bag. The
measurements were performed for three different working volumes (50%, 100%,
and 150% of total working volume). For this purpose, a digital camera (Sony HDR-
SR8) with a resolution of 1440 x 1080 pixels and a frame rate of 50 fps was placed
beside the bag on the rocking platform in order to capture the total length of the
bag. Before the recording of the bag motion was started, the bag was rocked for
an adequate time interval, so that a “steady state” was obtained over a single mo-
tion period. Afterwards, the recorded video clips were segmented into their single
frame images using the Linux FFmpeg software package (version 2.6.1). The liquid
height was analysed with ImageJ open source software (version 1.51a) for specific
frames that corresponded to predefined deflection angles (e.g., ϕt=0 ◦, 2 ◦, 4 ◦, 6 ◦ for
ϕmax=6 ◦).
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Fig. 3.9.: Principle for measuring the liquid distribution in the wave-mixed bioreactor sys-
tem. a) Schematic representation of the experimental set-up. b-c) Example pic-
tures after analysis of the liquid surface in the original and specially constructed
bag.

3.2.5. Particle image velocimetry PIV

The FlowMaster PIV system (LaVision, Germany) was used for contactless mea-
surements of local fluid velocities in the different bioreactor types. The illumination
of the field of investigation was performed by a double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser (litron
lasers, England) generating a light sheet of approximately 1mm thickness at a wave-
length of λ 532 nm (see Fig. 3.10). Depending on the predominant fluid flow condi-
tions in the bioreactor, either 2D or 3D (stereoscopic) measurements were performed
(see Fig. 3.10 a-b). If not otherwise stated, the light sheet was vertically aligned
through the bioreactor impeller shaft (mid-bioreactor plane). This laser alignment
allowed the radial and axial fluid velocity components to be determined. Even though
the tangential velocity component was expected to be significant, it was only possi-
ble to measure it in special cases (e.g., spinner flasks) due to the restricted optical
accessibility through the round-shaped reactor bottoms. The fluid flow pattern in
the BIOSTAT R© CultiBag RM 2L was captured at two different positions (from the
side and from below; see Fig. 3.10 c). Hence, the light sheet was aligned in different
positions vertically and horizontally through the bag. A specially constructed bag
with a piece of acrylic glass along the centreline was used for the side recordings.
This enabled process images to be recorded at the edges of the bag along the vertical
laser plane. The recordings from below were carried out for the entire bag. For this
purpose, a transparent rocking platform (acrylic glass) in combination with a mirror
below the platform was used in order to provide optical accessibility to the reactor
bottom. In order to reduce the effects of refraction/diffraction of the laser light at
the cylindrical reactor surfaces, the bioreactor vessels of the small scale Corning R©

spinner flasks and the benchtop scale UniVessel R© SU 2L and MobiusR© 3L bioreac-
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tors were placed in a water-filled cubical box. Due to the weight of the water-filled
box and the resulting mechanical load for the rocking platform, the wave-mixed
bioreactor could not be positioned in such a box. However, the errors caused by
refraction/diffraction were considered in the analysis of the recorded images. The
double-frame images were either recorded with one (2D measurements) or two (3D
stereoscopic measurements) CCD cameras (Imager Pro X 4M, LaVision, Germany)
with resolutions of 2048 x 2048 pixels. A Scheimpflug set-up with forward/backward
measurement was used for all of the stereoscopic measurements. DaVis 8.3 software
(LaVision, Germany) was used for image acquisition and image analysis by cross cor-
relation. Cross correlation was performed with interrogation windows in the range
of 8 x 8 pixels to 32 x 32 pixels and an overlap of 50%. Depending on the bioreac-
tor system, images were captured in horizontal and vertical directions at between
four and eight positions, with overlaps of approximately 10%. In order to minimize
the statistical deviation, up to 1,500 double-frame images were recorded for each
position and camera. Spatial scanning of the fluid domain in vertical and horizon-
tal directions was performed by a traverse system. Rhodamine coated polymethyl-
methacrylat beads (PMMA) with a density of 1,190 kg/m3, a diameter distribution
of 20-50 μm, and a maximum emission intensity at 584 nm (LaVision, Germany)
were used to visualise the fluid flow. Optical distortions caused by the laser light re-
flection were reduced by means of corresponding long pass optical fluorescence edge
filters (100% transmission > 545 nm) mounted on the CCD cameras. In order to
perform phase-resolved measurements, the cameras and the laser were synchronized
with the impeller speed and the rocking rate by means of a trigger signal obtained
by a photoelectric barrier.
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Fig. 3.10.: Principle for measuring the fluid velocity components by either 2D or 3D PIV
measurements in stirred (a-b) and wave-mixed (c) single-use bioreactors.
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3.2.6. Microcarrier distribution and velocity (Shadowgraphy)

For contactless measurements of MC distribution and MC velocity in the Corn-
ing spinner flasks (125mL and 500mL), a ParticleMaster shadowgraphy system
(LaVision, Germany) was used. A double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser (λ 532 nm) coupled
to a high efficiency light diffuser was used to illuminate the field of investigation.
The light diffuser optics generated a conical light beam (λ 550-600 nm), which was
suitable for the illumination of the MC beads in the spinner flasks (see Fig. 3.11).
The light beam was aligned parallel to the impeller shaft in order to constantly illu-
minate one side of the spinner flasks. Since the shadowgraphy method is based on the
recording of particle shadows, the CCD camera (Imager Pro X 4M, 2048 x 2048 pix-
els) equipped with a telephoto lens (Nikon) was positioned directly in front of the
light beam (see Fig. 3.11 a). In order to reduce the effects of refraction/diffraction,
which were induced by the light beam on the cylindrical spinner surfaces, the vessels
were placed in a water-filled cubical box. DaVis 8.3 (LaVision, Germany) software,
with the ParticleMaster toolbox, was used for the image acquisition and analysis.
Particle recognition was performed based on an image segmentation algorithm with
subsequent analysis of the pixel intensity profile. To calculate the MC velocities,
the individual particles were tracked over the two images (ft,0 to ft,1 at Δt) and
the velocities were calculated based on the pixel shift in the x-y direction (�vxy;
see Fig. 3.11 b-c). Direct recording of the particle shift in the z-direction was not
possible, since the experimental set-up only comprised one CCD camera. However,
depth-of-field calibration was performed in order to reduce the effect of the particle
shift in the z-direction on the calculation of �vxy. Depending on the size of the spin-
ner flask, images were captured at up to four positions in the vertical direction. For
each of these positions, up to 1,500 double-frame images were recorded and anal-
ysed. Spatial scanning of the fluid domain in the vertical direction was performed
by a traverse system. The shadowgraphy measurements were carried out for both
types of spinner flask with cell-free and cell-loaded type II MCs (polystyrene-based,
10 g/L). The measurements with the cell-loaded MCs were performed directly after
a 7-day hASC cultivation period. The distributions and velocities of the microcar-
riers were measured at impeller speeds of between 41 rpm and 60 rpm and for two
different impeller positions (position 1: direct view on the impeller blade ϕ1; posi-
tion 2: ϕ2=ϕ1+90 ◦). In order to perform phase-resolved measurements, the camera
and the laser were synchronized with the impeller speed by means of a trigger sig-
nal obtained by a photoelectric barrier. The obtained particle data (particle ID, x-,
y-coordinates, particle velocity) were further processed with a user-defined Matlab
script (Mathworks, USA).
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Fig. 3.11.: Principle for measuring the MC distribution and velocity in the 125mL
Corning R© spinner flask. a) Experimental set-up for measuring the MC dis-
tribution and velocity by shadowgraphy. b-c) Recorded and processed images
with recognized MCs over two frames.

3.2.7. hMSC cultivation studies

3.2.7.1. hMSC cell sources

Various cultivation studies were performed with different types of hMSCs in stirred
and wave-mixed SU bioreactors (see Tab. 3.2). Primary hMSCs from adipose tissue
(human adipose-tissue derived stromal/stem cells, hASCs), human bone marrow
(human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells, hBM-MSCs) and hTERT
immortalized hASCs were used. The primary hMSCs were obtained from a single
consenting and informed donor and were kindly provided by Lonza GmbH Cologne.
The hTERT immortalized hASCs were obtained from the American Type Culture
Collection (ATCC). Prior to the cultivation studies, the hTERT-ASCs were adapted
to the serum-reduced Lonza stem cell medium (5%FBS). All experiments were
carried out with cells from cryopreserved cultures (stored in the gas phase of liquid
nitrogen: between −150 ◦C and −120 ◦C).
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Tab. 3.2.: Overview of the different hMSC types used for the cultivation studies. The
ASC52telo cells were immortalized with human telomerase reverse transcriptase
(hTERT-ASCs).

hMSC type Company Lot.: Pno. PDLcum Comment

hASC Lonza K.LA.PRAD 22 2 10 primary cell culture

hBM-MSC Lonza W.BM 90560 2 10 primary cell culture

ASC52telo ATCC 58744782 23 91 immortalized cell line

3.2.7.2. Microcarrier and medium

Depending on the hMSC type, either the type II (cross-linked polystyrene, microp-
orous) or type III (cross-linked gelatin, macroporous) MCs were used for the culti-
vation experiments. The type II MCs were coated with recombinant proteins that
included the RDG (Arginyl-Glycyl-Aspartic acid) amino acid sequence in order to
improve cell attachment. This MC type was a GMP-compliant and xeno-free MC,
specially suited to hASCs and ASC52telo cells. MC type II concentrations in the
range of 5.0 to 15.0 g/L (1800 to 5400 cm2/L) were tested in the cultivation studies.
The type III MC was a macroporous MC made from cross-linked gelatin, which
had no additional protein coating on the surface. Due to the macroporous structure
and the size of the pores of the type III MC, cell growth was also possible within
the MC beads. The cultivation experiments with the hBM-MSCs were carried out
with 3 g/L of the type III MC. Both MC types were sterilized (30min 121 ◦C) and
prepared according to the vendor recommendations one day before the bioreactor
system was inoculated with the cells. Independent on the hMSC type, the serum-
reduced Lonza stem cell medium (Lonza, USA) was always used for the cultivation
studies. The Lonza stem cell medium was developed during one of the projects that
forms part of this PhD thesis. However, due to confidentiality, the brand name of
the culture medium and the specific ingredients (in particular the growth factors
and hormones) can not be revealed. Therefore, the culture medium will always be
referred to as the Lonza stem cell medium. The Lonza stem cell medium was sup-
plemented with the main substrates (Glc 4.5 g/L, Gln 4mmol/L), growth factors,
hormones, recombinant transferrin and 5% FBS (pH 7.2, osmolality 317 mOsm/kg,
endotoxin 0.003EU/mL).

3.2.7.3. Inoculation/Sampling/Harvesting

In the following paragraphs, a generic description of the inoculation, sampling and
harvest procedure for the different SU bioreactor systems is provided.
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Inoculation
For each cultivation experiment, the SU bioreactor systems were inoculated with
cryopreserved cells (viability > 95%) and cultivated for 7-14 days. Before inocula-
tion, the MC suspension was equilibrated for at least 1 h at 37 ◦C, at a pH range
between 7.2 and 7.4, and an impeller speed or rocking rate that complied with the
NS1u criterion. After inoculation, no agitation or rocking was performed for either
4 h (hASC and ASC52telo) or 18 h (hBM-MSCs) in order to support cell attachment.
Afterwards, the impeller speed and the rocking rate were set to the desired process
conditions. The hMSCs were cultivated in benchtop and pilot scale SU bioreactors
at 37 ◦C, pH 7.2, dissolved oxygen (DO) value above 20% and 0.1 vvm headspace
aeration. The pH and DO were measured and controlled with either pre-installed SU
probes (Sartorius Stedim Biorech) or re-usable probes from Mettler Toledo (Switzer-
land). The cells in the Corning R© spinner flasks were cultivated in a standard cell
culture incubator (37 ◦C, 7.5% CO2 and 80% relative humidity) equipped with stir-
ring platforms (Dura-Mag, Chemglass Life Sciences, USA).

Medium exchange
When the cells had reached a density of between 2-3·104 cells/cm2 or at the latest
4-5 days post inoculation, the impeller or rocking platform was switched off and the
MCs were allowed to settle on the reactor bottom. 50% of the growth medium was
replaced with fresh preheated medium, and the impeller and the rocking platform
were then restarted. No MC feeds were performed during the cultivations.

Sampling
Samples were taken from the Corning R© spinner flasks aseptically under a laminar
flow hood. Under constant shaking, up to 10mL of MC-suspension was extracted
from the spinner flasks with serological pipettes. In contrast, customized SU Man-
ifold bags (Sartorius Stedim Biotech, Germany) were used to take samples (30mL
sample volume) from the other SU bioreactors. During the sampling process, ag-
itation was set at 10% above the Ns1u criterion to maintain homogeneity. After
sampling, the MC-suspension was used for the individual analytical measurements.
For the MC-free measurements, the cells were detached from the MC surface by en-
zymatic treatment. The MCs were allowed to settle at the bottom of a Falcon tube
and either 2mL of TrypLE Select (polystyrene-based MCs) or collagenase (gelatin-
based MCs) was added. The tube was incubated at 37 ◦C, 120 rpm for 15min until
the cells had detached. Afterwards, the cell suspension was used for the various
MC-free measurements.

Harvesting
After each cell expansion process with the hASCs and ASC52telo, the MC suspen-
sion was transferred out of the SU bioreactor. To reduce the total volume, the MC
suspension was passed through a sterile sieve with pore sizes of 125μm. The filter
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cake was washed with TrypLE Select (Gibco by Life Technologies, USA) in a ster-
ile flask, which was shaken at 60 rpm (shaking amplitude of 25mm) and 37 ◦C for
10min. Afterwards, the MC suspension was poured into a 63 μm sieve. To stop the
action of the TypLE Select, the MC-free suspension was first centrifuged at 500 g
for 8min. Afterwards, the supernatant was removed and the cells were resuspended
in cell culture medium. The harvesting of the hBM-MSCs was performed differently,
since this MC type was biodegradable. After the cultivation of the hBM-MSCs, the
MCs were allowed to settle on the reactor bottom. Afterwards, the total volume was
concentrated by removing up to 90% of the supernatant. The enzyme collagenase
was then added directly to the remaining MC suspension and incubated for 15min
at 37 ◦C. After dissolving the MCs, the suspension was removed and centrifuged at
500 g for 8min. The supernatant was removed and the cell pellet was resuspended
in fresh culture medium. In both cases, the harvested cells were counted and the
number was compared to the theoretical total number of cells in the cell sample,
which had been measured before cell harvest, in order to determine the cell recovery
rate.

3.2.7.4. Analytics

Different analytical measurements were routinely performed before, during and after
the expansion of the hMSCs. This allowed the main cell-dependent parameters (cell
number, substrates/metabolites) and cell quality attributes (senescence level, surface
marker expression, differentiation potential) to be measured and assessed.

Cell count measurement
During the cultivation studies, the cells were counted on a daily basis using a
NucleoCounter NC-200 automated cell counting device (chemometec, Denmark) in
combination with a Via1-Cassette. The NucleoCounter NC-200 is a fluorescence
based microscope that allows fluorescence stained cells to be counted and measured.
The previously detached hMSCs (see Section 3.2.7.4 Sampling) were directly stained
in the Via1-Cassette. The Via1-Cassette contained two immobilized fluorophores,
acridine orange (λex 500 nm / λem 526 nm; total cells) and DAPI (λex 340 nm /
λem 488 nm; dead cells). The acridine orange stained all the living and dead hMSCs
in the sample, thus providing a total count and acting as a counterstain to locate the
cells [162]. The DAPI stain was used to distinguish the living cells form the dead
cells. Afterwards, the measured cell numbers were used to calculate the real cell
concentrations (cells/mL and cells/cm2) in the individual SU bioreactor systems.

Substrates and metabolite measurement
The main substrates (glucose Glc, glutamine Gln, glutamate Glu), metabolites (lac-
tate Lac) and ions (ammonium NH4

+, sodium Na+, potassium K+) were mea-
sured daily using a BioProfile Analyzer 100plus (Nova Biomedical, USA) and/or
a CedexBio (Roche Diagnostics). The cell- and MC-free supernatants (≈ 600 μL)
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were injected directly into the analytical device after the sample was taken from the
bioreactor (no special sample treatment required).

Senesence-associated β-Galactosidase Activity Assay
The level of replicative or cellular senescence was quantified based on the measure-
ment of the senescence-associated β-galactosidase (SA-βgal) activity in the alkalized
lysosomes (pH 6.0) [163]. A higher level of SA-βgal in the lysosome is caused by an
increase in the abundance of the lysosomal enzyme, probably linked to the increased
lysosomal biogenesis observed in senescent cells. The hMSCs were incubated for the
SA-βgal activity assay with 5-dodecanoylaminofluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside
(C12FDG, λex 490 nm / λem 514 nm), a fluorogenic substrate for SA-βgal. The SA-
βgal cleaves the two sugar groups of C12FDG resulting in an optically active product
that accumulates within the cells (see Fig. 3.12 a-b). The qualitative and quanti-
tative assessment of the SA-βgal activity was performed according to the proce-
dure described by Debacq-Chainiaux et al. [163] using flow cytometric measure-
ments and fluorescence microscopy. For this purpose, a MC-free sample consisting
of ≈ 1·106 cells/mL was used for the staining and the flow cytometric measurements
were taken using a MACSQuant Analyzer (Miltenyi Biotec, Germany). The flow cy-
tometric device was prepared in advance with unstained cells in order to adjust the
channel gains (autofluorescence). The SA-βgal positive cells were measured in the
525± 25 nm channel and gated against the unstained cells (control). For statistical
reasons up to 50,000 single events were recorded. Fluorescence-based microscopic
analysis of the hMSCs was performed with cell cultures at a confluency of 50-60%
(6-well plates). The cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde solution after incuba-
tion with C12FDG (10min) in order to minimize morphological changes or prepara-
tion artefacts. After fixing the cells, the fluorescence was assessed using an Evosfl
fluorescence microscope (Fluorescein channel 510± 21 nm; Thermo Scientific).

200 µm

(b)(a)

Fig. 3.12.: The fluorogenic reagent C12FDG. a) Chemical structure of C12FDG and reac-
tion with β-galactosidase. b) C12FDG fluorescing cells (green: optical active
cleaveage product; blue: Nucleus stained with DAPI).[164]
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Flow cytrometric investigations
Analysis of the cells’ surface markers was performed according to ISCT/IFATS rec-
ommendations [55, 56] using a MACSQuant flow cytometer (Miltenyi Biotec, Ger-
many). A list of all investigated CD-markers can be found in Tab. 3.3. The staining
of the MC-free cell suspension was performed in accordance with the vendor instruc-
tions. The quality attributes of the hMSCs were measured before inoculation and
after harvesting the cells from the SU bioreactors. In special cases, individual CD-
markers (CD34, CD45, CD36) were also measured during the MC-based expansion
processes. The cells recovered from the cell samples were washed in staining buffer
(DBPS with 2% BSA, 0.1% sodium azide), before aliquots (0.5-1·106 cells) of the
samples were incubated with the conjugated monoclonal antibodies. In addition,
aliquots of cells were stained with the corresponding isotype controls (see Tab. 3.3).
In order to obtain statistically valid results, up to 50,000 single events were recorded
and analysed using the FlowJo software package (FlowJo LCC, USA). Before multi-
colour experiments were performed, each fluoresence channel of the MACSQunat
device was compensated in order to take into account the spectral overlap of the
different fluorogenic dyes. The gating of the positive and negative cell populations
was performed based on the fluorescence signals of the isotype control measurements.

Tab. 3.3.: Fluorophore-conjugated monoclonal antibodies used for the quantification of
hMSC surface marker expression.

Marker Clone Isotype Fluorophore (λem) Detection channel

CD14 TÜK4 mouse IgG2ak PerCP (678 nm) 655 - 730 nm

CD20 LT20.B4 mouse IgG1k PerCP (678 nm) 655 - 730 nm

CD29 TS2/16 mouse IgG1k APC (660 nm) 655 - 730 nm

CD31 AC128 mouse IgG1k APC (660 nm) 655 - 730 nm

CD34 AC136 mouse IgG2ak PerCP (678 nm) 655 - 730 nm

AC136 mouse IgG2ak APC (660 nm) 655 - 730 nm

CD36 AC106 mouse IgG2ak APC (660 nm) 655 - 730 nm

CD44 DB105 mouse IgG1k APC (660 nm) 655 - 730 nm

CD45 5B1 mouse IgG2ak PerCP (678 nm) 655 - 730 nm

5B1 mouse IgG2ak APC (660 nm) 655 - 730 nm

CD73 AD2 mouse IgG1k APC (660 nm) 655 - 730 nm

CD90 DG3 mouse IgG1k FITC (525 nm) 525± 25 nm

DG3 mouse IgG1k APC (660 nm) 655 - 730 nm

CD105 43A4E1 mouse IgG1k PE (578 nm) 585± 20 nm

43A4E1 mouse IgG1k APC (660 nm) 655 - 730 nm
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Adipogenic, osteogenic and chondrogenic differentiation
The differentiation studies were performed after harvesting of the cells from the SU
bioreactors. For adipogenesis, an adipocyte differentiation toolkit (PCS-500-050)
from the ATCC was used. The cells were prepared and treated as recommended
in the user manual. To initiate adipogenesis, the cells were re-seeded in standard
6-well plates with an inoculation density of 18,000 cells/cm2. After a 48 h incubation
phase in a standard cell culture medium (37 ◦C, 5% CO2, rH 80%), adipogenesis
was induced using an adipocyte differentiation initiation medium 4. The cells were
cultured for 15 days (50% medium exchange every 3 days) in the adipogenic differen-
tiation medium, until the adipocytes reached full maturity. The lipid accumulation
in the adipocytes was confirmed by an Oil Red O stain, after fixing the cells with
4% paraformaldehyde.
Osteocyte differentiation was performed using an osteocyte differentiation toolkit
(PCS-500-052, ATCC). For this purpose, the hMSCs were also re-seeded in 6-well
plates (18,000 cells/cm2) and incubated for 48 h in a standard cell culture medium,
before osteocyte differentiation was induced 5. The cells were cultured (37 ◦C, 5%
CO2, rH 80%) in the osteocyte differentiation medium for 19 days (50% medium
exchange every 4 days). The formation of a bone matrix resulting from calcium ac-
cumulation was confirmed by Alizarin Red staining.
For chondrogenic differentiation of the hMSCs, the cells were encapsulated in al-
ginate beads, which served as a matrix for the deposition of proteoglycans. The
harvested cells were re-seeded in up to 10 T75 flasks and cultured in a standard
cell culture medium (37 ◦C, 5% CO2, rH 80%) until the cells reached a confluency
of 70-80%. Afterwards, the harvested hMSCs were encapsulated in sodium algi-
nate. The alignated beads were formed by the drop-wise addition of the alignate-
cell-suspension through a 27 gauge needle into a sterile 100mM CaCl2 solution.
These alignate-cell-beads were transferred into 48-well plates and covered with a
pre-warmed chondrocyte differentiation medium 6. The hMSCs were cultured in
the chondrocyte differentiation medium (37 ◦C, 5% CO2, rH 80%) for 21 days with
a partial medium exchange of 50% every 3 days. Normal chondrogenic differentia-
tion results in the formation of cartilage with a typical extracellular matrix. A key
molecule within this extracellular matrix is the proteoglycan aggrecan, which was
detected by Alcian Blue staining.

4 Adipogenic differentiation media were supplemented with pro-adipogenic substances such as
insulin, dexamethason, cigligazone, 3-isobutyl-1-1-methylaxanthine etc.

5 Osteogenic differentiation media were supplemented with pro-osteogenic substances such as
dexamethason, vitamin D3, glycerolphosphat etc.

6 Chondrogenic differentiation media were supplemented with pro-chondrogenic substances such
as insulin, ascorbic acid, transforming growth factor etc.
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3.3. Numerical investigations

CAD construction and meshing
The 3D geometries of the SU bioreactors investigated in this thesis were constructed
using the Autodesk Inventor (Autodesk, USA) CAD software package. For further
processing of the geometrical data, the geometries were exported into an *.stp-file
and imported into the DesignModeller of ANSYS workbench (ANSYS, USA). Based
on this geometrical data, the fluid domain was modelled. Subdomains were defined
around the impellers for all of the stirred SU bioreactors in order to implement the
impeller rotation using the Moving Reference Frame (MRF) or Sliding Mesh (SM)
approach. The rocking motion of the wave-mixed bioreactor was implemented in
Fluent using either a body motion algorithm7 or gravitational schemes. The spatial
discretization (or meshing) of the fluid domain was performed using the ANSYS
Meshing tool, which provides state-of-the-art meshing algorithms for surface and
volume meshes. Detailed information about the individual meshes is provided in the
case studies. In order to define accurate meshes, a mesh study was performed for
each bioreactor geometry. In general, unstructured meshes consisting of tetrahedral
elements (also called control volumes CVs) were used (see Fig. 3.13 a). In the small-
scale bioreactor systems, boundary layers were also implemented. The mesh quality
was evaluated by equi-volume skewness8 and element orthogonality9 (see Fig. 3.13 b).
The skweness was defined as the relationship between the shape of the cell and
the shape of an equilateral cell of equivalent volume [142], whereas the element
orthogonality considered the vector from the cell centroid to the centroid of each
of the adjacent cells. Only high quality meshes were used for the simulations, since
it is well-known that bad quality meshes, especially meshes with a high number of
highly skewed cells may lead to convergence issues during numerical simulations.
After the meshing step, the boundary conditions and solver settings were defined,
based on the fluid flow of interest.
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Fig. 3.13.: Unstructured tetrahedral mesh (a) with typical skweness distribution (b).

7 ANSYS Fluent provides up to six degrees of freedom (3 x translational and 3 x rotational) for
the definition of the body motion using the 6DOF solver.

8 The maximum skewness for a triangular/tetrahedral mesh should be lower than 0.95, with an
average value that is significantly lower.

9 The orthogonal quality ranges from 0 to 1, where values close to 0 correspond to low quality.
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Boundary conditions and solver settings
The CFD simulations were performed using the ANSYS Fluent10 finite volume
solver. The implemented pressure-based solver, with an absolute velocity formu-
lation, was used for all simulations. The walls were treated as non-slip boundaries
with standard wall functions. The liquid surfaces in the single-phase simulations
were treated as symmetry planes, with the fluid velocities normal to the face set to
zero. In the case of the BIOSTAT R© RM 20/50, a gas-liquid two-phase model was
set up, which considered a gas volume (air: ρA=1.25 kg/m3, μA=0.0178mPa·s)
on top of the liquid domain. However, the gas flow out of the bag (exhaust air)
was not considered using a pressure outlet boundary (total inflation of bag), since
the effect on the fluid flow is negligable. The MCs were implemented using (I) a
Euler-Euler-Granular model and (II) a Euler-Lagrange approach with discrete par-
ticle modelling and tracking. In general, water (ρL=998 kg/m3, μL=1.0016mPa·s
at 20 ◦C and ρL=993 kg/m3, μL=0.6913mPa·s at 37 ◦C) and the MC beads (type I:
dP,mean=180 μm, ρP =1120 kg/m3 and type II: dP,mean=169 μm , ρP =1026 kg/m3)
were considered in the models. The initialization of the MCs was carried out ei-
ther with settled beads or with beads that were homogeneously distributed over the
entire fluid domain. The particle tracking of the Euler-Lagrange simulations was
supplemented with a User defined function (UDF) in order to calculate additional
particle-dependent parameters (e.g., sphere drag coefficient, particle slip-velocity,
particle Reynolds number Rep, absolute particle force Fp,abs). For all of the discrete
particle simulations the Saffman lift force, the virtual mass force, and the pressure-
based gradient force were all considered. Turbulence coupling was performed by a
two-way coupling of the different phases. The number of discrete particles in each
simulation was set at between 116,000 and 125,000 (phase fraction = 0.1-0.2%).
SIMPLE11 and phase-coupled SIMPLE algorithms were used for pressure-velocity
coupling in the single- and multiphase models. If not otherwise stated, the First-
Order Upwind (FOU) schemes were used for the discretization of the mass and tur-
bulence transport equations. The momentum was discretized by the Second-Order
Upwind (SOU) scheme in order to obtain a higher accuracy. Convergence was as-
sumed when the individual residuals in the transient and steady-state simulations
dropped below 10−5 and 10−6. The computational turnaround time was reduced as
much as possible by parallelization of the computational domain on multiple solvers.
For this purpose, the computational domain was automatically split12 into a defined
number of partitions and distributed across computing nodes. The number of nodes
was selected to achieve a utilization of ≈ 400,000-500,000 cells per node.

10 Versions 15.0, 16.0 and 17.0 were used. However, the models were identical in each version
according to the documentation provided by ANSYS.

11 SIMPLE - Semi-implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations, a method developed by B.
Spalding and S. Patankar for pressure-velocity coupling .

12 The partition of the computational domain was performed using the Principle Axes method,
where the domain is bisected based on a coordinate frame aligned with the principal axis of
the domain [142]



4. Characterization and optimization of SU
bioreactors for the MC-based expansion
of hMSCs: Case studies

4.1. Engineering characterization of small scale
spinner flasks for the expansion of hMSCs

4.1.1. Introduction

In recent years, various publications in the scientific literature have demonstrated
the applicability of stirred SU bioreactors for the in vitro expansion of hMSCs. How-
ever, the in vitro expansion processes that provide clinically relevant cell numbers
were developed with cell culture media containing 10 to 20% FBS. The FBS made
the cells more robust and protected against the various stresses (e.g., hydrodynamic
stresses, physiochemical stresses, etc.) that occurs during the in vitro expansion. The
objective of Case Study I was the development of a MC-based hMSCs expansion
process under serum-reduced conditions (5% FBS), which presupposed the reliable
determination of mass transfers and hydrodynamic stresses. Basic investigations
such as the determination of the MC distribution, the fluid flow and the prevail-
ing hydrodynamic stresses improve the process understanding and provide valuable
information for the process development and the later scale-up. In order to obtain
time- and location-dependent information about critical process engineering param-
eters, experimental investigations and numerical simulations are valuable tools.
Therefore, Case Study I focuses on the biochemical engineering characterization of
Corning’s spinner flasks (SP100 and SP300) with experimental and numerical meth-
ods. In the first part, the suspension behaviors of the MC type II are experimentally
investigated. Special emphasis is placed on the suspension criteria (Ns1u and Ns1).
Although Ns1 has already been investigated for the cultivation of hMSCs, Ns1u has
not yet been considered. Consequently, the applicability of Ns1u in comparison to
Ns1 for the MC-based expansion of hMSCs is explored. Furthermore, the effect of
different hydrodynamic stress levels on cell growth, cell quality and MC-cell aggre-
gate formation is investigated and used for the process development and to establish
a segregated growth model for hMSCs for the first time. For this purpose, the pre-
dicted hydrodynamic stresses and specific power inputs obtained from the single
and multiphase CFD simulations are correlated with the experimental data from
the cultivation studies. In addition, initial scale-up investigations are carried out
based on the cell cultivation studies at small scale.
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4.1.2. Experimental suspension studies

Different MC suspension states are represented in Fig. 4.1 (a) for the SP100 spinner
flask with a MC concentration of 10 g/L (MC type II). As can be seen from the
images, different suspension states can be detected: (I) transport of the MCs to the
vessel centre and the formation of a clear outer zone, (II) swirling up of the MCs from
the centre of the vessel bottom and further reduction of the MC solid fraction at the
reactor bottom, and (III) maintaining the MCs in suspension (Ns1u < N < Ns1).
Comparable suspension states were also observed for other MC types (I and III)
and for the SP300 spinner flask. The latter was not surprising since the two spinner
flasks have comparable geometrical ratios (see section 3.1) and are equipped with
identical impellers: a large paddle-like impeller (dR/DR 0.58-0.68). Due to the shape
of the paddle-like impeller and the absence of probes, which probably act as baf-
fles, a mainly tangentially oriented fluid flow was induced (see section 4.1.3). The
secondary flow resulted in the transport of the MCs to the vessel centre. From this
area, the MCs were swirled up as the impeller speed was further increased.
The impeller speeds required to fulfil the two suspension criteria for different MC
concentrations (2.5-20 g/L) of the MC type II were in the range of 30 rpm to 81 rpm
(Ns1u) and 35 rpm to 90 rpm (Ns1) for the SP100 and 22 rpm to 65 rpm (Ns1u) and
29 rpm to 75 rpm (Ns1) for the SP300. It can be concluded that Ns1=(1.2±0.1)·Ns1u.
Interestingly, this correlation was independent of the MC type. Within the investi-
gated MC concentration range, a linear correlation was found between the impeller
speeds required to achieve the suspension criteria for the corresponding MC con-
centration. Thus, an average increase of 27 rpm per gram MC for the SP100 and
an average increase of 29 rpm per gram MC for the SP300 were required to main-
tain the suspension state defined by Ns1u and Ns1. The impeller speeds required
to ensure the suspension criteria in the SP100 were on average 25.3± 6.5% higher
than for the SP300. However, when comparing the corresponding tip speeds (utip),
similar values for the SP100 and SP300 were calculated (see Fig. 4.1 b). This can be
explained by the comparable geometrical ratios of the two systems and the result-
ing fluid flow conditions, which are described in section 4.1.3 in more detail. The
obtained impeller speeds were analysed with regression analysis in order to derive
statistical correlations for Ns1u (utip,Ns1u = 0.0067 · cMC + 0.0359, R2 = 0.99) and
Ns1 (utip,Ns1 = 0.0069 · cMC + 0.0581, R2 = 0.99). The maximum deviations of the
measured data from the predicted values were between 8% and 10%. However, the
statistical correlations are only valid within the tested MC concentration range of
2.5-20 g/L. The accuracy of the two regression models is also shown in Fig. 4.1
(c), where the experimentally measured values were plotted against the predicted
model values. It can be clearly seen that the values only slightly scatter around the
diagonal centre line, and the maximum deviations were between ± 10% and ± 12%.
Nevertheless, the results demonstrate the linear relationship between utip and the
MC concentration as well as the applicability of the regression models for estimating
Ns1u and Ns1 within the tested MC concentration range for the two spinner flasks. In
fact, the dependency of Ns1u and Ns1 on the geometrical dimensions in undeniable.
The determined N and regression models were used for the CFD investigations.
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Ns1u / 49 rpm Ns1 / 60 rpm17 rpm 25 rpm 32 rpm

(a)

(c)(b)

Fig. 4.1.: MC suspension dynamics. a) Photographic pictures (side and bottom view) of
the MC distribution during the suspension studies (e.g., SP100 with 10 g/L).
The MC deposits under the impeller are highlighted by red circles and arrows.
b) Graphical representation of the required tip speeds to achieve Ns1u and Ns1 at
different MC concentrations for SP100 and SP300. c) Experimental vs. predicted
Ns1u and Ns1 (merged data for SP100 and SP300).
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4.1.3. Results from single-phase modelling

Grid sensitivity
The grid sensitivity was evaluated representative for the SP100. For this purpose,
different meshes consisting of unstructured tetrahedral elements were generated and
the grid density was varied between 165,732 and 1,412,798 CVs (see Tab. 4.1). In
all cases, the mean and maximum skweness of the CVs were in a comparable range
and resulted in similar mesh qualities.

Tab. 4.1.: Mesh details of the SP100 spinner flask used for the grid sensitivity study.

Number of CV’s Grid density Skweness

Total Impeller zone Bulk zone Mean Max.

[-] [-] [-] [CV/mm3] [-] [-]

165,732 124,653 41,079 1.53 0.24 0.88

361,243 279,279 81,964 3.34 0.22 0.84

712,060 548,260 163,800 6.60 0.23 0.87

1,002,549 802,656 199,893 9.28 0.23 0.87

1,412,798 1,104,381 308,417 13.08 0.22 0.88

The grid sensitivity was evaluated with respect to the fluid velocity �u and the strain
rate magnitude TS, which is related to the second invariant of the rate-of-deformation
tensor τ (see Eq. 4.1). Thus, TS is a measure of all velocity gradients within the
CVs.

TS =

√
1

2
tr(τ̄ + τ̄T )2 (4.1)

The comparison of the two parameters was done for the different meshes along di-
mensionless radial coordinates r/R for horizontal lines at h/HL=0.01, h/HL=0.46
and h/HL=0.75 (see Fig. 4.2 a). As expected, the influence of the grid density on
the velocity was less pronounced than for the gradient related strain rate. Above
712,060CVs, there was no significant increase in accuracy for the fluid velocities.
The mean relative deviation for the fluid velocity obtained with the coarser grid
was below 2% compared to the finest mesh. Only slightly higher relative devia-
tions of up to 3.7% were obtained for the strain rate magnitude. Thus, the mesh
with 712,060CVs (6.60CV/mm3) was considered to be grid-independent. Sucosky
et al. [165] and Liovic et al. [76] used meshes with a mean grid density of 3.5-
4.3CV/mm3 for the RANS simulation of spinner flasks of comparable size. In the
present case, such coarser grids would lead to an increase in the mean relative de-
viation of 4% (abs. 9%) for the velocity and 9% (abs. 21%) for the strain rate
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magnitude. CFD results obtained from such coarser grids should be treated with
caution, especially if gradient-associated parameters, such as shear rates and tur-
bulence parameters (i.e., turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate), are
considered in the analysis. Consequently, the mesh with 712,060CVs represented a
good compromise between accuracy and computational effort. In addition, it allowed
the grid density to be kept constant for the scale up study on the SP300 spinner flask
(2,073,079CV, 6.9CV/mm3), without having tremendous computational efforts.

(a) (b) (c)

0.0 0.5
0.0

0.5

1.0

h/
H

L
[-]

1.0
r/R [-]

Fig. 4.2.: Results of the grid sensitivity study of the SP100 (a). Velocity (b) and strain
rate magnitude (c) as a function of r/R at h/HL= 0.10 (first row), h/HL= 0.45
(second row) and h/HL= 0.75 (third row).

Influence of turbulence modelling
In order to investigate the influence of different turbulence models on the CFD re-
sults, simulations were performed using the two equation turbulence models from
the k− ε and k−ω family and the Reynolds stress model (RSM). The RSM, which
represented the most sophisticated turbulence model, was used as a comparative
model due to its superiority in describing the anisotropy of the turbulence in close
proximity to the vessel wall and the impeller [166, 167]. The data of the mean fluid
velocity and the turbulent dissipation rate (εT ) was evaluated along radial coordi-
nates at three horizontal positions in the SP100 (see Fig. 4.3 a). The investigations
served as a preliminary study to determine a suitable turbulence model for the sub-
sequent single- and multi-phase CFD simulations in the spinner flasks and the other
bioreactors investigated in this thesis.
Fig. 4.3 (b) shows the mean fluid velocities calculated for horizontal lines at h/HL

=0.01, h/HL=0.45 and h/HL=0.75. Good qualitative agreement was obtained
with all turbulence models, and compared to PIV measurements. The range of the
PIV measurements was limited between r/R ≈ 0.5-0.8 due to the pronounced curve
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of the vessel surface (see paragraph “Fluid flow field verification”). Interestingly, the
differences in the mean fluid velocity between the k− ε models and the RSM model
were lower (up to 13%) than between the k− ω models and the RSM model (up to
24%). However, data obtained from the k − ω models were much closer to the PIV
measurements (relative deviations between 2.6 and 3.1%).
Significant differences were obtained for the turbulent dissipation rate at all investi-
gated positions (see Fig. 4.3 c). It is obvious that higher values were obtained for εT
with the k − ε models. This was expected because the k − ε models, especially the
standard model, tends to overestimate the turbulence parameters under moderate
turbulence conditions. A modification of the standard k − ε model is given by the
k − ε realizable model, which uses an adapted formulation for εT . The k − ω SST
model combines the robust and accurate formulation of the k−ω model in the near-
wall region with the free-stream independence of the k − ε model in the far field.
Moreover, the formulation in the inner part of the boundary layer makes the model
directly usable all the way down to the wall through the viscous sub-layer. Thus,
this model is preferable for bioreactors, where both rough turbulence and “smooth”
shear flows occur. However, the k − ω SST model overestimates the turbulence lev-
els in regions with large normal strain, such as stagnation regions and regions with
strong accelerations. The k− ε realizable and the k−ω SST model showed the best
agreement to the RSM. Since no experimental data on turbulence in the spinner
flask was available for verification, it was decided that the k − ε realizable and the
k−ω SST models are to be used for all subsequent simulation studies of this thesis.

(a) (b) (c)

0.0 1.00.5
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Fig. 4.3.: Influence of turbulence models on CFD results in the SP100 (a). Velocity magni-
tude (b) and turbulent dissipation rate εT (c) as a function of the dimensionless
radial coordinates r/R at h/HL= 0.01 (first row), h/HL= 0.45 (second row) and
h/HL= 0.75 (third row).
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Fluid flow pattern
The main objective of the single-phase CFD simulations was to characterize and
compare the fluid flow under the same conditions investigated in the cultivation
studies (see section 4.1.5). As shown in Fig. 4.4 (a-b), the steady-state fluid flow pro-
files in the two spinner flask types were similar, due to their comparable geometrical
ratios. In both cases, the highest fluid velocities occurred at the edges of the impeller
blades and in the impeller wake. The maximum fluid velocities were slightly higher
(≤ 5%) than the theoretical utip, which could mainly be attributed to numerical
uncertainties. However, the observations are in good agreement to literature data
for disk stirrers. For example, Stoots et al. [168] and Wollny [85] demonstrated that
the peak tangential velocities in the impeller wake can be up to ≈ 1.4 (experimental)
and ≈ 1.5 (numeric) times higher than the impeller tip speed. An area with rela-
tively weak fluid velocities was generated directly below the impeller (r/R± 0.3) in
both systems. Thus, this area represented a critical zone for MC sedimentation. The
observed MC transport from the outer part of the vessel to the vessel centre was
mainly driven by the induced secondary flow. Similar findings were also reported by
Berry et al. [97], Liovic et al. [76] and Venkat et al. [169] in other types of small
scale spinner flasks.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.4.: Steady-state fluid flow inside the SP100 and SP300. The fluid flow pattern is
presented in the vertical mid-plane for the Ns1u-criterion (SP100=49 rpm (a),
SP300=41 rpm (b)) as combined vector and contour plot.
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A more quantitative comparison of the steady-state fluid flow is given by the volume-
weighted fractions of the individual velocity components (Fig. 4.5). The profiles of
the volume-weighted velocity components are very similar for both systems. How-
ever, it is noticeable that despite the large impeller blade no radial flow profile
occurs, which can be explained by the low filling height and the large dR/DR ra-
tio in both systems. The results indicate that the fluid flow in both systems was
mainly tangentially oriented. The axial part of the fluid flow was not particularly
pronounced and the maximum values were between 0.41·utip (SP100) and 0.59·utip

(SP300). The highest axial fluid velocities occurred directly below the impeller blade
and were crucial for MC dispersion.

Fig. 4.5.: Volume-weighted fractions of the fluid velocity components (x, y, z-direction) in
the SP100 (49 rpm) and SP300 (41 rpm). The volume-weighted data was dis-
cretized into 30 discrete classes and normalized by utip.

In addition to the stationary flow, the time-dependent behavior of the fluid velocities
was simulated for both systems. Fig. 4.6 shows representatively the fluid flow pattern
of the SP100 at different time steps for Ns1u. Compared to the stationary flow field,
the occurrence of vortices at the back of the stirrer blades becomes visible, which
led to an increase in the fluid velocity in this area. According to the definition
of turbulence, these vortices occur stochastically and follow the main fluid flow
convectively. Interestingly, comparable vortices were found in the larger spinner
flask (SP300), which was mainly due to the comparable fluid flow pattern caused
by the comparable geometrical ratios. Similar findings were reported by Ismadi et
al. [170, 171] by means of PIV measurements of small scale spinner flasks with a
slightly different impeller geometry (dR/DR =0.88).
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t = ti t = ti + ∆t t = ti + 2∆t 

Fig. 4.6.: Transient fluid flow inside the SP100. The fluid flow pattern is presented at
different time steps (t = ti + n · Δt) in the vertical mid-plane for the Ns1u

(SP100=49 rpm). There was the occurrence of vortices at the back of the stirrer
blades with higher fluid velocities.

The fluctuations in the fluid velocities also become visible when analysing the fluid
velocities at different positions near the impeller (see Fig. 4.7). An overview about
the different point coordinates (A-H) can be found in Tab.A.5 in the Appendix A.2.2.
It is obvious that after a certain number of stirrer rotations, a “quasi-periodic” fluid
movement was obtained. However, the fluctuations in the lower part of the vessel
(0.59± 0.09u/utip for points A-D) were higher compared to those near the fluid
surface (0.56± 0.05u/utip for points E-H). This was not surprising because of the
location of the impeller bar, which periodically crossed the different areas. Thus,
higher fluid velocity gradients occurred in the lower part of the spinner flasks and
increased the local turbulences. However, depending on the strength of the velocity
gradients, they might have an effect on the cells (see section 4.1.4). Berry et al. [97]
showed that higher fluid velocity fluctuations can result in up to 3-times higher local
stress for the cells in small scale spinner flasks.
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Fig. 4.7.: Time-dependent courses of the fluid velocities at eight different locations within
the SP100 spinner flask. a) Schematic representation of the different locations
within the SP100 (Ns1u-criterion=49 rpm). b) Dimensionless fluid velocity at
the different positions during stirrer rotation.

Prediction of mixing times
Mixing times were calculated for the SP100 and SP300 based on the steady-state
fluid flow patterns and at impeller tip speeds between 0.05m/s and 0.26m/s. For
this purpose, the species transport equations of the tracer’s mass fraction, which
were implemented in Fluent, were solved in time-dependent simulations (see Eq. 4.2-
4.3).

∂

∂t
(ρ·Y i) +∇ · (ρ · �uYi) = −∇ · �Ji (4.2)

�Ji =

(
ρDm +

μt

ScT

)
∇Yi (4.3)

The mixing time simulations were performed at a time step size of 0.005 s for both
systems. At such a low time step size, mixing times that are independent on the
temporal discretization were assumed. The tracer, which was virtually added to
the vessel content, was assumed to be chemically inert and to have identical fluid
properties (i.e., viscosity and density) as the fluid in the spinner flasks [142, 172].
The mixing time (95% homogeneity) was calculated based on the concentration
profiles obtained during the simulation for specific spatial coordinates. Even though
RANS simulations with two-equation turbulence modelling are known to underesti-
mate the tracer response curve due to the under-prediction of turbulent fluctuations
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[173], good agreement was found between the measured and simulated mixing times
(see Tab. 4.2). Maximum deviations of up to 12% were found at the highest tested
impeller speeds in the SP100. These deviations can be explained by numerical issues
or by measurement uncertainties. Interestingly, comparable utip resulted in compa-
rable mixing times (SP100=7.5-16.3 s, SP300=6.4-15.5 s) in both spinner flasks,
which was again a result of the comparable fluid flow patterns. Thus, the estab-
lished CFD model was valid to reliably predict the mixing states in the two spinner
flasks.

Tab. 4.2.: Measured and simulated mixing times in the SP100 and SP300 spinner flasks.

Spinner
flask

N utip tm,95% Relative deviation

[rpm] [m/s] CFD [s] Experiment [s] [-]

SP100

25 0.054 16.3 16.7 ± 0.5 0.02

49 0.106 13.6 12.3 ± 0.9 0.09

60 0.130 12.0 10.7 ± 0.5 0.10

90 0.196 10.3 9.0 ± 0.8 0.12

120 0.261 7.5 6.7 ± 0.5 0.10

SP300

20 0.079 15.5 14.8 ± 0.4 0.04

41 0.108 13.2 13.5 ± 0.5 0.02

52 0.137 11.6 12.0 ± 0.4 0.03

60 0.158 9.9 9.9 ± 0.2 0.00

70 0.184 9.0 8.8 ± 0.2 0.02

80 0.211 7.4 7.9 ± 0.2 0.06

90 0.237 7.2 7.5 ±0.15 0.04

100 0.263 6.4 6.0 ± 0.8 0.06

Fluid flow field verification
Since a number of mathematical assumptions were used for the CFD modelling of
the two spinner flasks, stereoscopic PIV measurements were performed to verify the
CFD-predicted fluid flow pattern (see Fig. 4.8). The contour plots show the fluid
flow vectors in the x- and y-directions as well as the fluid velocity component �w at a
spatial position of 80 ◦ along the mid-plane of the vessel. A comparison of the fluid ve-
locities in the SP100 was only possible for dimensionless radial coordinates between
0.50 and 0.82 (r/R), due to the pronounced curve of the vessel surface. Nevertheless,
the quantitative comparison of the fluid velocity vectors showed good agreements
between the CFD model and the PIV measurements. Slightly underestimated fluid
velocities (0.76·utip) were determined near the impeller bar. These differences can be
accounted for by measurement uncertainties based on optical phenomena and the
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restricted measurement accuracy directly at the edges of the impeller bar. Thus, di-
rect comparison of the fluid velocities in direct proximity to the impeller is difficult.
The qualitative comparison of the fluid flow pattern in the SP300 showed very good
matching between the CFD-predicted and the actual fluid flow structures, with two
recirculating flows. For a more quantitative comparison of the individual velocity
components, the CFD-predicted and PIV-measured data were compared along di-
mensionless radial coordinates (0.5-1.0 r/R) at an axial position of h/HL=0.1. The
comparison of the velocity components in the SP100 revealed only minor differences
for �v (up to 7.5%) and �w (up to 8.7%). However, the CFD velocity profiles were well
captured and the overall agreement of PIV and CFD was satisfactory, with findings
are consistent with those published by Kaiser et al. [91]. All three velocity com-
ponents in the SP300 were well captured by the PIV-measurements. The greatest
differences (7.9-15%) were found for �u between r/R 0.70 and 0.85. Hence, it can be
concluded that the single-phase CFD model provides reliable fluid flow predictions
in both spinner flask types.
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Fig. 4.8.: Verification of the fluid flow pattern in the SP100 and SP300. Qualitative (a)
and quantitative (b) comparison of CFD-predicted and PIV-measured fluid ve-
locity components (�u,�v,�w) in the SP100 (first row) and SP300 (second row).
The contour plots are coloured according to �w. The qualitative comparison was
performed along radial coordinates at h/HL=0.1.
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4.1.4. Results from multi-phase modelling

Oxygen mass transfer
The determination of the oxygen mass transfer in the SP100 was done by means of
CFD simulations and experimental measurements based on the gassing-out method.
For the CFD simulations, the multi-phase VOF approach, which took the headspace
into account, was used. Fig. 4.9 (a) shows the stationary fluid flow pattern obtained
from the multi-phase VOF simulation at Ns1u. The obtained fluid flow pattern was
qualitatively comparable to that derived from the single-phase simulation. Thus,
only minor differences were found for the velocity magnitude, the strain rate, the
turbulent kinetic energy k and the turbulent dissipation rate ε (see Fig. 4.9 b). Even
though the profiles of k and ε were flatter below the impeller, the local minimum and
maximum values of both simulations corresponded quite well. This good agreement
between the single and multi-phase simulations was due to the fact that the trans-
port equations for mass and momentum were corrected only at the phase boundary,
where both the liquid and gaseous phases were within the CVs. Since only low im-
peller speeds (≤ 120 rpm) were used in the SP100, marginal changes in the fluid
surface with relative low interactions between the liquid and gaseous phases oc-
curred. Thus, the effect of the gas phase on the fluid flow was not significant.
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Fig. 4.9.: Fluid flow pattern (a) derived from multi-phase CFD simulation (VOF) and
(b) comparison of fluid flow parameters derived from single- and multi-phase
simulations.

The calculation of the kLa value by means of CFD is usually performed in sur-
face aerated systems based on Higbie’s penetration model. In this approach, the
mass transport is modeled by surface renewal, whereby a characteristic contact time
between fluid elements and the phase boundary is calculated (see Eq. 4.4).

kL = 2 ·
√

DO2

π · tc (4.4)
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Taniguchi et al. [174] calculated the contact time at the phase boundary in a bubble
column bioreactor based on the mean radial velocities (�urad) and the vessel radius
(ri) (see Eq. 4.5).

tc =
ri
�urad

(4.5)

Since the fluid flow in the SP100 was mainly tangentially oriented, the contact time
was calculated based on the sum of the fluid velocities (w/o the axial component �v)
and the mean perimeter of the vessel (see Eq. 4.6).

tc =
π · dR√
�u2 + �w2

(4.6)

In contrast to Higbie’s penetration model, the oxygen transport can also be calcu-
lated based on the turbulence theory. Having assumed that the smallest eddies are
mainly responsible for the surface renewal, Kataoka and Miyauchi [175] used the
following equation for the calculation of the mass transfer coefficient (see Eq. 4.7),

kL = 0.5 ·
√
DO2 ·

( ε
ν

)0.25

(4.7)

where ε represents the turbulent dissipation rate that can be directly derived from
the CFD simulation. The specific interface area (a) was defined according to Zhang
et al. [176] as the area with a liquid volume fraction of αL=0.5 divided by the total
liquid volume (see Eq. 4.8).

a =
AαL=0.5

VL

(4.8)

A comparison of the CFD-derived and experimentally measured kLa-values is given
in Tab. 4.3. It is obvious that the experimentally determined kLa-values were signif-
icantly lower compared to those derived from the CFD simulations. The kLa-values
calculated based on Higbie’s penetration model were up to ≈ 2-times higher, while
the values obtained from the turbulence approach were up to ≈ 17-times higher.
Interestingly, the latter showed no correlation with the impeller speed. In contrast,
the kLa-values derived from Higbie’s penetration model gave a linear correlation,
which was in accordance to experimental observations. The specific phase boundary
area was not significantly affected by an increase of the impeller speed, confirming
again the low rate of surface deformation. Taniguchi et al. [174] also found a clear
overestimation of the kLa-values by the turbulence approach for investigations in
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bubble column bioreactors. The authors concluded that a part of the turbulence
energy was required to maintain the fluctuating surfaces caused by the impact of
the gas bubbles. In the present case, the deviations can mainly be attributed to an
overestimation of ε at the phase boundary. This also shows the limitations of the
CFD modeling for the calculation of the kLa-values in the spinner flasks. Neverthe-
less, the determined kLa-values were found to be sufficiently high for the expansion
of hMSCs at small scale (see section 4.1.5).

Tab. 4.3.: CFD-derived and measured kLa-values in the SP100 spinner flask.

N utip SPB(a) kLa-values [h
−1]

[rpm] [m/s] [m2/m3] CFD(b) CFD(c) Exp.

49 (Ns1u) 0.106 26.51 2.6 31.4 1.3

60 (Ns1) 0.130 26.53 2.8 31.4 1.5

75 0.163 26.55 3.2 31.7 1.6

120 0.261 26.83 4.2 31.9 2.2

(a) SPB - Specific phase boundary, (b) according to Higbie’s penetration model, (c) according to turbulence theory.

Microcarrier distribution
The MC distribution was simulated based on an Euler-Euler approach for a MC
solid fraction of 0.1% (MC type II) and for different impeller speeds, in order to
compare the two spinner flasks. Fig. 4.10 (a-b) shows an example of the volume-
weighted frequency distribution of the dimensionless MC solid fractions (α/αmean)
in the two spinner flasks for Ns1u. As expected, the highest MC volume fractions
(up to 2.8·αmean for the SP100 and SP300) were, in both cases, found directly below
the impeller in the weak mixing zone. This observation was again not surprising
because of the definition of Ns1u. Even for Ns1, a higher MC volume fraction was
found in this region, because the MCs must periodically pass through the region in
order to swirl up. The spatial position of the CFD-predicted MC deposits agreed
well with the observations made during the suspension studies (see section 4.1.2).
The CFD-derived volume-weighted frequency distribution of the dimensionless MC
volume fractions showed comparable MC homogeneity for the two spinner flask types
(α/αmean close to 1). Even though the conditions were comparable in both systems at
the vessel bottom for Ns1u and Ns1, this does not necessarily result in the same MC
distribution over the entire vessel volume. The fronting of the distribution clearly
indicates zones with low MC volume fractions. These zones were mainly determined
near the fluid surface, represent the sedimentation boundary. The similar conditions
at the vessel bottom can mainly be explained by the same off-bottom clearance
(hR =8mm), whereas the MC distribution over the entire vessel volume is mostly
affected by the dR/DR ratio. The swirl up of the MCs can be negatively affected
by the recirculating fluid flow below the impeller. However, this effect is partially
compensated for in the two spinner flask types by the low off-bottom clearance. Due
to the higher dR/DR ratio and the slightly different impeller shape of the SP100, a
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downward fluid flow was formed in the center of the vessel near the fluid surface,
which locally reduced the MC homogeneity. It appears that this slightly reduced
overall MC homogeneity might have an effect on the MC-cell-aggregate formation
rate due to the higher probability of particle interactions.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.10.: CFD-derived volume-weighted frequency distribution and contour plots of the
dimensionless MC volume fraction (α/αmean) at the Ns1u (SP100 = 49 rpm (a),
SP300=41 rpm (b)). Contour plots were scaled between 0 and 3·α/αmean.

Based on the findings of the EE simulations, additional Euler-Lagrange simulations
were performed in order to derive the spatial distribution of discrete MC particles
and to additionally calculate the circulation time (tcir.), residence time (tres.), and the
hydrodynamic stresses acting on the particles. For this purpose, the two spinner flask
types were vertically divided into four zones (Δh/HL ≈ 0.25) and particle recovery
(= percentage of particles per zone) was tracked for each zone. In order to start with
“stationary” conditions, the tracking was started after particle movement had been
simulated for at least ≥ 2 · tm,95%. Afterwards, particle recovery in each zone was
calculated and averaged over a period of 1·tm,95%. Fig. 4.11 (a-b) shows the individual
particle recoveries calculated for the four spinner segments. The results revealed that
the highest probability of the presence of MCs is in the lowest spinner segment. This
qualitative observation corresponds well with the results of the suspension studies
and EE simulations. The number of particles in the lower part of the SP100 was 2.8-
21.5% higher than in the SP300 for all simulations. However, a clear reduction on the
number of particles was observed at higher impeller speeds in both cases, resulting in
increased particle recoveries in the other zones (zone 2-4). Interestingly, the particle
reduction in zone 1 and the increase in the particle number in zones 2-4 were more
significant at lower impeller speeds, showing an asymptotic convergence to absolute
homogeneous conditions. Furthermore, the results indicate that the hydrodynamic
stresses in the lower part of the spinner flasks, in particular, have the most significant
effect on the cells, because the MCs are most often in this zone. However, the effects
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of the hydrodynamic stresses in the different zones depended heavily on the particle
circulation and residence times, demonstrating the dynamics and complexity of the
systems.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.11.: CFD-derived particle recoveries in the four predefined spinner segments along
the axial coordinates (h/HL in the SP100 (a) and SP300 (b). Zone 1=0.00-
0.25h/HL, zone 2=0.25-0.50h/HL, zone 3=0.05-0.75h/HL and zone 4=0.75-
1.00h/HL.

To verify the applicability of the EL model, the CFD-predicted MC distribution
was representatively verified for zone 3 and 4 of the SP100 using shadow imaging
measurements (see Tab. 4.4). For this purpose, a discrete number of MCs were added
to the spinner flask and the position of the MCs were captured and subsequently
compared with the CFD-derived data. The interrogation space (≈ 2.5-3.0 cm3) for
the particle counting and comparison was defined based on the depth-of-field of the
optical lens used for the measurements. The comparison of the modelled and mea-
sured particle data in zones 3 and 4 showed good overall agreement, even though
the CFD-derived particle values deviated slightly from the measured values. The
observed deviations could be explained by the measurement accuracy of the shad-
owgraphy method itself, or by an overprediction of the turbulence parameters in
the transient fluid flow regime. The reduction in particle recovery in zone 4 from
Ns1u (utip=0.106m/s) to Ns1 (utip=0.130m/s) can be explained by the fluid flow
transition and the generation of a downward oriented recirculating fluid flow struc-
ture in the zone. However, the overall agreement was satisfactory and demonstrates
the applicability of the EL model for the prediction of particle distribution in the
SP100 and SP300. The measured particle velocity components �u and �v were also in a
comparable range to velocities calculated for particles in the Langarian framework.
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Thus, no significant differences were found between cell-free and cell-loaded MCs.
Therefore, it may be hypothesized that the MCs follow the fluid flow in a predomi-
nantly slip-free manner. This statement is also supported by the low sedimentation
velocities (1.46± 0.56mm/s) of the type II MC.

Tab. 4.4.: Verification of CFD-predicted particle distributions in zone 3 (h/HL=0.50-0.75)
and 4 (h/HL=0.75-1.00) of the SP100 by means of shadowgraphy.

Zone Tip speed Particle recovery [%] Relative deviation

[m/s] CFD (EL) Shadowgraphy [-]

3

0.054 0.94 ± 0.10 1.08 ± 0.22 0.15

0.106 2.76 ± 0.24 3.03 ± 0.29 0.10

0.130 2.93 ± 0.19 3.47 ± 0.27 0.18

0.193 5.55 ± 0.26 5.81 ± 0.31 0.05

0.261 6.60 ± 0.50 6.20 ± 0.30 0.06

4

0.054 0.16 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.15 5.94

0.106 3.70 ± 0.17 4.25 ± 0.28 0.14

0.130 3.04 ± 0.21 3.46 ± 0.24 0.14

0.193 4.53 ± 0.19 5.95 ± 0.30 0.31

0.261 6.34 ± 0.45 6.22 ± 0.32 0.02

Circulation times, residence times, and hydrodynamic stresses
The circulation times and residences times were calculated for each individual spin-
ner segment based on the particle tracking data and were subsequently averaged
over the four segments (= mean circulation and residence times). Fully sedimented
MCs, especially at lower impeller speeds (≤ Ns1u), were not considered for the anal-
ysis. Fig. 4.12 (a) shows the relationship between the mean circulation times and
the mean residence times. As expected, the circulation times (2.7-11.5 s) decreased
proportionally to the residence times (0.74-4.94 s) as the impeller speed was in-
creased. Interestingly, the proportionality constants for the SP100 (=0.54) and the
SP300 (= 0.49) were quite similar. This observation can be ascribed to the com-
parable fluid flow conditions. Since the particles cannot have zero circulation and
residence times, the linear regression line in Fig. 4.12 (a) does not pass through the
zero point. The calculated mean particle forces (see Tab. 4.5), which were calculated
based on the particle force balance during the simulations, were inversely propor-
tional to the circulation and residence times, and are indicated by the size of the
circles (see Fig. 4.12 a). This finding is not unexpected, since the specific power in-
put, which was calculated based on the torque acting on the impeller during the
CFD simulation, increased by approximately the 3rd power in both spinner flask
types. However, an experimental verification of this correlation is difficult due to
the low acting torques in the two spinner flasks. Interestingly, the mean values of
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the particle forces did not change significantly between the lower impeller speeds
(N < Ns1u) and the two suspension criteria, even though the circulation and resi-
dence times decrease by up to 50%. Impeller speeds exceeding Ns1u and Ns1 resulted
in a slight decrease of the circulation times, although the related particle forces in-
creased by exponents of 0.07 to 0.12, in respect to the resulting specific power input
(see Tab. 4.5). The product of the impeller speed and the circulation time resulted
in values between 6.0-8.6 (SP100) and 4.5-5.7 (SP300) for impeller speeds exceeding
Ns1u and Ns1. Thus, no constant values were achieved for the investigated condi-
tions. Comparable observations for the specific power input are also possible when
considering the local normal and shear stresses, which were calculated according to
Wollny [85]. The volume-weighted mean values of the local normal (SP100=1.15 -
1.51·10−3N/m2, SP300=0.69 - 0.88·10−3N/m2) and shear stresses (SP100=4.96 -
6.62·10−3N/m2, SP300=4.00 - 4.98·10−3N/m2) were in a comparable range in both
spinner flask types for impeller speeds between Ns1u and Ns1 (Fig. 4.12 b). Conse-
quently, comparable conditions in terms of hydrodynamic stresses can be expected
for cultivations in the resulting specific power input range of 0.3-1.1W/m3, which
was derived from the simulations. The defined specific power inputs were compa-
rable to the data described by Cierpka et al. [111], Schirmaier et al. [177], Grein
et al. [113] and Lawson et al. [107] for benchtop and pilot scale bioreactors, who
postulated that specific power inputs of up to 2.1W/m3 are suitable for the MC-
based expansion of hMSCs. However, time-dependent hydrodynamic stresses might
differ between the two spinner flask types investigated because the benchtop and
pilot scale bioreactors were equipped with axial conveying impellers (see section 4.2
and 4.3). It is worth mentioning that the mean values of the local shear stresses
in the SP100 increased more than in the SP300 for impeller speeds exceeding Ns1.
This is mainly caused by the larger dR/DR ratio, which results in a higher level of
turbulence. It is evident that the local shear stresses, which are suspected to cause
higher cell damage [84], have a dominant effect over the normal stresses. Moreover,
different studies in laminar flow bioreactors have demonstrated that the shear stress
can affect the cell morphology and the formation of the extracellular matrix (ECM)
[178–180]. Yeatts et al. [65, 181] reported that continuous shear stresses of up to
0.15 dynes/cm2 (= 0.015Pa) can cause higher expression levels of osteoblastic mark-
ers such as osteopontin and osteocalcin. However, in most of the cases the hMSCs
were exposed to these continuous shear stresses (up to 12 dynes/cm2 = 1.2Pa) over
a long period (up to 28 days). Thus, no literature data was available showing the
effect of changing hydrodynamic conditions and the short exposure times in stirred
bioreactors.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4.12.: Hydrodynamic stresses. (a) Bubble plot showing the relationship between the
circulation time, residence time, and the relating particle force. (b) Volume-
weighted values of local normal and shear stresses in relation to the specific
power input. The grey area indicates Ns1u < N < Ns1.

Another popular method for evaluating hydrodynamic stress is based on Kolmogorv’s
theory of isotropic turbulence [182–184]. While cells in suspension are assumed to
only be affected by turbulent eddies of comparable size, those growing on the surface
of a MC appear to be more shear sensitive. This might be because they are attached
to relatively large particles that are more prone to collisions that might damage the
cells. Croughan et al. [79] found that cell damage became significant when the small-
est turbulent eddies were approximately two-thirds of the size of a MC. However,
to apply Kolmogorov’s theory, the fluid flow must be very turbulent. Taking into
account the fact that Reynolds number (Re) < 104 (see Tab. 4.5), the fluid flow is in
the transition region of Re numbers, between laminar and fully turbulent conditions.
Thus, it would be more reasonable to describe it as moderately turbulent in both
cases [97, 169]. However, the calculated maximum dissipation rates were higher by
a factor of two in the impeller swept volume than in the bulk, and therefore, agreed
well with findings from the literature [76, 185]. As expected, the smallest turbulent
eddies were found for the highest tested impeller speeds, with values between 30μm
and 47 μm. In terms of the suspension criteria, the minimum values were predicted
to be in the range of 60μm and 76μm, which is much lower than the proposed two-
thirds MC size. In contrast, the volume-weighted mean values were slightly higher
than the MC size, which demonstrated that only a small proportion of the turbulent
eddies are comparable in size to the MCs. This lowers the risk that the MCs might
come into contact with these detrimental eddies. However, this fact depends heav-
ily on the resulting circulation times and residence times of the MCs. The mean
volume-weighted values for the highest tested impeller speeds were in both cases
much closer to the detrimental theoretical value of 141 μm (for MC type II). Even
though such eddies occurred at the suspension criteria, the frequency with which
the MCs were exposed to such eddies was much lower due to the lower circulation
times and residence times. Furthermore, in both cases, the volume of lλ < 141 μm
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increased from 0.03% to 52.72% (SP100) and from 0.02% to 63.26% as the impeller
speed increased from 25 rpm to 120 rpm and 20 rpm to 100 rpm, respectively.

Tab. 4.5.: Overview of the main biochemical engineering parameters.

N utip Re P/V tcir. tres. lλ
(a) τnt

(b) τnn
(c) F (d)

[rpm] [m/s] [-] [W/m3] [s] [s] [μm] [10−3 N/m2] [10−3 N/m2] [10−5 N]

Corning 125mL spinner (SP100):

25 0.05 715 0.07 11.5 4.9 130/530 2.72/79 0.79/43 0.75

49 0.11 1,402 0.63 6.5 2.4 66/228 5.39/169 1.15/108 0.85

60 0.13 1,717 1.12 6.0 1.9 60/191 6.62/211 1.32/138 0.91

120 0.26 3,434 7.56 4.0 0.9 30/111 12.91/437 2.24/301 1.82

Corning 500mL spinner (SP300):

20 0.05 841 0.05 10.0 4.2 136/546 2.04/214 0.3/138 0.83

41 0.11 1,724 0.33 6.2 2.6 76/295 4.00/481 0.69/362 0.89

52 0.14 2,186 0.61 5.9 1.6 66/282 5.00/679 0.87/473 1.04

100 0.26 4,204 3.70 2.7 0.7 47/181 9.26/1,350 1.70/872 2.10

(a) Volume-weighted minimum/mean values of turbulent Kolmogorov length scale. (b,c) Local shear (τnt) and normal (τnn)

stress for volume-weighted mean/maximum values. (d) Mean values of the acting particle force weighted by number.
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4.1.5. Cultivation studies

Oxygen consumption during cell growth
In order to investigate the oxygen consumption during the cell growth, SP100 spin-
ner flasks were equipped with optical sensor spots for online measurement of the
dissolved oxygen (DO). Fig. 4.13 (a) shows the results of the cultivation runs (n = 4
at Ns1) with hMSCs derived from the adipose tissue (hASCs). As expected, the
DO-value decreased over time due to the cell growth, while the highest averaged
cell density (1.66± 0.04·105 cells/cm2) was achieved on day 6. The cells grew with
a mean specific growth rate of 0.74 d−1 (→ td=22.4 h), which was comparable to
values obtained for planar cultivations with the donor cells (μ=0.75). The oxy-
gen saturation at the end of the cultivation (> 50% DO) was still high. Thus, no
growth inhibition due to oxygen mass transfer limitations was observed. The fluc-
tuations in the DO signal were caused by the daily sampling under the laminar
flow bench. Based on the results of the cultivations, a specific oxygen consumption
rate (−qO2) of 4.7·10−17mol/cell/s was calculated. Compared to the literature data
(0.22 - 2.50·10−17mol/cell/s [186, 187]), the calculated −qO2 for hASCs was in a typ-
ical range. The low rate of oxygen consumption was not surprising, because it is
well known that hMSCs have a low oxygen demand compared to other cell types
and continuous cell lines. The validity of the calculated −qO2 was investigated in
subsequent cultivation studies (n = 3) with reduced sampling intervals (see Fig.4.13
b). Hence, the spinner flasks were only sampled at the beginning and the end of the
cultivations. Based on the relationship between OTR and OUR and the measured
DO-values, the cell densities were calculated (see Eq. 4.9).

dXMC

dt
= kLa (c

∗
O2 − cO2) · YX/O2 (4.9)

Fig. 4.13 (b) shows the averaged results of the measured and simulated cell densities.
It is obvious that the cell growth can be predicted by using the calculated −qO2 and
the kLa-values from the biochemical engineering investigations. Thus, the results
were used in subsequent studies for the evaluation of the oxygen demand at larger
scale.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4.13.: Time-dependent profiles of cell density and DO. a) Cultivation study with fre-
quently sampling of the spinner flasks (n = 4) for the determination of −qO2.
Fluctuations ind DO signal were caused by the daily sampling under the lam-
inar flow bench. b) Verification of −qO2 by simulation of cell growth based on
DO-values.

Influence of MC concentration
The effect of different MC concentrations on the cell growth was tested in the SP100
in combination with hASCs. For this purpose, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0 and 15.0 g/L of MC type
II were used in different cultivation runs (n = 4 per condition) at 60 rpm. The Ns1

criterion at 10.0 g/L was used for this investigation because of the optimal cell growth
for Ns1u ≤ N ≤ Ns1 and the resulting hydrodynamic stresses.
Fig. 4.14 (a) shows the time-dependent profiles of total living cell numbers deter-
mined for hASCs with different concentrations of MC type II. As expected, a higher
MC amount resulted in a higher total living cell number. Maximum living cell
densities between 1.13± 0.36·105 cells/cm2 (= 0.61± 0.19·106 cells/mL, 15 g/L MC)
and 1.62± 0.52·105 cells/cm2 (= 0.58± 0.19·106 cells/mL, 10 g/L MC) were achieved
7 days post inoculation. The highest living cell number of 6.11± 1.92·107 cells was
reached with 15.0 g/L MC type II. However, only slightly lower maximum living
cell numbers of 5.84± 1.87·107 cells were achieved with 10.0 g/L. The comparison
of the living cell densities indicated that the MC surface with 5.0 g/L and 10.0 g/L
were comparably covered with cells (≈ 1.62·105 cells/cm2), this differs when com-
pared with 15.0 g/L (≈ 1.13·105 cells/cm2). This demonstrated that the provided
growth surface, at a concentration of 15.0 g/L, was not optimally utilized by the
cells. This was mainly due to the formation of larger aggregates and the resulting
greater cell morphologies (see Fig. 4.14 b-c). During the exponential growth phase,
specific growth rates between 0.76± 0.02 d−1 (for 10.0 g/L MC) and 0.80± 0.01 d−1

(for 5.0 g/L MC) were calculated with reference to MC density. Thus, depending on
the MC concentration, no significant differences in the growth kinetics were found.
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Since the inoculation with a higher density of MCs and cells resulted only in a
marginal increase of total cells, a MC concentration of 10.0 g/L was identified for
all subsequent cultivation studies and the process scale up to benchtop and pilot
scale.

(b) (c)

10.0 g/L

1000 µm

15.0 g/L

1000 µm

(a)

Fig. 4.14.: Results of hASC cultivations with different MC type II concentrations.
a) Time-dependent profiles of total living cell numbers of hASC cultivations
with 5.0 g/L, 7.5 g/L, 10.0 g/L, and 15.0 g/L (n = 4 per condition). Data points
were connected for a better overview and do not imply a kinetic relation.
b-c) DAPI staining of MCs at day 7. A 50% medium exchange (�) was per-
formed at day 4.

Influence of different hydrodynamic stress levels on the cell growth and quality

The effect of different hydrodynamic stress levels on the cell growth and quality
was investigated for the SP100 and SP300 with the hTERT-ASC cell line. For this
purpose, several cultivations (n = 3) were performed per impeller speed and with
a MC type II concentration of 10 g/L. The stable hTERT-ASC cell line was used
for the investigations in order to have standardized cell material and a compara-
ble cell inoculum. Fig. 4.15 (a-d) shows the time-dependent profiles of the living
cell densities and the MC-cell aggregates for the SP100 and SP300. It can be seen
that the investigated hydrodynamic stresses have a significant effect on the cell
growth and the MC-cell-aggregate formation. The highest living cell densities were
achieved, of up to 1.68± 0.36·105 cells/cm2 (= 6.25± 0.35·105 cells/mL, EF 56.01)
and 2.46± 0.16·105 cells/cm2 (= 8.77± 0.66·105 cells/mL, EF 81.14), in the SP100
and SP300 when working at Ns1u ≤ N ≤ Ns1. The peak living cell densities in
the SP300 were on average up to 40% higher than those in the SP100. Although
the two spinner flask types had comparable geometrical ratios, the hydrodynamic
stresses in the SP100 where higher at the suspension criteria (see section 4.1.4). In
fact, the time-dependent stresses were higher due to the lower circulation times,
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which increases the risk that the cells on the MCs are more frequently exposed
to detrimental stresses. At the same time, the residence times, and therefore, the
exposure times of the MCs to the time-dependent stresses were shorter. This ob-
servation is supported by the slightly lower level of homogeneity in the SP100, as
shown in the CFD-simulations. However, in both cases, the peak cell densities were
in the same range as cell densities measured in planar static cultures at maximum
confluency (≈ 2.9± 0.09·105 cells/cm2, data not shown), in which the cells were ex-
panded in parallel. This result indicates that the cells cultivated at Ns1u ≤ N ≤ Ns1

are mainly restricted by the available growth surface. In contrast, significant lower
cell densities were achieved at lower and higher impeller speeds. A peak living
cell density of 1.05± 0.06·105 cells/cm2 (= 4.49± 0.06·105 cells/mL, EF 35.05) and
1.36± 0.57·105 cells/cm2 (= 4.48± 0.57·105 cells/mL, EF 45.20) was determined for
the SP100 and the SP300 at 25 rpm and 20 rpm, respectively. These peak cell densi-
ties are up to 84% lower than those at Ns1u ≤ N ≤ Ns1. This observation may have
been caused by the higher amount of sedimented MCs and the increased MC-cell-
aggregate formation (see Fig. 4.15 a). Although the specific power input for the same
utip in the SP300 was slightly lower than for the SP100, shorter circulation times and
residence times occurred and resulted in reduced MC-cell aggregate formation due to
the higher grade of homogeneity. The amount of aggregates with a size of > 1.0mm
increased significantly after three days of cultivation at low impeller speeds, which
impairs cell growth. We observed that the lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity
values calculated relative to the values obtained for the suspension criteria on day
seven increased by between 32% and 44% in the supernatant. Even, from day 7 to
day 10, the LDH activity further increased by up to 60% in all cultivations with
impeller speeds between 20 rpm and 60 rpm, which was accompanied by stagnant
cell growth after day seven. Comparable results were also found for the cell viability,
which was measured for the cells in the supernatant by flow cytometry. The viability
of the cells on the MCs was always > 99%. This was not surprising as dead cells
detach from the MC surface. Thus, the increase of dead cells in the supernatant
depends on the cell detachment from the MC surface and the die off of cells in the
supernatant. Interestingly, the MC-cell aggregate formation had a stronger influ-
ence on the cell number of dead cells in the supernatant than the hydrodynamic
stresses. The percentage of dead cells in the supernatant increased to 58% at the
end of the cultivations (day 10) for N < Ns1u. In contrast, the percentage of dead
cells in the supernatant for N > Ns1 was only 30%. This means that day seven
represents the optimal point for cell harvesting. In contrast, no significant MC-cell
aggregate formation was observed for higher impeller speeds, due to the higher hy-
drodynamic stress. Although a peak cell density of between 0.6·105 cells/cm2 and
1.25·105 cells/cm2 was achieved, the amount of larger aggregates was low, meaning
that higher hydrodynamic stresses affected MC-cell aggregation. This was expected
and has previously been reported by Takahashi et al. [109] and Ferrari et al. [122],
who both recommend using impeller speed, among other parameters, to control ag-
gregate size to some extent.
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(b)

(d)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 4.15.: Results of hTERT-ASC cultivations. Time-dependent profiles of living cell den-
sities and MC-cell aggregates (mean values from n=3). a) SP100 25 rpm/SP300
20 rpm, b) SP100 49 rpm/SP300 41 rpm Ns1u, c) SP100 60 rpm/SP300 52 rpm
Ns1, d) SP100 120 rpm/SP300 100 rpm. 50% medium exchange (�) on day 4
and 8. Data points were connected for a better overview and do not imply a
kinetic relation.

Tab. 4.6 shows the main growth-dependent parameters including the cell specific glu-
cose consumption rate (−qGlc), the lactate production rate (qLac) and the ammonia
production (qAmn) rate. By considering the calculated −qGlc, it becomes clear that
the lowest values were obtained for impeller speeds in the range of Ns1u < N < Ns1

in both cases. This is due to the efficient metabolization of glucose under these condi-
tions. The calculated values for the hTERT-ASCs agreed well with those determined
by Rafiq et al. [93] for primary hMSCs in different culture media. The highest −qGlc

(21.0-35.0 pmol/cell/d) were found at the highest impeller speeds. The relationship
between the −qGlc and the specific power input can be expressed by a statistical,
logarithmic function of 3rd order. Similar correlations were also found for qLac and
qAmn (see AppendixA.2.1). However, the statistical correlations are only valid for
the investigated P/V range. Values of up to 193% and 170% higher than those in the
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spinner flasks at Ns1u and Ns1 were determined at the highest impeller speeds. These
higher values indicate that the cells are more stressed at higher impeller speeds as
a results of the higher hydrodynamic stresses. Moreover, such high metabolite pro-
duction rates also result in a large accumulation of inhibitory metabolites during
cultivation and may reduce cell yield [90, 188, 189]. The different obtained correla-
tions were used as initial parameters for the cell growth modeling.

Tab. 4.6.: Overview of the main growth-dependent parameters for the SP100 and SP300.

N Living xmax EF μ td −qGlc qLac qAmn

[rpm] [105 cells/cm2] [-] [d−1] [d] [pmol/cell/d]

Corning 125mL spinner flask SP100:

25 1.05 ± 0.06 35.0 0.6 ± 0.0 1.1 ± 0.1 13.2 ± 2.3 20.7 ± 2.7 8.8 ± 0.3

49 1.67 ± 0.12 55.6 0.7 ± 0.0 1.0 ± 0.0 10.6 ± 1.6 35.2 ± 1.9 6.1 ± 0.4

60 1.68 ± 0.36 56.0 0.7 ± 0.0 0.9 ± 0.0 9.8 ± 0.8 30.3 ± 1.0 6.2 ± 0.3

120 0.60 ± 0.04 20.1 0.5 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.4 35.0 ± 1.6 88.8 ± 5.2 16.5 ± 0.3

Corning 500mL spinner flask SP300:

20 1.36 ± 0.57 45.2 0.5 ± 0.0 1.3 ± 0.0 21.0 ± 0.9 28.6 ± 9.9 14.7 ± 0.2

41 2.46 ± 0.16 81.9 0.7 ± 0.0 1.0 ± 0.0 15.5 ± 0.6 40.6 ± 1.8 10.6 ± 0.5

52 2.43 ± 0.66 81.1 0.7 ± 0.0 1.0 ± 0.0 11.8 ± 1.2 35.3 ± 3.3 9.7 ± 0.4

100 1.25 ± 0.29 41.8 0.5 ± 0.0 1.3 ± 0.0 20.8 ± 9.8 88.6 ± 2.1 19.0 ± 1.4

Fig. 4.16 (a) shows the relationship between the overall mean specific growth rate and
the specific power input. The parabolic curve profile of the specific growth rate shows
optimal cell growth for Ns1u ≤ N ≤ Ns1. For specific power inputs between 0.33 and
1.12W/m3, maximum values for μ between 0.70 and 0.74 d−1 (→ td=0.93-0.99 d)
were achieved. Comparable growth rates for hTERT-MSCs were also described by
Balducci et al. [190], Leber et al. [108], and Cierpka et al. [111]. Moreover, the specific
growth rates correlate quite well with the values (0.72± 0.02 d−1) from experiments
in the planar and static culture systems (data not shown). This demonstrates the
comparability of the two spinner flask types, even though slight deviations exist.
Similar relationships to those for the specific growth rate and the specific power
input were also found for other hydrodynamic stress parameters (i.e., lλ, τnt, F , see
AppendixA.2.1). The derived correlations represented the basis for the cell growth
modeling and scale-up investigations. Based on the measured MC-cell aggregates,
a cell specific aggregation rate was derived from the data. For this purpose, the
data of the class II aggregate (> 1.0mm) was correlated with cell growth over the
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time. The dependency of the MC-cell aggregation rate on specific power input is
shown in Fig. 4.16 (b). The determined MC-cell aggregation rates for the SP100
were higher than for the SP300 for all investigated conditions. However, this was
expected because of the lower MC homogeneity, especially at lower impeller speeds
(N < Ns1u and Ns1).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.16.: Dependency of the specific growth rate (a) and the MC-cell aggregations rate
(b) on the specific power input. The grey marked area = Ns1u ≤ N ≤ Ns1.

Tab. 4.7 shows the results of the flow cytometric measurements after cell harvest-
ing for the four negative (CD14−, CD20−, CD34−, CD45−) and the three positive
(CD73+, CD90+, CD105+) markers. In order to visualize a change in the marker
expression profile, the results were compared with those obtained from the cell in-
oculum. The different cell populations were gated according to the isotype control.
All positive markers were strongly expressed (> 91%) and the negative markers
exhibited a lack of expression (< 2.7%). These results correspond with measure-
ments for hTERT-ASCs by Balducci et al. [190], Yin et al. [191], and Wolbank et
al. [192]. Moreover, the results are in good agreement with the minimal expression
levels for hASCs recommended by the ISCT and the IFATS [56]. Statistically sig-
nificant differences were found in all spinner flask cultivations for CD73, CD90, and
CD105, when they were compared with the expression levels obtained from the cell
inoculum. However, a correlation of the surface marker expression levels with the
hydrodynamic stress or MC-cell aggregate formation was not found.
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Tab. 4.7.: Results of flow cytometric measurements. The results show the percentage
of positive cells for a given surface marker. A one-way ANOVA (Holm-Sidak
method, n = 3; p < 0.05) with multiple comparisons versus the control group
was performed for the statistical analysis.

Marker Inoculum SP100 SP300

T-flasks 25rpm 49rpm 60rpm 120rpm 20rpm 41rpm 52rpm 100rpm

[%] [%] [%]

CD14− 2.7 1.7±0.2 1.3±0.2 1.0±0.3 1.2±0.0 1.9±0.3 1.5±0.4 1.3±0.1 1.2±0.1

(p 0.52) (p 0.10) (p 0.44) (p 0.49) (p >0.05) (p >0.05) (p >0.05) (p >0.05)

CD20− 2.7 1.7±0.2 1.3±0.2 1.0±0.3 1.2±0.0 1.9±0.3 1.5±0.4 1.3±0.1 1.2±0.1

(p 0.52) (p 0.10) (p 0.44) (p 0.49) (p >0.05) (p >0.05) (p >0.05) (p >0.05)

CD34− 2.7 1.7±0.2 1.3±0.2 1.0±0.3 1.2±0.0 1.9±0.3 1.5±0.4 1.3±0.1 1.2±0.1

(p 0.52) (p 0.10) (p 0.44) (p 0.49) (p >0.05) (p >0.05) (p >0.05) (p >0.05)

CD45− 2.7 1.7±0.2 1.3±0.2 1.0±0.3 1.2±0.0 1.9±0.3 1.5±0.4 1.3±0.1 1.2±0.1

(p 0.52) (p 0.10) (p 0.44) (p 0.49) (p >0.05) (p >0.05) (p >0.05) (p >0.05)

CD73+ 99.4 99.6±0.0 99.8±0.0 97.1±2.8 99.6±0.2 99.5±0.1 99.7±0.0 99.8±0.1 99.7±0.0

(p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05)

CD90+ 96.2 97.7±0.4 98.9±0.0 98.7±0.2 97.6±0.7 95.0±0.0 96.1±0.8 97.5±0.4 96.8±0.1

(p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05)

CD105+ 99.3 91.7±1.3 94.6±0.4 94.0±0.8 96.4±2.1 94.0±0.5 91.4±2.4 97.6±0.2 98.7±0.4

(p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05) (p <0.05)
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Development of a unstructured, segregated growth model
Based on the findings from the CFD simulations, including stress-dependent func-
tions, and their combination with the cell culture data, an unstructured, segregated,
simplistic growth model was developed. The general concept of the growth model and
the influencing factors are shown in Fig. 4.17. Because hMSC growth is anchorage-
dependent, the cell aggregation and the formation of spheroids in the suspension was
ignored. It was assumed, that cells in suspension do not contribute to the increase
in overall cell numbers, with cell growth restricted to the MC surface. However,
cells in suspension do affect the glucose balance, since they still have a maintenance
metabolism. To define the starting conditions, it was assumed that initial cell at-
tachment took place during the cell attachment phase. The cell attachment rate was
described by the constant kat (0.03-0.05 d

−1). Once the cells had attached to the MC
surface, it was assumed that they immediately start to proliferate.

kdet

kat

klys

Turbulent eddy streamlines

Adherent cells

Cell detached from MCs kc,agg

kMC,agg

Lysed cell

kc,dis

kMC,dis

Fig. 4.17.: Principle of growth model and influencing factors.

The specific cell growth rate (μ) was calculated based on Monod-type kinetics,
with the consumed substrate (Glc), the produced metabolites (Lac, Amn), and
the available growth surface (Xmax) considered as influencing factors Eq. 4.10. A
comparable approach was also used by Möhler et al. [193] and Bock et al. [194] to
simulate anchorage-dependent Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cell growth in
a MC-based culture.

μ = μmax

(
Glc

KGlc +Glc

)
·
(

KLac

KLac + Lac

)
·
(

KAmn

KAmn + Amn

)
·
(
Xmax −XMC

Xmax

)
(4.10)
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The concentration of the cells on the MC surface increased through mitotic cell
division and the attachment of cells from the suspension (Eq. 4.11). However, this
increase was reduced by cell detachment from the MC surface and was accounted
for by the detachment constant −kdet (up to 0.01 d−1).

dXMC

dt
= μ ·XMC + kat · Xmax −XMC

Xmax

·XSus − kdet ·XMC (4.11)

However, the detachment constant−kdet is strongly affected by hydrodynamic forces,
and therefore, variable for different specific power inputs. As mentioned before, cell
growth in the suspension is negligible and, therefore, changes in cell concentra-
tion will only be affected by attachment to or detachment from the MC surface
(Eq. 4.12).

dXSus

dt
= kdet ·XMC − kat · Xmax −XMC

Xmax

·XSus (4.12)

Contrary to the growth restriction based on the specific growth rate, glucose con-
sumption was only limited by the glucose concentration itself (Eq. 4.13). Conse-
quently, glucose consumption was the result of the glucose uptake by the mitotic
cells and the maintenance metabolism of the mitotic and non-mitotic cells (XV ).

dGlc

dt
= − 1

YX/Glc

μmax · Xmax −XMC

XMC

· Glc

KGlc +Glc
· KLac

KLac + Lac
· KAmn

KAmn + Amn

(4.13)

·MMC −mGlc · σ (Glc) ·XV

In order to avoid negative glucose concentrations, a step response was implemented
(Eq. 4.14).

σ (Glc) =

{
1 for Glc > 0

0 for Glc = 0
(4.14)

Due to stability issues in the culture medium, ultra-glutamine (L-alanyl-L-glutamine)
was used in all of the cultivation studies. However, glutamine consumption was not
considered in the growth model, since previous cultivation studies have shown that
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glutamine (Gln) is not a limiting factor in the medium, especially under the inves-
tigated conditions (data not shown). The production of the two main metabolites
(Lac, Amn) was accounted for by a growth associated assumption, i.e., they were
only produced during cell growth when sufficient substrate concentration and free
growth surface were available (Eq. 4.15 and Eq. 4.16). This means that any increase
in concentration due to maintenance metabolism was ignored. The model equations
were solved with the ode15s solver (MATLAB R2018a).

dLac

dt
= YLac/X · μ ·XMC (4.15)

dAmn

dt
= YAmn/X · μ ·XMC (4.16)

To test the validity of the unstructured, segregated, simplistic growth model for the
SP100 and SP300, independent cultivation runs (n = 3 per spinner flaks type) were
performed at the Ns1u criterion. To simulate the cell density, the substrate and the
metabolites, the parameters determined in the cultivation studies, with the hTERT-
ASCs were used (see paragraph “Influence of different hydrodynamic stress levels on
the cell growth and quality”). Fig. 4.18 shows the measured values and the simulated
time courses for the cell density (a-b), the substrate and metabolites (c-d). The sim-
ulated time courses show good overall agreement with the experimentally measured
values and demonstrate the applicability of the unstructured, segregated growth
model. By using the determined growth parameters from the cultivation studies,
the cell growth, glucose consumption, lactate production, and ammonia production
could be well approximated. The greatest deviations in cell density were in the range
of 3-20% for the cells in suspension and 4-24% for the cells on the MCs. However,
the accuracy of the measured cell densities decreased towards the end of the cultiva-
tions due to the formation of larger aggregates. The intensified aggregate formation
and its effect on the growth surface were not considered in the model. However, the
principal growth behaviours were well captured. Moreover, the cell densities mea-
sured in both systems were comparable to the previous cultivations, and therefore,
demonstrated the reproducibility of the cultivation processes, especially when using
the stable hTERT-ASC cell line. Furthermore the glucose, lactate and ammonia
time courses, agreed well, even though the determined specific substrate consump-
tion and metabolite production rates were prone to errors due to the accuracy of
the measurements method. The lactate and ammonia time courses show that the
growth associated assumption was valid and can be used for modelling because the
production of these two substances was directly linked to the cell number increase.
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Fig. 4.18.: Comparison of experimental and simulated data for cell density (a-b), substrate,
and metabolites (c-d). The growth simulations were performed for cultivations
(n = 3) in the SP100 (left) and SP300 (right) at the Ns1u. The symbols rep-
resent the experimentally measured values collected by off-line measurements.
The lines represent the simulated time course. A 50% medium exchange (�)
was performed at day 4.
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4.2. Modification of a stirred SU bioreactor for an
improved expansion of hMSCs at benchtop
scale

4.2.1. Introduction

Based on the process engineering investigations at small scale and the established
serum-reduced hMSC expansion process, scale-up investigations are carried out for
the UniVessel SU 2L bioreactor. For this purpose, the same methodology as previ-
ously described for the Corning spinner flasks is used, which includes the determina-
tion of Ns1u and Ns1. However, first cultivations performed at Ns1u and Ns1 resulted
only in peak cell densities of up to 2.5·105 hASCs/mL and 1.8·105 hBM-MSCs/mL
[177]. Thus, the achieved absolute cell numbers are not in a clinically-relevant range
for autologous therapies and do not allow production of the cells in an economical
fashion. Because of the high impeller speeds required to disperse culture-relevant
MC concentrations at Ns1u and Ns1, the predominant stresses were higher than in
the Corning R© spinner flasks (see section 4.1). As a result, it was decided to optimize
the geometry of the standard UniVessel SU 2L based on an in silico optimization
study using CFD. However, due to constructional reasons and the high costs associ-
ated with the individual injection molds for each vessel prototype, the optimization
process had to be restricted to the SBI impellers. For this reason, nine UniVessel SU
2L modifications (#) were designed with different impeller blade angles (β=20 ◦ -
45 ◦), impeller off-bottom clearances (hR =35mm - 54mm), and impeller diameters
(dR =54mm - 72mm) (see Tab. 4.8). These geometrical parameters were selected
based on the findings of the spinner flask investigations because of the observed
dependency of Ns1u and Ns1 on the axial fluid velocities. Consequently, the aim of
the study was to improve the axial fluid flow in order to improve the suspension
performance of the UniVessel SU 2L and thus reduce the hydrodynamic stresses at
Ns1u and Ns1. For this purpose, the primary flow number Flz,p (Eq. 4.17), according
to Patwardhan et al. [195], and the associated dimensionless impeller efficiency Ez,p

(Eq. 4.18), according to Nienow [196], were used to evaluate the axial fluid flow of
the different UniVessel SU 2L prototypes. The integral needed in Eq. 4.17 was de-
termined closest to the impellers in the pumping direction and integrated over the
impeller radius (r = dR/2).

Flz,p =
2π

NR·d3R

∫ r=dR/2

r=0

r · uz(r)dr (4.17)

By relating the flow number to the (dimensionless) power input, the impeller effi-
ciency Ez,p, i.e., the effectiveness of an impeller for a given power, was obtained.

Ez,p =
Fl3z,p
Ne

·
(

d

D

)4

(4.18)
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Initial results of the in silico optimization study were already described by Kaiser
[197] and published by Jossen et al. [198] (see publication list). Hence, Case Study II
will focuses on the comparison of the selected UniVessel SU 2L modification with
the standard version and the Mobius CellReady 3L after a short discussion of the
different UniVessel SU 2L prototypes. The design improvements are verified in cul-
tivation studies with primary hASCs and hBM-MSCs. In addition, the applicability
of the segregated growth model for the benchtop scale bioreactors is investigated.

Tab. 4.8.: Geometrical dimensions of the standard and modified UniVessel SU 2L and the
CellReady 3L bioreactor.

Parameter Modified UV CR

STD. #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9

DR [mm] 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 137

HL [mm] 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 174

dR [mm] 54 54 54 72 72 72 54 54 72 72 76.2

hR [mm] 54 35 35 35 54 54 54 35 54 35 28

s [mm] 70 73 73 73 64 64 64 73 64 73 n/a

β [◦] 30 30 45 30 30 45 20 20 20 20 n/a

dR/DR [-] 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.41 0.41 0.55 0.55 0.56

hR/D [-] 0.41 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.26 0.41 0.26 0.20

s/dR [-] 1.29 1.35 1.35 1.01 0.88 0.88 1.18 1.35 0.88 1.01 n/a
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4.2.2. Design optimization study

New vessel design and flow-field improvements
In Fig. 4.19 (a-b), the fluid flow pattern and the axial fluid velocities of the nine
UniVessel SU modifications (#1-9) and the Mobius CellReady 3L are shown and
compared with the standard UniVessel SU. It is obvious that the overall fluid flow
pattern of the standard UniVessel SU showed an axial profile, but the discharge from
the lower impeller was inclined towards the vessel wall where the fluid impinged at
h/HL≈ 0.2, resulting in a secondary fluid flow loop below the lower impeller. This
strong flow inclination occurred as a result of the low impeller blade angle of 30 ◦

and the high off-bottom clearance (hR/DR =0.41). Due to the secondary flow loop,
the fluid was transported to the vessel centre, where fluid velocities of below 0.13·utip

occurred. Hence, these properties were responsible for the experimentally observed
MC accumulation below the impeller and the relatively high impeller speeds re-
quired for Ns1u and Ns1.
The fluid velocities near the reactor bottom in the Mobius CellReady 3L were rel-
atively low (0.09-0.11·utip). However, the dished head of the reactor prevents a flow
partition, whereby an orderly flow loop was formed. In addition, the clockwise ro-
tation of the marine impeller created a high negative pressure below the impeller
which led to the swirl up of the MCs from the vessel centre. In agreement with
expectations, axial fluid flow profiles with down-pumping impeller jets were found
in the UniVessel SU modifications #1-9. Consequently, one main flow loop was in-
duced in most UniVessel SU modifications, expect the geometries #7 and #9 which
developed two flow loops. Interestingly, the induced flow loops in these geometries
met each other approximately half the way between the two impellers, which was
the result of the larger distance between the impellers and the lower blade angle
(20 ◦) that created a strong radial flow. In the geometry #1, the overall fluid flow
pattern was comparable to the standard configuration, but the velocities in the lower
part of the vessel respectively near the reactor bottom were increased by the lower
off-bottom clearance. A comparable observation was also made for geometry #3,
which had a larger impeller in addition to the low off-bottom clearance. Due to the
lower position of the impeller in both cases, the impeller jet hit the vessel wall at
h/HL≈ 0.03-0.05 and prevented a flow partition. According to investigations of Liepe
et al. [161], the off-bottom clearance should be in the range of hR/DR ≈ 0.20-0.45
for vessels with HL/D≈ 1 in order to achieve particle suspension under energeti-
cally favourable conditions. The lower off-bottom clearance in geometry #1 had no
significant effect on the power number (Ne#1 = 1.2 vs. NeSTD = 1.3) and the flow
number (Ez,p = 0.6·10−3 for #1 and STD.), which are summarized in Tab. 4.9. Sur-
prisingly, the larger impeller in geometry #3 led to an increase in the primary flow
number (Ez,p#3 11.4·10−3), but without a significant increase in the power number
(Ne#3 = 1.3). However, the volume-weighted mean and maximum τnn and τnt were
2 to 3-times higher compared to the standard UniVessel SU.
Increasing the impeller blade angle to 45 ◦ (geometry #2 and #5) enhanced the
axial component of the impeller’s discharge and resulted in an increased axial flow
number (Flz,p#2 = 0.87 and Flz,p#5 = 0.70). Due to the combination of the larger
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impeller blade angle and the lower off-bottom clearance in geometry #2, the axial
velocities directly impinged on the reactor bottom (r/R≈ 0.45-0.52), which resulted
in high fluid velocities (up to 0.35·utip) in this area. This was not the case for ge-
ometry #5 due to the larger dR/DR ratio. The flow numbers of geometry #2 and
#5 were comparable to those obtained for an “elephant ear” impeller, for which
values between 0.70-0.73 has been reported [196, 199]. Even though the power num-
ber of geometry #2 increased to Ne#2=2.1, the impeller efficiency was 10.7·10−3

(see Eq. 4.18), which was a ≈ 18-fold increase compared to the standard UniVessel
SU. The additional effect of the higher impeller diameter was not very pronounced
and resulted in no further improvement of the axial fluid flow.
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Fig. 4.19.: Fluid flow pattern of the standard and modified UniVessel SU bioreactors (#1-
9) and the Mobius CellReady 3L. Contour plots of the dimensionless velocity
magnitude (a) and the axial velocity (b) along the mid-plane of the bioreactors.
All simulations were performed at 100 rpm (= Ns1u in the standard UV with
5 g/L MC type II).
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The highest Flz,p was calculated with 2.2 for the Mobius CellReady 3L. This was
not surprising due to the strongly circulated axial flow under the impeller. De-
spite a higher Flz,p, the power number was still low (NeCR =0.3) and the specific
power input was comparable to that of the standard UniVessel SU. Kaiser et al.
[200, 201] and Grein et al. [113] reported comparable power numbers (NeCR =0.82
and 0.31 for Re=2.75-3.06·104) and specific power inputs (P/V ≈ 0.37-2.12W/m3

for Re=0.28-1.06·104) for the Mobius CellReady 3L in experimental and numeri-
cal investigations. It is obvious from geometry #3 and #4 that the larger impeller
diameter and the original impeller blade angle (30 ◦) resulted only in a slightly in-
creased flow number (≈ 1.7-fold). However, the calculated Flz,p of geometry #3-4
were lower than for geometry #2. A secondary flow loop was still found for geometry
#4, which demonstrates that decreasing the off-bottom clearance was more effective
than increasing the impeller diameter to avoid bottom-near swirl. The discharge of
the lower impeller of geometry #4 impinged on the vessel wall at h/HL≈ 0.2 and
was comparable to the standard geometry. Similar observations were also made for
geometry #1 and #3, which again shows the insignificant influence of the impeller
diameter on the near-bottom swirl.
The required impeller speeds for Ns1u and Ns1 in geometry #5 were only slightly
lower (≈ 0.6-0.7-fold) than in geometry #2 (see AppendixA.2.3), but the specific
power input and hydrodynamic stresses increased up to 5.4-times. Thus, the lower
dR/DR ratio in combination with the higher impeller blade angle was beneficial. Due
to the height of the impeller (dR =72mm, β=45 ◦), a hR/DR ratio of 0.26 could not
be tested. Although the shape of the sparger was adapted for all geometries with
dR =72mm, the geometry with the high impeller blade angle of 45 ◦ would have
collided with the sparger.
Weak mixing properties, in particular near the vessel bottom, were observed for
all tested geometries (#6-9) with an impeller blade angle of 20 ◦. Interestingly, this
observation was independent of the impeller diameter and the off-bottom clearance.
However, the observation was also not quite surprising because of the higher radial
velocity components. In all four geometries, secondary flow loops similar to those
in the standard UniVessel SU were observed. Thus, the near-bottom axial veloc-
ities were considerably low (≤ 0.025·utip). Although the axial flow number of the
geometries #6 (0.67) and #7 (0.60) was only 22-31% lower than the value of #2, it
decreased further (#8=0.45, #9=0.39) with increasing impeller diameter, so that
an even less effective MC suspension was expected. Based on the simulation results,
UniVessel modification #2 was selected for all subsequent investigations and for a
detailed comparison with the standard UniVessel SU 2L and the Mobius CellReady
3L.
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Tab. 4.9.: Summary of engineering parameters obtained from the CFD simulations. All
simulations were performed at 100 rpm (= Ns1u in the standard UV with 5 g/L
MC type II).

Mod. utip P/V Ne τnn
(a) τnt

(b) Flz,p Ez,p

[m/s] [W/m3] [-] [10−3 N/m2] [10−3 N/m2] [-] [10−3]

STD. 0.28 1.4 1.3 0.90 / 482 2.70 / 656 0.29 0.6

#1 0.28 1.3 1.2 0.93 / 798 2.20 / 806 0.28 0.6

#2 0.28 2.2 2.1 1.16 / 570 3.30 / 1,343 0.87 10.7

#3 0.38 5.8 1.3 3.12 / 1,015 6.27 / 1,454 0.52 11.4

#4 0.38 5.4 1.2 2.64 / 1,078 5.66 / 1,401 0.49 10.3

#5 0.38 11.9 2.7 2.28 / 659 5.39 / 1,463 0.70 13.6

#6 0.28 1.0 1.0 0.53 / 618 1.58 / 697 0.67 10.2

#7 0.28 1.1 1.0 0.82 / 661 1.73 / 664 0.60 7.0

#8 0.38 3.6 0.8 2.55 / 1,193 5.45 / 1,651 0.45 12.0

#9 0.38 4.0 0.9 1.52 / 3,177 2.72 / 1,724 0.39 7.0

CR 0.40 1.7 0.3 0.61 / 894 1.32 / 635 2.20 2.7

(a−b) Volume-weighted mean and maximum values of local normal and shear stresses

Flow field verification by 2D-PIV measurements
CFD model verification of the Mobius CellReady 3L and both the standard and
modified (#2) UniVessel SU were carried out by 2D-PIV measurements. The PIV-
derived fluid flow patterns along the mid-bioreactor plane are shown in Fig. 4.20 (a)
for the three bioreactor systems. It is obvious that the two flow loops in the standard
UniVessesl were well captured by the 2D-PIV measurements. The measurements
highlight the inward directed fluid flow under the lowest impeller and the low fluid
velocities in the lower part of the vessel. The fluid impinged on the bioreactor wall
at h/HL≈ 0.16-0.24 and was therefore comparable with the observations made from
the simulations. In contrast, up to 16-times higher fluid velocities were measured in
the modified (#2) UniVessel SU near the vessel bottom and in the impeller jet. This
observation was in good agreement with results from the CFD simulations. Due to
the higher impeller blade angle a flow partition at the vessel wall was prevented,
which led to an outward directed fluid flow. Therefore, the MCs in the modified (#2)
UniVessel SU were swirled up along the vessel wall in comparison to the standard
UniVessel SU. The marine impeller of the Mobius CellReady 3L induced two flow
loops in the lower part of the vessel, but with high fluid velocities near the reactor
bottom. The high fluid velocities were mainly caused by the combination of the
marine impeller and the dished head, which created a directional downward flow.
Odeleye et al. [202] made similar observations in their 2D-PIV investigations. They
also identified two flow loops and a flow partition at axial coordinates similar to
those found in this study (h/HL≈ 0.12-0.18).
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A more quantitative comparison of the CFD-predicted (single and multi-phase) and
PIV-measured fluid velocities is represent in Fig. 4.20 (b) for uaxial/utip along radial
coordinates at h/HL=0.12. Independent of the reactor type, a good agreement
between the predicted and measured axial fluid velocities was achieved. Highest
deviations for uaxial/utip between 8-43% were found at r/R between 0.08 and 0.11
in the Mobius CellReady 3L, between 0.22 and 0.32 in the standard UniVessel SU,
and between 0.04 to 0.05 in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU. Hence, the largest
deviations occurred mainly in the impeller jet, where the highest velocities were to
be expected. However, the profiles of the axial fluid velocities were well captured
in all bioreactors. As expected, the highest uaxial/utip were found in the modified
(#2) UniVessel SU and were up to 3-times higher compared to those measured at
the same impeller speed in the standard UniVessel SU and the Mobius CellReady
3L. Interestingly, the deviations in uaxial/utip between the single and multi-phase
CFD simulations were marginal (< 2%). However, a large deviation in uaxial/utip

between the single and multi-phase CFD simulations was not expected due to the
low solid fraction and the resulting low phase interactions. Similar findings were also
reported by Kaiser et al. [91] for small scale spinner flasks and MC solid fractions of
up to 1.4%. Thus, it can be inferred that both models provided reliable fluid flow
predictions.
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Fig. 4.20.: Verification of fluid flow pattern in the standard and modified (#2) UniVessel
SU 2L and the Mobius CellReady 3L by 2D-PIV measurements. (a) Combined
contour and vector plots with velocity magnitude on the mid-vessel plane. The
indicated vectors and velocities are scaled to 40 pixels respectively between 0.0-
0.2m/s. (b) Profiles of dimensionless axial velocities along radial coordinates
at h/HL=0.12 of the Mobius CellReady 3L (first row), the modified (second
row) and standard (third row) UniVessel SU. The grey area represents the
uncertainty range of the 2D-PIV measurements.
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Improved suspension characteristics
Fig. 4.21 (a-c) shows the results of the experimental suspension studies with the MC
type II (2.5-20 g/L) in the standard UniVessel SU, the modified (#2) UniVessel SU
and the Mobius CellReady 3L. As expected, the impeller speeds required for Ns1u

and Ns1 differed greatly between the three bioreactor systems. Impeller speeds be-
tween 69 rpm and 116 rpm (utip=0.20-0.33m/s) for Ns1u and between 96 rpm and
143 rpm (utip=0.27-0.40 m/s) for Ns1 were determined in the standard UniVessel
SU. The relative high impeller speeds required for Ns1u and Ns1 were expected be-
cause of the flow partition and the associated low fluid velocities below the lower
impeller, as previously illustrated in section 4.2.2. In contrast, the required impeller
speeds for Ns1u and Ns1 in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU were significantly re-
duced through the geometry adjustments. As a result, the required impeller speeds
for Ns1u and Ns1 were on average 1.57-times (42-77 rpm) and 1.54-times (60-96 rpm)
lower than in the standard UniVessel SU. Comparable observations were also made
for the MC type III (see AppendixA.2.1). The experimental suspension results con-
firmed the observations from the CFD-based design study, where an increase in the
impeller blade angle and a decrease of the off-bottom clearance improved the axial
fluid flow and thereby the suspension performance. The determined impeller speeds
for Ns1u (27-46 rpm) and Ns1 (40-55 rpm) in the Mobius CellReady 3L were even
lower. In fact, they were on average ≈ (1.7 to 2.6)·Ns1u and ≈ (1.6 to 2.7)·Ns1 lower
than in the standard and modified (#2) UniVessel SU. Although the suspension
criteria are optically evaluated, and thus subjective to a certain degree, the results
obtained for Ns1 in the Mobius CellReady 3L were in good agreement (± 8%) with
investigations1 of Schnitzler et al. [203]. Literature data about MC suspension char-
acteristics in the standard UniVessel SU were not available for comparison purposes.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.21.: Concentration-dependent profiles of tip speed and impeller speed required to
achieve Ns1u and Ns1 for the MC type II in the standard UniVessel SU, the
modified (#2) UniVessel SU and the Mobius CellReady 3L.

1 Schnitzler et al. [203] used polystyrene-based, collagen-coated MCs from SoloHill, which had a
comparable density (ρ=1022-1030 kg/m3) and diameter range (dMC =125-212μm) as the MC
type II.
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The observed suspension states during the gradual increase of the impeller speed in
all three bioreactors were comparable to those previously described for the SP100
and the SP300 (see section 4.1.2). Consequently, linear correlations for utip,Ns1u

(Eq. 4.19) and utip,Ns1 (Eq. 4.20) were obtained from the experimental data, when
the MC concentrations were correlated with the required utip for Ns1u and Ns1. The
coefficient of determination (R2) was in all cases ≥ 0.98. Thus, the correlations were
adequate for predictions of Ns1u and Ns1 for MC type II concentrations between
2.5-20 g/L. Similar correlations, like those shown for the MC type II, were also ob-
tained for the MC type III (see AppendixA.2.3), which was used for all hBM-MSC
cultivation studies. The obtained correlations were used to predict Ns1u and Ns1 for
culture-relevant MC concentrations and served as the basis for the subsequent multi-
phase CFD simulations performed to derive the prevailing hydrodynamic stresses.

utip,Ns1u

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0.0075 · cMC + 0.1806 R2 = 0.99 UniVessel SU STD.

0.0056 · cMC + 0.1061 R2 = 0.99 UniVessel SU #2

0.0050 · cMC + 0.0844 R2 = 0.98 CellReady 3L

(4.19)

utip,Ns1 =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0.0079 · cMC + 0.2578 R2 = 0.98 UniVessel SU STD.

0.0055 · cMC + 0.1639 R2 = 0.98 UniVessel SU #2

0.0039 · cMC + 0.1393 R2 = 0.99 CellReady 3L

(4.20)

In addition to the regression analysis, experimental data for Ns1 were analysed with
the correlation proposed by Zwietering [160] (see AppendixA.2.3 Eq.A.3). The dif-
ferences between the experimentally determined and the calculatedNs1 were between
2-7% for the standard UniVessel SU, between 1-11% for the modified (#2) UniVessel
SU, and between 6-8% for the Mobius CellReady 3L. Consequently, Zwietering’s
correlation was adequate to estimate Ns1 at different MC concentrations in the
three bioreactor systems after determining the empirical constant S. However, since
S must be determined empirically due to its dependence on the impeller and vessel
geometry, the correlation could not be used directly to estimated Ns1 in other types
of SU bioreactors. Hence, experimental suspension studies must be carried out for
at least one MC concentration in SU bioreactors in order to determine S. However,
since the focus of this case study was on the geometry optimization and process de-
velopment at benchtop scale, Zwietering’s correlation was not further analysed and
used for the other SU bioreactors used for this thesis. Instead, multiphase simula-
tions (EE approach) were performed to derive the prevailing hydrodynamic stresses
at the suspension criteria, especially at Ns1u, for the subsequent cultivation studies.
Fig. 4.22 shows the CFD-derived distribution of the MC type II in the standard
UniVessel SU (a), the modified (#2) UniVessel SU (b), and the Mobius CellReady
3L (c) for an impeller speed of 57 rpm (=Ns1u of the modified (#2) UniVessel SU
with 10 g/L). As expected, and specified by the simulation parameters (N < Ns1u

and Ns1 for standard UniVessel SU), MC solid fractions below the lower impeller of
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the standard UniVessel SU were significantly higher than in the other bioreactors.
The predicted MC sediments on the reactor bottom agreed well in position, size, and
shape with those observed during the experimental suspension studies. The multi-
phase CFD simulations provided reasonable predictions of the MC distribution in
the different bioreactors with acceptable computing efforts (e.g., computing time of
2-3 days for 80-120 s simulated time2). The high MC volume fractions in the stan-
dard UniVessel SU were also recognizable from the volume-weighted distribution of
α/αmean, where a strong peak tailing with maximum values of up to 1.78 occurred.
In contrast, the distribution in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU was narrow and
symmetric. Due to the definition of Ns1u only slightly higher α/αmean of up to 1.25
occurred. The volume-weighted distribution of α/αmean in the Mobius CellReady 3 L
was less homogeneous, even though N > Ns1u and Ns1. Slightly lower MC volume
fractions were predicted near the fluid surface. However, this observation was not
surprising because of the prevailing fluid flow pattern and the axial-oriented fluid
flow in the Mobius CellReady 3 L. Due to the absence of a second impeller near
the fluid surface, the fluid velocities were low in this area and reduced the over-
all MC homogeneity. Interestingly, the volume of α/αmean > 1 below the impeller
in the Mobius CellReady 3 L was higher than in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU,
which can be explained by the absence of a sparger in the Mobius CellReady 3 L that
increased the turbulence locally. Based on the observations from the multiphase
simulations as well as the good consistency with the experimental observations, the
simulations were used to calculate the prevailing hydrodynamic stresses at Ns1u for
the subsequent cultivation studies.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4.22.: CFD-predicted MC type II distribution in the standard (a) and modified (b)
UniVessel SU and the Mobius CellReady 3L (c). The dimensionless MC volume
fractions (α/αmean) are shown for the Ns1u (= 57 rpm) criterion of the mod-
ified UniVessel SU (10.0 g/L). Standard UniVessel SU (N < Ns1u), Mobius
CellReady 3L (N > Ns1u , Ns1).

2 Multiphase simulations were parallelized on 4 to 8 computing nodes (Intel R© Xeno R© E5-2630
v4 CPU’s with 2.2GHz, 64GB RAM).
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An overview of the prevailing hydrodynamic stresses at Ns1u is shown in Tab. 4.10
for culture-relevant MC type II and III concentrations. It is obvious that the highest
specific power inputs and hydrodynamic stresses were calculated for both MC types
in the standard UniVessel SU. Specific power inputs in the range of 0.8-1.3W/m3 and
2.1-2.7W/m3 were required for Ns1u, which were on average 4 to 36-times and 3 to
31-times higher than in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU and the Mobius CellReady
3L, respectively. The volume-weighted maximum shear stresses in the modified (#2)
UniVessel SU were higher for both MC types than in the standard UniVessel SU.
However, considering the distribution of τnt, maximum values only occurred in a
very small volume near the impeller ring, which reduced the risk that the cells were
exposed to these stresses frequently. The mean values of τnt in the modified (#2)
UniVessel SU were on average 1.17-times and 1.24-times lower than in the standard
UniVessel SU. As expected, the lowest hydrodynamic stresses were predicted in all
cases in the Mobius CellReady 3L. Here, τnn and τnt were on average 1 to 4.5-
times and 1.6 to 7.6-times lower than in the standard and modified UniVessel SU.
Considering the volume-weighted values of the Kolmogorv microscale, the smallest
eddies (27-70 μm) were predicted in a comparable range to the MC sizes for almost
all conditions. However, it has to be considered that the fluid flow was not fully
turbulent under Ns1u (Re< 104). Therefore, the minimum values for lλ might be
overpredicted, however, the calculated values for lλ in the standard UniVessel SU
and the Mobius CellReady 3L agreed well with literature data [202, 204, 205]. On
the basis of the simulation results the following cultivations were performed at Ns1u

for 10 g/L (MC II) and 3 g/L (MC III).

Tab. 4.10.: Summary of CFD-predicted parameters for Ns1u of MC type II and III.

Reactor MC conc. Ns1u utip Re P/V τnn τnt lλ
[g/L] [rpm] [m/s] [-] [W/m3] [10−3 N/m2] [10−3 N/m2] [μm]

MC type II:

STD.
5.0 77 0.22 3,737 0.84 0.69 / 253 2.15 / 378 34 / 220
7.5 87 0.25 4,211 1.22 0.77 / 287 2.38 / 422 32 / 202
10.0 91 0.26 4,405 1.29 0.81 / 300 2.47 / 440 27 / 184

#2
5.0 48 0.14 2,324 0.17 0.46 / 200 1.84 / 403 43 / 274
7.5 55 0.16 2,662 0.47 0.56 / 250 2.03 / 530 39 / 252
10.0 57 0.16 2,759 0.49 0.58 / 264 2.09 / 566 35 / 235

CR
5.0 28 0.10 2,701 0.02 0.15 / 234 0.26 / 212 70 / 1,474
7.5 31 0.11 2,991 0.03 0.17 / 262 0.30 / 230 66 / 1,383
10.0 35 0.12 3,376 0.05 0.19 / 299 0.37 / 253 67 / 507

MC type III:

STD.
2.0 110 0.31 5,346 2.08 0.97 / 364 2.91 / 525 28 / 163
3.0 115 0.32 5,589 2.39 1.01 / 381 3.02 / 547 27 / 159
4.0 118 0.33 5,735 2.68 1.04 / 391 3.09 / 560 27 / 156

#2
2.0 63 0.18 3,050 0.70 0.66 / 307 2.26 / 674 36 / 228
3.0 70 0.20 3,388 0.95 0.75 / 357 2.45 / 801 33 / 210
4.0 75 0.21 3,630 1.16 0.82 / 392 2.60 / 891 31 / 198

CR
2.0 37 0.13 3,569 0.06 0.20 / 317 0.40 / 265 65 / 480
3.0 40 0.14 3,859 0.07 0.23 / 344 0.44 / 283 64 / 430
4.0 46 0.16 4,438 0.11 0.26 / 399 0.53 / 318 61 / 380
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4.2.3. Cultivation studies with hBM-MSCs and hASCs

Cell growth and metabolism
In Fig. 4.23 and 4.24, the time-dependent profiles of the living cell density (a) and the
glucose and lactate concentrations (b) are shown for the hASCs and the hBM-MSCs
in the different benchtop scale bioreactors and the SP100 (control). All cultivations
were carried out at Ns1u. For the hASCs cultivations, a partial medium exchange
of 50% was performed at day 4. In contrast, the hBM-MSC cultivations were car-
ried out by using an optimized feeding procedure3. After the cell inoculation, a
static cell attachment phase of 4 h (hASCs) and 18 h (hBM-MSCs) was performed
in the respective bioreactors in order to promote cell attachment on the MC surface.
Thus, the living cell density at time point zero represents the theoretical inoculation
density. In addition to the daily cell, substrate, and metabolite measurements, cell
growth and associated glucose consumption and lactate production were simulated
for each bioreactor based on the segregated growth model previously described in
Case Study I (see section 4.1). Due to the macroporous structure of the MC type
III and the associated unknown growth surface, all subsequent cell densities were
calculated as volumetric concentrations (cells/mL).
From Fig. 4.23 (a), it is obvious that the measured living cell densities of the hASCs
were well predicted by the segregated growth model. Almost all measured living cell
densities were within the ± 10% significance range. Consequently, the Monod-type
kinetic approach for the calculation of μ was valid for the benchtop scale bioreac-
tors. Although the calculated −qGlc and qLac are more susceptible to errors due to
measurement uncertainties, the simulated glucose and lactate concentrations were
in good agreement with those measured off-line. Thus, the model accuracy was
satisfactory. The hASC attachment efficiency4 in each bioreactor was ≈ 66-76%.
It is evident that the lowest hASCs concentrations (0.67-2.65·105 hASCs/mL) were
achieved in the standard UniVessel SU. This was not surprising because of the higher
impeller speeds required for Ns1u, which resulted in up to 25-times higher specific
power inputs (see section 4.2.2). Consequently, the mean hydrodynamic stresses in
the standard UniVessel SU at Ns1u were on average up to 4-times higher compared
to those in the other bioreactors. The hASCs grew with a specific growth rate
of 0.58-0.69 d−1 (→ td=23.9-39.4 h) in the standard UniVessel SU. However, the
cell growth was strongly associated with an insufficient glucose metabolism and a
high accumulation of lactate. Also up to 2.5-times higher specific glucose consump-
tion (−qGlc=27.8 pmol/cell/d) and up to 5.4-times higher lactate production rate
(qLac=178.0 pmol/cell/d) was calculated for the hASCs in the standard UniVessel
SU (see Tab. 4.11). In contrast, maximum living cell density in the modified (#2)
UniVessel SU (#2: 7.2·105 hASCs/mL at day 6) was increased up to 10.7-times due
to the geometry adjustments and the associated improved suspension performance.
The cells grew in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU with a mean specific growth rate

3 Cells were fed with a special feeding solution (including glucose, growth factors, hormones, etc.)
once the glucose concentration dropped ≤ 4-5mmol/L.

4 The cell attachment efficiency was calculated as the ratio of the measured cell density at day 1
and the theoretical inoculation density.
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of 0.75 d−1 (→ td=18.6 h). Thus, similar growth kinetics as in the SP100 control
(μ=0.79 d−1 → td=17.5 h) was achieved. The specific glucose consumption rates
(−qGlc 11.5 pmol/cell/d UV #2; −qGlc 11.0 pmol/cell/d for the SP100) and lactate
production rates (qLac 26.3 pmol/cell/d UV #2, qLac 33.2 pmol/cell/d SP100) indi-
cated an efficient glucose metabolism and were comparable to those of the hTERT-
ASCs in the SP100 and SP300 at Ns1u (see section 4.1). Interestingly, the maximum
living cell density (6.11·105 hASCs/mL) in the Mobius CellReady 3L was 13.5-15.0%
lower compared to the modified (#2) UniVessel SU and the SP100, even though the
system provided the gentlest mixing conditions at Ns1u. It is worth mentioning that
the growth of the hASCs in the Mobius CellReady 3L bioreactor was accompanied
by a strong MC-cell aggregate formation, which is discussed in more detail in the
next section.

(b)(a)

Fig. 4.23.: Time-dependent profiles of living cell density (a), substrate, and metabolite
concentration (b) during the cultivation of hASCs in the standard and modified
(#2) UniVessel SU, the Mobius CellReady 3L, and the SP100 (control). The
measured cell densities, substrate, and metabolite concentrations (symbols)
were simulated based on the segregated growth model (black dashed and solid
lines). Red curve area represents ± 10% significance range for cell growth. A
partial medium exchange of 50% (�) was carried out on day 4.
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Similar observations as those made for the hASCs were also made for the hBM-
MSCs (see Fig. 4.24). The lowest peak cell densities (1.83·105 hBM-MSCs/mL) were
also measured in the standard UniVessel SU. All peak cell densities of the hBM-
MSCs were lower than those of the hASCs. This observation can be ascribed to
different aspects: (I) the higher impeller speeds required to achieve Ns1u for the
type III MC, (II) the unknown specific growth surface of the type III MC, and (III)
the biological variability of the cells (i.e., larger cell morphology). The hBM-MSC
growth kinetics in all bioreactors were well predicted by the segregated growth model
(see Fig. 4.24 a). In consensus with the main observations of the hASC cultivations,
the highest peak cell densities of the hBM-MSCs were achieved in the modified (#2)
UniVessel SU (5.30·105 cells/mL) and the SP100 control (4.83·105 cells/mL).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.24.: Time-dependent profiles of living cell density (a), substrate, and metabolite
concentration (b) during the cultivation of hBM-MSCs in the standard and
modified (#2) UniVessel SU, the Mobius CellReady 3L, and the SP100 (con-
trol). The measured cell densities, substrate, and metabolite concentrations
(symbols) were simulated based on the segregated growth model (black dashed
and solid lines). Red curve area represents ± 10% significance range for cell
growth. A feeding (↓) was performed once the glucose concentration dropped
below ≤ 4-5mmol/L.
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Thus, cell growth was improved 2.9-times compared to the standard UniVessel SU.
The hBM-MSCs grew with a specific growth rate of 0.75 d−1 (→ td=22.3-23.8 h)
while glucose was consumed with −qGlc of 22.5 pmol/cell/d. The specific lactate pro-
duction rate in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU was slightly higher than in the con-
trol SP100, but still lower than in the other bioreactor types (50.6-68.0 pmol/cell/d).
The highest peak cell densities in the Mobius CellReady 3L (3.53·105 cells/mL)
were 26-33% lower than in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU and the SP100 con-
trol, even though the required impeller speed to achieve Ns1u was up to 1.75-times
lower. However, the cell growth in the Mobius CellReady 3L was again accompa-
nied by a strong MC-cell aggregate formation. Cierpka et al. [111] also reported a
MC-cell aggregate formation in the Mobius CellReady 3L during the cultivation of
hTERT immortalized hBM-MSCs and for primary hBM-MSCs in DMEM-LG cell
culture medium (w/ 10%FBS), although they increased the impeller speed up to
90 rpm (≈ 0.76W/m3). They achieved maximum cell densities of between 2.7 and
4.1·105 cells/mL and specific growth rates in the range of 0.45-0.53 d−1 (→ td=31.3-
36.9 h). Similar maximum cell densities of between 1.66 and 2.04·105 hBM-MSCs/mL
were also reported by Lawson et al. [107] in combination with DMEM (10% FBS)
cell culture medium and a collagen-coated MC.

Tab. 4.11.: Overview of the main growth-dependent parameters.

Living xmax EF μmax td −qGlc qLac

[105 cells/mL] [−] [d−1] [h] [pmol/cell/d]

Human adipose tissue-derived stromal/stem cells hASCs (with MC type II):

UV STD.(a) 2.65 53.1 0.69 23.9 26.8 53.4

UV STD.(b) 0.67 13.3 0.58 39.4 27.8 178.0

UV #2 7.19 71.9 0.75 18.6 11.5 26.3

CR 6.11 12.2 0.46 35.9 23.4 53.7

SP100 7.07 70.7 0.79 17.5 11.0 33.2

Human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells hBM-MSCs (with MC type III):

UV STD. 1.83 11.8 0.57 29.1 25.2 68.0

UV #2 5.30 42.5 0.75 22.3 22.5 43.5

CR 3.53 27.2 0.58 28.7 28.2 50.6

SP100 4.83 48.3 0.70 23.8 20.2 33.9

(a) 7.5g/L of MC type II; (b) 10.0g/L of MC type II.
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MC-cell aggregate formation
In Fig. 4.25 (a-b) phase contrast microscopic pictures and time-dependent profiles
of MC-cell aggregates are shown representatively for the hASCs in the Mobius
CellReady 3L and the modified (#2) UniVessel SU (#2). As already mentioned,
the cell growth in the Mobius CellReady 3L was accompanied by a strong MC-cell
aggregate formation. It is obvious that the number and size of the MC-cell aggregates
increased more significantly in the Mobius CellReady 3L than in the modified (#2)
UniVessel SU (see Fig. 4.25 a). Although small MC-cell aggregates were recogniz-
able at day 4 in both bioreactors, the number of MC-cell aggregates varied greatly.
The first aggregates that appeared in both systems were characterized by clusters
consisting of 2-3MCs. Whereas the cell density (2.1·105 hASCs/mL) at day 4 in the
Mobius CellReady 3L was nearly 2-times lower than in the modified (#2) UniVessel
SU, the maximum MC-cell aggregates were already ≈ 2.5-times higher. Only from
day 5/6 a significant increase in the maximum MC-cell aggregate size was identifi-
able in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU. Interestingly, the increase of the MC-cell
aggregate size in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU was associated with the transition
of the cells in the stationary phase. This was not the case for the Mobius CellReady
3L. A maximum MC-cell aggregate size of 1.3mm was measured on day 8 in the
modified (#2) UniVessel SU, whereas the maximum MC-cell aggregate size in the
Mobius CellReady 3L was 1.47-times higher (1.9mm). However, since the optimal
harvest point in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU would be on day 6, the difference in
the MC-cell aggregate size is even higher (≈ 2.67-times). Thus, the results highlight
that the MC-cell aggregate formation in the benchtop scale bioreactors was asso-
ciated with the cell growth, but regulated by the hydrodynamic stresses at Ns1u.
Consequently, the hydrodynamic stress at Ns1u should be high enough to prevent
strong MC-cell aggregate formation, but should not negatively affect cell growth.

Day 0 Day 4 Day 8

1,000 μm

(a) (b)

1,000 μm 1,000 μm

1,000 μm 1,000 μm 1,000 μm

Fig. 4.25.: Phase contrast microscopic pictures (a) and time-dependent profiles (b) of MC-
cell aggregates in the Mobius CellReady 3L (first row) and the UniVessel SU
#2 (second row) during hASC cultivation. A partial medium exchange of 50%
(�) was carried out on day 4.
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The results were in good agreement to investigations of Ferrari et al. [122], which
highlighted the correlation between the MC-cell aggregate formation, the impeller
speed and the cell seeding density. Shiragami et al. [206] have proposed using the
correlation shown in Eq. 4.21 to estimate the shear stress acting on cells grown on
MCs in order to correlate the data with the MC-cell aggregate formation.

τ =
3 · π2 · η · d ·N

4 · dMC

(4.21)

Using the proposed correlation, Takahashi et al. [109] found optimal conditions in
terms of cell growth and MC-cell aggregate formation at maximum shear stresses
of up to 1.8Pa in small scale spinner flask. They observed that the percentage of
MC-cell aggregates decreased by ≈ 11-32% as the impeller speed was increased from
30 rpm to 60 rpm, which corresponded to an increase of τ ≈ 0.9Pa. Using the same
correlation, shear stresses of up to 1.94Pa and 2.25Pa for the Mobius CellReady
3L and the modified (#2) UniVessel SU were obtained. Thus, the calculated shear
stresses were in a comparable range to those reported by Takahashi. However, the
proposed correlation does not include information about the frequency of occurrence
of the maximum shear stresses. Consequently, the CFD-derived volume-weighted
mean and maximum shear stresses calculated in this thesis (see section 4.2.2) are
more reliable for the comparison of the two bioreactor systems in terms of the MC-
cell aggregation. Hence, Fig. 4.26 shows the relationship between the specific power
input, the local volume-weighted mean shear stress, the cell density and the max-
imum MC-cell aggregate size for cultivations performed at Ns1u. It is obvious that
the profile of the modified (#2) UniVessel SU differs widely from that of the Mobius
CellReady 3L. The profile was comparable to that of the SP100, which explains the
previously presented comparable growth kinetics of the hASCs and hBM-MSCs in
the two systems.
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Fig. 4.26.: Spider diagrams showing the relationship between specific power input, volume-
weighted mean shear stress, cell density, and maximum MC-cell aggregate size
in the modified (#2) UniVessel SU, the Mobius CellReady 3L, and the SP100.
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Cell quality: surface marker expression
Tab. 4.12 shows the results of the flow cytometric measurements after cell harvest
from the standard and modified (#2) UniVessel SU, the Mobius CellReady 3L, and
the SP100 (control). According to the ISCT/IFATS guideline, a panel of negative
(CD34−, CD45−) and positive (CD73+, CD90+, CD105+) surface markers was tested
for the hASCs and hBM-MSCs. In all cases, the positive markers were strongly ex-
pressed (hASCs ≥ 92.0%; hBM-MSCs ≥ 93.2%) and the negative markers exhibited
a lack of expression (hASCs ≤ 1.8%; hBM-MSC ≤ 2.8%). Consequently, the results
were in good agreement with the minimal expression levels recommended by the
ISCT. However, minor differences in the expression levels of different surface mark-
ers, in particular CD90 and CD105, were found for the different bioreactor systems.
Wiesman et al. [207] showed in their investigations that CD90 expression in hMSCs
is regulated downwards when cells are exposed to mechanical stretch loads of up to
0.2% (1Hz) in flow chamber bioreactors. A correlation between the surface marker
expression and the mechanical stress in the different stirred bioreactors was not
found. This was not surprising as the cells in stirred bioreactors were exposed to
a more dynamic environment. However, all conditions showed highly homogeneous
cell populations. Thus, the surface marker expression in all cases was satisfactory.

Tab. 4.12.: Results of flow cytometric measurements after cell harvest from the standard
and modified (#2) UniVessel SU, the Mobius CellReady 3L and the SP100.

hBM-MSC hASC

Marker UV STD. UV #2 CR SP100 UV STD. UV #2 CR SP100

[-] [%]

CD34− 0.3 0.2 0.9 2.8 0.1 1.4 1.7 0.8

CD45− 0.5 0.1 1.1 2.8 0.4 1.8 0.1 0.8

CD73+ 98.9 98.5 98.6 99.9 98.7 99.9 99.9 99.9

CD90+ 95.6 98.3 97.5 98.1 92.7 98.1 99.4 99.9

CD105+ 93.2 99.8 98.5 99.6 92.0 99.6 92.3 99.9
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4.3. Process scale-up of a microcarrier-based hMSC
expansion process to pilot scale

4.3.1. Introduction

Because of the high cell numbers required for one single dose for allogeneic therapies,
the scale-up of the in vitro hMSC expansion process up to pilot or production scale
becomes mandatory. This is not only important from an economical point of view,
but also due to the limited availability of the cell material. It is, therefore, worth-
while to produce as many doses as possible from one single donor. As a result of this,
the aim of Case Study III is the development of a direct scale-up procedure and the
process optimization at pilot scale. For this purpose, the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR
50L bioreactor system is used. The BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L is part of the scal-
able bioreactor series from Sartorius Stedim Biotech to which also the UniVessel SU
2L system belongs. Thus, the two systems are geometrically comparable in terms
of their geometrical ratios and impellers (2 x SBIs). Consequently, data previously
determined at small and benchtop scale (section 4.2 and 4.1) are used to support
the process scale-up and to explore the applicability of the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR
50L for the MC-based hMSC expansion.
In the first part, experimental suspension studies are carried out in order to investi-
gate the suspension behaviors and dynamics of different MC types in the BIOSTAT
CultiBag STR 50L. These initial experimental investigations will serve as the basis
for the subsequent fluid flow characterization by means of CFD and for the deriva-
tion of the hydrodynamic stresses at Ns1u and Ns1. Special emphasis will be placed
on Ns1u as scale-up criterion due to its suitability for the MC-based expansion of
hMSCs at small and benchtop scale. Hence, process engineering conditions at Ns1u

are investigated and discussed for different MC concentrations. The validity of the
scale-up procedure and the Ns1u as scale-up criterion is investigated in experimental
cultivation studies in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L with primary hASCs and
hBM-MSCs. A special emphasis will be placed on the cell quality (i.e., differentiation
potential, senescence level) after the cell harvesting from the BIOSTAT CultiBag
STR 50L. In addition, the applicability and accuracy of the segregated growth
model for the prediction of the cell growth and the substrates/metabolites will be
explored.
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4.3.2. Microcarrier suspension characteristics

Microcarrier suspension characteristics for MC type II and III in the BIOSTAT
CultiBag STR 50L were investigated using an acrylic glass model to allow opti-
cal accessibility at the reactor bottom. Due to the high medium costs and the non
aseptic conditions during the suspension investigations, all experiments were per-
formed with DPBS. The Lonza stem cell medium is an aqueous cell culture medium
(= Newtonian flow behavior), which does not differ significantly in its properties
from a DPBS solution. The effect of the FBS on the cell culture medium viscosity
was assumed to be negligible due to the low concentrations (5%) used for all studies.
Fig. 4.27 (a-b) illustrates the dependency of the impeller speed and the theoretical
tip speed on the MC concentration for Ns1u and Ns1 in the BIOSTAT CultiBag
STR 50L. For the MC type II, impeller speeds in the range of 40 rpm to 72 rpm
for Ns1u and 50 rpm to 70 rpm for Ns1 were determined which corresponded to the
theoretical tip speeds of 2.0-3.6m/s and 2.5-3.85m/s for Ns1u and Ns1 respectively.
In contrast, the required impeller speeds for comparable MC type III concentrations
were on average 30-44% higher. This was not surprising as the MC type III has a
higher density and diameter range. Ns1 was on average 1.3-times (MC type II) and
1.1-times (MC type III) higher than Ns1u, indicating that the results were consistent
with those at small and benchtop scale.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.27.: Concentration-dependent profiles of tip speed and impeller speed required to
achieved Ns1u and Ns1 for MC type II (a) and III (b).

Linear correlations as those described for the small and benchtop scale bioreactors
(see section 4.1 and 4.2) were also determined for the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L,
when the MC concentration was correlated with the required theoretical tip speed
for Ns1u (Eq. 4.22) and Ns1 (Eq. 4.23). However, it has to be considered that the
statistical correlations for utip,Ns1u and utip,Ns1 in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L
are only valid within the investigated MC concentration range. Nevertheless, the
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coefficient of determination (R2), which was adequate in both cases, highlighted the
linear correlation. Thus, required tip speeds for Ns1u and Ns1 can be estimated quite
well in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L for MCs with similar properties as MC
type II and III.

utip,Ns1u

{
0.0223 · cMC + 0.2660 R2 = 0.99 MC type II

0.0466 · cMC + 0.3400 R2 = 0.99 MC type III
(4.22)

utip,Ns1

{
0.0180 · cMC + 0.3671 R2 = 0.94 MC type II

0.0369 · cMC + 0.4325 R2 = 0.94 MC type III
(4.23)

Lawson et al. [107] performed investigations with a collagen-based MC5 (7-15 g/L) in
the Mobius CellReady 50L and reported impeller speeds between 67 rpm (=0.38m/s)
and 74 rpm (=0.42m/s) for Ns1. They also mentioned a lower limit for the impeller
speed (Nc: 60-66 rpm), where nearly all MCs are suspended. Considering their defini-
tion of the lower impeller limit, Nc corresponds to Ns1u used in this thesis. Analysing
their data, a linear correlation betweenNs1u (utip,Ns1u=0.004·mMC+0.311,R2=0.97)
respectively Ns1 (utip,Ns1=0.005·mMC+0.346, R2=0.98) and the MC concentration,
which was comparable to those reported for the Mobius CellReady 3L (see section
4.2), was found. Interestingly, the correlations of the Mobius CellReady 3L and
50L were more comparable than the correlations of the UniVessel SU 2L and the
BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L. The differences between the UniVessel SU 2L and
the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L were explainable by the different geometrical ra-
tios, in particular by the differences in the off-bottom clearance, which was 0.24
(hR/DR) in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L. Thus, the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR
50L is more suitable for MC-based processes than the standard UniVessel SU. The
determined impeller speeds for Ns1u and Ns1 were used as a basis for the subsequent
fluid flow characterizations with CFD.

5 The collagen-based MC used by Lawson et al. had similar properties (i.e., ρMC : 1034-
1046 kg/m3, dMC 125-212 μm) as the MC type II used in this thesis.
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4.3.3. Results from CFD modelling

Fluid flow pattern
Fig. 4.28 (a-b) shows the CFD-derived fluid flow pattern of the BIOSTAT CultiBag
STR 50L. As expected, the two SBI induced an axial-oriented fluid flow, which was
characterized by two swirls in the axial direction (lower loop h/HL≈ 0.04-0.58; upper
loop h/HL≈ 0.58-1.00). Due to the low off-bottom clearance, the rounded shape of
the reactor bottom, and the position of the sparger, respectively to the impeller
shaft bearing, a flow partition as in the standard UniVessel SU did not occur. In
particular, the position of the impeller shaft bearing with its small slits reduced the
MC sedimentation on the reactor bottom because of the induced secondary flow. As
a result, predicted fluid velocities near the reactor bottom were relatively high (0.10-
0.18·utip), when compared to the standard UniVessel SU (see section 4.1) and the
SP100/SP300 (see section 4.2). Moreover, due to the hR/DR and dR/DR ratio, the
downward oriented axial velocities were not hampered and impinged directly on the
reactor bottom due to the rounded vessel bottom, which was beneficial for the MC
swirl up. The highest fluid velocities were observed at the outer blade edges, while
the velocities decreased along the blade discharge (0.3·utip). These observations were
in good agreement to numerical and experimental results of Löffelholz et al. [205].
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Fig. 4.28.: CFD-derived fluid flow pattern of the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L. Combined
contour and vector plot for the dimensionless velocity magnitude (a) and con-
tour plot for the dimensionless axial velocity (b) along the mid-bioreactor and
impeller planes. Vectors were scaled with a fixed length of 10mm.
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Tab. 4.13 provides an overview of specific power inputs and the hydrodynamic stresses
at Ns1u for culture-relevant MC concentrations. Specific power inputs in the range of
0.77W/m3 to 1.58W/m3 (MC type II) and 1.05W/m3 to 1.89W/m3 (MC type III)
were required to achieve Ns1u. The required specific power inputs were only slightly
higher than those calculated for the standard UniVessel SU and SP100/SP300 for
comparable MC concentrations. The CFD-derived specific power inputs were in good
agreement to values measured by Löffelholz et al. [205] in the BIOSTAT CultiBag
STR 50L with a torque-based measurement approach. They measured specific power
inputs6 in the range of ≈ 0.8-2.2W/m3 (utip 0.4-0.6m/s). Consequently, the CFD
model delivered reliable P/V predictions of the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L.
The volume-weighted values of the CFD-derived τnn (0.26-0.46·10−3N/m3) and τnt
(0.64-1.48·10−3N/m3) were also in a similar range as those predicted for the small
and benchtop scale bioreactors. However, the maximum values were approximately
10-fold higher (up to 4.4Pa). Taking into account the distribution of the maximum
τnn and τnt in the bioreactor, they occurred only in a small volume close to the
impeller, which reduced the risk that the cells were exposed to such high normal
and shear stresses. In addition, numerical uncertainties must be taken into account,
which may be caused by the larger CV’s used for the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L.
It is obvious that only for P/V > 1W/m3 volume-weighted minimum lλ were equal
or smaller than the maximum size of the MC type II. Due to the larger size of the
MC type III, lλ smaller or equal to the maximum MC size occurred at P/V values
of approximately 0.7W/m3. However, for porous MCs, the extent to which the cells
are protected from turbulent eddies by the topography of the MC has not yet been
fully clarified.

Tab. 4.13.: Summary of CFD-predicted hydrodynamic stresses and Kolmogorov microscale
in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L.

MC conc. Ns1u utip Re P/V τnn
(a) τnt

(b) lλ
(c)

[g/L] [rpm] [m/s] [-] [W/m3] [10−3 N/m2] [10−3 N/m2] [μm]

MC type II:

5.0 51 0.38 17,330 0.77 0.26 / 2,502 0.64 / 3,931 225 / 408

7.5 58 0.43 19,708 1.05 0.33 / 2,701 1.04 / 3,556 210 / 395

10.0 66 0.49 22,427 1.58 0.41 / 3,033 1.28 / 4,122 189 / 376

MC type III:

2.0 58 0.43 19,708 1.05 0.33 / 2,701 1.04 / 3,556 210 / 395

3.0 63 0.47 21,407 1.33 0.38 / 2,924 1.16 / 3,906 195 / 380

4.0 71 0.53 24,126 1.89 0.46 / 3,216 1.48 / 4,483 178 / 367

(a/b) Volume-weighted mean and maximum values of local normal and shear stresses. (c) Volume-weighted

(c) minimum and mean values of Kolmogorov microscale.

6 P/V values were graphically determined from the publication of Löffelholz et al. [205].
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Verification of fluid flow pattern
The verification of the fluid flow pattern and the fluid velocities in the BIOSTAT
CultiBag STR 50L was done by 2D-PIV measurements along the mid-bioreactor
plane (Fig. 4.29 a-b). It is obvious that the swirls in the axial direction were also
clearly recognizable in the 2D-PIV measurements. The SBIs induced a highly axial-
oriented fluid flow with high relative fluid velocities (up to≈ 0.3·utip) near the reactor
bottom. As expected, the highest dimensionless fluid velocities (up to ≈ 0.49·utip)
were measured in the impeller discharge, with values being in good agreement with
those derived from the CFD simulations.
A quantitative comparison between the CFD-predicted and PIV-measured fluid ve-
locities is shown in Fig. 4.29 (b) for the dimensionless axial velocity along r/R at
h/HL of 0.2 and 0.6. It is obvious that the CFD-derived dimensionless axial fluid
velocities agreed well with values from the 2D-PIV measurements. The highest de-
viations were found at both positions for fluid velocities in the impeller discharge
(r/R 0.00-0.21). The deviations might be caused by measurement uncertainties or
by an underprediction of the axial fluid velocity component in the simulation. How-
ever, the results of the 2D-PIV measurements are qualitatively and quantitatively
in good agreement to measurements of Löffelholz et al. [205]. Moreover, the main
profiles of the fluid velocities were comparable. Thus, the agreement between CFD
and PIV was satisfactory for verification purposes.
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Fig. 4.29.: Results of 2-D PIV measurements in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L. The
measurements were performed at utip = 1.05 m/s and 50 L (maximum work-
ing volume). (a) Combined contour and vector plot with the relative velocity
(�u2 + �v2)0.5 on the x-y plane (mid-vessel plane). The color bar was scaled be-
tween 0.0 and 1.0 with 50 classes. (b) Quantitative analysis of the dimensionless
axial velocity as a function of r/R at h/HL = 0.2 and 0.6. The grey area indi-
cates the uncertainty range of the PIV-measurements.
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4.3.4. Experimental scale-up: from small to pilot scale

Cell growth and metabolism
Fig. 4.30 shows the time-dependent profiles of the living cell density and the glucose
and lactate concentrations during the expansion of hASCs (a) and hBM-MSCs (b)
in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L. All pilot scale cultivations were performed
at their respective Ns1u criterion for the MC type II (7.5 g/L for hASCs) and III
(3 g/L for the hBM-MSCs). Unlike the cell attachment in the small and benchtop
scale bioreactors, the initial cell attachment phase at pilot scale was performed in
a CultiBag RM 10L bag in order to provide the required planar surface to obtain
a mono layer of MCs. After the respective cell attachment time, the MC-cell sus-
pension was transferred into the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L and the cultivation
process was started. The same process modes as those described in Case Study II
for the benchtop scale bioreactors (see section 4.2) were used for the pilot scale cul-
tivations. Consequently, hASC cultivations were performed with a partial medium
exchange of 50% on day 4, whereas an optimized feeding procedure was used for
the hBM-MSC cultivations. SP100 cultivations, which were performed in parallel,
served as a control for the cell inoculum.
It is obvious that the growth behaviors of the hASCs and hBM-MSCs in the BIOSTAT
CultiBag STR 50L were comparable to those in the SP100. For both hMSC types,
cell growth, glucose consumption, and lactate production were well described by
the segregated growth model. Hence, the model provided reliable process descrip-
tions at pilot scale. The hASCs and hBM-MSCs grew with an averaged specific
growth rate of 0.73 d−1 (→ td=22.8 h) and 0.74 d−1 (→ td=22.5 h). As a result,
growth kinetics were comparable to those of the modified UniVessel (see section 4.2).
Maximum cell densities of 7.16± 0.68·105 hBM-MSCs/mL (=3.58·1010 hBM-MSCs;
EF 35.8) and 2.97± 0.3·105 hASCs/mL (=1.03·1010 hASCs; EF 44.6) were reached
on day 7 and 8, respectively. Lawson et al. [107] reported maximum cell densities
of 2.06-2.56·105 hBM-MSCs/mL (=1.03-1.28·1010 hBM-MSCs) after 11 days of cul-
tivation in the Mobius CellReady 50L. They used collagen-coated MCs (15 g/L) in
combination with αMEM (5% hPL) or DMEM (10% FBS) cell culture medium
and worked at Ns1 (64-100 rpm), which resulted in specific power inputs of ≈ 2.83-
4.32W/m3. Thus, the 3.4-times lower cell densities can be explained, among other
things, by the high specific power inputs required for Ns1. Assuming that the corre-
lation Ns1 = (1.1 − 1.2) · Ns1u is also valid for the Mobius CellReady 50L, specific
power inputs can be reduced ≈ 2-times (1.43-2.21W/m3) when working at Ns1u.
The specific power inputs are comparable to those in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR
50L. This may indicate that the use of Ns1u is beneficial for cell growth.
Glucose consumption in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L was associated with an
increase in lactate concentration during the cell growth phase, with the highest
lactate concentrations of up to 15.5mmol/L being achieved at the end of the culti-
vations. However, the measured values were significantly lower than the critical lac-
tate concentration of 35.4mmol/L reported by Schop7 et al. [189]. Specific glucose

7 Schop et al. showed that the growth of hMSCs is inhibited by up to 30% at lactate concentrations
of ≥ 35.4mmol/L)
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consumption and lactate production rates of 17.8 pmol/cell/d and 33.2 pmol/cell/d
for the hASCs and 16.2 pmol/cell/d and 31.7 pmol/cell/d for the hBM-MSCs were
calculated. Consequently, −qGlc and qLac were comparable to those obtained for
cultivations in the SP100/SP300 and in the modified UniVessel at Ns1u. Ammo-
nia concentrations monitored exclusively in hBM-MSC cultures were highest with
1.7mmol/L at the end of cultivation. However, compared to the critical value of
2.4mmol/L reported by Schop et al. [189], which inhibited cell growth, the max-
imum concentration was lower in all cultivations. The ammonia production rate
(qAmn) was 3.0 pmol/cell/d and was adequate for the growth-dependent simulation
during the cultivation process.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.30.: Time-dependent profiles of living cell density, glucose, and lactate measured
during the expansion of hASCs (a) and hBM-MSCs (b) in the BIOSTAT
CultiBag STR 50L. (a) The hASC cultivation was performed at a working
volume of 35 L and with a partial medium exchange (�) of 50% on day 4. (b)
The optimized hBM-MSC cultivation was performed at a working volume of
35 L and with a special 15 L feed (included glucose, growth factors, hormones)
on day 5 (↓). The time-dependent profiles (black lines) were simulated based
on the segregated growth model.
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Based on the metabolic results it can be concluded that cell growth was only limited
by the provided growth surface. This statement is supported by the fluorescence mi-
croscopic pictures after DAPI staining at the end of the cultivations, which showed
that most MCs were covered with hASCs or hBM-MSCs (see Fig. 4.31 a-b). Due
to the process scale and the sampling procedure, a comprehensive MC-cell aggre-
gate analysis was not possible. Nevertheless, the optical evaluation of the MC-cell
suspension and the fluorescence microscopic pictures indicated maximum MC-cell
aggregate diameters in the range of 0.9-1.5mm. Hence, it can be assumed that the
MC-cell aggregate formation in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L did not signifi-
cantly limit the cell growth.

1,000 µm 1,000 µm

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.31.: Fluorescence microscopic pictures after DAPI staining of hASCs (a) and hBM-
MSCs (b) at the end of the cultivation processes. Cell nucleus = blue color.

Cell quality: surface marker profile, proliferation and differentiation potential

Because cell quality after in vitro expansion is an important and critical aspect
for cell therapeutic products, the proliferation potential, the senescence state, the
surface marker expression and the differentiation potential of the hASCs and hBM-
MSCs were analyzed after harvesting from the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L. Taking
into account that the population doubling level, which was calculated according to
the ATCC guide [208], for the in vitro expansion process in the BIOSTAT STR
50L was 5, a cumulative population doubling level of 15 resulted for the hASCs and
hBM-MSCs. Fig. 4.32 (a-c) shows microscopic pictures of hASCs after re-seeding
in a planar culture system. It is obvious that the cells retained their morpholog-
ical characteristics (i.e., fibroblast-like) and in vitro proliferation potential after
harvesting from the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L. A specific growth rate of ap-
proximately 0.72± 0.03 d−1 (→ td=23.1± 0.92 h), which was comparable to those
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in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L, was calculated based on confluence analysis8.
Comparable results to those for the hASCs were also obtained for the hBM-MSCs
(data not shown). They also retained their morphological characteristics and in vitro
proliferation potential without any phenotypical changes.

(a) (b) (c)

200 µm

Day 1

200 µm

Day 5

200 µm

Day 3

Fig. 4.32.: Results of reseeding study with hASCs after cell harvest from the BIOSTAT
CultiBag STR 50L. Microscopic pictures were taken on day 1 (a), day 3 (b) and
day 5 (c) post inoculation. The cells retained their growth and phenotypical
characteristics.

In addition to the morphological evaluation and the determination of the in vitro
proliferation potential, the cell senescence state was measured with the C12FDG
senesence assay. For this purpose, cells from the inoculum and after harvest from
the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L were seeded in planar culture systems and treated
with C12FDG. Afterwards, β-Galactosidase activity was assessed by fluorescence
microscopy and flow cytometry. Fig. 4.33 (a-c) shows the fluorescence microscopic
pictures and the flow cytometric measurements after treatment with C12FDG rep-
resentative for the hASCs. The evaluation of the microscopic pictures illustrates the
β-Galactosidase activity in the cells. From a qualitative point of view, no strong
increase in fluorescence was discernible between the cells from the inoculum and
the cells harvested from the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L. This observation was
also supported by the flow cytometric measurements, where the mean fluorescence
intensity (MFI) between the cells from the inoculum and the BIOSTAT CultiBag
STR 50L only shifted slightly (+ 20 MFI). Consequently, the senescence level of
the cells was not significantly increased through the in vitro expansion step in the
BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L. Comparable results were also obtained for the hBM-
MSCs, where the MFI increased by up to + 30.

8 Microscopic images were analyzed daily with Matlab to determine cell confluency and to calcu-
late specific growth rate.
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Fig. 4.33.: Results of senesence assay (β-Galactosidase activity). Fluorescence microscopic
pictures of hASCs after treatment with C12FDG (green: optical active cleavage
product from C12FDG; blue: Nucleus stained with DAPI). (c) Results from the
flow cytometric measurement.

Both hMSC types showed high levels of expression (≥ 92.7% for hASCs, ≥ 99.9% for
hBM-MSCs) for the three positive surface markers (CD73+, CD90+, CD105+) and
the absence (≤ 0.5% for hASCs, ≤ 2.2% for hBM-MSCs) of the two negative surface
markers (CD34−, CD45−) after harvesting from the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L
(see Tab. 4.14). Moreover, the expression levels did not differ significantly between
the cells of the inoculum and the cells from the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L.
Hence, the expression of the investigated surface markers was highly retained.

Tab. 4.14.: Results of flow cytometric measurements of hBM-MSCs and hASCs before
inoculation and after cell harvesting of the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR.

hBM-MSC hASC
Marker Inoculum CultiBag STR Inoculum CultiBag STR
[-] [%] [%] [%] [%]

CD34− 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.5
CD45− 2.0 2.2 0.4 0.5
CD73+ 98.7 100.0 96.4 99.0
CD90+ 98.9 99.9 92.0 92.7
CD105+ 99.4 100.0 98.7 99.7

The multipotency of the harvested hASCs and hBM-MSCs was investigated by
in vitro trilineage differentiation (i.e., adipogenic, osteogenic and chondrogenic dif-
ferentiation). Results from the differentiation studies are shown in Fig. 4.34 (a-d)
representative for the hASCs. It is obvious that the harvested hASCs (a) could be
differentiated in (b) adipocytes, (c) osteocytes and (d) chondrocytes. As expected,
significant morphological changes have been observed, when the cells were compared
to the non-induced hASCs. An accumulation of lipids in the cell cytosol could clearly
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be detected histologically by Oil Red O staining. Furthermore, the formation of bone
matrix and pretoeglycans was histologically detected in the osteogenic and chondro-
genic differentiations respectively. Comparable observations were also made for the
hBM-MSCs, which demonstrates the maintaining of the multipotency during the in
vitro expansion in the BIOSTAT CultiBag STR 50L.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

200 µm 200 µm 200 µm 200 µm

Fig. 4.34.: Results of cell differentiation study after harvest of hASCs from the BIOSTAT
CultiBag STR 50L. (a) Control: no cell differentiation (Hematoxylin stain-
ing). (b) Adipogenic differentiation (Oil Red O + Hematoxylin staining). (c)
Osteogenic differentiation (Alzarin Red staining). (d) Chondrogenic differenti-
ation (Alcian Blue staining).
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4.4. Process transfer of a microcarrier-based human
mesenchymal stem cell expansion process to
wave-mixed bioreactors

4.4.1. Introduction

The system complexity of stirred SU bioreactors can be an issue, especially for a
hospital environment, where hospital employees perform isolation, expansion and
harvesting of hMSCs. In such cases, wave-mixed bioreactors represent a valuable
alternative due to their system simplicity and ease of use. They have already been
successfully implemented and routinely used in the biopharmaceutical production
industry. Thus, cell expansion processes in combination with MCs were developed for
mammalian and human cells (e.g., vaccine production). However, not many studies
related to hMSCs in wave-mixed bioreactors haven yet been described in the scien-
tific literature.
Hence, Case Study IV will explore the suitability of the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L
for the MC-based in vitro expansion of hASCs. The aim is to investigate whether
the MC-based expansion process established in the stirred SU bioreactors at Ns1u

and Ns1 can be transferred to the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L. In this context, it
will be investigated on how CFD can support this process. Because of the complex
fluid flow behaviors in wave-mixed bioreactors, experimental methods can only be
used to a limited extent for the determination of the fluid flow behaviors and the
hydrodynamic stresses. Therefore, CFD represents a valuable alternative for such
purposes.
In the first part of Case Study IV, the suspension behaviors of different MCs in the
BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L are investigated and compared with those of stirred
SU bioreactors. The determined combination of rocking angle, rocking rate, and
working volume for Ns1u and Ns1 will serve as the basis for the establishment of the
multiphase CFD model, which will be used to characterize the transient fluid flow
and to predict the hydrodynamic stresses. The CFD model verification will be per-
formed with experimental PIV and volume height measurements in order to confirm
the plausibility of the predicted data. All this information will be used to define
suitable cultivation conditions for the in vitro expansion of hASCs in the BIOSTAT
CultiBag RM 2L. Thus, the suitability of the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L and the
defined cultivation parameters will be investigated in a proof-of-concept cultivation
with primary hASCs.
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4.4.2. Microcarrier suspension characteristics

In general, dune-like deposits of MCs were seen at rocking rates significantly below
Ns1u (see Fig. 4.35 a). This effect was independent of the rocking angle and the
MC type and can be explained by the oscillating fluid flow, in which a type of
constructive and destructive interference takes place. As the rocking rates increased
the dune-like deposits decreased, due to the higher level of mixing (see Fig. 4.35
b). Almost complete suspension of the MCs was observed at Ns1u (see Fig. 4.35 c).
For all of the investigated conditions, Ns1 was fulfilled at 2.5-8.3% higher rocking
rates (≈ 1 rpm, see Tab. 4.15 d). The results indicate that the differences between
Ns1u and Ns1 in wave-mixed systems are much lower than in stirred bioreactors (20-
40%, see section 4.1-4.3) [91, 161, 209]. This phenomenon can be explained by the
periodical deceleration and acceleration of the MCs in wave-mixed bioreactors and
the resulting fluid flow pattern.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

N << Ns1u N < Ns1u

N = Ns1u N = Ns1

Fig. 4.35.: MC suspension dynamics in the BIOSTAT RM. Images were taken in specially
constructed bag for better visualization. Comparable suspension states were
observed for the entire bag. a) N <<Ns1u with dune-like deposits, b) N <Ns1u,
c) N =Ns1u and d) N =Ns1.

The determined rocking rates that fulfil Ns1u for rocking angles between 4 ◦ and 10 ◦

for the MC type I ranged between 15 rpm and 29 rpm for a 0.5 L working volume,
between 20 rpm and 33 rpm for 1.0 L, and between 23 rpm and 36 rpm for 1.5 L
(see Tab. 4.15). Interestingly, the required rocking rates for the MC type II were
slightly lower and ranged between 12 rpm and 26 rpm for 0.5 L, between 15 rpm and
29 rpm for 1.0 L and between 17 rpm and 32 rpm for 1.5 L, although higher MC
concentrations were used to provide a comparable nominal growth surface. This
observation can mainly be explained by the lower MC density of the type II MC,
which was with 1026± 4 kg/m3 ≈ 10% lower than for the MC type I. In both cases,
the corresponding rocking rates for Ns1 were in a comparable range (see Tab. 4.15).
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For both suspension criteria, a linear correlation was found between the rocking rate
and the MC concentration, meaning that higher MC concentrations lead to higher
rocking rates for a given rocking angle.

Tab. 4.15.: Results of suspension studies with MC type I and II in the wave-mixed biore-
actor. Ns1u and Ns1 were determined for rocking angles between 4-10 ◦ and at
three different working volumes (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 L). The different MC concentra-
tions of MC type I and II were adjusted to have a comparable nominal growth
surface in the system.

MC type I MC type II

V cMCI Ns1u Ns1 Deviations(a) cMCII Ns1u Ns1 Deviation(a)

[L] [g/L] [rpm] [rpm] [%] [g/L] [rpm] [rpm] [%]

0.5

5.0 14-27 15-28 6.54 7.1 12-25 13-26 7.32

10.0 15-27 16-28 6.67 14.2 13-26 14-27 5.90

15.0 16-28 17-29 6.79 21.4 14-26 15-27 6.97

1.0

5.0 19-31 20-32 7.00 7.1 15-28 16-29 3.41

10.0 20-32 21-32 4.16 14.2 16-28 17-29 3.97

15.0 20-32 21-33 4.19 21.4 17-29 18-30 7.36

1.5

5.0 22-33 23-34 8.01 7.1 17-30 18-31 8.81

10.0 22-33 23-35 6.16 14.2 20-31 22-32 6.98

15.0 22-33 24-36 7.39 21.4 20-32 21-33 6.81

(a) maximum deviations calculated relative to the results from the multi regression model

Moreover, linear correlations were also found between rocking rates and the rocking
angles for each specific MC type and solid fraction. Based on multi regression analysis
a correlation for Ns1u was derived (see Eq. 4.24):

Ns1u = −2.079·ϕmax+7.526·Vw−0.119·mMC+0.00537·AMC+0.0329·ρMC−6.039 R2 = 0.98

(4.24)

where ϕmax defines the rocking angle [◦], Vw the working volume [L] , mMC the
amount of MCs [g], AMC the specific growth surface [cm2/100 mL], and ρMC the
density of the MCs [kg/m3]. The maximum deviation between the predicted and
measured values was approximately 3 rpm and was, therefore, satisfactory. How-
ever, it is worth mentioning that the statistical correlation is only valid within the
tested ranges of the considered parameters (i.e., rocking angle, MC amount, working
volume, specific growth surface).
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In Fig. 4.36 Ns1u is shown as a contour plot for the three different working volumes
and as a function of the rocking angle and the MC amount. The contour plots were
created based on measured data from MC type I and II and the multi regression
model. It is obvious that the dependence of Ns1u on the rocking angle decreased as
the working volume rose. This observation was mainly caused by the higher rate of
surface deformation at the lower working volume (see section 4.4.3). The influence of
the rocking angle decreased at higher working volumes due to the damped fluid flow
pattern. This was not surprising, as a higher moment of inertia acts on the fluid.
The obtained correlations served as a basis for the subsequent CFD investigations.

0.5L 1.0L 1.5L

Ns1u
[rpm]

Fig. 4.36.: Ns1u at three different working volumes. The contour plots were created based
on measured data and the multi regression model.
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4.4.3. Results from multi-phase modelling

Description of bioreactor motion
By considering a 1-D, harmonic sine-shape oscillation, the momentary rocking angle
(ϕt) at time point t can be calculated according to Eq. 4.25,

ϕt = ϕmax · sin (ω · t) (4.25)

where ϕmax and ω represent the maximum rocking angle and the mean angular
velocity (see Eq. 4.26).

ω = 2 · π · f (4.26)

The assumption of a harmonic sine-shaped oscillation was verified by path-time
measurements (see Fig. 4.37 a). It is obvious, that the movement of the rocking
platform followed a harmonic sine-shaped oscillation, even though slight differences
between the theoretical and measured values were observed. However, the deviations
were mainly caused by wobbling of the rocking platform due to the moment of inertia
and the measurement frequency of the path-time measurement probe. Thus, the
assumption of a harmonic sine-shaped oscillation was valid for the implementation
of the bag motion in the CFD solver. The rocking platform motion was implemented
by two different approaches: (I) change of the gravity vector (�g) per time step in a
fixed Cartesian coordinate system and (II) movement of the entire bag geometry by
the GC MOTION macro. Fig. 4.37 (b) shows schematically the division of �g into the
individual components (�gx and �gy) and the courses over one period of oscillation.
The geometrical division of �g, �gx and �gy were calculated as a function of the rocking
angle at time point t (see Eq. 4.27 and 4.28). Since some simulations required short
time steps due to a high deformation rate of the liquid surface, the values for �gx and
�gy in Fluent were linearly interpolated, resulting in higher computational turnaround
times than with the GC MOTION macro.

�gx = �g · sinϕt (4.27)

�gy = �g · cosϕt (4.28)

The change in the mean angular velocity per time step (ωt) was used for the im-
plementation of the bag motion by the GC MOTION macro (see Eq. 4.29). Thus,
analogous to �g, changes in ω were calculated as a function of the rocking angle,

ωt = ω ·
(
ϕmax · π

180

)
· cos (ω · t) (4.29)

where the term
(
ϕmax · π

180

)
represents the transformation of ϕmax into radian.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4.37.: Motion of a wave-mixed bioreactor. a) Motion of the bag by a harmonic sine
oscillation over one period of oscillation. b) Schematic representation of the
division of �g into the individual components �gx and �gy.

Fluid flow pattern
In general, the fluid flow in wave-mixed bioreactors can be described as moder-
ate turbulent, as investigations of Eibl et al. [157] and Öncül et al. [210] have
shown. Eibl et al. proposed a modified Reynolds number (Rmod< 200= laminar
flow)9, whereas Öncül et al. used the dimensionless Womersley number (Wo) in
combination with the parameter βWo to describe the fluid flow regime in wave-
mixed bioreactors (see AppendixA.2.3). The Wo number used by Öncül et al. was
based on the quantification of turbulence under variable oscillating fluid flows ac-
cording to investigations of Kurzweg et al. [211]. They found that turbulences in
wave-mixed bioreactors occur for βWo ≥ 700 and Wo ≥ 8.5. However, considering
the required rocking rates and rocking angles previously described for Ns1u and Ns1,
laminar to transient fluid flow conditions were expected for the BIOSTAT CultiBag
RM 2L. Fig. 4.38 (a) shows the CFD-predicted fluid flow velocities along the mid
bioreactor plane and for a rocking rate of 25 rpm, a rocking angle of 10 ◦, and for
different working volumes (0.5 to 1.5 L). Significantly higher maximum fluid veloc-
ities of up to 0.75m/s (ϕt=10 ◦) occurred at a working volume of 0.5 L. This was
expected, since the motion of the free surface increases at lower working volumes. A
clearly dampened fluid flow with maximum fluid velocities of up to 0.55m/s at ϕmax

was obtained for a working volume of 1.5 L. This observation was confirmed by the
volume-weighted mean fluid flow velocities shown in Fig. 4.38 (b). Interestingly, the
decrease in the volume-weighted mean fluid velocities at higher working volumes was
independent of the rocking rate and the rocking angle (see Tab. 4.16). The maximum
volume-weighted mean fluid velocities for operating conditions of 25 rpm, 10 ◦ and
0.5 L were approximately 1.8-times higher than those at 1.5 L (0.14m/s).

9 The formulation of Remod contains two empirical parameters that are bag-dependent and thus
variable between different bag geometries and sizes.
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(a) (b)

Fluid velocity [m/s]
1.00.50.0

1.0 L

0.5 L

1.5 L

Fig. 4.38.: Comparison of fluid flow in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L at three differ-
ent working volumes (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 L; 25 rpm, 10 ◦). a) Contour plots of CFD-
predicted fluid flow patterns and fluid velocities for three different working
volumes and maximum deflection. b) Comparison of volume-weighted mean
fluid velocities over one period of oscillation.

Tab. 4.16 gives an overview of the maximum values of the volume-weighted mean
(maxu,mean) and maximum (maxu,max) fluid velocities calculated for different rock-
ing angle, rocking rate and working volume combinations. Consequently, maxu,max

represents the maximum fluid velocity that occurred over one period of oscillation.
The results indicate that a change in the rocking angle had a stronger effect on the
fluid velocities than a change in the rocking rate. Thus, maxu,mean and maxu,max in-
creased on average by 0.002m/s and 0.009m/s (ΔP/V 3.7-8.0W/m3) respectively
when the rocking rate was increased by 1 rpm. In contrast, an increase of the rocking
angle of 1 ◦ increased maxu,mean and maxu,max by 0.01m/s and 0.28m/s (ΔP/V 16.1-
26.4W/m3) respectively. This was not surprising since a higher maximum rocking
angle leads to a higher acceleration of the fluid. The lowest volume-weighted mean
fluid velocities of up to 0.05m/s were obtained at 31 rpm, 4 ◦ and 1.5 L, which cor-
responded to Ns1u (1.43% MC type II solid fraction). As a result, it can be assumed
that the hydrodynamic conditions at this parameter combination are much gentler
than those achieved for working volumes between 0.5 and 1.0 L. An overfilling of the
bag might be beneficial for the expansion of hMSCs on MCs.
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Tab. 4.16.: Overview of the fluid velocity magnitude in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L
under different operating conditions. The indicated velocity values were calcu-
lated based on the volume-weighted mean and maximum velocities and repre-
sent the maximum values over one period of oscillation.

V ϕmax N umag [m/s]

[L] [◦] [rpm] maxu,mean maxu,max

0.5 4 26 0.089 0.416

0.5 6 22 0.096 0.331

0.5 6 35 0.331 0.956

0.5 8 18 0.103 0.303

0.5 10 14 0.210 0.543

0.5 10 25 0.254 0.753

1.0 4 29 0.165 0.620

1.0 6 25 0.164 0.611

1.0 8 20 0.069 0.136

1.0 10 15 0.175 0.637

1.0 10 25 0.190 0.722

1.5 4 31 0.046 0.104

1.5 6 27 0.061 0.138

1.5 8 22 0.068 0.156

1.5 10 16 0.146 0.662

1.5 10 25 0.145 0.910

Model verification by volume height measurements
Experimental volume height measurements were performed in order to verify the
accuracy of the geo-reconstruction algorithm, which was implemented in the VOF
model. The geo-reconstruction algorithm was used to predict the shape of the bound-
ary interface between the liquid and gaseous phase. A comparison between the
CFD-predicted and experimentally observed wave shape and propagation is given in
Fig. 4.39 (a-f) for operational conditions of 25 rpm, 10 ◦, and 1.0 L working volume.
It is obvious that a good agreement between the CFD predicted and experimen-
tally observed wave shape and propagation was achieved. Comparable agreement
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was also found for the other working volumes, rocking rates and rocking angles. The
highest relative deviations of up to 52% were calculated in the wake of the wave
at maximum deflection (see Fig. 4.39 b and e). This was not surprising, since the
highest fluid velocities and the highest levels of turbulence occurred under these
conditions, when considering a complete period of oscillation. The accuracy of the
VOF model at the interface can further be improved by using a finer mesh in this
area or by adjusting the time step size. However, all these adjustments would lead to
an increase in the computational turnaround time. Since the transient simulations of
the wave-mixed bioreactor took at least 3-4weeks (for > 5 periods of oscillation), no
mesh refinement was performed. Nevertheless, the CFD-predicted wave formation
and propagation was sufficiently captured and was satisfactory.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4.39.: Model verification by volume height measurements (1.0 L, 25 rpm, 10 ◦).
a) ϕt = +1 ◦-, b) ϕt = +10 ◦, c) ϕt = +3 ◦+, d) ϕt = -3 ◦-, e) ϕt = +10 ◦, f)
ϕt = -1 ◦+. ”+” refers to ascending and ”-” to descending bag motion.
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Model verification by 2D-PIV measurements
The verification of the transient fluid flow patterns and the fluid velocities was
performed by means of 2-D PIV measurements. For 25 rpm, 10 ◦, and 1.0 L working
volume, the CFD-predicted and PIV-measured fluid velocities are depicted as an
example for the side (a) and bottom view recordings (b) in Fig. 4.40 (a-b). The
measurements were performed at a momentary rocking angle of 7 ◦ when lowering
the bag. Only minor differences in the mean relative deviation, of less than 15% were
found between the predicted CFD and measured PIV data. The discrepancy between
the data can be explained by small deviations in the current rocking angle during
the measurement and by the shape of the bag, since no fluid structure interactions
were considered in the simulations. The largest deviations occurred near the edges
of the bag (l/L2 0.23-0.38). This was not surprising as the geometric dimensions of
the edges can vary slightly from bag to bag. However, a good agreement between
the predicted CFD and measured PIV data was also found for the other investigated
conditions.

0.0 1.0l/L2 0.0 1.0l/L2

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.40.: Verification of the fluid flow pattern in the wave-mixed bioreactor. Comparison
of PIV-measured (symbols) and CFD-predicted fluid flow velocities (solid line)
through a horizontal line for side (a) and bottom (b) view recordings. The grey
area indicates 5% uncertainty range of PIV-measurements.

The damping of the fluid flow at higher working volumes was also recognizable in
the PIV measurements (see Fig. 4.41) and was in good agreement to experimental
findings of Douglas et al. [212]. They also found a significantly damped fluid flow
pattern with a reduction of the maximum fluid velocities of up to 50% at higher
working volumes in a 2L wave-mixed bioreactor. Hence, the measurements demon-
strate that the VOF-model can be used to provide reliable fluid flow predictions in
the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L.
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0.5L, 10°, 25rpm 1.0L, 10°, 25rpm 1.5L, 10°, 25rpm

Fig. 4.41.: Contour plots of fluid velocity measurements in the wave-mixed bioreactor at
different working volumes (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 L, 25 rpm, 10 ◦). The contour plots of
the PIV data are shown at a momentary rocking angle of 4 ◦ when lowering the
bag. Contour plots were scaled from 0.00-0.45m/s.

Specific power input
The specific power input was calculated based on the CFD-simulations. For this
purpose, the torque acting on the bag walls during the bag motion was captured
and the specific power input for the current rocking angle was calculated according
to Eq. 4.30.

P/V =
1

V
·M · ω (4.30)

For the determination of the mean specific power input over one period of oscillation,
the arithmetical mean was calculated according to Eq. 4.31.

P/V =
1

kV

n∑
k=0

Mk · ωk (4.31)

Fig. 4.42 shows the specific power input over one period of oscillation for the three
investigated working volumes and for a rocking rate and rocking angle of 25 rpm and
10 ◦, respectively. It is obvious that the highest specific power input was calculated
with up to 260W/m3 for the lowest working volume. This was expected, because
of the higher degree of surface deformation as previously described. The damping
of the fluid flow at higher working volume reduced the maximum specific power
input. In fact, the maximum specific power inputs were ≈ 1.3-times and ≈ 1.7-times
lower for 1.0 L and 1.5 L, respectively. Thus, specific power inputs for Ns1u at higher
working volumes might be lower and beneficial for the expansion of hMSCs on MCs.
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Fig. 4.42.: Profiles of the specific power input at different working volumes (0.5 L, 1.0 L,
1.5 L) during one period of oscillation (25 rpm, 10 ◦).

Tab. 4.17 summarizes the mean and maximum specific power inputs obtained for dif-
ferent parameter combinations. As expected the mean and maximum specific power
inputs increased proportional to the rocking angle and rocking rate. Interestingly,
an increase in the rocking rate at lower working volume increased the mean and
maximum specific power inputs by a greater percentage. These results were in good
agreement with those of Eibl et al. [157]. However, considering the required rocking
angles and rocking rates for Ns1u for culture-relevant MC concentrations (i.e., 10 g/L
MC type II), the lowest mean and maximum specific power inputs were achieved for
31 rpm, 4 ◦, and 1.5 L working volume.
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Tab. 4.17.: Overview of the specific power input in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L under
different operating conditions. The indicated specific power inputs represent
the mean and maximum values calculated over one period of oscillation.

V ϕmax N P/V [W/m3]

[L] [◦] [rpm] mean max

0.5 4 26 20.6 40.7

0.5 6 22 32.5 53.6

0.5 6 35 156.0 262.6

0.5 8 18 47.7 85.8

0.5 10 14 93.4 149.7

0.5 10 25 144.1 259.8

1.0 4 29 34.4 65.3

1.0 6 25 53.7 98.2

1.0 8 20 32.1 53.4

1.0 10 15 81.1 123.8

1.0 10 25 118.3 203.8

1.5 4 31 8.9 17.7

1.5 6 27 18.0 32.5

1.5 8 22 26.6 50.0

1.5 10 16 68.9 105.3

1.5 10 25 95.0 155.5
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Hydrodynamic stresses
In addition to the specific power input, the local normal and shear stresses were cal-
culated for different rocking angle, rocking rate, and working volume combinations.
For this purpose, logarithmic normal distributions of the volume-weighted mean and
maximum stresses were calculated according to Wollny et al. [85] during the bag mo-
tion for specific rocking angles. An example of the logarithmic normal distribution
of τnn and τnt during the bag motion is representatively shown in Fig. 4.43 (a-b) for
25 rpm, 10 ◦, and 1.0 L. It is evident that the distribution of τnn and τnt changed
during the bag motion depending on the current rocking angle. Consequently, no
steady-state conditions with mean hydrodynamic stresses can be used to estimate
the prevailing stresses. However, comparable hydrodynamic stresses occurred pe-
riodically due to the oscillating motion of the bag. In addition, the distributions
illustrated that the shear stresses were dominant during the bag motion. In fact,
volume-weighted mean and maximum values of τnt were up to ≈ 3-times higher
than τnn. This was also the case for the other investigated rocking angle, rocking
rate, and working volume combinations.
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Fig. 4.43.: Volume-weighted distributions of the local normal (a) and shear (b) stresses over
one period of oscillation (10 ◦, 25 rpm, 1.0 L). The individual distributions are
shown at momentary deflection angles of ϕt = 0 ◦+, ϕt = +5 ◦+, ϕt = +10 ◦+,
ϕt = -5 ◦- and ϕt = -10 ◦-. ”+” refers to ascending and ”-” to descending bag
motion.
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For a better evaluation of the hydrodynamic stresses and for the comparison of the
different working parameter combinations, the mean and maximum values of the
volume-weighted distributions of τnt and τnn were plotted as a function of the rocking
angle during the bag motion. The profiles of such functions are exemplarily shown in
Fig. 4.44 (a-b) for working conditions of 25 rpm, 10 ◦, and 0.5-1.5 L. It is recognizable
that the mean volume-weighted values of τnn and τnt oscillated as a function of the
rocking angle. The highest stresses were achieved at the highest rocking angle during
the bag motion. When comparing the maximum values, no oscillating functions were
observed. Thus, the maximum values are scattered in the order of ≈ 3. This was not
entirely surprising, as the deformation of the liquid surface at which these maximum
values occurred was high. However, when the volume-weighted functions of the local
normal and shear stresses were compared, the maximum values only occurred in a
very small volume.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.44.: Mean (a) and maximum (b) volume-weighted local normal (τnn) and shear (τnt)
stresses as a function of the momentary deflection angle. The results are shown
for one period of oscillation for 10 ◦, 25 rpm and 0.5 L, 1.0 L, and 1.5 L.

Tab. 4.18 shows the mean and maximum values of the angle-dependent functions
of the volume-weighted normal and shear stresses for the other investigated rock-
ing angle, rocking rate, and working volume combinations. These values also showed
clear differences between the different working volumes. Taking this information into
account, 31 rpm, 4 ◦, and 1.5 L led to the gentlest mixing with respect to the pre-
vailing hydrodynamic stresses. This also correlated well with the observations made
for the mean and maximum specific power inputs, as mentioned before. As a result,
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the parameter combination of 31 rpm, 4 ◦, and 1.5 L was used for the subsequent
proof-of-concept cultivation with the hASCs in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L.

Tab. 4.18.: Overview of predicted local normal and shear stress levels in the BIOSTAT
CultiBag RM 2L under different operating conditions.

V ϕmax N MLSS(a) [10−3 N/m2] MNSS(b) [10−3 N/m2]

[L] [◦] [rpm] mean max mean max

0.5 4 26 5.83 664 2.69 352

0.5 6 22 5.44 509 2.91 325

0.5 6 35 29.55 3,696 13.63 1,040

0.5 8 18 5.77 595 3.44 365

0.5 10 14 20.61 885 8.43 1,187

0.5 10 25 26.4 3,162 12.11 1,584

1.0 4 29 4.91 916 3.58 490

1.0 6 25 4.75 1,194 4.17 697

1.0 8 20 1.09 289 1.22 139

1.0 10 15 5.68 1,012 4.18 540

1.0 10 25 10.8 4,042 7.18 1,780

1.5 4 31 0.49 214 0.64 92

1.5 6 27 0.6 256 0.90 126

1.5 8 22 0.74 279 1.11 145

1.5 10 16 3.15 909 2.67 372

1.5 10 25 4.86 2,959 4.18 1,268

(a)MLSS: maximum values of local volume-weighted mean and maximum shear stresses over one period,

(b)MNSS: maximum values of local volume-weighted mean and maximum normal stresses over one period
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4.4.4. Proof-of-concept cultivation with hASCs

The suitability of the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L for the MC-based in vitro ex-
pansion of hMSCs was investigated in a proof-of-concept cultivation with hASCs.
For this purpose, the previously calculated favorable conditions of 31 rpm, 4 ◦, and
1.5 L were used. Although the cells grew in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L up to a
3-times lower peak cell density (3.8·104 cells/cm2) and EF (6.59± 0.56) was obtained
compared to the control SP100 (1.2·105 cells/cm2, EF 21.92± 1.09). Akerström [213]
used in their investigations a 2 L WAVE bioreactorTMsystem (GE Healthcare) and
reported a comparable EF, but over the double cultivation time. Thus, the cells
grew approximately two times slower than in the present study. However, consider-
ing their cultivation parameters (300-500mL, 4 ◦, 8 rpm), one might speculate that
the MCs were not completely suspended and rolled or scraped along the bag bot-
tom. Further investigations about the MC-based in vitro expansion of hMSCs in
wave-mixed bioreactors were not found in the literature. Thus, cultivation results
were compared with those obtained in stirred bioreactors.
Fig. 4.45 (a) shows the time-dependent profiles of the cell density and the sub-
strate/metabolite concentrations measured in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L. The
cells grew with a mean specific growth rate of 0.22 d−1 (→ td=3.15 d). Consequently,
the specific growth rate in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L was 68% lower on aver-
age, when compared to values obtained for stirred bioreactors at Ns1u ≤ N ≤ Ns1

(see section 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). The courses of the metabolite concentrations indicate that
the cells produced a significant amount of lactate (up to 15.37mmol/L), while a spe-
cific lactate production rate of 80.47 pmol/cell/d was calculated. This also demon-
strates that the glucose (−qGLC 46.90 pmol/cell/d) was not sufficiently metabolized
by the cells. Interestingly, such high qLac were also obtained in stirred bioreactors for
N > Ns1 (see section 4.1). The insufficient metabolization of glucose and the result-
ing accumulation of lactate might also be caused by the formation of large MC-cell
aggregates and the MC deposits at the bag walls (see Fig. 4.45 b). First large MC-cell
aggregates (> 1mm) were already observed 3 days post inoculation, which demon-
strates that the oscillating fluid flow intensified the aggregate formation. This is
not entirely surprising as the probability of particle-particle interactions is increased
by the oscillating fluid flow behavior in wave-mixed bioreactors. However, it was
not possible to quantify the exact rate of the particle-particle interactions under
the used process conditions. Nevertheless, using the rocking frequency (1.9Hz), a
rough estimation can be made because of the oscillating fluid flow. The diameters
of the MC-cell aggregates increased significantly during the cultivation and reached
a maximum size of ≈ 6mm at the end of the cultivation (day 8). The evaluation of
the cell confluency (DAPI picture) showed that the aggregates were highly covered
with cells, although a lot of the single MCs were still empty. However, the culti-
vation process was not optimized in terms of the attachment phase performed in
shake flasks and the subsequent inoculation of the cells. Nevertheless, the results
indicate that the wave-mixed bioreactors are not as suitable as the stirred versions,
although the predominant mean hydrodynamic stresses and specific power inputs
have been reduced to comparable values as in the stirred bioreactors by increasing
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the working volume. However, the maximum values were still significantly higher
than those predicted in the stirred bioreactors. Due to the oscillating behavior of
the fluid flow, the probability of exposure is also increased.

1,000 µm

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.45.: Results of the proof-of-concept cultivation. a) Time-dependent profiles
of the cell density and the substrates/metabolites. Data points of sub-
strates/metabolites were connected for a better overview and do not imply
a kinetic relation. b) Photographic pictures of the MC deposits at the bag
walls (red arrows) and the formation of large aggregates (DAPI).

The effect of the cultivation conditions on the expression of the cell surface markers
was investigated by flow cytometry after cell harvesting (Fig. 4.46). It is obvious
that the hASCs strongly expressed (≥ 99,29%) the three positive markers (CD73+,
CD90+, CD105+) and lacked the expression of the negative markers (≤ 3.1%). Con-
sequently, no significant changes in the marker profile were found. The results were
in good agreement with the recommendations of the ISCT/IFAT.
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Fig. 4.46.: Results of flow cytometric measurments after cell harvesting. Gating based on
isotype control.



5. Conclusion remarks

The main focus of this thesis was the evaluation of theoretical and practical issues
that are relevant when scaling up MC-based hMSCs production processes under
serum-reduced conditions (5%FBS). Since clinical applications with hMSCs re-
quire high cell numbers per dose for autologous and allogeneic therapies, the in
vitro expansion in SU bioreactor systems, such as stirred or wave-mixed bioreactors,
becomes necessary. For this purpose, process engineering aspects such as MC sus-
pension, mass transfer and hydrodynamic stresses, among others, were investigated
in this thesis for different types of SU bioreactors. Since complex hydrodynamics can
be found in most bioreactors, especially in SU bioreactors, their detailed characteri-
zation is crucial but also challenging. The characterization of hydrodynamic stresses
is even more important, if serum-reduced or serum-free cell culture media are used
in combination with MCs for the in vitro expansion. In general, the characterization
of hydrodynamics involves the spatially resolved determination of shear stresses and
turbulence which may affect the cell growth and/or quality. Although these data
can be experimentally determined by comprehensive invasive and non-invasive mea-
surement techniques, such as Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV), Laser Doppler
Aneometry (LDA) or Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), these methods are often
either too time-consuming for complete characterization or not feasible. Further-
more, optical accessibility can be a problem, especially for bag-based SU bioreactors
because of the required support housing of the bag.
To overcome these limitations, numerical methods, such as CFD, may be an effec-
tive and cost-efficient alternative. Due to their universal mathematical formulation,
based on general conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy, CFD
models can potentially be used to describe the fluid flows in bioreactors. Moreover,
the MCs can be considered directly in the simulations as a disperse phase. Conse-
quently, the distribution of the MCs and the prevailing stresses acting on the MCs
can directly be derived from the simulations. Thus, this information can be used for
hMSC process development, process scale-up or system modification.

Four different field of applications have been identified and discussed in this thesis:

1. Advanced characterization of single- and multiphase fluid flows in two spinner
flask types (Corning) with the aim of identifying suitable operational condi-
tions and/or scale-up criteria for MC-based hMSC expansion processes.

2. Characterization, modification and comparison of the UniVessel SU 2L biore-
actor with the aim of intensifying and optimizing the in vitro hMSC expansion
process at benchtop scale in order to generate clinically-relevant hMSC cell
numbers for autologous therapies.

3. Development of a direct process scale-up from small to pilot scale with the aim
of identifying suitable operational conditions at pilot scale and to intensifying
the process in order to generate clinically-relevant cell numbers for allogeneic
therapies.
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4. Investigations into process transfer from stirred to wave-mixed bioreactors
with the aim of identifying suitable transfer criteria and operational conditions
in order to generate clinically-relevant cell numbers for the direct hospital
managed approach.

Based on the findings of this work, the following conclusions can be drawn:

The prediction of mean flow quantities in single and multiphase SU bioreactors can
be expected to be valid, even if the RANS method was used. Thus, it was demon-
strated that reliable engineering parameters of stirred and wave-mixed
bioreactors can be obtained from single and multiphase CFD simulations
in order to support the development, scale-up and transfer of MC-based
hMSC expansion processes. In the first case study, the effect of different hydrody-
namic stress levels on the MC-based hMSC cell growth and quality was investigated
for the first time under serum-reduced conditions (5%FBS). It was shown that
the two suspension criteria (Ns1u, Ns1) are preferable for the MC-based
expansion of different hMSC types at small scale. Highest cell densities (up
to 8.77·105 hTERT-ASC/mL) and expansion factors (up to 81.9) were achieved for
impeller speeds of Ns1u ≤ N ≤ Ns1. However, Ns1u and Ns1 depend strongly
on the MC concentration, the bioreactor geometry, and impeller design,
findings which are in good agreement to literature data [100, 161, 214, 215]. Accept-
able agreements with own steroscopic PIV measurements were found for the two
spinner flasks, which show that the careful selection of an appropriate number of
control volumes and the turbulence model is important for the subsequent analysis.
Furthermore, key engineering parameters, such as mixing time and oxy-
gen mass transfer were determined, which gave adequate predictions and
showed that the oxygen in MC-based hMSC processes was not a limit-
ing parameter. The established multiphase models (Euler-Euler, Euler-Lagrange)
gave adequate predictions of the MC distributions within the bioreactor systems
and were qualitatively in good agreement to own observations and experimental
measurements. Even though relative low volume fractions (≤ 2%) were used in this
study, the Euler-Euler approach was much faster than the Euler-Lagrange. However,
due to the discrete formulation of the particles, particle histories were calculated at
small scale. A compartment model approach that included the calculation
of particle-related data (i.e., residence and circulation times, particle act-
ing forces) was applied and described for SU bioreactors for the first time.
Although such model approaches lead to large data volumes (e.g., up to 200 GB per
simulation at small scale), the increasing progress in computational power and the
use of graphical processor units (GPUs) will enable such approaches to also used for
large bioreactors in the future. Euler-Lagrange modeling should be favored in
the future in order to derive time-dependent hydrodynamic stresses in-
stead of volume-weighted data. Such discrete data will allow investigations into
the effect of the hydrodynamic stresses on different cell subpopulations instead of
general statements for the entire population. This will be particularly important for
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the commercial production of cell therapeutics because of the varying cell material.
The correlation of the predicted process engineering data, in particular, the derived
hydrodynamic stresses with the results of the cell cultivation studies led to the de-
velopment of a segregated kinetic growth model for hMSCs, which were cultivated
under serum-reduced conditions. Interestingly, the model was also valid for process
descriptions at benchtop and pilot scale and for different types of hMSCs. The de-
velopment of kinetic growth models or even predictive models for hMSCs will be
important in the future for exact scheduling of the preparation of the cell material
and the subsequent autologous therapy. The knowledge of the critical process
engineering parameters, the hMSC type (i.e., source tissues, donor age,
donor health conditions, etc.), the applied SU bioreactor system charac-
teristics, and the interactions are important.
A big contribution to the development of a new or the optimization of an existing
SU bioreactor system for the in vitro hMSC expansion can be made by in silico
design or optimization studies. In the second case study, the design of the com-
mercially available UniVessel SU 2L bioreactor system was modified for MC-based
hMSC expansion processes. By using CFD in combination with DoE, the first
prototypes could be tested virtually and only the most suitable systems
will be investigated in the laboratory. Such an approach reduces signifi-
cantly time and costs. This could be interesting in the future, in particular for the
production of personalized cell therapeutics, where specially designed SU bioreactor
systems are used for the efficient expansion of hMSCs isolated from different patient
populations. However, this still requires a good understanding between the effects
of the hydrodynamics in different SU systems and their effect on the cell growth,
the cell quality and the aggregate formation. By using the modified UniVessel SU
2L design, the cell densities and expansion factors of hASCs and hBM-MSCs were
increased up to 10-fold. This allowed for the conclusion that clinically-relevant
cell numbers were achieved, which potentially provide 4-20 doses1 for au-
tologous therapies.
Besides autologous applications, which require expansion processes up to benchtop
scale, the production of hMSCs for allogeneic therapies involves the process scale-
up to pilot/production scale. A first contribution to this topic was done in case
study three, which resulted in the highest cell densities (up to 7.16·105 hMSCs/mL)
and expansion factors (up to 44.6) of hASCs and hBM-MSCs reported in the sci-
entific literature at that time. By using the determined thresholds of the critical
process engineering parameters at small and benchtop scale for Ns1u, the BIOSTAT
CultiBag STR 50L was completely characterized previous to the process scale-up.
Suitable process parameters were defined based on the process engineering char-
acterization, including CFD simulation data. A direct process scale-up from
small to pilot scale could be developed by using the process conditions at
Ns1u. The established expansion processes at pilot scale potentially pro-
vide 36-182 doses for allogeneic therapies. The developed scale-up approach
was subsequently used and further developed at Lonza Walkersville.
Apart from the use of stirred SU bioreactors, wave-mixed systems are an interesting

1 1 to 5 million hMSCs/kg body weight.
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alternative for the direct hospital environment approach. However, not many efforts
have so far been made to develop MC-based hMSC expansion processes in wave-
mixed bioreactors, as the literature evaluation has indicated. A contribution to this
topic was done in case study four. The transferability of the established MC-based
hMSC expansion process from stirred to wave-mixed bioreactors was investigated
using suspension states comparable to Ns1u (for stirred bioreactors). The established
multiphase VOF model provided reliable predictions of the fluid flow pattern and
the wave propagation as the experimental verification studies have shown. However,
computational turnaround times for such complex flows are quite long2 and the ac-
curacy of the results were highly affected by various factors (e.g., mesh quality and
density, time step size, etc.). Moreover, varying bag shapes and non-steady fluid
flow conditions make general statements difficult. Nevertheless, it was demonstrated
that the hydrodynamic stresses at Ns1u were reduced if the working volume was in-
creased. Although the mean stresses during the bag motion for the identified working
parameters (31 rpm, 4 ◦, 1.5 L) were in a comparable range to conditions in stirred
bioreactors the maximum stresses were still higher. Thus, first proof-of-concept cul-
tivation resulted in a lower expansion factor (6.59) after 8 days of cultivation than
in a control spinner flask. However, the obtained expansion factor was comparable
to literature data and was achieved in a shorter process time.
Finally, the summary of all data from this thesis, and selected literature, have shown
a clear dependence of the hMSC cell growth in MC-based expansion processes on
the specific power input and the Kolmogorov length scale (see Fig. 5.1 a-b). Al-
though the values of the specific growth rate scatter slightly for different P/V val-
ues, a clear dependence is obvious, where P/V values exceeding ≈ 1.1W/m3

result in significantly lower specific growth rates. The decrease in the spe-
cific growth rates for P/V values below 0.3W/m3 indicate conditions at N < Ns1u

which strongly promotes MC-cell aggregate formation. Thus, P/V values have
to be evaluated in combination with the MC suspension states in order
to I) evaluate the suitability of a bioreactor system for the MC-based
hMSC expansion, II) to optimize a bioreactor system for the MC-based
hMSC expansion, and III) to define maximum MC concentrations. From
an economical point of view, SU bioreactor systems that enable a further increase
in MC concentration (= growth surface) without exceeding P/V for Ns1u or Ns1 for
more than ≈ 1.1W/m3 are of interest in the future in order to reduce the produc-
tion costs, especially for autologous therapies. The correlation between the specific
growth rate and the Kolmogorov length scale clearly shows that turbulent eddies
smaller than the MCs (> 200 μm) affect the cell growth. This observation is in good
agreement with findings of Croughan et al. [79]. The scattering of the values for
large Kolmogorov length scales is mainly caused by N < Ns1u and the resulting
moderate flow conditions (Re< 104) which led to an overprediction of ε and thus
the Kolmogorov length scale. The results demonstrate that information about the
Kolmogorov length scale in SU bioreactors enable initial growth estimations. More-
over, the information about the Kolmogorov length scale of a SU bioreactor can be
used to develop new MCs with adapted size distributions.

2up to 3weeks for 10 periods of oscillation
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A.2. Additional figures, tables and equations

A.2.1. Figures

Comparison of different drag coefficient models:

Fig.A.1 shows the drag coefficient CD as a function of the particle Reynolds number
Rep. Different models, which are described in the scientific literature, were compared
within the expected Rep range of the microcarriers used in this thesis.

Fig. A.1.: Drag coefficients obtained with different models available in the literature. The
grey area indicates the expected ReP range for the carriers used in this thesis.

Dependence of substrate and metabolic parameters on the specific power
input:

Fig.A.2 shows the determined functions between the specific substrate consumption
rate (−qGlc), the specific metabolite production (qLac, qAmn) rates and the specific
power input. The determined statistical functions are only valid within the investi-
gated parameter ranges.
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(a) (b) (c)

Strong fluctuations of values due to
overlapping glutamine degradation
to ammonia

Fig. A.2.: Specific substrate consumption and metabolite production rates as a function of
the specific power input. Statistical correlations are only valid for investigated
conditions.

Dependence of specific growth rate on hydrodynamic stress parameters:

Fig.A.3 shows the calculated specific growth rates in the SP100 and SP300 as a
function of the volume-weighted mean local shear stress τnt, the mean particle force
�Fp and the Kolmogorov length scale lλ.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. A.3.: Specific growth rate in the SP100 and SP300 as a function of τnt, Fparticle and
lλ. Statistical correlations are only valid for investigated conditions.
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A.2.2. Tables

Overview of differently expressed genes in hMSCs:

Tab.A.1 shows specific genes that are up- or down-regulated upon in vitro senes-
cence.

Tab. A.1.: Differently expressed mRNA upon in vitro senescence [20].

Genename Short cut Log2ratio SD

Up-regulated in senescent passage

glycoprotein (transmembrane) nmb GPNMB 4.17 1.01

Regeneration-associated msucle protease homolog RAMP 3.94 1.03

mannosidase, alpha, class 1C, member 1 MAN1C1 3.77 1.17

glucosaminyl (n-acetyl) transferase 3, mucin type GCNT3 3.71 1.05

glycoproetiin (transmembrane) nmb GPNMB 3.39 0.79

secretogranin II (chromogranin C) SCG2 3.33 1.04

hypothetical protein LOC119548 LOC119545 3.08 0.62

PERP, TP53 apoptosis effector PERP 2.83 0.30

mucolipin 3 MCOLN3 2.66 0.48

ectonucleaotide pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase 5 ENPP5 2.64 0.76

cathepsin K (pycnodysostosis) CTSK 2.64 0.35

activating transcription factor 3 ATF3 2.35 0.53

leucin-rich repeat-containing G protein-coupled receptor 7 LGR 7 2.28 0.10

disabled homolog 2, mitogen-responsive phosphoprotein DAB2 2.27 0.31

solute carrier family 11, member 2 SLC11A2 2.08 0.34

Homo sapiens transcribed sequences 2.06 0.47

lymphocyte antigen 96 LY96 2.04 0.43

DnaJ (Hsp40) homolog, subfamily B, member 4 DNAJB4 2.00 0.30

solute carrier family 16, member 6 SLC16A6 1.89 0.30

solute carrier family 11, member 2 SLC11A2 1.88 0.06

signal transducer and activator of transcription 1 STAT1 1.75 0.33

hypothetical protein dJ462023.2 DJ462023.2 1.74 0.14

GM2 ganglioside activator protein GM2A 1.71 0.33

signal transducer and activator of transcription 1 STAT1 1.71 0.26

interferon-induced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 1 IFIT1 1.68 0.13

hypothetical protein FLJ31715 FLJ31715 1.53 0.12

clone IMAGE:3632546 LOC643988 1.50 0.10

carbonic anhydrase XI CA11 1.48 0.18

prion protein (p27-30) PRNP 1.37 0.15

SEC14-like 4 SEC14L4 1.31 0.11

chromosome 20 open reading frame 22 C20orf22 1.28 0.10

glutaredoxin (thioltransferase) GLRX 1.23 0.09

Down-regulated in senescent passage

chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 6 CXCL6 -2.09 0.23

hyaluronan synthase 1 HAS1 -2.40 0.22

retinoic acid receptor responder (tazarotene induced) 1 RARRES1 -4.31 0.82

tumor necrosis factor (ligand) superfamily, member 11 TNDSD11 -6.10 1.46
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Overview of differently expressed positive and negative hMSC surface
markers:

Tab.A.4 shows differently expressed surface markers expressed on hMSCs from dif-
ferent origin. The markers are classified into different functional groups.

Tab. A.2.: Detailed overview of positive and negative hMSC surface markers. Data adapted
from [53, 216, 217]. hTERT-MSCs are derived from the human bone marrow.

hBM-
MSC

hTERT-
MSC

hASC
hBM-
MSC

hTERT-
MSC

hASC

Mesenchymal stromal cell marker: CD165 + + +
CD73 + + + CD166 + + +
CD90 + + + CD171 - - -
CD105 + + + CD172a - - -
Pluripotent stem cell marker: CD321 - - -
CD13 + + + CD326 - - -
SSEA-3 - - - CDw327 - - -
SSEA-4 - - - CDw328 - - -
TRA-1-60 - - - CDw329 - - -
TRA-1-81 - - - SSEA-1 - - -
Adhesion marker: Programmed cell death:
CD2 - - - CD95 + + +
CD11a - - - CD178 - - -
CD11b - - - CD181 - - -
CD11c - - - CD255 - - -
CD15 - - - CD267 - - -
CD15s - - - CD268 - - -
CD18 - + - CD273 + + +
CD24 - - - CD274 - - -
CD29 + + + CD279 - - -
CD31 - - - Transport protein:
CD34 - - +/- CD98 + + +
CD41a - - - CD338 + + +
CD41b - - - Cytokine receptors:
CD44 + + + CD25 - - -
CD47 + + + CD210 - - -
CD49a + + + CD212 - - -
CD49b + - + Hormone, growth factor receptors:
CD49c + + + CD71 + + +
CD49d + - + CD87 - - -
CD49e + + + CD220 + + -
CD49f + + - CD221 + + -
CD50 + + - CD271 - - -
CD51 + + + CD309 - - -
CD54 + + + CD340 + + +
CD56 + + - EGF-R + + +
CD58 + + + Chemokine receptors:
CD61 + - + CD183 + + +
CD62e - - - CD184 - - -

continues on the next page
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hBM-
MSC

hTERT-
MSC

hASC
hBM-
MSC

hTERT-
MSC

hASC

CD62l + - - CD193 - - -
CD62p - - - CD195 - - -
CD66 - - - CD196 - - -
CD66b - - - CD197 - - -
CD66f - - - Coagulation markers:
CD84 - - - CD42a - - -
CD97 + + - CD42b - - -
CD102 - - + CD201 + + +
CD103 + + - Tetraspanins:
CD104 + - - CD9 + - +
CD106 + + - CD37 - - -
CD53 - - - CD69 - - -
CD63 + + + CD70 - - -
CD81 - - + CD72 - - -
CD231 - - - CD85 - - -
Others: CD89 - - -
CD26 + + + CD94 - - -
CD36 - - - CD209 + + +
CD57 - - - CD229 - - -
CD75 - - - CD244 - - -
CD79b - - - CD305 - - -
CD83 - - - CD314 - - -
CD91 + + + αβ TCR - - -
CDw93 - - - Immunomodulation:
CD99 + + + HLA-A + + +
CD99R + + + HLA-B + + +
CD100 - - - HLA-C + + +
CD107a - - + HLA-A2 - - -
CD107b + + + HLA-DQ - - +
CD108 + + + HLA-DR - - -
CD109 - - - HLA-DP - - -
CD177 - - - β2-MG + + +
CD205 - - - CD27 - - -
CD206 + + - CD28 - - -
CD335 - - - CD39 + + +
CD336 - - - CD40 - - -
CD337 + + + CD74 - - -
Immune cell marker: CD80 - - -
CD1a - - - CD86 - - -
CD1b - - - CD112 - + +
CD1d - - - CD180 - - -
CD3 - - - CD200 + + +
CD4 + - - CD226 - - -
CD4v4 - - - CD275 - - -
CD5 + + - CD278 - - -
CD6 - - - CD282 - - -
CD7 - - - CD294 - - -

continues on the next page
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hBM-
MSC

hTERT-
MSC

hASC
hBM-
MSC

hTERT-
MSC

hASC

CD8a - - - MIC A/B - - -
CD8b + - - CLIP - - -
CD10 + + + Complements:
CD14 - - - CD21 - - -
CD16 - - - CD35 + + -
CD19 - - - CD46 + + +
CD20 - - - CD55 + + +
CD22 - - - CD59 - - +
CD23 + + - CD88 - - -
CD30 - - -
CD32 - - -
CD33 - - -
CD38 - - -
CD43 - - -
CD45 - - -
CD45RA - - -
CD45RB - - -
CD45RO - - -
CD48 - - -
CD64 - - -

Time-dependent fluid flow in the SP100:

Tab.A.5 shows the different spatial coordinates used for the evaluation of the time-
dependent fluid flow in the SP100.

Tab. A.5.: Point coordinates within the SP100 for the determination of the time-dependent
fluid flow velocities.

Points x-coordinate y-coordinate z-coordinate

[mm] [mm] [mm]

A 0 10.2 22.5

B 0 10.2 -22.5

C 22.5 10.2 0

D -22.5 10.2 0

E -22.5 33 0

F 22.5 33 0

G 0 33 22.5

H 0 33 -22.5
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MC type II suspension studies in selected modified UniVessels:

Tab.A.6 shows the impeller speeds required for Ns1u and Ns1 in selected modified
UniVessel configurations with the MC type II MC.

Tab. A.6.: Results of suspension studies with MC type II in different UniVessel modifica-
tions.

MC
conc.

#1 #2 #3 #5

Ns1u Ns1 Ns1u Ns1 Ns1u Ns1 Ns1u Ns1

[g/L] [rpm] [rpm] [rpm] [rpm] [rpm] [rpm] [rpm] [rpm]

3 69 96 42 60 35 51 29 45

7 77 104 48 68 39 57 36 51

10 85 113 53 74 44 63 43 61

13 91 120 57 80 49 69 49 69

17 98 129 62 83 52 74 53 74

20 104 136 67 87 56 80 57 78

23 110 140 73 91 59 85 62 83

27 116 143 77 96 62 91 67 87

Results of suspension study with MC type III:

Tab.A.7 shows the impeller speeds required to obtain Ns1u and Ns1 for the MC type
III in the standard and modified (#2) UniVessel SU.

Tab. A.7.: Ns1u and Ns1 are determined in the standard and modified UniVessel SU for
MC type III concentrations in the range of 1.0-5.0 g/L.

UniVessel standard UniVessel mod #2

MC concentration Ns1u Ns1 Ns1u Ns1

[g/L] [rpm] [rpm] [rpm] [rpm]

1.0 107± 5 125± 6 55± 3 71± 4

2.0 119± 6 128± 6 63± 3 78± 4

3.0 121± 6 130± 7 70± 4 83± 4

4.0 122± 6 132± 7 75± 4 87± 4

5.0 125± 6 135± 7 77± 4 90± 5
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A.2.3. Correlations and equations

Suspension studies with MC type III in benchtop scale bioreactors:

Eq. A.1 and A.2 show the linear correlation between the MC concentration and the
tip speed required for Ns1u and Ns1 of MC type III in the standard and modified
UniVessel SU.

utip,Ns1u

{
0.0042 · cMC + 0.3266 R2 = 0.85 UniVessel SU STD.

0.0172 · cMC + 0.1406 R2 = 0.95 UniVessel SU #2
(A.1)

utip,Ns1 =

{
0.0036 · cMC + 0.3531 R2 = 0.74 UniVessel SU STD.

0.0145 · cMC + 0.1872 R2 = 0.97 UniVessel SU #2
(A.2)

Zwietering’s correlation:

Eq. A.3 shows the correlation proposed by Zwietering [160],

Njs = Ns1 = Sν0.1

[
g (ρs − ρl)

ρl

]0.45
X0.13d0.2MCD

−0.85 (A.3)

where S, ν, g, ρMC , ρl, X, dMC and D describes the Zwietering constant (f(impeller
and vessel geometry)), the kinematic viscosity, the gravitational constant, the solid
density, the liquid density, the solids loading, the particle diameter (= MC diameter)
and the impeller diameter.

Calculation of Womersley (Wo) number and parameter beta (β):

Eq. A.4 and A.5 shows the mathematical formulation for the calculation of the
Womersley number (Wo) and the parameter β that are used to characterize the
fluid flow regime in wave-mixed bioreactors. Wo number > 1 indicate a fluid flow
which is affected by unsteady effects.

Wo =
H

2

√
ω

ν
(A.4)

The parameter β describes the occurrence of turbulence from β ≥ 700 and Wo ≥
8.5.

β = Δx

√
ω

ν
(A.5)
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Background: To improve cultivation conditions for human bone-marrow-derived 
mesenchymal stem cells, we redesigned the commercially available UniVessel® SU 
bioreactor using results obtained from computational fluid dynamics. The goal was 
to produce 1 × 109 cells and to achieve expansion factors 30. Screening studies 
suggested that microcarrier solid fractions of at least 0.3% are required to reach the 
appropriate cell densities. Results: The fluid flow pattern found in the most promising 
modification (#2) was altered by increasing the impeller blade angle and lowering 
the off-bottom clearance. As a result, the maximum required specific power input 
was reduced by a factor of 2.2–4.6, depending on the microcarrier concentration, and 
peak cell densities were 3.4-times higher than in the standard version. Conclusion: The 
peak cell number of nearly 1.1 × 109 cells (expansion factor = 35), which was achieved 
in our low-serum cultivations, indicates an improvement in the redesigned UniVessel® 
SU configuration for bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cell expansions.

Because of their high proliferation and dif-
ferentiation capability, human mesenchymal 
stem cells (hMSCs), which are anchorage-
dependent, have a great deal of potential 
in human medicine [1–4]. So it comes as no 
surprise that they are used for a broad range 
of applications, as current pre- and clinical 
studies have shown, which are, for example, 
aimed at bone and cartilage regeneration, 
the treatment of myocardia, metachromatic 
leukodystrophy and Hurler syndrome [1,5–7]. 
However, to maintain the required number 
of cells at the desired consistent quality, an 
alternative to the planar cultivation systems 
that currently prevail is required [8].

Stirred bioreactors, in which adipose-
tissue- and bone-marrow-derived hMSCs 
are grown on solid or porous microcarriers 
(MCs), have been shown to be suitable at 
benchtop and pilot scales [8–13]. This is par-
ticularly true for single-use versions [10,12], 
whose main advantages are their ability to 
provide high process safety and flexibility. 
In their recently published paper, Schirmaier 
et al. [12] presented a successful approach for 
rapidly scaling up the expansion of adipose-

tissue-derived hMSCs from spinner flasks to 
two single-use stirred bioreactors: the Uni-
Vessel® SU 2L and the CultiBag STR 50L 
(both from Sartorius Stedim Biotech, Göt-
tingen, Germany). This approach required 
extensive screening studies in spinner flasks 
to define the optimal culture medium com-
position, MC type and operating conditions. 
Based on numerical simulations of the bio-
reactor types, model verification (particle 
image velocimetry [PIV]) and suspension 
investigations, optimum impeller speeds were 
predicted and main engineering parameters 
(e.g., local shear stress, turbulent dissipation 
rate, Kolmogorov microscale) for subsequent 
expansions were calculated for the different 
scales. The authors achieved the highest peak 
cell numbers and expansion factors reported 
to date for MC-based expansions of hMSCs 
in single-use stirred bioreactors. They point 
out the importance of the suspension crite-
ria N

S1u
 and N

S1
 (which represent the low-

est impeller speeds required for the MCs to 
become just-suspended) in bioreactor-based 
stem cell cultivations with MCs. It is worth 
mentioning that these suspension criteria had 
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already been applied by other authors [14–16] for this 
purpose.

The N
S1

 criterion represents the minimum impel-
ler speed required to just fully suspend all MCs in the 
bioreactor (MC contact to bioreactor bottom <1 s) 
[17,18]. However, this does not necessarily mean that a 
homogeneous dispersion of all MCs can be achieved 
throughout the liquid medium [19]. By contrast, the 
N

S1u
 criterion displays the lower limit of N

S1
, when the 

MCs are still located at the bottom of the bioreactor 
but none of them are at rest. In other words, there is 
a movement of MCs along the bioreactor bottom so 
that no MC is in the same position for longer than 1 s 
[18]. The stirrer speeds and N

S1u
 and N

S1
 and result-

ing fluid flow patterns are strongly dependent on MC 
concentration; increase ensures further increased cell 
numbers. However, in cultivations with adipose tis-
sue- and bone marrow-derived hMSCs grown on solid 
and porous MCs in the UniVessel® SU in our lab, it 
was necessary to work below the N

S1u
 criterion for MC 

solid fractions 0.3% in order to facilitate good cell 
proliferation.

Based on these results, the question was asked: is it 
possible to improve the suspension characteristics of the 
UniVessel® SU for hMSC expansions with MC solid 
fractions exceeding 0.3% through minor design modi-
fications to the benchtop bioreactor? It was decided to 
focus on impeller modifications resulting in a reduc-
tion in specific power input and, thus, a reduction in 
shear stress, which influences cell numbers and cell 
quality. The goal of this study was to generate 1 × 109 
human bone marrow-derived MSCs (hBM-MSCs) per 
batch in a modified bioreactor within 10 days. As a first 
step, nine different impeller designs were developed 
and analyzed using computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) investigations. Prototypes of the most promis-
ing modifications were constructed and suspension cri-
teria were determined experimentally. Improvements 
in fluid flow were validated using PIV measurements. 
Finally, the technological superiority of the modified 
UniVessel® SU for hBM-MSC expansions was dem-

onstrated in comparative cultivation studies that were 
also performed in the standard version of UniVessel® 
SU and spinner flasks.

Materials & methods
CFD as a tool for designing the new vessel 
concept
For all simulations, the fluid flows were modeled using 
the finite volume solver Fluent 14 (ANSYS Inc., PA, 
USA), for which the governing equation for mass and 
momentum of the single-phase flow can be described 
by Equations 1 & 2.

The symbols    ,   and p represent fluid density, veloc-
ity vector and static pressure, respectively. In addition, 
the terms  ,  and   denote the volume-related gravita-
tional and external body forces. The Reynolds stress 
tensor  was described by the k–  turbulence model, 
where the turbulent kinetic energy k and the turbu-
lent dissipation rate  were calculated by two separate 
transport equations [20].

In addition to single-phase flow simulations, mul-
tiphase flow investigations, which take MC distribu-
tions into account, were performed at experimen-
tally determined impeller speeds (N

S1u
, N

S1
). For this 

purpose, an Euler–Euler RANS (Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes) approach was used, which considered 
water as the continuous phase and the MC as the dis-
perse phase. Here, the mass and momentum equations 
(Equations 3 & 4) can be described for the qth phase as 
follows.

The index i represents either the liquid (L) or the 
particular phase (P). Momentum exchange resulted in 
the coupling of the two phases and the drag force was 
modeled by Equation 5.

The drag coefficient c
D
 was modeled by the standard 

Schiller and Neumann model [21]. For the simulations, 
the MCs were considered to be spherical particles with a 
mean diameter of 255 m and a density of 1030 kg m-3. 
The maximum volume fraction of the disperse phase 
was restricted to 0.63. In all cases, the discretization 

Key Terms

Particle image velocimetry: Contactless laser-based method for fluid velocity 
measurements.

Computational fluid dynamics: Numerical method for the prediction of fluid 
flow patterns and key engineering parameters.

NS1u/NS1: Suspension criteria describing microcarrier distribution at just fully 
suspended conditions (NS1) and below (NS1u).

Human mesenchymal stem cell expansion: Propagation of bone-marrow-
derived human mesenchymal stem cells in a stirred single-use bioreactor system.

Stirred single-use bioreactor: Bioreactor type reported to be suitable for 
growing human mesenchymal stem cells on microcarriers.
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of the fluid domain was realized with an unstructured 
body-fitted mesh, consisting of approximately 770,000 
tetrahedral elements (control volumes). The SIMPLE 
algorithm was used for pressure–velocity coupling, and 
convergence was assumed when the residuals decreased 
to below 10-5.

PIV measurements for CFD data validation
All PIV measurements were carried out using a Flow-
Master PIV system (LaVision, Göttingen, Germany), in 
which the illumination of the field of investigation was 
performed by a double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser generating a 
1-mm-thick laser sheet (  = 532 nm; litron lasers, Rugby, 
UK). The laser sheet was vertically oriented through the 
impeller shaft (mid-bioreactor plane) to capture the axial 
velocities at four different heights in a vertical direction. 
An Imager Pro X4 CCD camera (LaVision) with a reso-
lution of 2048 × 2048 pixels was used for image captur-
ing and was positioned at a 90° angle relative to the laser 
field. DaVis® 7.2 software (LaVision) was used to control 
the camera, the traverse system and the laser, as well as for 
image acquisition and flow-field prediction. Rhodamin-
coated fluorescence particles with a density of 1.19 kg/m3 
(LaVision) were added into the reactor to allow the flow 
field to be seen. A set of 1000 images per position, based 
on an interrogation window of 32 × 32 pixels with an 
overlap of 50%, were recorded in order to obtain statisti-
cally significant results. The velocity components were 
determined by deducing the instantaneous displacement 
of the illuminated particles at two instants in time using 
cross-correlation. Phase-locked measurements were 
recorded by means of a photoelectric barrier focused on 
the reactor shaft.

Determination of optimal process parameters 
using suspension investigations
In order to avoid MC sedimentation and resulting gra-
dient formation in the UniVessel® SU systems, experi-
mental investigations were carried out to evaluate the 
MC suspension characteristics. Suspension experi-
ments were performed for working volumes of 2 l to 
determine the N

S1u
 and N

S1
 criteria. All suspension 

experiments in the standard UniVessel® SU as well as 
the modifications were carried out in the rigid, trans-
parent plastic vessels. A mirror was placed below the 
vessels for better optical accessibility of the bioreactor 
bottoms. The investigations were performed for MC 
solid fractions of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5%, which 
provided sufficient growth area for the hBM-MSCs.

hBM-MSC expansions in the standard 
& modified UniVessel® SU
Cryopreserved hBM-MSCs from the first passage 
were used for the cultivations. The cells were obtained 

from a single, informed, consenting donor and were 
provided by Lonza Cologne (Germany). A standard 
UniVessel® SU as well as a modified version was inocu-
lated with 30 × 106 cells for an MC solid fraction of 
0.3% in a 2 l working volume of a specially developed 
serum-reduced medium (Lonza, MD, USA).

Before inoculation, 0.7 l of the MC suspension was 
equilibrated overnight in the bioreactor at 37°C and 
a pH of 7.2–7.4. During the equilibration phase, the 
stirrer speed was set to the N

s1u
 criterion. After inocula-

tion with thawed cells, only the temperature was con-
trolled during the 16 h attachment phase. Afterward, 
the reactor was topped up to the final volume (2 l) with 
preheated medium and the closed loop controls for O

2
 

and pH were started. The hBM-MSCs were cultivated 
at 37°C, pH 7.2 and 0.1 vvm (head space aeration) 
for 9 days. Cascade-link aeration was performed via a 
sparger for oxygen saturation <20%.

Daily offline sampling was performed to determine 
the cell density, substrate and metabolic profiles (glu-
cose, lactate, glutamine, ammonia) as well as for the 
4 ,6-diamidin-2-phenylindol staining. The sampling 
was done at 10% higher stirrer speeds. Cell density, 
substrate and metabolite concentrations were mea-
sured using a NucleoCounter NC-100 (chemometec, 
Allerod, Denmark) and a Cedex Bio (Roche, Risch, 
Switzerland).

In addition to the experiments in the standard and 
modified UniVessel® SU, control spinner experiments 
(Corning, MA, USA) with analogous conditions 
(1.5 × 106 cells for a MC solid fraction of 0.3%) were 
carried out for 100 ml working volume.

Flow cytometric investigations were performed by 
random sampling. For this purpose, MC-free, purified 
hBM-MSC samples (centrifuged, washed and frozen) 
were thawed and stained with fluorochrome-conju-
gated antihuman CD34, CD45, CD73, CD90 and 
CD105 antibodies (eBioscience, CA, USA or BD Bio-
science, Heidelberg, Germany) in accordance with the 
minimum criteria recommended by the International 
Society for Cellular Therapy.

Results & discussion
New vessel design & flow-field improvements
Since axial velocities have been shown by various authors 
to have a significant impact on the suspension of MCs, 
improving these axial velocities was the main objective 
of the exercise to define the dimensions for the bioreac-
tor modifications [22,23]. Taking this into consideration, 
nine UniVessel® SU designs with different impeller 
diameters (d), blade angles ( ) and off-bottom clear-
ances (c) were investigated in advance using numerical 
fluid flow simulations. The geometrical dimensions of 
the designs, which were investigated at constant impel-
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the main geometric parameters of the UniVessel® SU (standard configuration).
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ler speeds of 100 rpm, are summarized in Table 1 and 
shown for the standard UniVessel® SU (Figure 1). Based 

on the findings of the theoretical investigations, modi-
fication number 2 showed the most favorable properties 

Table 1. Geometrical dimensions, specific power inputs, local normal and shear stress levels as well as recirculation 
numbers for the standard and modified UniVessels® SU.

Characteristics Standard Modified UniVessel

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9

D [mm] 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130

HL [mm] 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 179

d [mm] 54 54 54 72 72 72 54 54 72 72

c [mm] 54 35 35 35 54 54 54 35 54 35

s [mm] 70 73 73 73 64 64 64 73 64 73

[°] 30 30 45 30 30 45 20 20 20 20

d/D [-] 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.41 0.41 0.55 0.55

c/D [-] 0.41 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.26 0.41 0.26

s/d [-] 1.29 1.35 1.35 1.01 0.88 0.88 1.18 1.35 0.88 1.01

P/V [W m-3] 1.6 0.6 2.4 0.9 0.9 1.5 1.3 1.3 0.8 4.0

nn
† [10-3 

N·m-2]
2.63/656 2.20/806 2.08/554 6.27/1454 5.66/1401 5.39/1463 1.58/697 1.73/664 5.45/1651 2.72/1724

nt
‡ [10-3 

N·m-2]
0.81/482 0.93/798 0.65/429 3.12/1015 2.64/1078 2.28/659 0.53/618 0.82/661 2.55/1193 1.52/3177

Flz,p [-] 0.29 0.28 0.87 0.52 0.49 0.7 0.67 0.60 0.45 0.39

The specific power inputs, local normal and shear stress levels as well as the recirculation numbers are given for constant impeller speeds of 100 rpm. 
†LNS: Local normal stress given with volume-weighted mean/maximum values. 
‡LSS: local shear stress given with volume-weighted mean/maximum values.
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Figure 2. Dimensionless fluid magnitude (A1, B1) and axial (A2, B2) velocities in the standard (A) and modified (B) 
UniVessel® SU. Contour plots are given for the mid-reactor and mid-impeller planes.
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for the cultivation of the hBM-MSCs, with regard to 
the dimensionless primary axial recirculation number 
(Fl

z,p
) as well as local normal and shear stress levels (

nt
) 

(Table 1). It should be noted that just decreasing the off-
bottom clearance, as present in modification number 
1, was expected to be insufficient to improve MC sus-
pension, even though data from the literature indicates 
such an effect [17]. With modification number 1, flow 
partitioning at the reactor wall was still evident, which 
may hamper the swirling up of the MCs. For this rea-
son, it was decided to focus on modification number 2 
in subsequent investigations.

As shown in Figure 2A1 & B1, the fluid flow is pri-
marily axial in both systems and agrees well with other 
computational investigations [24]. In accordance with 
our expectations, fluid velocities were highest at the tips 
of the impellers, correlating well with the theoretical 
tip speed (u

tip
= ·d·N). A strong inclination of the flow 

toward the reactor wall was found in the standard Uni-
Vessel® SU, resulting in two flow loops and weak axial 
fluid velocities near the reactor bottom (Figure 2A2). 
This strong flow inclination occurs as a result of the 
relatively low impeller blade angle (30°) as well as the 

high off-bottom clearance (0.41), and significantly 
hampered the suspension of the MCs. By contrast, 
flow partition was avoided in modification number 2 
(Figure 2B2). This can be explained by the higher impel-
ler blade angle of 45° and the 35% lower off-bottom 
clearance, which is, at c/D = 0.26, within the typical 
range for suspension processes when compared with 
literature data (c/D = 0.1–0.3) [18]. As a result, approxi-
mately 20% higher axial fluid velocities were found in 
the discharge from modification number 2 for compa-
rable suspension conditions (N

s1u
, N

s1
). In addition, the 

axial fluid velocity impinged on the reactor bottom and 
allowed the MCs to swirl up at lower impeller speeds, 
resulting in lower specific power inputs (see Table 2).

The improved axial discharge of the modified impel-
ler was also confirmed by the dimensionless primary 
axial recirculation or pumping number (Fl

z,p
), which is 

described by Equation 6 [23]. The integral was evaluated 
for both systems on a plane as close as possible to the 
impeller, in the pumping direction.

Fl
N d

r v r dr2
,z p z

r

r d

3

0

2

$
$r=

=

=

^ h#
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The primary axial pumping number in the modified 
UniVessel® SU (Fl

z,p
 0.87) was approximately threefold 

higher than for the standard version, showing that a 
fluid element (or even an MC) passes over the same 
area more frequently, guaranteeing sufficient mixing. 
Various authors obtained primary pumping numbers 
in the range of 0.17 to 1.27 for downward pumping 
stirrers [22,23,25,26], indicating that the modified Uni-
Vessel® SU ensures sufficient axial flow for hBM-MSC 
cultivations on MCs.

The CFD-predicted MC distribution in the stan-
dard and modified UniVessel® SU was compared at 
70 rpm for a solid fraction of 0.3% (Figure 3). Not 
entirely surprisingly, a relatively high volume fraction 
was found in the standard configuration under the 
stirrer shaft (orange–red zones; contour plot), show-
ing an insufficient swirling of the MCs for this stir-
rer speed. This effect arose from the relatively weak 
axial velocities and the recirculation loop in the lower 
part of the reactor. A relatively narrow distribution of 
the MC volume fraction was achieved in the modi-
fied UniVessel® SU, indicating a more homogeneous 
suspension throughout the reactor volume than in the 
standard version. The highest volume ratios for MC 
volume fractions were found to be 2.9 × 10-3 for both 
the standard and modified bioreactor versions, which 
is similar to the volume-averaged MC volume fraction. 
A heavy-tailed distribution was identified in the stan-
dard UniVessel® SU as a result of the deposited MCs 
under the stirrer shaft. The spatial MC distribution 

observed at the reactor bottom showed good agreement 
in terms of position and shape to the simulated data. 
Thus, the MC distribution was accurately predicted by 
the multiphase CFD models.

Flow-field validation
To validate the numerical models, the post-processed 
data from the simulations (single and multiphase) 
were compared with the experimental PIV measure-
ments along the radial profile in the lower part of 
the reactor (H

L
/D = 0.12). Only slight differences in 

the axial velocity profiles were predicted between the 
single-phase and multiphase CFD models. These find-
ings agree well with recent investigations in small-scale 
bioreactor systems (Figure 4) [15]. Therefore, it can 
be assumed that the MCs follow the fluid flow in an 
almost slip-free fashion in both systems, without sig-
nificant momentum exchange between the two phases. 
This can be explained by the low-density difference 
and the small particle sizes. Only minor differences in 
the mean relative deviation (

r
), of less than 10%, were 

found between the predicted CFD and measured PIV 
data for the standard UniVessel® SU using Equation 7.

Furthermore, the relatively low axial velocities in 
the lower part of the reactor were also recognizable in 

Table 2. Summary of CFD-predicted specific power inputs, shear stress levels, turbulent dissipation 
rates and Kolmogorov microscales of turbulence for the NS1u suspension criterion of different 
microcarrier solid fractions.

UV MC 
[%]

Impeller 
speed NS1u 
[rpm]

Tip speed 
utip [m s-1]

Reynolds 
Nr Re [-] 

Specific 
power 
input P/V 
[W m-3]

LSS nt

[10-3 N 
m-2]

TEDR  
[10-3 m2 
s-3]

KMST lD 
[ m]

Standard 0.1 107 0.30 5200 2.02 1.01/585 0.45/528 29/168

0.2 110 0.31 5346 2.08 1.03/645 0.48/585 28/163

0.3 115 0.32 5589 2.39 1.05/655 0.53/642 27/159

0.4 118 0.33 5735 2.68 1.08/660 0.59/661 27/156

0.5 122 0.34 5929 2.90 1.10/668 0.67/696 26/151

Modification 
(#2)

0.1 55 0.16 2662 0.48 0.42/212 0.18/165 40/252

0.2 63 0.18 3050 0.70 0.50/248 0.28/237 36/228

0.3 70 0.20 3388 0.95 0.64/288 0.38/301 33/210

0.4 75 0.21 3630 1.16 0.67/315 0.49/367 31/198

0.5 77 0.22 3727 1.24 0.73/325 0.52/396 31/195

KMST: Kolmogorov’s microscale of turbulence (volume-weighted minimum/mean values); LSS: Local shear stress (volume-weighted 
mean/maximum values); MC: Microcarrier solid fraction; TEDR: Turbulent energy dissipation rate (volume-weighted mean/maximum values); 
UV: UniVessel® SU.
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Figure 3. Volume-weighted frequency distributions and contour plots of the microcarrier volume fractions  for 
the (A) standard and modified UniVessel® SU at an impeller speed of 70 rpm (0.3% microcarrier solid fraction). 
The distribution was discretized into 200 bins and logarithmically scaled.

Figure 4. Comparison of dimensionless axial fluid 
velocities predicted by computational fluid dynamics 
(single phase: solid line; multiphase: dashed line) and 
measured by particle image velocimetry (dotted line) 
for the standard (A) and modified (B) UniVessel® SU. 
The results are compared for coordinates along a line 
over the vessel radius in the lower part of the reactor 
(HL/D = 0.12).
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experimental investigations of the standard UniVessel® 
SU. Therefore, it can be postulated that the established 
single-phase and multiphase CFD models provide reli-
able fluid flow predictions. The axial velocities in the 
modified UniVessel® SU were slightly over- or under-
estimated by approximately 0.1 m s-1 (r/R 0.2–0.5; 
0.8–0.85), which resulted in a mean relative devia-
tion of 18%. The differences may be explained by the 
strong curvature of the reactor surface, which may 
have introduced inaccuracies into the optical measure-
ments. Nevertheless, the CFD velocity profiles were 
well captured, and the overall agreement of PIV and 
CFD was satisfactory.

Determination of suspension characteristics
After determining fluid flow, the MC suspension 
characteristics (N

S1u
, N

S1
) were investigated in the 

standard and modified UniVessel® SU for their 
dependence on MC solid fractions. For all solid frac-
tions investigated, it was found that N

S1u
 was ful-

filled at approximately 20% (average) lower impeller 
speeds than N

S1
 (Figure 5). This result agrees well 

with those found in previous suspension investiga-
tions in other benchtop scale reactor systems [10,15]. 
Independent of the MC concentration, the increase 
in the impeller speed required to achieve suspension 
characteristics with increasing solid fractions was 
higher than the experimental errors of 5% described 
by Bohnet et al. [27].

In accordance with our expectations from CFD 
investigations, significantly lower impeller speeds of 
70–90 rpm (depending on MC solid fraction) were 
required to just-suspend the MCs (N

S1
) in the modi-
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Figure 5. Experimentally determined microcarrier suspension characteristics (NS1u = dark gray bar, NS1 = shaded 
bar) for the standard (left) and modified (right) UniVessel® SU. A theoretical deviation of 5% was taken into 
account for all determined stirrer speeds in accordance with Bohnet et al. [27].
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fied UniVessel® SU. Owing to the lower off-bottom 
clearance, the impeller speeds were reduced by approx-
imately 40%. These findings again correspond well 
with observations from other groups [26]. Owing to 
these lower impeller speeds, 2.2–4.6-times lower max-
imum power inputs (0.47–1.24 W m-3) were necessary 
to just-suspend the MCs in the modified UniVessel® 
SU, resulting in a gentler mixing of the MCs. Further-
more, the required specific power inputs, which agreed 
well with experimental torque measurements (data not 
shown), were in a range comparable to those observed 
for Corning spinner flasks, which are frequently applied 
in MC-based hMSC cultivations (Figure 6) [10,15].

Reduction of shear stress & turbulence levels
Based on the experimentally determined impeller 
speeds for the N

S1u
 criterion, the shear stress distribu-

tions in the bioreactors were computed. For this pur-
pose, the shear stresses were calculated in accordance 
with Wollny et al.’s method [28] (Equation 8), which 
obtains logarithmical normal distributions similar to 
values obtained for other conventional and single-use 
bioreactors [24].

As expected, the shear stress levels in both systems 
increased as stirrer speeds increased (Table 2), and the 

highest shear stress levels were found to be located 
near the impeller tips. However, in both cases the pre-
dicted shear stresses in the bulk of the suspension were 
approximately two orders of magnitude lower than in 
the stirrer region. The mean (0.42–40.73 × 10-3 Pa) 
and maximum (212–325 × 10-3 Pa) shear stress levels 
were reduced by approximately 50% by the adapta-
tions to the UniVessel® SU design and the resulting 
lower stirrer speeds. Since investigations by Yeatts et al. 
[29] have shown that high shear stress can cause inad-
vertent differentiation of hMSCs, a reduction in the
shear stress is not only important for hMSC growth
but may also contribute to preventing undesired cell
differentiation.

In addition to shear stress, the Kolmogorov theory 
of isotropic turbulence was also taken into account 
when evaluating hydrodynamic stress in the two 
UniVessel® SU configurations (Equation 8). This pre-
supposes that the flow is highly turbulent (Re < 104; 
see Table 2). In this study, the flow was in a transient 
region between laminar and fully turbulent condi-
tions. However, the maximum dissipation rates in 
the impeller swept volume were significantly higher 
than in the bulk of the suspension, which agreed 
well with numerical investigations in other stirred 
 systems [30,31].
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Figure 6. Specific power inputs in the modified and 
standard UniVessel® SU configurations dependent 
on microcarrier solid fraction. The specific power 
inputs in the modified UniVessel® SU are reduced by a 
factor ranging between 2.2 and 4.6 when compared 
with the standard UniVessel® SU. The adaption of 
the impeller and taking the NS1 and NS1U criteria into 
consideration resulted in similar power input values 
to those determined for Corning spinner flasks that 
are well established in human mesenchymal stem cell 
cultivations.
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Investigations by Abranches et al. and Kehoe et al. 
have shown that stem cells that are attached to MCs 
appear more sensitive to turbulent eddies than suspen-
sion cells [32,33]. This phenomenon may be explained 
by the higher probability of MC collisions that might 
damage the cells [34]. It was found that cell damage 
became significant when the Kolmogorov microscale 
was approximately two-thirds of the MC size [35]. As 
expected, the volume-weighted mean (151–168 m) 
Kolmogorov microscales determined for the stan-
dard UniVessel® SU were closer to the critical values 
of two-thirds of the MC size (170 m). Because of 
the higher stirrer speeds required, higher energy dis-
sipations occurred, which were inversely proportional 
to the Kolmogorov microscale. Considering the MC 
size of approximately 255 m, the CFD results indi-
cated that turbulent eddies with sizes comparable to 
and smaller than the MCs were present. The volume-
weighted mean values of the Kolmogorov microscales 
were 29–49% higher in the modification, indicat-
ing that the volume fraction of the turbulent eddies 
of comparable size was reduced. However, it should 
be emphasized that no predictions were made for the 
Kolmogorov microscale under fully turbulent condi-
tions, for which the applied k–  turbulence model has 
been developed. Thus, the shear stress levels were con-
sidered to be more appropriate than the Kolmogorov 
microscale in the present study.

hBM-MSC cultivation in the standard 
& modified UniVessel® SU
In order to biologically verify the simulation results, 
hBM-MSCs were cultivated in modified and stan-
dard UniVessel® SUs as well as in Corning® spinner 
flasks. In the modified UniVessel® SU the cell density 
(5.3 × 105 cells ml-1) obtained after 9 days of culti-
vation was three-times higher than in the standard 
version, resulting in a total cell number of 1.06 × 
109 cells (Figure 7A). The expansion factor for hBM-
MSCs (which was 10 for the standard UniVessel® SU) 
could be increased by approximately 3.4-fold through 
the adaptation of the UniVessel® SU design. A slower 
increase in cell concentration (

max
 = 22.2 × 10-3 h-1 

vs 31.0 × 10-3 h-1) was found in the standard UniVes-
sel® SU, most likely due to higher cell stress. The cell 
density in the Corning® spinner was slightly lower 
(4.4 × 105 cells ml-1) than in the modified UniVes-
sel® SU. Nevertheless, comparable growth was recog-
nizable for the hBM-MSCs in both cases, which can 
be ascribed to the comparable specific power input 
and shear stress levels. In fact, the reduced mean and 
maximum shear stress levels of 0.64–288 × 10-3 Pa 
observed in the modified UniVessel® SU appear to 
be beneficial for the expansion of the hBM-MSCs. 

So it was no surprise that the flow cytometric analy-
sis showed that the hBM-MSCs maintained their 
morphological and phenological (CD34−, CD45−, 
CD73+, CD90+, CD105+) stem cell properties during 
the cultivation (Figure 7B).

Conclusion & future perspective
A redesign of the commercially available UniVes-
sel® SU bioreactor has been accomplished by means 
of CFD and experimental investigations. We have 
demonstrated that the numerical models in an Euler–
Euler framework that consider the MC as a separate 
disperse phase agree well with empirically generated 
data. Moreover, it suggests that CFD modeling is 
an effective technique for the characterization and 
optimization of fluid flow. Using CFD, the number 
of bioreactor vessel prototypes and their characteriza-
tion, which is expensive and time consuming, can be 
reduced.

The approach also illustrates that the fluid flow in 
the UniVessel® SU can be easily adapted for the cul-
tivation of hBM-MSCs on MCs. In fact, only slight 
modifications to the impeller blade angle and the off-
bottom clearance were necessary to greatly reduce the 
impeller speeds to achieve the required suspension cri-
teria (N

S1u
, N

S1
) and MC solid fraction. Furthermore, 
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Figure 7. Results of hBM-MSC cultivations. (A) Typical cell densities, dependent on cultivation time and cultivation 
system, achieved in experiments with a microcarrier solid fraction of 0.3%. (B) Results of flow cytometric analysis 
(CD73+, CD90+, CD105+, CD34−, CD45−) performed with hBM-MSCs expanded in the UniVessel® SU (#2). Gates of 
the flow cytometric analysis were set based on the isotype control.
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we could confirm that the fluid flow and MC distri-
bution inside the single-use bioreactor influence the 
growth of hBM-MSCs.

It was demonstrated that the improvement in the 
fluid flow resulted in a reduction of shear stress lev-
els in the modified UniVessel® SU. Peak cell numbers 
of 1.06 × 109 cells and expansion factors of up to 35, 
observed in low-serum hBM-MSC expansions, clearly 
indicate the superiority of the redesigned benchtop 
bioreactor compared with the standard version.

Subsequent studies with the modified UniVessel® 
SU will focus on further optimization of the hBM-

MSC production process in order to create autologous 
cellular therapies. Furthermore, there is also growing 
interest in investigating the suitability and limita-
tions of the modified bioreactor vessel for expansion 
processes with other stem cell types.
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Executive summary

Computational fluid dynamics as a tool for time- and cost-efficient improvement of bioreactor design
�� By performing computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, the number of modified UniVessel® prototypes 

manufactured for expansion studies was kept low.
�� Additional parameters for fluid flow that are hard to measure experimentally are available.
Suspension criteria NS1u /NS1

�� The suspension criteria (NS1u, NS1) were suitable to ensure a homogeneous microcarrier suspension dependent 
on the percentage of microcarrier solid fractions.

CFD model validation by particle image velocimetry and expansion experiments
�� Particle image velocimetry investigations showed good agreement with CFD model predictions, with 

deviations below 20%. As expected, cell expansions performed in the modified UniVessel® SU delivered higher 
cell densities than in the standard version, where the maximum specific power input was up to 4.6-times 
higher. Thus, the maximum and mean shear stresses were up to 2.75-times and up to 2.4-times higher, 
respectively, in the standard version. Cell expansion factors exceeding 30 and peak cell numbers >1 × 109 
cells were achieved using the improved bioreactor design, which corresponds to data obtained in optimized 
spinner flask cultivations.
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The potential of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) for allogeneic cell therapies has created a large amount of interest.
However, this presupposes the availability of efficient scale-up procedures. Promising results have been reported for stirred
bioreactors that operate with microcarriers. Recent publications focusing on microcarrier-based stirred bioreactors have
demonstrated the successful use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and suspension criteria (𝑁𝑆1𝑢,𝑁𝑆1) for rapidly scaling up
hMSC expansions from mL- to pilot scale. Nevertheless, one obstacle may be the formation of large microcarrier-cell-aggregates,
which may result in mass transfer limitations and inhomogeneous distributions of stem cells in the culture broth. The dependence
of microcarrier-cell-aggregate formation on impeller speed and shear stress levels was investigated for human adipose derived
stromal/stem cells (hASCs) at the spinner scale by recording the Sauter mean diameter (𝑑32) versus time. Cultivation at the
suspension criteria provided 𝑑32 values between 0.2 and 0.7mm, the highest cell densities (1.25 × 106 cells mL−1 hASCs), and
the highest expansion factors (117.0 ± 4.7 on day 7), while maintaining the expression of specific surface markers. Furthermore,
suitability of the suspension criterion𝑁𝑆1𝑢 was investigated for scaling up microcarrier-based processes in wave-mixed bioreactors
for the first time.

1. Introduction

Cell-based therapies have become increasingly important
in the field of regenerative medicine, as global revenues of
approximately 1 billion US$ indicate [1, 2]. There has been
an obvious growing interest in hMSCs, particularly in those
that have shown great potential for a wide range of allogeneic
therapies (e.g., dry eye-related macular degeneration, dia-
betes, Crohn’s disease, graft versus host disease, and acute
myocardial infarction [1, 3–8]). By September 2015, 171
Phase 1, 2, and 3 clinical trials with hMSCs had been run
(https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/), a fact that comes as no
surprise. Due to their existence in postnatal tissues (e.g.,
adipose tissue, bone marrow, umbilical tissue, blood, and
peripheral blood) and lower regulatory restrictions than for
embryonic stem cells, hMSCs are more easily accessible and

more widely accepted for clinical applications [9–14]. The
large amount of hMSCs required for one single therapeutic
dose (35–350 million cells per dose) explains the demand for
efficient and scalable in vitro expansion procedures [1, 15].
Although static stacked plate systems, with up to 40 layers,
provide the desired cell numbers of up to 1 × 109 cells in
semicommercial and commercial production processes, it
is difficult to ensure stem cell quantity and quality as the
numbers of layers increase [16, 17].

Microcarrier-based bioreactors were identified as an
alternative to planar cultivation technology that could meet
the requirements in terms of production scale, bioprocess
economics, and optimization [18]. The highest hMSC densi-
ties (1.4 × 105–0.8 × 106 cellsmL−1) and maximum expansion
factors (EFs) between 40 and 50 were achieved in stirred
bioreactors operated with solid or porous microcarriers in
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a serum-supplemented (5–10% fetal bovine serum albumin,
FBS) culture medium, cultivated for up to 21 days [19–30].
In order to successfully scale up microcarrier-based stirred
bioreactor processes with hMSCs, Hewitt et al. [24] and
Rafiq et al. [19] applied the suspension criterion 𝑁𝑆1. This
criterion that takes the high shear sensitivity [31, 32] of
hMSCs into account can be attributed to Zwietering [33] and
his studies from the late 1950s. 𝑁𝑆1 represents the minimum
impeller speed that just fully suspends the microcarriers
at minimal shear stresses. However, it does not guarantee
a homogenous dispersion of all microcarriers throughout
a culture medium. Kaiser et al. [27] and Schirmaier et al.
[20] introduced 𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion and proposed the antecedent
prediction of the fluid flow pattern and hydrodynamic forces
using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV).𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion represents the lower
limit of 𝑁𝑆1 criterion and allows for local movement of the
microcarriers along the bioreactor bottom, but with none of
the microcarriers at rest. By using𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion, Schirmaier
et al. [20] have achieved the highest number (1 × 1010) of both
hASCs and EFs (41.7 within 7 days) in microcarrier-based
stirred bioreactors at the pilot scale (35 L working volume)
to date. However, as shown by Ferrari et al. [34], with bone
marrow-derived hMSCs grown in spinner flasks on dextran
microcarriers (Cytodex 1), large microcarrier-cell-aggregates
can appear, whichmay result inmass transfer limitations and,
finally, loss of stem cell properties, reduced cell growth, and
even cell death. This raises the question of whether there
is a dependence between microcarrier-cell-aggregate size,
impeller speed, shear stress, cell quantity, and cell quality.

For this reason, one aim of our study was to investi-
gate time-dependent hASC growth in spinners at different
impeller speeds (taking the suspension criteria into account)
and shear stress levels, while also taking themicrocarrier-cell-
aggregate size into account. All these investigations are based
on the previously published characterization investigations
(suspension studies, CFD simulations, and PIV measure-
ments) of our group (Kaiser et al. [27]). The second aim was
to examine whether it is possible to use 𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion for
hMSCmass production processes in wave-mixed bioreactors
with one-dimensional motion. In this type of bioreactor,
mass transfer is accomplished by a propagating wave, whose
intensity can be regulated by the bioreactor’s rocking angle,
rocking rate, and filling level. The wave is induced by rocking
a fixed, surface-aerated bag [35–38] containing the medium
and microcarriers to which the cells attach. Although this
bioreactor type is well established in seed inoculum and
microcarrier-based vaccine production processes with con-
tinuous animal cell lines, there are only two publications that
describe its applicability to the expansion of hMSCs [39, 40].
Timmins et al. [39] cultivated human placental MSCs on
CultiSpher-S microcarriers and achieved EFs of up to 16.3
within 7 days under low O2 (5%) conditions. In normoxic
conditions Akerström [40] grew nonspecified hMSCs on
Cytodex 3 microcarriers over 18 days and harvested 20 × 106

cells, corresponding to an EF of 6. We decided to work with a
BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L (optical version) and to adopt the
shear stress at𝑁𝑆1𝑢 for hASCs in spinner flasks (4.9 × 10−3 to

0.18Nm−2), which required previous suspension, CFD, and
PIV investigations of the cultivation system.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Bioengineering Characterizations of
the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L

2.1.1. Suspension Studies. The suspension experiments were
carried out with a specially developed medium from Lonza
containing 5% FBS and two different types of polystyrene-
basedmicrocarriers (Pall, USA).Three different working vol-
umes (0.5 L, 1.0 L, and 1.5 L) and microcarrier solid fractions
ranging from 0.7 to 2.1% were tested. The polystyrene-based
microcarriers consist of particles with densities between 1090
and 1150 kgm−3 (MC-1) and between 1022 and 1030 kgm−3

(MC-2) and diameters between 160 and 200 𝜇m and between
125 and 200𝜇m, respectively. The resulting nominal growth
surfaces per gram were approximately 515 cm2 and 360 cm2.
MC-1 was applied to establish an initial multiregression
model for the prediction of the suspension criteria (𝑁𝑆1𝑢,𝑁𝑆1) in the wave-mixed system and has no significance for
the further cultivation studies described in Section 2.2.

In order to better assess the bioreactor bottom, a trans-
parent, rigid rocking platformmade of acrylic glass was used.
In addition, a mirror was placed below the rocking platform
to improve optical accessibility of the bioreactor bottom.
Suspension characteristics were investigated for different
rocking angles between 4∘ and 10∘. The rocking angle was
kept constant and the rocking rate was increased stepwise up
to a maximum of 35 rpm. 𝑁𝑆1 criterion for the wave-mixed
bioreactor was defined as the combination of rocking rate and
rocking angle, where themicrocarriersmake contact with the
reactor bottom for no longer than 1 s. Likewise, for the stirred
bioreactors,𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion was the lower limit of𝑁𝑆1.
2.1.2. CFD. The fluid flow inside the BIOSTAT CultiBag
RM 2L was modelled using the Fluent 15 finite volume
solver (ANSYS, Inc., USA). Due to the motion of the liquid
interface, the Volume-of-Fluid (VOF) approach was used for
the simulations. For this purpose, a set of single momentum
equations, based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations, were solved. The interface between the
phases was tracked over time using a balance equation for the
fractional volume, which can be described for the 𝑞th phase
by the following:

𝜕
𝜕𝑡 (𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞) + ∇ (𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞�⃗�𝑞) = 0. (1)

The terms �⃗�𝑞,𝛼𝑞, and 𝜌𝑞 in (1) denote the fluid velocity vector,
the fluid density, and the volume fraction of the 𝑞th phase. By
assuming a shared velocity field among the phases, a single
momentum balance equation (see (2)) was solved for the
entire fluid domain:

𝜕
𝜕𝑡 (𝜌�⃗�) + ∇ (𝜌𝑞�⃗��⃗�) = −∇𝑝 + ∇ [𝜇 (∇�⃗� + ∇�⃗�𝑇)]

+ 𝜌�⃗� + �⃗�,
(2)
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where �⃗� defines all the volumetric forces except gravity. In (2),
the viscosity and the density are weighted mean values:

𝜌 = ∑𝛼𝑞𝜌𝑞,
𝜇 = ∑𝛼𝑞𝜇𝑞

(3)

whose phase volume fractions are computed based on the
following constraint:

𝑛∑
𝑞=1

𝛼𝑞 = 1. (4)

A good approximation for the rocker-type motion of the
bioreactor was described by a harmonic oscillation function,
where the deflection angle (𝜑) at the time point 𝑡 can be
predicted by the following equation:

𝜑𝑡 = 𝜑max ⋅ sin (𝜔𝑡) . (5)

This resulted in (6), which was entered into Fluent as a user-
defined function and describes the movement of the bag as a
solid body:

𝜔𝑡 = 𝜔(𝜑max ⋅ 𝜋
180) ⋅ cos (𝜔 ⋅ 𝑡) . (6)

Turbulent flow conditions were modelled using 𝑘-𝜔 SST
model, where a set of transport equations for the turbulent
kinetic energy 𝑘, the turbulent dissipation rate 𝜀, and the
specific turbulent dissipation rate 𝜔 were solved. Detailed
information of the model is provided in [41, 42]. The volume
of the pillow-like bag was discretized into 1.5 × 106 tetrahe-
dral control volumes, guaranteeing acceptable computational
accuracy and a tolerable computational turnaround time.
The simulations were performed for three different working
volumes (0.5 L, 1.0 L, and 1.5 L) by patching the corresponding
liquid phase. Rocking rates (14–35 rpm) and rocking angles
(4–10∘) were selected based on the results of the suspension
studies. The velocity-pressure coupling and the prediction
of volume fractions were accomplished using the SIMPLE
algorithm and geo-reconstruction method provided by Flu-
ent. The time-step size was fixed at 0.005 s. Convergence was
assumed when the residuals dropped below 10−5. However,
the number of iterations per time-step was restricted to 100
in order to limit the central processing unit turnaround time.

2.1.3. PIV. PIV measurements were performed to verify the
CFD model. For this purpose, a FlowMaster PIV system
(LaVision, Germany) in conjunction with a double-pulsed
Nd:YAG laser that generated a 1mmthick laser sheetwas used
(𝜆 = 532 nm, litron lasers, UK). The fluid flow pattern in
the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L was captured at two different
positions (from the side and from below). For the side
recordings, a specially constructed bag with a piece of acrylic
glass along the centreline was used. This enabled process
images to be recorded at the edges of the bag along the vertical
laser plane, which was located in the middle of the half bag.
The recordings from below were carried out for the whole
bag. For this purpose, again a transparent rocking platform

in combination with a mirror below the platform was used in
order to provide optical accessibility to the reactor bottom.
The laser sheet was horizontally positioned 1 cm above the
bag bottom. An Imager Pro X4 CCD camera (LaVision,
Germany) with a resolution of 2048 × 2048 pixels was used
to acquire images and was positioned at a 90∘ angle relative
to the laser field for the side measurements and directly on
the mirror for the bottom investigations. DaVis® 8.2 software
(LaVision, Germany) was used to control the camera, the
traverse system, the laser, image acquisition, and flow field
prediction. In order to visualise the fluid flow pattern,
rhodamine-coated fluorescent particles with a density of
1.19 kg/m−3 (LaVision) were added to the bag. A set of 800
double frame images per position were recorded in order to
obtain statistically significant results, based on an interro-
gation window of 8 × 8 pixels with an overlap of 50%. The
measurements were performed for three working volumes
(0.5 L, 1.0 L, and 1.5 L), different rocking angles (6∘ and 10∘),
and rocking rates (15 rpm, 25 rpm, and 35 rpm). Phase-locked
measurements were recorded by means of a photoelectric
barrier focused on the edge of the rocking platform. For each
experimental set, images were made during the harmonic
oscillation at momentary deflection angles of 4∘ to 10∘.

2.2. Cultivation Studies

2.2.1. Cells, Microcarriers, and Medium. Cryopreserved
hASCs (Lonza Cologne GmbH, Germany) obtained from
a single informed and consenting donor (hASCs, third
passage, population doubling level of 10) were used for
all expansions taking place under serum-reduced (5%
FBS) conditions in a specially developed medium (Lonza,
USA) on polystyrene-based microcarriers (Pall, USA). The
microcarriers (MC-2) used had densities ranging from 1090
to 1150 kgm−3, particle sizes between 125 and 212 𝜇m, and a
mean surface area of approximately 360 cm2 g−1.

2.2.2. Analytics. Off-line samples were taken daily to deter-
mine glucose, lactate, glutamine, and ammonium by biosen-
sors (enzymatic) and ion selective electrodes in the Bio-
Profile 100Plus (Nova Biomedical, USA). In addition, 4,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) staining was performed
and microcarrier-cell-aggregates were measured. The aggre-
gate measurements were performed based on macroscopic
(hand camera) and microscopic pictures, which were ana-
lyzed by a user-defined MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., USA)
script and DaVis® 8.2 software. The cell densities were mea-
sured in triplicate per sample using aNucleoCounter NC-200
(ChemoMetec, Denmark). All microcarrier-cell-aggregates
contained in the spinner flasks and the 2 L bag were washed
with TrypLE Select (Gibco by Life Technologies, USA) and
incubated for 30min at 37∘C before the hASC harvest.

Flow cytometric investigations (MACSQuant device
from Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) were always performed
after cell harvesting with microcarrier-free, purified hASCs
samples. The samples were stained with fluorochrome-con-
jugated anti-humanCD14, CD20,CD34,CD45, CD73, CD90,
and CD105 antibodies (MSC Phenotyping Kit, Miltenyi
Biotec, Germany), which represent minimal surface markers
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recommended by the International Society for CellularTher-
apy.

2.2.3. Corning Spinner Flask Cultivations. In order to inves-
tigate the influence of different impeller speeds on cell
growth and aggregate formation, six different impeller speeds
(25 rpm, 43 rpm, 𝑁𝑆1𝑢 = 49 rpm, 𝑁𝑆1 = 63 rpm, 90 rpm, and
120 rpm) were studied under low-serum conditions (5%)
in spinner flask (Corning, USA) experiments for MC solid
fractions of 0.01%. For each condition, two spinner flasks
(100mL culture volume) with mean microcarrier growth
surfaces of 360 cm2 were inoculated with cryopreserved
hASCs (3 × 103 cells cm−2) and cultivated for 8 days at 37∘C,
5% CO2, and 80% humidity (normoxic).

Before inoculation, the microcarrier suspensions were
equilibrated for 1 h, as recommended by the vendor. After
inoculation, a 4 h attachment phase was realized to support
cell attachment before the impeller was switched on. On day
4 after inoculation, 50% of the growth medium was replaced
with fresh, preheated medium. For this purpose, the MCs
with the attached cells were allowed to settle, before 50%
of the medium was replaced with fresh, preheated medium.
Cell attachment and harvest procedures were developed and
optimized by Schirmaier et al. [20].

2.2.4. BIOSTATCultiBag RM2LProof-of-Concept Cultivation.
The solid fraction of the polystyrene-based microcarriers
was adjusted to 1.43% (7’722 cm2) for the proof-of-concept
cultivation in the BIOSTATCultiBag RM 2L. Equilibration of
themicrocarriers and inoculation of the cells were performed
in two 1 L shake flasks. For this purpose, the microcarrier
suspension was incubated overnight at 37∘C, 5% CO2, and
80% humidity. Each of the shake flasks was inoculated with
6500 cells cm−2 of the microcarriers for the cryopreserved
hASCs. To promote cell attachment, a 20 h static attachment
phase was found to be most suitable after inoculation.
Afterwards, a portion of the microcarrier suspension (mean
growth surface = 360 cm2)was transferred into a spinner flask
as a control. The hASCs in the spinner flasks were cultivated
as described for the spinner experiments in Section 2.2.3
(impeller speed = 49 rpm𝑁𝑆1𝑢). The remaining microcarrier
suspension (mean growth surface = 7’362 cm2) was trans-
ferred into a BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L. Preheated medium
was then added to achieve a total working volume of 1.5 L.
To achieve similar shear stresses as in the spinner flask,
the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L was overfilled with 500mL
medium. The rocking angle and rocking rate were set based
on the biochemical engineering investigations (𝑁𝑆1𝑢 = 4∘ and
31 rpm; Section 3.2.1). The hASCs were cultivated for 9 days
at 37∘C, pH 7.3, and 0.05 vvm. On day 5 after inoculation,
the rocker platform was switched off and the bag was hung
up to allow the MCs with attached cells to settle down. After
approximately 15min, 50% of the culture medium could be
replaced with negligible cell and microcarrier lost.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Corning Spinner Flask. Figure 1(a) shows time-depend-
ent profiles of living cell densities measured in the spinner

flask runs. The impeller speed dependent growth parameters
are summarized in Table 1. Maximum living cell densities
between (0.25 ± 0.02) × 106 hASCs mL−1 and (1.25 ± 0.05)
× 106 hASCs mL−1 were found 7 days after inoculation. The
highest living cell densities were achieved at impeller speeds
of 49 rpm and 63 rpm for𝑁𝑆1𝑢 and𝑁𝑆1 criteria. Cell densities
at the suspension criteria were four to five times higher than
the living cell density at 120 rpm. This can be ascribed to the
twofold to threefold lower local shear stress levels and the
threefold to fivefold lower specific power inputs at 𝑁𝑆1𝑢 and𝑁𝑆1 (Table 1).

During the exponential growth phase, the fastest hASC
growth (doubling time of 23.7 ± 0.1 h) was calculated for
the spinner flask cultivation at 49 rpm (𝑁𝑆1𝑢). The slowest
hASC growth (doubling time of 41.3 ± 0.1 h) was found at
120 rpm. In spite of lower shear stresses, the hASCs also
grew more slowly at impeller speeds below the suspension
criteria. This might have been due to insufficient mixing and
the resulting sedimentation of the microcarriers, since not all
MCs were permanently suspended. Mass transfer limitations
that impair cell growth can occur.

It can clearly be seen from Figure 1(b) that statistically
significant, higher EFs (one-way ANOVA with pairwise
comparison; Holm-Sidak method, 𝑝 < 0.05, 𝑛 = 2) were
obtained for𝑁𝑆1𝑢 (117 ± 4.7) and𝑁𝑆1 (97.4 ± 3.7) criteria.The
lowest EFs {(28.5 ± 5.1) and (19.4 ± 1.3)} were achieved at the
highest impeller speeds, which were up to four times lower
than those at the lower impeller speeds of 25 rpm and 43 rpm.

The growth results (cell densities, doubling times, and
EFs) support our hypothesis that operating a microcarrier-
based stirred bioreactor at the lower suspension criterion
𝑁𝑆1𝑢 ensures maximum hMSC growth.

As is obvious from Table 2, the highest lactate production
rate was determined at 120 rpm, while the maximum living
cell density was the lowest. In contrast, the specific lactate
production rate at 49 rpm (𝑁𝑆1𝑢) was around 3.6 and 1.7
times lower compared to 120 rpm and 25 rpm. Furthermore,
𝑌lac/gluc indicates that the metabolization of glucose into
energy ismore efficient, whenworking at𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion.After
7 days of cultivation, a decrease in the living cell density
was observed, which was independent of the cultivation
parameters. Because substrate andmetabolite limitations can
be excluded (concentrations at the end of the cultivation:
glucose/glutamine ≥ 14.8/4.0mmol L−1; lactate/ammonium
≤ 24.8/1.51mmol L−1; [43, 44]), this might be due to the size
of themicrocarrier-cell-aggregates, which impair cell growth.

Figure 2(a) clearly shows the microcarrier-cell-aggregate
development. The time-dependent profiles of the Sauter
mean diameters (𝑑32) are shown for all tested impeller speeds.
As expected, the highest Sauter mean diameter of up to 3.18 ±
0.42mmwas measured at the lowest impeller speed (25 rpm)
on day 8 and was significantly higher compared to the other
conditions. At this impeller speed, accumulation of larger
aggregates below the impeller was observed. These findings
are in good agreement with our previous CFD investigations
published by Kaiser et al. [27]. Due to the circulation loop
induced directly below the impeller, lower fluid velocities
occur in this region, which promote the sedimentation of
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Figure 1: Results of hASC cultivations in the Corning spinner flasks. (a) Time-dependent profiles of living cell densities. The dotted lines
represent the simulated growth characteristics of the hASCs in the exponential growth phase, based on the calculated specific growth rates.
The black arrow indicates the 50% medium exchange on day 4. (b) Comparison of maximum expansion factors calculated for day 7. A one-
way ANOVA (Holm-Sidak method, 𝑛 = 2; 𝑝 < 0.05) with pairwise comparison was performed for the maximum EFs. ns = not significant.
The error bars represent the standard deviations of the EF given by the two cases of independent spinner cultivation per condition.

larger aggregates. The Sauter mean diameter at the lowest
impeller speed was approximately seven times higher than
at the suspension criteria. Interestingly, the Sauter mean
diameter of 0.55 ± 0.06mm on day 7 at 120 rpm was not
significantly lower than those of the suspension criteria (𝑁𝑆1𝑢:
0.58 ± 0.07mm; 𝑁𝑆1: 0.47 ± 0.03mm), demonstrating that
the threefold higher specific power input had no significant
effect on the overall microcarrier-cell-aggregate size in the
spinner flasks. The results indicate that the reduction in
the living cell density might be ascribed to two main rea-
sons: (I) too high local shear stresses (0.437Nm−2) which
came along with higher lactate concentrations and (II) mass
transfer limitations due to large microcarrier-cell-aggregate
sizes (𝑑32 > 0.6mm) or too low impeller speeds (<49 rpm).
Figures 2(b) and 2(c) illustrate DAPI staining picture of a
microcarrier-cell-aggregate sample taken from a run (day 7)
at𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion.

At the end of the cultivation (days 7 and 8), themajority of
the cells were observed between the microcarriers, especially
in the bigger microcarrier-cell-aggregates (Figure 2(c)). A
reduction of cell density prevails at Sauter mean diameters
of approximately 0.6mm, which was also noted at the end of
the cultivation.

Any influence on the expression of specific surface mark-
ers (CD14, CD20, CD34, CD45, CD73, CD90, and CD105)
was, however, not discovered, either at the maximum
impeller speeds and resulting shear stress levels (maximum

specific power inputs of 3.63Wm−3 and maximum local
shear stress level of 0.437Nm−2) or at the maximum Sauter
diameters (3.2mm) that reflected the maximum micro-
carrier-cell-aggregation size. Because all flow cytometric
results were in good agreement with each other, only those
measured in samples from spinner runs at 𝑁𝑆1𝑢 are shown
in Figure 3. The cells were highly positive (>95%) for CD73,
CD90, and CD105 surfacemarkers.The hematopoietic mark-
ers CD34 and CD45 as well as CD14 and CD20 were absent
(<2%) from all samples.

3.2. BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L

3.2.1. Suspension Characteristics. In general, dune-like depo-
sits of microcarriers were seen at rocking rates significantly
below𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion.This effect was independent of the rock-
ing angle and can be explained by the oscillating fluid flow,
in which a type of constructive and destructive interference
takes place. As rocking rates increased the dune-like deposits
decreased, due to the higher level of mixing. Almost com-
plete suspension of the microcarriers was observed at 𝑁𝑆1𝑢
criterion. For all of the investigated conditions,𝑁𝑆1 criterion
was fulfilled at 2.5–8.3% higher rocking rates (approximately
1 rpm). The results indicate that the difference between 𝑁𝑆1𝑢
and 𝑁𝑆1 criteria in wave-mixed systems is much lower than
in stirred bioreactors (20–40%) [21, 22, 27, 45, 46]. This
phenomenon can be explained by the periodical deceleration
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Figure 2: Microcarrier-cell-aggregate formation during the cultivation of the hASCs. (a) Time-dependent profiles of the Sauter mean
diameters (𝑑32) for all tested impeller speeds. (b) and (c) DAPI staining picture of microcarrier-cell-aggregate sample taken from a run
at 𝑁𝑆1𝑢 suspension criterion (49 rpm, day 7). White arrow indicates that the cell growth takes place over the entire microcarrier surface and
between the microcarriers. Focal plane was set in order to see the cell growth between the microcarriers.

and acceleration of the particles in wave-mixed bioreactors.
The determined rocking rates that fulfil 𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion for
rocking angles between 4 and 10∘ ranged between 12 and
26 rpm for a 0.5 L working volume, between 15 and 32 rpm for
1.0 L, and between 17 and 35 rpm for 1.5 L. The corresponding
rocking rates for 𝑁𝑆1 criterion were in a comparable range.
Surprisingly, linear relationships were found between rocking
rates and rocking angles for each specific microcarrier solid
fraction. Based on a multiple regression analysis a correlation
(see (7)) for 𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion was found:

𝑁𝑆1𝑢 = −2.079 ⋅ 𝜑max + 7.526 ⋅ 𝑉𝑓 − 0.119 ⋅ 𝑚MC

+ 0.00537 ⋅ 𝐴MC + 0.0329 ⋅ 𝜌MC − 6.039

𝑅 = 0.977,
(7)

where 𝜑max [∘] defines the rocking angle, 𝑉𝑓 [L] the work-
ing volume, 𝑚MC [g] the amount of microcarriers, 𝐴MC
[cm2 100 mL−1] the specific growth surface, and 𝜌MC [kg m−3]
the density of the microcarriers. The maximum deviation
between the predicted and the measured values was approxi-
mately 3 rpm and, therefore, was acceptable. In Figure 4,𝑁𝑆1𝑢
criterion is shown as a contour plot for the three different
working volumes. As can be seen, the dependence of 𝑁𝑆1𝑢
criterion on the rocking angle decreases as the working
volume rises.
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Table 1: Summary of growth parameters, CFD-predicted specific power inputs (𝑃/𝑉), and local shear stress (LSS) levels.

𝑁 [rpm] 𝑃/𝑉 [W m−3] LSSa

[10−3N m−2]
Total cell numbers
on day 7 [107 cells]

Living cell
density on day 7
[106 cells mL−1]

EFs [—] 𝜇max and 𝑡𝑑
[h−1] and [h]

25 0.21 3.21/69 8.1 ± 0.1 0.81 ± 0.01 71.4 ± 0.2 0.026 ± 0.001
26.7 ± 0.1

43 0.65 4.43/142 6.2 ± 0.6 0.62 ± 0.06 79.6 ± 3.2 0.022 ± 0.001
31.5 ± 0.2

49 0.80 4.96/187 12.5 ± 0.5 1.25 ± 0.05 117.0 ± 4.7 0.029 ± 0.001
23.7 ± 0.1

63 1.24 6.72/224 11.1 ± 0.6 1.11 ± 0.06 97.4 ± 3.7 0.028 ± 0.001
24.8 ± 0.2

90 2.24 10.22/325 3.7 ± 0.7 0.37 ± 0.07 28.5 ± 5.1 0.020 ± 0.002
34.4 ± 0.4

120 3.63 13.56/437 2.5 ± 0.2 0.25 ± 0.02 19.4 ± 1.3 0.017 ± 0.001
41.3 ± 0.1

aLSS; local shear stress given with volume-weighted mean/maximum values. LSS and 𝑃/𝑉were adapted from Kaiser et al. [27].

Table 2: Specific metabolic consumption and production rates.

𝑁 [rpm] −𝑞gluc
[pmol cell−1 d−1]

𝑞lac
[pmol cell−1 d−1]

𝑌lac/gluc
[mmol mmol−1]

𝑞NH4+

[pmol cell−1 d−1]
𝑌NH4+/gln

[mmol mmol−1]

25 −1.86 ± 0.01 4.31 ± 0.03 2.87 ± 0.01 0.259 ± 0.004 2.65 ± 0.41

43 −2.30 ± 0.20 4.39 ± 0.30 1.94 ± 0.30 0.252 ± 0.003 2.66 ± 0.29

49 −1.58 ± 0.11 2.43 ± 0.17 1.55 ± 0.11 0.090 ± 0.001 2.46 ± 0.46

63 −1.08 ± 0.23 2.92 ± 1.04 2.51 ± 0.39 0.191 ± 0.052 2.36 ± 0.49

90 −4.09 ± 0.52 7.78 ± 1.39 1.89 ± 0.10 0.596 ± 0.133 2.43 ± 0.11

120 −5.07 ± 0.19 8.82 ± 0.11 1.74 ± 0.04 0.878 ± 0.085 2.57 ± 0.05

−𝑞gluc: specific glucose consumption rate; 𝑞lac: specific lactate production rate; 𝑞NH4+ : specific ammonia production rate;𝑌lac/gluc: specific lactate yield per unit
glucose; 𝑌NH4+/gln: specific ammonia yield per unit glutamine. (𝑛 = 2).

3.2.2. Fluid Flow. For a rocking rate of 25 rpm and a rock-
ing angle of 10∘, contour plots of the CFD-predicted fluid
flow velocities along the mid bioreactor plane are shown
in Figure 5(a). Significantly higher fluid flow velocities
(0.75 m s−1) occur at maximum deflection for 0.5 L working
volume. This was expected, since the motion of the free sur-
face increases at lower working volumes. A clearly dampened
fluid flow with fluid flow velocities of up to 0.55 m s−1 at
maximum deflection was predicted for the higher working
volume of 1.5 L. This trend can also be seen for the volume-
weighted mean fluid flow velocities in Figure 5(b) and was
independent of the rocking rate and the rocking angle. The
maximum volume-weighted mean fluid flow velocities at
0.5 L, 25 rpm, and 10∘ were approximately 1.8 times higher
than those at 1.5 L (0.14 m s−1). Furthermore, the simulation
results indicated that a change in the rocking angle has a
higher effect on the fluid flow velocities than a change in the
rocking rate. The lowest volume-weighted mean fluid flow
velocities of up to 0.05 m s−1 were obtained at 31 rpm and 4∘

and corresponded to𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion in the BIOSTAT CultiBag
RM 2L (1.43% microcarrier solid fraction). Kaiser et al. [27]
predicted volume-weighted mean fluid flow velocities of up

to 0.06 m s−1 for 𝑁𝑆1 criterion in the spinner flask. Thus,
working at 1.5 L is preferable for the expansion of the hASCs,
when comparable flow conditions to those in spinner flasks
are desired.

3.2.3. Shear Stress and Specific Power Input. An overview
of the shear stress distributions and specific power inputs
present in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L (including working
volume, rocking angle, and rocking rate) is summarized
in Table 3. The shear stresses were calculated according
to Wollny [47], where logarithmical normal distributions
similar to those of stirred bioreactors were obtained [27, 48].
Unlike stirred bioreactors, the fluid flow behaviour in wave-
mixed systems cannot be assumed to be constant. Hence,
shear stress distributions were calculated for each deflection
angle during a single bag oscillation.

In Figure 6(a), angle-dependent profiles of volume-
weighted mean shear stresses are exemplarily presented for
three different working volumes at 10∘ and 25 rpm. The
local shear stresses follow a periodic oscillation, where the
highest values occur at maximum deflection. This comes as
no surprise, since the flowing fluid is decelerated to a lower
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Figure 3: Results of flow cytometric analysis (FACS) of hASCs at the end of the cultivation at 49 rpm (day 7). The gates of the flow cytometric
analysis were set based on isotype controls.

Table 3: Summary of predicted shear stress levels and specific power inputs in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L.

Working volume [L] Rocking angle [∘] Rocking rate [rpm] 𝑃/𝑉a [W m−3] MLSSb [10−3N m−2]

0.5 4 26 20.61/40.66 5.83/664

0.5 6 22 32.52/53.55 5.44/509

0.5 6 35 156.01/262.60 5.78/597

0.5 8 18 47.71/85.79 29.61/704

0.5 10 14 93.40/149.73 20.61/885

0.5 10 25 144.10/259.76 26.40/3162

1.0 4 29 34.40/65.33 4.91/916

1.0 6 25 53.70/98.16 4.75/1194

1.0 8 20 32.14/53.35 1.09/289

1.0 10 15 81.10/123.77 5.68/1012

1.0 10 25 118.32/203.76 10.80/4042

1.5 4 31 8.92/17.69 0.49/214

1.5 6 27 17.96/32.45 0.60/256

1.5 8 22 26.56/50.04 0.74/279

1.5 10 16 68.85/105.28 3.15/909

1.5 10 25 95.02/155.46 4.86/2959
a𝑃/𝑉: mean and maximum values of specific power input. bMLSS: maximum values of local volume-weighted mean and maximum shear stresses over one
period.
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Figure 4: 𝑁𝑆1𝑢 criterion at the three different working volumes. The contour plots were created on the basis of the measured data and the
multiple regression model.
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Figure 5: Comparison of fluid flow in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L at three different working volumes (0.5 L, 1.0 L, and 1.5 L). (a) Contour
plots of CFD-predicted fluid flow patterns and fluid flow velocities for three different working volumes. The fluid flow patterns and the fluid
flow velocities are shown for 25 rpm and 10∘. (b) Comparison of volume-weighted mean fluid flow velocities over one period.

velocity and then it accelerates in the other direction. The
highest local shear stresses occurred at the lowest working
volume of 0.5 L, with values that were up to 6 times higher
than the local shear stresses for the 1.0 L and 1.5 L working
volumes. The lowest local shear stress values (0.214 N m−2)
were obtained at 1.5 L, 4∘, and 31 rpm for 𝑁𝑆1 criterion
and a microcarrier solid volume fraction of 1.43%. These
maximum local shear stresses are similar to those for 𝑁𝑆1
criterion in the spinner flask. For 10∘ and 25 rpm, the angle-
dependent specific power inputs based on the moment at the
rotational axis are illustrated as an example in Figure 6(b). In
general, the profiles of the specific power inputs correspond
well to the local shear stresses. The highest specific power
inputs appear shortly before the maximum deflection is
reached. The highest specific power input of 262 W m−3 was
determined at 0.5 L, whereas the lowest specific power input
was 17.69 W m−3 and was achieved for 1.5 L, 4∘, and 31 rpm
(𝑁𝑆1 criterion). The power input results coincide with those
obtained by Löffelholz et al. [36] and Eibl et al. [35].

3.2.4. PIV Measurements. To validate the numerical models,
a line was set along the measurement field after analysis of the
PIV data (see Figure 7, contour plots of PIV data). For 25 rpm,
10∘, and 1.0 L working volume, the CFD-predicted and PIV-
measured fluid velocities are depicted as an example for the
side (a) and the bottom view recordings (b) in Figure 7. The
measurements were performed at a momentary deflection
angle of 7∘ when lowering the bag. Only minor differences in

the mean relative deviation (𝛿𝑟), of less than 15%, were found
between the predicted CFD and measured PIV data:

𝛿𝑟 =
√(1/𝑋)∑𝑋𝑖=1 (𝑋exp𝑖 − 𝑋sim𝑖)2

√(1/𝑋)∑𝑋𝑖=1𝑋2exp
𝑖

. (8)

The discrepancy between the data can be explained by the
lowest deviations in the measuring angle and by the shape of
the bag, since no fluid structure interactions were considered
in the simulations. The largest deviations occur near the edges
of the bag (see Figures 7(a) and 7(b); l/L2 0.23–0.38). The
dampening of the fluid flow at higher working volumes was
also seen in the PIV measurements. Looking in addition at
further results (e.g., spatial characteristics of the wave), it
can be postulated that the established VOF model provides
reliable fluid flow predictions.

3.2.5. Proof-of-Concept Cultivation. The proof-of-concept
propagation of the hASCs in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L
was successful, although the EF after 9 days was approxi-
mately three times lower (6.59 ± 0.56) than that in the control
spinner (Figure 8(a)). The harvest provided 2.85 × 108 hASCs.
Akerström [40] reported a comparable EF, but over the dou-
ble cultivation time. However, the cultivation process had not
been optimized in terms of the attachment phase performed
in shake flasks and the subsequent inoculation of the cells.
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Figure 6: Angle-dependent profiles of volume-weighted mean shear stress levels (a) and specific power input (b) at 10∘ and 25 rpm and
different working volumes.
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Figure 7: Comparison of PIV-measured (symbols) and CFD-predicted fluid flow velocities (solid line) through a horizontal line for side (a)
and bottom view recordings (b). The comparison of the fluid flow velocities is given for operational parameters of 1.0 L, 25 rpm, and 10∘. The
error bars represent the standard deviation calculated over the 800 double frame images. The length coordinates were made dimensionless
by the length of the field of view. The contour plots of the PIV data were scaled from 0.0 to 0.45 m s−1.
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The first microcarrier-cell-aggregates were already observed
3 days after inoculation. The diameters of the aggregates
increased during the cultivation and reached a maximum size
of approximately 6 mm (only a few aggregates) at the end of
the cultivation. Figure 8(b) shows representatively a DAPI-
stained microcarrier-cell-aggregate sample at the end of the
cultivation.

4. Summary and Conclusions

In this study, the superiority of the suspension criterion 𝑁𝑆1𝑢
for mass propagating hASCs in microcarrier-based stirred
bioreactors was shown. The highest living cell densities and
EFs of hASCs were achieved in stirred cultivation systems.
These results confirm the observations of Kaiser et al. [27],
Schirmaier et al. [20], and Jossen et al. [22].

In spinners, the lowest living cell densities were achieved
at the maximum impeller speed (120 rpm). At this impeller
speed, the maximum shear stresses were 130% higher than
those at 𝑁𝑆1𝑢. Interestingly, the mean Sauter diameter, which
was measured to evaluate the time-dependent microcarrier-
cell-diameter, was lower than those at 25 rpm but comparable
to those at the lower suspension criterion. Independent of
the impeller speed, a decrease in the living cell densities was
observed for mean Sauter diameters of 0.6 mm, even though
shear stress levels were low and substrate limitation was
excluded at the spinner scale. The reduction of the cell density
might be a result of an undersupply of the cells in the centre
of large microcarrier-cell-aggregates, although a change in
the expression profile of the specific surface markers was
not found. However, as reported for carrier-free cultivations
with hASCs, cell aggregate diameters of 0.2 mm may already
be critical and reduce the cell proliferation potential [34,
49]. Consequently, subsequent microcarrier-based produc-
tions of hASCs in spinners and stirred bioreactors not only
should include extended cell quality control (differentiation
and apoptosis assays) but also should pay attention to the
number of cells in microcarrier-cell-aggregates. The question
is whether a critical microcarrier-cell-aggregate size and
number of cells in the aggregate can be defined and used
as a harvest criterion for achieving maximum cell quantity
with desired cell quality in hMSC expansions. These studies
require subsequent investigations of diffusion limitations
and examination of cell viability on the perimeter of the
aggregates versus inside the aggregates.

Such findings represent one more step towards efficient
and robust hASC mass production processes, which are also
of interest for microcarrier-based, wave-mixed bioreactors,
for which the suspension criteria were determined at the first
time. An example of such a wave-mixed bioreactor is the
BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L, which allowed 2.85 × 108 hASCs
to be harvested after a proof-of-concept cultivation per-
formed at 𝑁𝑆1𝑢 conditions. Our established multiregression
model makes the rapid definition of the suspension criteria
for different working volumes possible and supports the
optimization of microcarrier-based, wave-mixed bioreactors
used for hASC cultivations. The consideration of further
microcarrier types in the regression model would even allow
hMSC expansions other than hASCs.
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Figure 8: Results from the proof-of-concept cultivation in a BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L. (a) Comparison of the expansion factors in the
BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L and the control spinner flask. The error bars represent the standard deviation. (b) DAPI staining picture of an
aggregate at the end of the cultivation in the BIOSTAT CultiBag RM 2L. White bare = 500𝜇m.
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Abstract
Human mesenchymal stem cell (hMSC)-based therapies are of increasing interest in the field of regenerative medicine. As
economic considerations have shown, allogeneic therapy seems to be the most cost-effective method. Standardized procedures
based on instrumented single-use bioreactors have been shown to provide billion of cells with consistent product quality and to be
superior to traditional expansions in planar cultivation systems. Furthermore, under consideration of the complex nature and
requirements of allogeneic hMSC-therapeutics, a new equipment for downstream processing (DSP) was successfully evaluated.
This mini-review summarizes both the current state of the hMSC production process and the challenges which have to be taken
into account when efficiently producing hMSCs for the clinical scale. Special emphasis is placed on the upstream processing
(USP) and DSP operations which cover expansion, harvesting, detachment, separation, washing and concentration steps, and the
regulatory demands.

Keywords Humanmesenchymal stem cells . Single-use devices .Microcarrier . Advanced therapeutic medicinal product . Good
manufacturing practice . Allogeneic

Introduction

There is an increasing interest in human mesenchymal stem
cell (hMSC)-based therapies for regenerative medicine (e.g.,
neurology, cardiology, immunology, orthopedics) (Aggarwal
and Pittenger 2005; Ohno et al. 2012). At the beginning of
November 2017, up to 190 clinical trials with hMSCs were
running, of which up to 80%were within phase I and II (www.
clinicaltrials.gov). These clinical trials are either done with the
patient’s own cells (autologous therapies) or with cells
provided by a healthy donor (allogeneic therapies) (Parton
and Mason 2012; Heathman et al. 2015). Despite the large
number of clinical studies, only 13 hMSC-based products
have gained marketing authorization up to the present day
(Heathman et al. 2015; Trounson and McDonald 2015;
Chen et al. 2016; Lodge et al. 2017). Table 1 shows the nine

products applicable for allogeneic therapies and the four prod-
ucts used for autologous transplantations. Product
manufacturing takes place mainly with mesenchymal stem
cells derived from human bone marrow (hBM-MSCs),
followed by adipose-derived stromal/stem cells (hASCs). In
addition, hMSCs derived from placental tissue, umbilical
cord, cord blood, and Wharton’s jelly have become more im-
portant over the last 5 years (Heathman et al. 2015; Nordberg
and Loboa 2015; Ullah et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2016).

To efficiently manufacture hMSC-based products, not only
must the targeted cell quantity and quality be taken into ac-
count but also the production costs. In Fig. 1a, b, the main
steps involved in producing hMSC-based therapeutics for al-
logeneic and autologous treatments are schematically
depicted. Both therapy approaches are characterized by simi-
lar manufacturing steps covering upstream processing (USP),
downstream processing (DSP), formulation, and Fill&Finish
operations. Typical USP operations are manufacture of the
Master Cell Bank (MCB) and Working Cell Bank (WCB),
seed cell production and subsequent cell expansion at
L-scale. DSP steps include cell harvest, detachment of the
hMSCs from their growth surface, cell separation, washing
as well as concentration procedures, and medium exchange.
However, before hMSCs can be administered as Advanced
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Therapeutic Medicinal Product (ATMP), additional formula-
tion and Fill&Finish steps must be carried out. The main dif-
ferences between allogeneic and autologous manufacturing
approaches are the number of therapeutic doses generated in
each batch during the cell expansion process as well as the
number of patients treated. The autologous approach gener-
ates multiple small batches, with each batch yielding one or a
few doses intended for one patient. In contrast, the allogeneic
approach providesmultiple doses for many patients. Doses are
manufactured in one large batch. Due to higher cost of goods
and the more crucial security and quality control described for
autologous manufacturing approaches, allogeneic stem cell

therapy seems to be the more commercially attractive option
at present (Malik and Durdy 2015). Different economic stud-
ies have demonstrated that the USP, and in particular, the
hMSC expansion, represents the main cost driver when exam-
ining the whole manufacturing process (Simaria et al. 2014;
Hassan et al. 2015; Lipsitz et al. 2017). In order to achieve the
high cell amounts of between 1012 and 1013 cells per batch in
allogeneic hMSC manufacturing process, the manufacturer
has to move away from the traditional planar cultivation plat-
forms. Typical cell concentrations (25,000–30,000 cells/cm2)
provided by common planar cultivation systems, which may
have up to 40 layers, cannot meet the desired cell numbers and

Fig. 1 Main operations required to manufacture hMSC-based therapeutics which are used in a allogeneic and b autologous therapies

Table 1 hMSC-based products with marketing authorization for allogeneic and autologous therapies

Medicinal product Company hMSC type Indication Marketing authorization

Allostem AlloSource Allogeneic hASC Bone regeneration US medical device

Cartistem Medipost Allogeneic UCB-MSC Osteoarthritis Korea

Grafix Osiris Therapeutics Allogeneic BM-MSC Soft tissue defects US medical device

Prochymal Mesoblast Allogeneic BM-MSC Graft-versus-host disease Canada and New Zealand

OsteoCel NuVasive Allogeneic BM-MSC Spinal bone regeneration US medical device

OvationOS Osiris Therapeutics Allogeneic BM-MSC Bone regeneration US medical device

TEMCELL HS JCR Pharmaceuticals Allogeneic BM-MSC Graft-versus-host disease Japan

Trinity Evolution Orthofix Allogeneic BM-MSC Bone regeneration US medical device

Trinity Elite Orthofix Allogeneic BM-MSC Bone regeneration US medical device

Hearticellgram-AMI Pharmicell Autologous BM-MSC Acute myocardial infarction Korea

Cupistem Anterogen Autologous hASC Crohn’s fistula Korea

QueenCell Anterogen Autologous hASC Regeneration of subcutaneous adipose tissue Korea

Ossron RMS Autologous BM-MSC Bone regeneration Korea

hASC human adipose tissue-derived stromal/stem cells, hBM-MSC human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells, UCB-MSC umbilical cord-
derived mesenchymal stem cells
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consistent quality, even at a high grade of automation and
parallelization (Rowley et al. 2012; Rios and Gupta 2016;
Abraham et al. 2017).

Instrumented, dynamic bioreactors operated with
microcarriers have shown promising results and are meanwhile
regarded as a viable alternative to planar cultivation systems in
hMSC expansions (Goh et al. 2013; Rafiq et al. 2013; Santos
2014; Chen et al. 2015). A further increase in USP process
safety during hMSC manufacturing was achieved by replacing
reusable bioreactors with their single-use versions (Schnitzler
et al. 2016; Lodge et al. 2017), which were originally designed
for mammalian cell-based productions of therapeutic proteins
(Kaiser et al. 2015). However, the production cells used here
are presumed to bemore robust and less sensitive to shear stress
than hMSCs (Schnitzler et al. 2016). In addition, the culture
media differ in their compositions, in particular, their supple-
ments and generally serum (up to 20%) are present in case of
hMSC expansions (Tekkatte et al. 2011; Panchalingam et al.
2015). These factors not only influence the selection of the
optimum microcarrier type but also those of the optimum
single-use bioreactor system and operation parameters (Tan
et al. 2015, 2016). Finally, the shear stress sensitivity of the
cells and the high target cell numbers and qualities affected
the equipment that is today recommended for the DSP in allo-
geneic hMSC productions.

Our mini-review will highlight the current state of the art of
allogeneic hMSC manufacturing and describe the main pro-
cess and regulatory challenges for USP and DSP operations.
Formulation techniques enabling the hMSCs to be frozen for
shipping and storage and easily thawing at the point of clinical
use will not be discussed.

USP in hMSC productions for allogeneic
therapies

Single-use bioreactors suitable for hMSC expansion

The majority of cultivation systems used to propagate and
expand hMSCs represent single-use versions. In other words,
the cultivation unit is only used once and discarded after run-
ning one batch. The single-use cultivation systems have a
rigid cylindrical cultivation vessel (made from polystyrene
or polycarbonate) or a flexible bag (with a polyethylene or
ethylene vinyl acetate contact layer). The bag is fixed and
shaped by a support container made from stainless steel and
is either similar to a pillow, cube-shaped or cylindrical (Eibl
et al. 2010; Eibl and Eibl 2011). Because the manufacturer
provides the cultivation chambers, presterilized, sterilization,
and cleaning procedures become obsolete. In addition, the risk
of cross contamination is reduced which makes the hMSC
expansion process safer (Kaiser et al. 2015). The disadvan-
tages are well described for static representatives of single-use

cultivation systems (planar multilayer flasks such as
CELLStack, HYPERStack, and CellFactories). So, their us-
age is associated with inefficient mass transfer, the presence of
nutrient gradients as well as inadequate process monitoring
and control. Regardless, planar multilayer flasks are currently
most often applied for the commercial manufacture of hMSCs
(Rowley et al. 2012). The fact that dynamic single-use culti-
vation systems operated with microcarriers ensure easier
scale-up explains the increasing interest in their usage for
hMSC expansions over the past 10 years. The cultivation sys-
tems cover non-instrumented stirred (spinner flasks) (Schop
et al. 2010; Kaiser et al. 2013; Jossen et al. 2016; Petry et al.
2016; Rafiq et al. 2017) as well as orbitally shaken flasks
(shake flasks or Erlenmeyers) (Siddiquee and Sha 2014a)
and instrumented single-use bioreactors, which are summa-
rized in Table 2. In the case of instrumented single-use biore-
actors, a distinction can be made between stirred bioreactors,
wave-mixed bioreactors, hollow fiber bioreactors, and fixed
bed bioreactors (Fig. 2).

Stirred bioreactor versions represent the system of choice
when expanding hMSCs in dynamic single-use bioreactors.
But as different investigations have already shown, the bio-
chemical engineering characterization prior to the usage of the
bioreactor system allows acceptable process parameters to be
predefined while avoiding cell damage and cell expansions
that have failed (Hewitt et al. 2011; Kaiser et al. 2013;
Schirmaier et al. 2014; Delafosse et al. 2015; Berry et al.
2016; Collignon et al. 2016; Jossen et al. 2016; Nienow
et al. 2016a, c). In fact, hMSC expansion was proposed to
be performed at impellers speeds, where the microcarriers
are just suspended (NJS = Ns1) or below (Ns1u) (Ibrahim and
Nienow 2004; Hewitt et al. 2011; Kaiser et al. 2013). Under
these conditions, a homogenous microcarrier distribution
resulting in a sufficient mass transfer is achievable at minimal
shear stress. Nevertheless, the acting shear stresses depend to a
large extent on the performance of the bioreactor. Single-use
stirred bioreactors equipped with segment blade impellers or
marine impellers induce an axial oriented fluid flow which is
beneficial for microcarrier-based hMSC expansions (Ibrahim
and Nienow 2004; Moayeri Kashani et al. 2016). As different
studies have shown, the performance of stirred single-use bio-
reactors for hMSC cultivations can be improved by adapting
the impeller diameter, impeller off-bottom clearance or impel-
ler blade angle (Collignon et al. 2010; Jirout and Rieger 2011;
Jossen et al. 2014).

Today, instrumented stirred single-use bioreactors are com-
mercially available at small, benchtop, and pilot/production
scale. As shown in Table 2, they are used up to 150 L working
volume and deliver maximum cell densities of 2 × 106 hMSC/
mL (Rios and Gupta 2016). Small-scale systems such as the
ambr® 15 and 250 as well as the BioBLU 0.3c are suitable for
medium-microcarrier screening or for scale down investiga-
tions (Szczypka et al. 2014; Dufey et al. 2016; Lipsitz et al.
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Table 2 Instrumented, dynamic single-use bioreactors operated with microcarriers. The order of the bioreactors within each category represents no
rating of the systems (alphabetically ordered)

Working
principle

Scale Manufacturer System brand Cell density/cell
type

References

Stirred systems Small-scale bioreactors
(15 mL–0.25 L)*

Sartorius Stedim
Biotech

ambr® 15/ambr® 250 4–5∙105 cells/mL
hBM-MSCs

Dufey et al. (2016); Nienow et al.
(2016b)

Eppendorf/
DASGIP

BioBLU® 0.3c

Benchtop scale bioreactors Eppendorf CelliGen® BLU 2.7–5.3∙105

cells/mL
hASCs,
hBM-MSCs

Milipore (2012); Cierpka et al. (2013);
Siddiquee and Sha (2014a, b, 2015);
Schirmaier et al. (2014); Jossen et al.
(2014); Grein et al. (2016)

(1.5–2.4 L)* Merck Mobius® CellReady

Sartorius Stedim
Biotech

UniVessel® SU

Pilot and production
scale bioreactors

Pall Life Sciences Allegro™ STR 1.9–20∙105

cells/mL
hASCs,
hBM-MSCs

Schirmaier et al. (2014); Rios and
Gupta (2016); Lawson et al. (2017)

(35–150 L)* Sartorius Stedim
Biotech

BIOSTAT STR®

Eppendorf CelliGen® BLU

Thermo Scientific HyPerforma™ SUB

Merck Mobius CellReady

Pall Life Sciences Nucleo®

GE Healthcare Xcellerex™ XDR

Wave-mixed Benchtop scale
(0.5–1.5 L)*

Applicon Appiflex 1.9 ∙105 cells/mL
hASC, hUC-MSC

Timmins et al. (2012); Jossen et al.
(2016)

Sartorius Stedim
Biotech

BIOSTAT® RM

Finesse SmartRocker

GE Healthcare WAVE

Pall Life Sciences XRS bioreactor

Hollow fiber Benchtop scale FiberCell
Systems

FiberCell 108–109 hMSCs Hambor (2012); Hanley et al. (2014)

(n/a)* Terumo BCT Quantum Cell
Expansion

Fixed bed Benchtop scale Eppendorf BioBLU® 5p 2.93 106 hMSC/mL Weber et al. (2010); Rowley et al.
(2012); Tsai and Ma (2016)(1.0–5.0 L)* Pall iCellis™

*Working volume

Fig. 2 Instrumented single-use
bioreactors suitable to expand
hMSCs and their working princi-
ples. (A) Stirred, (B) wave-mixed,
(C) hollow fiber bioreactor, and
(D) fixed bed bioreactor
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2016). However, due to their small size, reliable sampling is
still a challenge. Benchtop scale stirred bioreactors are pre-
ferred for first scale-up studies during the development of
hMSC production processes, whereas the pilot/production
scale stirred single-use bioreactors are regarded as qualified
production systems. They enable GMP production of hMSCs
in a class C or D room and render a class A cabinet or a class B
room unnecessary (Sensebé et al. 2013). For example,
Schirmaier et al. (2014) and Lawson et al. (2017) described
hMSC production processes in the BIOSTAT® STR 50L and
the Mobius® 50L bioreactor. Both research teams cultivated
hASCs and hBM-MSCs together with microcarriers and
reached maximum expansion factors of 53 (3.1 × 105

hASCs/mL) under serum-reduced conditions (5% FBS) and
43 ( 1 . 9 × 10 5 hBM-MSCs /mL) unde r common
serum-conditions (10% FBS). The generated cell densities
are sufficient to manufacture up to 177 clinical hMSC doses,
assuming that 106 hMSCs per kilogram body weight are ap-
plied. Rios and Gupta (2016) even reported maximum cell
densities of 2.0 × 106 hMSCs/mL at 50 L working volume.
As also seen in our own investigations, an optimized feeding
solution or/and feeding strategy can result in a process inten-
sification as indicated by two or threefold higher cell densities
(data are not shown).

It is worth mentioning that hMSC expansion processes
running between 6 and 10 days usually represent
batch-exchange approaches (Rios and Gupta 2016; Abraham
et al. 2017). After 3 to 5 days, microcarriers are allowed to
settle down before about 50% of the culture medium is re-
placed with fresh medium. This procedure is extremely labor
intensive, and the sedimentation of the microcarriers might
support the formation of large hMSC-microcarrier aggregates
which are unwanted (see also BMicrocarriers and their settle-
ment in hMSC manufacturing^ section). For this reason, allo-
geneic hMSC productions with periodical feeding and without
medium exchange or with a continuous exchange of medium
are underway (Rios and Gupta 2016; Abraham et al. 2017;
Lawson et al. 2017). These developments presuppose
microcarrier feeding as well as successful cell-to-bead and
bead-to-bead transfer. For example, Leber et al. (2017) and
Rafiq et al. (2017) have shown that freshly added
microcarriers can be colonized by the hMSCs. However, the
efficiency of the cell-to-bead and bead-to-bead transfer that is
impacted by the microcarrier and its settlement still needs
improvement (Takahashi et al. 2016).

Microcarriers and their settlement in hMSC
manufacturing

Microcarriers, which usually have a spherical shape, provide a
high surface area to volume ratio under fully controlled pro-
cess conditions in hMSC expansions realized in instrumented
bioreactors. Furthermore, the growth surface can be increased

within the bioreactor system to some extent, which improves
the product consistency and decreases the costs due to the full
use of very expensive culture media (see also BCulture medi-
um and supplements applied in hMSC expansions^ section)
applied in hMSC expansions. The microcarrier type plays a
key role in the cell expansion process where it is important
that the critical quality attributes (CQAs) do not change.
Numerous commercially available microcarrier types have al-
ready been tested in combination with hMSCs and stirred
bioreactors (Table 3). The microcarrier types differ greatly in
size (90–380 μm), core material (modified polystyrene, cellu-
lose, dextran, gelatine) as well as in surface coating (collagen,
fibronectin, diethylaminoethyl, triethylammonium). The core
material and the surface coating do not only affect the
microcarrier settlement and cell growth but also the impeller
speed which is required to hold the microcarriers in
suspension and to guarantee a sufficient mass transfer.
Moreover, grinding events as present in certain bioreactor
impeller bearings might be particularly problematic and may
require subsequent purification steps downstream of cell
production or, indeed, switching of bioreactor system. Rafiq
et al. (2016) and Leber et al. (2017) screened different
microcarrier types in small-scale bioreactors for hBM-MSCs
under predefined impeller speeds (Njs = impeller speed re-
quired to hold the microcarriers in suspension). Both found
significant differences in the cell attachment, cell growth, glu-
cose consumption as well as the production of metabolites
(e.g., lactate, ammonia) depending on the microcarrier type.
They found that the hBM-MSCs have the best growth perfor-
mance on collagen, Synthemax II, and ProNectin F
microcarriers. This comes as no surprise, since these
microcarriers are coated with collagen and fibronectin, respec-
tively. Both coatings are components of the extracellular ma-
trix (ECM), including the arginyl-glycyl-aspartic acid se-
quence which is well known for promoting cell attachment
and cell growth of fastidious cells (Szczypka et al. 2014).
Although, animal-free collagens are becoming more readily
available, many collagen coatings are still derived from ani-
mal sources which is critical from a regulatory point of view
(see also BRegulatory issues and challenges^ section).

Interestingly, investigations from different research groups
have demonstrated that different microcarrier surface sub-
strates can cause a change in the phenotype, which becomes
noticeable by a reduction in the expression level of different
surface markers (e.g., CD90, CD105, CD166) (Keung et al.
2010; Sart et al. 2013; Rios and Gupta 2016). Moreover, re-
cent studies have shown that the planar structure, including
the material stiffness, nanotopography, and local curvature,
can impact hMSC proliferation, maintenance of phenotype,
and differentiation (Yim and Sheetz 2012; Zhao et al. 2014).
Thus, many efforts are being made to develop new
GMP-grade biodegradable microcarriers in the next years.
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So far, the efficiency of microcarrier settlement covering
the cell attachment and spreading and the hMSC growth is
likewise dependent on the cell seeding process. In general,
the cell attachment follows a Poisson distribution, where a
cell-to-bead inoculation ratio of one, two, or three results in
theoretical probabilities of unoccupied microcarriers of 0.365,
0.135, and 0.05 (Frauenschuh et al. 2007; Panchalingam et al.
2015). Thus, it is important to inoculate with a high
cell-to-bead ratio in order to achieve a homogeneous cell dis-
tribution in which eachmicrocarrier is occupied by at least one
viable cell. Normally, a theoretical cell concentration of three
to five cells per microcarrier is used. After the attachment
phase, which normally takes between 4 to 20 h under static
or intermitted stirred conditions, every microcarrier should
have the same number of cells attached to its surface.
However, in practice, this is not the case. As the investigations
of our group (data not published) and Ferrari et al. (2012) have
shown, a suboptimal cell seeding results in the early formation
of large hMSC-microcarrier aggregates (up to 4–5 mm) which
impair cell growth and stem cell characteristics. As can also be
seen in Fig. 3, the aggregate size can be controlled by the
impeller speed and the resulting hydrodynamic forces. This
finding might be explained by the higher frequency of
particle-particle interactions that facilitate an aggregation, as
long as the hydrodynamic forces which can cause a cell de-
tachment are not too high. Big aggregates may be accompa-
nied by a decrease in the cell number which is explainable by

Culture medium and supplements applied in hMSC
expansions

Many of the conventional media used for the clinical produc-
tion of hMSCs are defined basal media such as DMEM
(Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium) or α-MEM (Minimum
Essential Media). These have to be supplemented with expen-
sive additives such as (a) proteins which mediate adhesion to
tissue culture treated plastics, (b) lipids for cellular anabolic
purpose, and (c) growth factors and hormones to stimulate
cellular proliferation. Even though the disadvantages of serum
addition (high batch-to-batch variability, possible contamina-
tion with prions, viral and zoonotic agents, more difficult DSP
and product approval, elicitation of immunologic reactions;
Spees et al. 2004; Panchalingam et al. 2015) are known, the
majority of hMSC culture media additionally contain between
10 and 20% (vol/vol) fetal bovine serum (FBS).

Proven alternatives to FBS are humanized media which are
based on blood-derived materials such as human serum or
platelet derivate (Tekkatte et al. 2011). However, humanized
media are not applicable to routinely manufacture large

Table 3 Overview of microcarriers used for the expansion of hMSCs

Carrier Manufacturer Diameter (μm) Material Coating References

Xeno-free microcarriers

Cytodex 1 GE Healthcare 147–248 Dextran DEAE Takahashi et al. (2016); Rafiq et al. (2017)

Cytopore 1 GE Healthcare 200–280 Cellulose DEAE Takahashi et al. (2016)

Enh. Attach. Corning 125–212 PS CellBIND® Rafiq et al. (2016); Leber et al. (2017)

Glass SoloHill 125–212 PS Silica glass Rafiq et al. (2016); Leber et al. (2017)

Hillex® SoloHill 160–180 Dextran TRA Rafiq et al. (2016, 2017)

Hillex® CT SoloHill 90–212 PS TRA Rafiq et al. (2016, 2017)

Plastic SoloHill 125–212 PS None Rafiq et al. (2016, 2017); Nienow et al. (2016b)

Plastic Plus SoloHill 125–212 PS None Rafiq et al. (2016); Leber et al. (2017)

Star Plus SoloHill 125–212 PS None Meiring et al. (2016)

Synthemax II Corning 125–212 PS Sy II® Rafiq et al. (2016); Leber et al. (2017)

Mammalian protein-coated microcarriers

Collagen SoloHill 125–212 PS Collagen Nienow et al. (2016b); Leber et al. (2017); Lawson et al. (2017)

CultiSpherG Percell Biolytica 130–380 Gelatin None Rafiq et al. (2016)

Cytodex 3 Ge Healthcare 141–211 Dextran Collagen Sart and Agathos (2016)

FACT III SoloHill 125–212 PS Collagen Rafiq et al. (2016)

Recombinant protein-based microcarriers

ProNectin F® SoloHill 125–212 PS Fibronectin Jossen et al. (2016); Rafiq et al. (2016); Leber et al. (2017)

DEAE diethylaminoethyl, PS polystyrene, Sy synthemax, TEA triethylammonium
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numbers of hMSCs for allogeneic therapies due to high me-
dium amounts and resulting costs. Moreover, the supply of
high amounts of human serum is difficult to guarantee
(Shahdadfar et al. 2005). Instead of human serum, human
platelet lysate (hPL) was successfully applied by different
groups in hMSC productions (Hemeda et al. 2014; Burnouf
et al. 2016). Even though some studies have demonstrated the
same proliferation potential and marker expression as in se-
rum containing media, it is still controversially discussed
whether the cells retain their immunomodulatory properties
and their full differentiation capabilities (Gruber et al. 2004;
Lange et al. 2007; Abdelrazik et al. 2011). Although human
serum and hPL are considered to be safer than FBS, there is
still a risk of human pathogens and their components being
poorly characterized which may have an effect on the CQAs.
This explains why there exists a high level of interest in xeno
(XF) and serum-free (SF), chemically defined (CD) media for
the clinical production of hMSCs.

In addition to the different XD/SF and CD media devel-
oped by academic groups (Salzig et al. 2015; Tan et al. 2016),
various other formulations are on the market (e.g.,
MSCGM-CD from Lonza, Mesencult-XF from STEMCELL
Technologies, PRIME-XV SFM from Irvine Scientific,
StemPro MSC SFM XenoFree from Life Technologies,
stemgro hMSC from Corning, StemXVivo® serum-free from
R&D systems, SteMaxOne™ f rom Cel l Cul ture
Technologies, StemMACS™ XF from Miltenyi Biotec). The
choice of the right SF as well as CD medium or the

supplementation of an XF basal mediumwith the right growth
factors and hormones should not be underestimated (Tekkatte
et al. 2011), in particular when it is working in stirred biore-
actors with microcarriers. In this case, special attention has to
be given to the cell attachment efficiency (that can be lower
without serum; Salzig et al. 2015; Leber et al. 2017) and the
shear stress sensitivity (that is reduced without serum and
requires modified process parameters or/and the addition of
shear protective agents such as methylcellulose acetate). It is a
fact that the expansion factors obtained so far in stirred biore-
actors with XF/SF media are still significantly lower (up to 6
times) compared to those achieved in serum containingmedia.
For example, Heathman (2015) reported a maximum expan-
sion factor of up to 10 (hBM-MSCs) within 6 days with the
PRIME-XV SFmedium and a polystyrene-based microcarrier
(non-porous) specifically coated with fibronectin. Tan et al.
(2015) used Wharton’s Jelly-derived hMSCs in combination
with the Mesencult-XF medium and a microporous
microcarrier and reach an expansion factor of 6 within 6 days.
These results might indicate that the use of microporous or
even macroporous microcarriers is beneficial in combination
with the XF/SF medium due to the higher shear protection in
the porous carriers. But such microcarriers increase the com-
plexity of the DSP. For planar expansions of hMSCs, accept-
able CD media solutions are already commercially available.
Our group reached comparable cell numbers (50,000–60,000
cells/cm2) when growing hBM-MSCs and hASCs in planar
cultivation systems both with and without serum. The

Fig. 3 Effect of impeller speed on hMSC/MC-agglomerate formation.
Macroscopic (I) and microscopic (II) images of hMSC-microcarrier-
agglomerates at 25 rpm (a), 49 rpm (b), and 120 rpm (c) in single-use

spinner flasks. The white arrows indicate the hMSC-microcarrier-ag-
glomerates. The white scale bar corresponds to 1 mm
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cultivations were executed with two CD culture media,
MSCGM-CD from Lonza and UrSuppe-9 medium from the
Cardio Centro Lugano. The results allow us to conclude that
we need more suitable medium-microcarrier combinations for
XD/SF or CD media in stirred single-use bioreactor-based
expansions of hMSCs. Moreover, given these developments,
one might speculate that developing and obtaining regulatory
approval for serum-based products will become increasingly
difficult.

Further attention must be paid to the possible appearance of
extractables and leachables (chemical substances migrating
from the plastic contact layer into the culture medium with
cells) and to the adsorptions of medium components, all of
which may result in reduced cell growth or even cell death
(Mire-Sluis et al. 2016). Leachables are most dreaded for
single-use systems, because they occur under real process
conditions and, in the worst case, can be toxic for the patient.
Until now, only leachable studies for SF animal cell-based
productions of therapeutic proteins (in the majority monoclo-
nal antibody productions with Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO)
cells) have been published (Steiger and Eibl 2013; Eibl et al.
2014; Jurkiewicz et al. 2014; Tappe et al. 2016). Blaschczock
et al. (2016) also investigated the growth of hMSCs with dif-
ferent bioreactor bag films, but these studies were conducted
with serum-containing medium. Film investigations with SF
growing hMSCs are missing. They have an influence on the
selection of the stirred single-use bioreactor type, because the
different manufacturers apply different plastic materials and
bag film layers. When growing hMSCs without serum, the
early identification of critical plastic material with respect to
extractables and leachables becomes more stringent. But ex-
tractable and leachable studies are more important for the DSP
equipment in hMSC expansions without serum, because DSP
unit operations are closer to the patient than USP unit opera-
tions. In addition, the expanded hMSCs represent the product
itself which bears a higher safety risk than those of therapeutic
protein productions with many purification steps.

Downstream processing of hMSCs

Cell detachment and separation

The DSP of clinical hMSC manufacturing has the largest
share of bottlenecks compared to USP because of the short
window of time available to transfer hMSCs from the culture
medium into the cryopreserved state (Abraham et al. 2017).
They are the reason why the production capacity is limited to
150–200 L per batch in allogeneic hMSC productions at pres-
ent. The first step after the bioreactor cultivation has been
completed is the detachment of the cells from the
microcarriers, which is mainly performed by proteolytic en-
zymes (e.g., trypsin). Here, the targets of the proteolytic en-
zyme are adhesion proteins on the cell surface. However, if

biodegradable microcarriers are used, a mixture of two en-
zymes is applied, where the second enzyme (e.g., collagenase)
targets the microcarrier structure. The development of such
GMP-grade microcarriers is the focus of latest developments,
because they significantly reduce the complexity of the sub-
sequent separation step. Yet, in both cases, the detachment of
the hMSCs from the microcarrier surface is mainly affected by
the surface coating (e.g., ECM components such as collagen
or fibronectin). Here, it is decisive to optimize the cell detach-
ment procedure with respect to the maximum time the cells
can be exposed to the enzyme as well as to the pH and
temperature for optimal enzymatic activity. Salzig et al.
(2015) tested different enzymes and ECM-components (col-
lagen, fibronectin, laminin, vitronectin) in combination with
FBS containing and SF media. They detected significant dif-
ferences in the cell detachment rate (up to 40%) and cell via-
bility (up to 20%) based on the surface coating and the en-
zyme used. Besides these aspects, it is also important to con-
sider enzyme quenching or proteolytic inhibitors, especially
when working with SF media after the cell detachment in
order to stop the enzymatic reaction. In general, the cell de-
tachment is mainly performed directly in the bioreactor sys-
tem because the system provides precise environmental con-
trol. At the end of the cultivation, the impeller is stopped and
the microcarriers are allowed to settle down on the reactor
bottom before the spent medium is removed via a dip tube.
At that point, the sedimentation velocity of the microcarriers
or cell-microcarrier aggregates is important. Microcarriers
with a density close to the medium density are beneficial in
order to hold them in suspension but not so for harvesting. In
the latest case, the Alternating Tangential Filtration (ATF)
technology from Repligen can be used prior to cell detach-
ment to concentrate and wash the hMSC-microcarrier suspen-
sion. XCell™ ATF modules represent effective devices to
filtrate large culture volumes, while a fouling of the filtration
membrane by the microcarriers is minimized (Schnitzler et al.
2016). However, it is important to define the optimum cycle
times and cycle conditions to guarantee high cell recovery.
During the cell detachment process, specific mechanical
loads are normally applied to facilitate cell detachment. For
example, Nienow et al. (2016b) used trypsin/EDTA solution
together with an increased impeller speed (5xNJS) to improve
the cell detachment from different coated and non-coated
microcarriers. They worked with maximum specific power
inputs of up to 2.23 W/kg and did not measure a reduction
in cell viability (> 95%) or the CQAs. However, it should be
kept in mind that the maximum power input and the resulting
enzymatic treatment duration are influenced by the bioreactor
type and its impellers.

After cell detachment, cells have to be separated from
microcarrier beads, a process which is normally accomplished
by size exclusion filtration based on size differences between
detached hMSCs (~ 15–20 μm) and microcarriers (> 90 μm).
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At small scale, bead separation is commonly carried out using
small sterile sieves such as cell strainers from Corning or
blood filters from Baxter Healthcare. Our group also success-
fully used a sterile sieve (reusable) to harvest hMSCs from
microcarriers contained in 50-L culture broth (Schirmaier
et al. 2014). Schnitzler et al. (2017) applied common flow
filtration device such as Steriflip® or Opticap®, which is based
on a woven mesh, and separated the cells from the
microcarrier beads. The single-use Harvestainer™
BioProcess Container (BPC) from Thermo Scientific is de-
signed for small- and large-scale applications. When up to
12-L microcarrier beads have to be separated, the 3- or 12-L
Harvestainer solution, consisting of a pillow-like bag and a
tray, is ideal (Fig. 4a). The large-scale Harvestainer, a sche-
matic drawing of which is shown in Fig. 4b, consists of a
bag-in-bag design. The microcarriers are retained by the one
or two inner Microbarrier Labtainer 25-L BPCs, while the
hMSCs which are free of microcarrier beads and fragments
can flow into the outer 200-L bag for further processing.
Independent of the device and scale used, the target is cell
recoveries and viabilities exceeding 90%. Particular emphasis
has to be given to particulates (see also BParticulates^ section).
This is especially true when microcarrier debris may be gen-
erated by pumping out the suspension. If the resulting
microcarrier debris is smaller than the filter pore size, it may
contaminate the final ATMP.

Cell washing and concentration

Cell washing following cell detachment is required to remove
any unwanted components such as FBS residues, enzyme or

microcarrier debris from the cell suspension. Typically, wash-
ing is performed together with the cell concentration step
needed due to the required high cell numbers (106–107 cells/
mL) in the final formulation. Cell washing and concentration
are either performed by tangential flow filtration (TFF) or by
centrifugation.

TFF technology is well established in the purification of
mammalian cell-based therapeutic proteins. Here, the proteins
on the filtrate side are the desired product. However, the TFF
technology can be adapted for clinical hMSC manufacturing
by keeping the shear rate and pressure low enough. This
means that the cell viability and the cell phenotype are not
allowed to be affected during concentration and washing.
Pattasseril et al. (2013) have reported a 60- to 100-fold con-
centration of hMSCs with TFF technology while maintaining
cell viability and recovery at a high level. Reusable and
single-use TFF systems are provided by different vendors
such as EMD Millipore, Pall, Sartorius Stedim, GE
Healthcare etc. However, the optimal flow rate and pressure
need to be screened early in the process development in order
to maximize the cell recovery.

Classical centrifugation technology is suboptimal for clin-
ical processing of hMSCs, since the centrifugal forces com-
pact the cells against each other and against a solid surface;
cells need to be mechanically segregated subsequently, and
this is likely detrimental to the cells and reduces cell recovery
as well as washing efficacy. Thus, continuous flow centrifu-
gation technology should be applied. The kSep® system from
Sartorius Stedim Biotech represents a very promising device
because it contains single-use tubings which are replaced after
each process. hMSCs are concentrated in a fluidized bed

Fig. 4 Single-use Harvestainer
solution for small scale (a) and
large scale (b) (with kind
permission of Thermo Scientific)
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under a continuous flow, while the clear supernatant is re-
moved continuously. With the kSep 400 (volumetric flow rate
of 114 L/h) and the kSep 6000S (volumetric flow rate of
720 L/h), the processing of high volumes within a short time
becomes possible (Sartorius Stedim Biotech 2017).
Independent from the technology and devices used for cell
washing and concentration during the hMSC manufacture, it
has to be shown once again that the concentrated hMSC cul-
ture broth contains no impurities. This also applies to the
subsequent medium exchange executed with diafiltration de-
vices and representing the last step of the DSP in hMSC man-
ufacture (Abraham et al. 2017).

Regulatory issues and challenges

Regulatory paths and agencies in the EU, USA, and Asia

In the EU, products containing living cells (and/or products of
gene therapy or tissue engineering efforts) are regulated by the
ATMP regulatory path (for a review, see van den Bos (2012)).
Apart from common, drug-related GMP requirements, it stip-
ulates a central procedure towards the European Market
Authorization issued by the European Medicine Agency
(EMA 2017). Of note, individual EUmember countries offers
alternative regulatory paths for products which are early in the
development phase or which target exceptionally rare diseases
and/or are not targeted for routine production: the so-called
hospital exemption (see as follows for a review). In the USA,
such products require a license from the Centre for Biologics
Evaluation and Research /Food and Drug Administration, and
in Asia, for example in India, must be approval by the Cellular
Biology Based Therapeutic Drug Evaluation Committee ad-
vising the central regulatory agency—Central Drugs Standard
Control Organization (reviewed in van den Bos et al. (2017)).
Unsurprisingly, it is advisable to get in touch with the author-
ities as early as possible and, for example, the European
Medicine Agency offers consultations for scientific advice
as well as the option of having one’s preclinical work certified
(Agency 2007), something which investors and/or strategic
partners might appreciate. At the national level, individual
member states offer various ways of providing advice, for
example, the German national authority, the Paul Ehrlich
Institute, offers input through its innovation office (Advice
2011).

Process specifics

Many ATMP products cannot be sterilized terminally which
means that the entire production process is required to be
aseptic. This typically requires processes to be set up in ap-
propriate clean room cascades and/or in closed systems; it also
requires risk-based assessments of high-risk process steps and
their control by in-process controls; the latter rationale and

execution tend to be subject for in-depth discussions with
authorities.

Product characterization and specification

Perhaps the most pertinent issue in regard to quality and
regulatory procedures is that of characterizing and specify-
ing the product. Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs)
comprising small molecules can be characterized on a
per-atom basis, larger molecules such as antibodies, while
clearly more complex, can still be characterized substan-
tially. Cellular products, however, pose a significant prob-
lem in this regard.

First, therapeutic effects are sometimes observed; yet,
mechanisms of action are not fully understood, complicating
the choice of specifications. Second, the sheer complexity of
living mammalian cells makes characterization extraordinari-
ly difficult. While size/mass might only be a surrogate of
complexity, it might help to illuminate the challenge: the mo-
lecular weight of a mammalian cell has been calculated to be
2 × 1012 times that of a small molecule (van den Bos et al.
2013). Thus, one might consider the comparable complexity
of a mammalian cell to be very high indeed and, in turn, our
ability to characterize it to be rather limited. Consequently, the
process of manufacture assumes a prominent role in product
characterization. Thus, changing the process from, for exam-
ple, static culture to 3D culture, requires the innovator to make
a case for product similarity while describing a highly com-
plex API, something which is likely to be a point of discussion
with authorities.

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have been character-
ized by their adherence to serum coated plastic in static cell
culture by morphology (Friedenstein et al. 1970) and by
expression of certain surface markers often detected by
flow cytometry (Dominici et al. 2006; Bourin et al.
2013). While a combination of such markers/features has
been useful to distinguish MSCs from other cells found in
source tissues such as bone marrow or fat, the functional
diagnostic value of such features and markers is debatable
as it is difficult to associate them with particular MSC
functions. This, and the absence of a single specific marker
such as CD34 for hematopoietic stem cells, poses a prob-
lem in product characterization/specification. Therefore, it
appears prudent to choose quantifiable markers which are
also known to be directly involved in MSC functionality;
secreted bioactive factors such as vascular endothelial
growth factor, a factor involved in neovascularization, or
enzymatic activities such as that of indolamine oxydase, an
enzyme involved in the immune modulation through catab-
olism of tryptophan (reviewed in Mellor (2005)) have
emerged as prime candidates (reviewed in van den Bos
et al. (2013)). Depending on the intended product features,
other markers may be chosen following the same rationale.
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Particulates

Sometimes, cellular products are injected intravenously and
hence might be considered parenteral drugs. These are re-
quired to be controlled in regard to particles, both visible
and subvisible in size (see USP 787, 788, EU pharmacopeia
2.9.19). Apart from particulate matter potentially present in
single-use equipment, microcarriers may, as discussed previ-
ously, contribute to the particle load of a cellular product. For
any process development, it seems advisable to control for
microcarrier fracturing and any potentially resulting particles.
Indeed, it might be advisable to integrate this consideration
into the original process development and to make low
microcarrier-derived particulate levels part of the selection
criteria for microcarriers.

Product dosing

MSCs are sometimes dosed at 1–2 × 106 cells kg body weight,
and this range seems to be derived empirically. A rationale for
a dose might be based on desired quantifiable effects; for
example, (a) which level of a bioactive factor is required in a
tissue to cause a desirable effect, (b) at which level do hMSCs
produce such a factor, (c) how does being in a tissue affect
hMSC bioactive factor secretion levels, and (d) how many
hMSCs are actually present in a tissue post application. If all
of these are known, one should be able to calculate the re-
quired dose. Some of the questions, for example, (b) may be
answered more easily than others, and a full set of data may
not always be available. Consequently, dosing of MSCs may
be based on observed therapeutic effects rather than a fully
developed rationale and, as such, may be a point of discussion
with authorities.

Product availability and storage

A campaign to manufacture larger quantities of MSCs might
take 3 months including release testing. Since MSCs are often
used in allogenic contexts and cryogenic storage is known to
be able to preserve viability even for such fragile cells as
CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells for decades (Broxmeyer
et al. 2003), MSC-based products can be manufactured in
advance and be retrieved from storage when needed.
Assuming successful stability studies, manufacturers may
thus produce in campaigns followed by potentially extended
cryostorage until use. Unfortunately, sometimes, product sta-
bility appears to be substantially less than expected and this
may raise quality/regulatory/economic questions. It is likely
that cells which have been frozen properly, i.e., using appro-
priate freezing rates and suitably applied cryoprotectant, will
be stable for long periods of time. If, despite this, one observes
stability issues, one might consider insufficient/uneven con-
centrations of cryoprotectant or unintended events of elevated

temperatures; these might be unlikely if cells are stored in the
liquid nitrogen phase. However, it has been demonstrated that
cross contamination is possible between samples stored in the
liquid nitrogen phase (Bielanski et al. n.d.). Thus, for reasons
of avoiding cross contamination, products are frequently
stored in the vapor phase. While temperatures in the vapor
phase are typically sufficiently low to warrant proper storage,
the vapor phase is more susceptible to disturbance by, for
example, adding or removing racks, thereby increasing the
risk of accidental warming events potentially leading to a
compromised product.

Conclusions and outlook

Cell therapeutics for regenerative medicine are currently in the
spotlight for researchers and manufacturers. A few
hMSC-based products have already been given marketing au-
thorization and are routinely used in clinics worldwide.
However, in order to make the therapies available to a broad
group of patients, interest in allogeneic therapies is particularly
high. Thus, previously used planar process platforms are in-
creasingly being replaced by instrumented single-use bioreac-
tors which operate with microcarriers. Although different
groups have already worked successfully with wave-mixed
and fixed bed bioreactors, the stirred bioreactors have deliv-
ered the most promising results so far. It is believed that com-
mercially obtainable stirred single-use bioreactors of up to
200 L culture volume are sufficient to produce hMSC-based
cell therapeutic products for allogeneic therapies. However,
process optimization potential still exists for XF/SF and CD
culture media, which should prove cell densities of up to 1 ×
106 cells/mL in the future. Furthermore, culture media should
be adapted to degradable GMP-grade microcarriers in order to
facilitate cell growth and harvesting. The possibility of process
intensification by periodical feeding and continuous medium
removal has to be studied for new medium formulations. This
also includes optimization of the cell-to-bead and bead-to-bead
transfer and the control of the cell-microcarrier-aggregate for-
mation. The increasing implementation of single-use devices
for the USP and DSP in SF hMSC production processes may
contribute to higher process and patient safety, and
presupposed extractables and leachables at critical levels can
be also excluded. But this requires risk analyses and extract-
able and leachable studies for hMSC production processes for
which no recommendations yet exist. Even though a clear
regulatory path for the approval of hMSC-based products does
exist, certain challenges remain. One such challenge might be
the problem of particulates because hMSCs-based products
cannot be terminally filter sterilized. Also, from a regulatory
point of view, one might speculate that developing and
obtaining regulatory approval for serum-based products will
become increasingly difficult in the future.
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Abstract: Human adipose tissue-derived stromal/stem cells (hASCs) are a valuable source of cells
for clinical applications, especially in the field of regenerative medicine. Therefore, it comes as no
surprise that the interest in hASCs has greatly increased over the last decade. However, in order to use
hASCs in clinically relevant numbers, in vitro expansion is required. Single-use stirred bioreactors
in combination with microcarriers (MCs) have shown themselves to be suitable systems for this
task. However, hASCs tend to be less robust, and thus, more shear sensitive than conventional
production cell lines for therapeutic antibodies and vaccines (e.g., Chinese Hamster Ovary cells CHO,
Baby Hamster Kidney cells BHK), for which these bioreactors were originally designed. Hence,
the goal of this study was to investigate the influence of different shear stress levels on the growth
of humane telomerase reversed transcriptase immortalized hASCs (hTERT-ASC) and aggregate
formation in stirred single-use systems at the mL scale: the 125 mL (=SP100) and the 500 mL (=SP300)
disposable Corning® spinner flask. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations based on an
Euler–Euler and Euler–Lagrange approach were performed to predict the hydrodynamic stresses
(0.06–0.87 Pa), the residence times (0.4–7.3 s), and the circulation times (1.6–16.6 s) of the MCs in
different shear zones for different impeller speeds and the suspension criteria (Ns1u, Ns1). The
numerical findings were linked to experimental data from cultivations studies to develop, for the first
time, an unstructured, segregated mathematical growth model for hTERT-ASCs. While the 125 mL
spinner flask with 100 mL working volume (SP100) provided up to 1.68 × 105 hTERT-ASC/cm2

(=0.63 × 106 living hTERT-ASCs/mL, EF 56) within eight days, the peak living cell density of the 500
mL spinner flask with 300 mL working volume (SP300) was 2.46 × 105 hTERT-ASC/cm2 (=0.88 × 106

hTERT-ASCs/mL, EF 81) and was achieved on day eight. Optimal cultivation conditions were found
for Ns1u < N < Ns1, which corresponded to specific power inputs of 0.3–1.1 W/m3. The established
growth model delivered reliable predictions for cell growth on the MCs with an accuracy of 76–96%
for both investigated spinner flask types.

Keywords: computational fluid dynamics; human adipose tissue-derived stromal/stem cells;
humane telomerase reversed transcriptase immortalized hASCs; microcarrier; segregated growth
model; Euler–Euler and Euler–Lagrange approaches; particle image velocimetry/shadowgraphy
measurements

1. Introduction

Cell therapeutics and stem cell-based therapies in particular are viewed as clinical applications
that will cause a healthcare revolution. Over the last years, various clinical trials with different
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stem cell types (e.g., human embryonic stem cells, human mesenchymal stem cells hMSCs,
hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells) have demonstrated their clinical potential, efficiency, and
safety [1–4]. From this large number of clinical trials, it is striking that hMSCs are the predominant
stem cell type used in regenerative medicine (e.g., cardiology, immunology, neurology, and
orthopedics) [3,5,6]. At the beginning of June 2018, as many as 253 clinical trials involving hMSCs
were registered (www.clinicaltrials.gov). This is unsurprising due to their high proliferation potential,
their immunosuppressive, immunoregulating, migrating, and trophic properties and low ethical
concerns [6]. Their immunomodulatory properties also make hMSCs attractive for allogeneic
therapies, which seem to be the most commercially attractive option at present [7,8]. However,
only 13 hMSC-based products have received regulatory approval to date [9,10]. Nevertheless, it is
speculated that this number will increase significantly over the coming years. Currently applied cell
doses are in the range of 1 to 5 million hMSCs/kg body weight (=70–350 million hMSCs for a 70 kg
person), demonstrating the need for safe and efficient in vitro expansion [9,11].

Numerous reports have shown that traditional, planar, and static cultivation systems such
as stacked-plate systems are not well-suited to meeting the high cell numbers required by the
current and future cell therapeutic market in an economical, reproducible, and safe way [8,12].
Hence, the hMSC production industry has been looking for alternatives for some time. The most
attractive alternative to overcome the challenges of planar cultivation systems are instrumented, stirred
bioreactors in combination with microcarriers (MCs). Special attention is being paid to single-use (also
referred to as disposable) versions, which may significantly improve patient safety by reducing the
risk of cross-contamination [12–15]. Even though single-use stirred bioreactors have recently been
successfully used in various independent cultivation studies in which hMSCs were grown on MCs up
to pilot scale [16–18], challenges still exist. While there are complex biological requirements of MCs
(e.g., coating, substrate stiffness, etc.) and culture media (e.g., serum-free/substrate concentration,
growth factors, etc.), these parameters also significantly affect the complexity of the culture process
(=multiphase system with interactions between MC/MC, MC/cell, MC/impeller, cell/impeller, etc.).
This is aggravated by the fact that commercially available stirred, single-use bioreactors were not
originally designed for hMSC expansion processes. In fact, hMSCs are prone to higher shear sensitivity
than conventional cell lines (e.g., CHO, BHK) that are grown in the majority of these systems. For this
reason, it makes sense to fully characterize the systems of choice using appropriate biochemical
engineering methods prior to system usage or during process development. Modern biochemical
engineering tools such as CFD have proven themselves suitable for this purpose. For example, various
reports have already described the potential of numerical fluid flow simulations to characterize stirred
bioreactors for mammalian cell lines [19–24] and hMSCs [25–33]. However, the majority of the studies
did not focus on the effects of hydrodynamic stresses on the cells and their growth. Moreover, aggregate
formation in relation to cell growth has also received little attention.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to use multiphase CFD simulations (Euler–Euler,
Euler–Lagrange) and other numerical and experimental methods to investigate the hydrodynamic
behavior of MCs in two single-use spinner flasks with comparable geometrical ratios on a small scale
and to derive optimal conditions for hMSC mass expansion and future scale-up. Fluid flow and
particle-related parameters such as acting force, residence time, and circulation time were used to find
general correlations for hydrodynamic parameters and cell growth. The biochemical engineering data
were linked with growth-related parameters for hTERT-ASCs for the first time in order to establish
a mathematical growth model for the MC-based expansion process. The hTERT-ASC cell line from
the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) was used in this study in order to ensure a robust cell
expansion process (w/o the adverse effect of the in vitro senescence). This allows to determine the
growth-related parameters, and finally, to establish a reliable growth model.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Bioreactor Systems: 125 mL and 500 mL Disposable Conring® Spinner Flasks

Disposable Corning® spinner flasks (Corning, Corning, NY, USA), which are commercially
available in different sizes (125 mL and 500 mL, see Figure 1), were used for all investigations in
this study.

Figure 1. Small scale single-use Corning® spinner flasks (125 mL and 500 mL). (a) Technical drawings
with the main geometrical dimensions. (b) Picture of the spinner flasks.

These rigid culture containers are made of polycarbonate and were equipped with two angled
side ports. The slightly opened lids provided gas exchange (CO2/O2) for surface aeration in a standard
cell culture incubator during the cultivations. The main physical dimensions and ratios of the spinner
flasks are summarized in Table 1. The maximum working volumes that were used for the cultivation
studies were 100 mL (=SP100) and 300 mL (=SP300). Both spinner flasks were equipped, as standard,
with paddle-like impellers consisting of a blade and a magnetic bar. As can be seen in Table 1, the used
spinner flasks have comparable geometrical ratios.

Table 1. Main physical dimensions and ratios of the two Corning® spinner flask types.

Physical Dimension/Ratios Corning® 125 mL Spinner Corning® 500 mL Spinner

D * [mm] 63.5 87.3
HL ** [mm] 41 52
H * [mm] 145 203

Vmax * [mL] 100 300
dmax * [mm] 41.5 50.3

C ** [mm] 8.0 8.0
β [◦] 90 90

H/D [-] 0.65 0.60
d/D [-] 0.68 0.58
c/D [-] 0.12 0.07

* Values from manufacturer description. ** Measured values from computer-aided design model.

2.2. Numerical Investigations

2.2.1. CFD

For all CFD simulations, the fluid flow and the MC distribution were modeled using the Fluent
16.2 finite volume solver (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). The numerical technique was based on
the subdivision of the fluid domain into a finite number of control volumes and the discretization of
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the time-averaged mass and momentum equations. This approach provided the algebraic equations,
which were solved iteratively [19]. All simulations were run in parallel and solved on a computational
cluster (up to 16 Intel® Xeno® E5-2630 v4 CPU’s @ 2.2 GHz, 64 GB RAM) in order to speed up the
computational turnaround time.

Euler–Euler (EE) approach:

Multiphase simulations were carried out using the EE Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
approach, which considered water (=culture medium) as the continuous and the MCs as the dispersed
phase. The continuity equation for the qth phase was written as shown in Equation (1),

∂(αq·ρq)

∂t
+∇(αq·→u q·ρq) = 0 (1)

where
→
u q, ρq, αq (q = L, the liquid phase and q = P, the particle phase) represented the phase velocity

vector, the phase density and the phase volume fraction, respectively. The phases were assumed to
share space in proportion to their volume fractions (see Equation (2)), whereas the maximum volume
fraction of the dispersed phase was restricted to 0.63 (=maximum packing limit) due to the spherical
shape of the MCs.

n

∑
i=1

αq = 1 (2)

The conservation equation for the momentum of the qth phase was based on an extended
Navier–Stokes equation (see Equation (3)). The momentum exchange resulted in the coupling of
the two phases.

∂(αq·ρq·→u q)

∂t
+∇(αq·ρq·→u q·→u q) + α∇p −∇(αq·τq)− αq·ρq·gq +

→
F q = 0 (3)

In addition to all of the forces (i.e., viscous stresses, overall pressure gradient, gravitational force,
interphase momentum forces) acting on a fluid element of the qth phase in the fluid domain, the drag
force was considered to be the most important interphase force. In general, drag force results from the
relative velocity between the two phases (see Equation (4)).

→
F D =

3
4

ρLαLαP
CD
dP

(
→
u P −→

u L)|→u P −→
u L| (4)

The drag coefficient CD was modeled in all of the EE simulations using the Symlal & O’Brien
sub-model [34]. The Symlal and O’Brien sub-model was used due to numerical stability issues in the
granular model. However, the computed CD values did not differ significantly from the expected ReP
range compared to values derived from the standard correlation given by Schiller and Neumann [35],
which was used for the Euler–Lagrange simulations (see Euler–Lagrange approach). The term ur,p

in Equation (5) represents the terminal velocity correlation for the solid phase and is, therefore,
dimensionless (see also References [34,36]).

CD = (0.63 +
4.8√

ReP/ur,P
)

2
(5)

Euler–Lagrange (EL) approach:

The EL model is suitable for dispersed flows, where the particles are non-homogeneously
distributed. This model approach combines the description of the continuous phase (=culture medium)
with a segregated description of the dispersed phase (=MCs) in the Lagargian frame. Each particle in the
flow was characterized by its location (

→
χ P), velocity (

→
u P), and other mechanical and thermodynamic

variables, while the fluid phase was treated as a continuum by solving the Navier-Stokes equations.
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The computational effort for the EL model was higher than the EE model because of the separate
treatment of each particle. Therefore, the number of particles in each simulation was set between
116,000 and 125,000 (phase fraction = 0.1–0.2%). The velocities of the dispersed phase were obtained
by integrating the force balance on each individual particle. Consequently, this approach equates the
particle inertia with forces acting on the particles and can be written as shown in Equation (6) (e.g., for
the x-direction in Cartesian coordinates).

d
→
u p

dt
=

→
F D(

→
u L −→

u P) +
gx(ρP − ρL)

ρP
+

→
F x (6)

The term
→
F χ denotes additional forces in the particle force balance, such as the Coriolis force,

centrifugal force, virtual mass force, Saffman lift force, Basset force, Magnus force, and pressure
gradient-dependent forces. As mentioned for the EE model, the drag force was considered to be the

important interphase force. Therefore, the drag force
→
F D was also introduced in the EL simulations. The

drag coefficient CD was calculated using the standard correlation given by Schiller and Neumann [35]
(see Equation (7)).

CD =

{
ReP ≤ 1000 : 24

ReP
·(1 + 0.15·Re0.687

P )

ReP > 1000 : 0.44
(7)

Numerical details and boundary conditions:

The EE and EL simulations were carried out for maximum working volumes of either 100 mL
(=SP100) or 300 mL (=SP300). In both cases, a hybrid mesh consisting of unstructured tetrahedral
elements and a prism layer at the vessel walls was used. The meshes were generated using the ANSYS
Meshing Tool, which was implemented in ANSYS Workbench 16.2 (ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA,
USA). A previous grid sensitivity study had confirmed that grids used with 710,000 (SP100) and
2,100,000 (SP300) fluid elements result in grid-independent results (data not shown). For both spinner
flasks, the vessel and impeller walls were treated as non-slip boundaries with standard wall functions.
The impeller rotation was implemented using the sliding mesh approach and the turbulence was
modelled using the k-ω SST or k-ε realizable turbulence models, depending on the expected Re range.
All multiphase simulations were performed transiently (dt = time corresponding to 1–3◦ of impeller
motion) and simulation convergence within a time step was assumed when the residuals dropped
below 10−5. The simulated time corresponded to at least three times the mixing time (Θ95%) of the
individual spinner flask (SP100 Θ95% = 7–17 s/25–120 rpm; SP300 Θ95% = 6–17 s/20–100 rpm) at the
defined impeller speed. The phase-coupled SIMPLE algorithm (Semi-implicit Method for Pressure
Linked Equations) [36] was used for pressure-velocity coupling in all cases.

2.2.2. Segregated Growth Model (SGM)

Based on the findings from the CFD simulations (e.g., P/V, τnt) and their combination with the
cell culture data, an unstructured, segregated, simplistic growth model was developed. The general
concept of the growth model and the influencing factors are shown in Figure 2. Because hMSC growth
is anchorage-dependent, the cell aggregation and the formation of spheroids in the suspension was
ignored. It was assumed, that cells in suspension do not contribute to the increase in overall cell
numbers, with cell growth restricted to the MC surface. However, cells in suspension do affect the
glucose balance, since they still have a maintenance metabolism. To define the starting conditions,
it was assumed that initial cell attachment took place during the cell attachment phase. The cell
attachment rate was described by the constant kat (see Table 2). Once the cells had attached to the MC
surface, it was assumed that they immediately start to proliferate.

The specific cell growth rate (μ) was calculated based on Monod-type kinetics, with the consumed
substrate (Glc), the produced metabolites (Lac, Amn), and the available growth surface (Xmax)
considered as influencing factors (see Equation (8)). A comparable approach was already successfully
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used by Möhler et al. [37] and Bock et al. [38] to simulate anchorage-dependent Madin–Darby Canine
Kidney (MDCK) cell growth in a MC-based culture.

μ = μmax(
Glc

KGlc + Glc
)·( KLac

KLac + Lac
)·( KAmn

KAmn + Amn
)·(Xmax − XMC

Xmax
) (8)

The concentration of the cells on the MC surface increased through mitotic cell division and the
attachment of cells from the suspension (see Equation (9)). However, this increase was reduced by cell
detachment from the MC surface and was accounted for by the detachment constant −kdet.

dXMC
dt

= μ·XMC + kat
Xmax − XMC

Xmax
XSus − kdet·XMC (9)

However, the detachment constant −kdet is strongly affected by hydrodynamic forces, and
therefore, variable for different specific power inputs. As mentioned before, cell growth in the
suspension was negligible and therefore changes in cell concentration will only be affected by cell
attachment to or detachment from the MC surface (see Equation (10)).

dXSus
dt

= kdet·XMC − kat
Xmax − XMC

Xmax
XSus (10)

Figure 2. Principle of growth model and influencing factors.

Contrary to the growth restriction based on the specific growth rate, glucose consumption was
only limited by the glucose concentration itself (see Equation (11)). Consequently, glucose consumption
was the result of the glucose uptake by the mitotic cells and the maintenance metabolism of the mitotic
and non-mitotic cells (Xv).

dGlc
dt = − 1

Y X
Glc

μmax
Xmax−XMC

XMC
Glc

KGlc+Glc
KLac

KLac+Lac
KAmn

KAmn+Amn XMC − mGlc

·σ(Glc)·XV

(11)

In order to avoid negative glucose concentrations, a step response was implemented (see
Equation (12)).

σ(Glc) =

{
1 for Glc > 0
0 for Glc = 0

(12)

Due to stability issues in the culture medium, ultra-glutamine (alanyl-L-glutamine) was used
in all of the cultivation studies. However, glutamine consumption was not considered in the growth
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model, since our previous cultivation studies have shown that glutamine (Gln) is not a limiting factor
in the medium, especially under the investigated conditions (data not shown). The production of the
two main metabolites (Lac, Amn) was accounted for by a growth associated assumption, i.e., they were
only produced during cell growth when sufficient substrate concentration and free growth surface
were available (see Equations (13) and (14)). This meant that any increase in concentration due to
maintenance metabolism was ignored.

dLac
dt

= qLac·μ·XMC (13)

dAmn
dt

= qAmn·μ·XMC (14)

All calculations and simulations were performed with MATLAB R2018a (MathWorks Inc., Natick,
MA, USA). The model equations were solved using the ode15s solver.

Table 2. Parameters used for growth modelling.

Parameter Values Reference

−qGlc (pmol/cell/d) 9.8–35 This study
qLac (pmol/cell/d) 20–89 This study

qAmn (pmol/cell/d) 6–19 This study
kat (d−1) 0.033–0.05 This study
kdet (d−1) 0.002–0.01 This study

KGlc (mmol/L) 0.4 [37,39]
KLac (mmol/L) 35–50 [37,39]

KAmn (mmol/L) 8–10 [37,39]

2.3. Biochemical Engineering Investigations

2.3.1. Suspension Studies

The suspension criteria (Ns1u, Ns1) for the ProNectin® F-COATED MCs (ρP 1026 ± 4 kg/m3,
dP 169 ± 43 μm, AP 360 cm2/g) were determined in both spinner flasks. The methodology for the
determining of the suspension criteria was in accordance with Kaiser et al. [25]. In brief, the Ns1 (=Njs or
just suspended) suspension criterion was defined as the impeller speed required to just fully suspend
the MCs in the spinner flasks [40]. Ns1u described the suspension state at which some of the MCs were
still in contact with the reactor bottom, but none of them were at rest [41]. The suspension experiments
were carried out at different MC concentrations (2.5–20 g/L) and with a specially developed cell
culture medium from Lonza (w/5% FBS). While the impeller was in motion, the suspension state was
recorded by two digital cameras (from the side and below) and the recordings were subsequently
evaluated by visual observation. The optical accessibility to the spinner flask bottom was improved by
a mirror which was placed below the flask.

2.3.2. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)

Stereoscopic PIV measurements were carried out using a FlowMaster PIV system (LaVision,
Göttingen, Germany) in order to verify the CFD simulation results. The illumination of the field of
investigation was performed by a double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Litron Laser Ltd., Rugby, UK), which
generated a laser light sheet at a wavelength of λ 532 nm. In both cases, the laser light sheet was
vertically aligned through the spinner flasks and allowed radial, axial, and tangential fluid velocity
components to be measured (see Figure 3a). The fluid flow field was measured at different impeller
positions by phase-resolved measurements using a photoelectric barrier (see Figure 3b). Two Imager
Pro X4 CCD cameras (LaVision, Göttingen, Germany) with a resolution of 2048 × 2048 pixels were
used for image capturing. A Scheimpflug set-up with backward/forward scattering was used to align
the cameras, which were spatially calibrated using a two-level calibration plate (106-10, LaVision,
Germany). In order to reduce the effect of refraction/diffraction, which was induced by the laser
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light beam hitting the cylindrical spinner flask surface, the spinner flasks were placed in a water-filled
cubical box. The DaVis 8.3 (v 8.3, LaVision, Göttingen, Germany) software was used for image
acquisition and image processing, with up to 1,500 double-frame images per camera considered for
analysis by cross correlation. Cross correlation was performed by means of 32 × 32 pixel-interrogation
windows and an overlap of 50%. Fluid flow visualization was achieved by adding rhodamine coated
polymethylmethacrylat beads (PMMA, 1190 kg m−3, 20–50 μm, λEM,max 584 nm) to the spinner flasks.
Finally, laser light reflections were reduced by means of corresponding long pass optical fluorescence
edge filters (100% transmission >545 nm) mounted on each CCD camera.

Figure 3. Measurement set-up for stereoscopic particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements.
(a) Schematic representation of the measurement setup from the top. (b) Orientation of the impeller
and the laser light sheet plane during the measurements.

2.3.3. Microcarrier Measurement by Shadow Imaging (Shadowgraphy)

To verify the predicted MC characteristics from the multiphase simulations, MC distribution and
velocities were measured experimentally by means of shadow imaging techniques (see Figure 4a).
For this purpose, the ParticleMaster shadowgraphy system (LaVision, Göttingen, Germany) in
conjunction with a double-pulsed Nd:YAG laser and a high-efficiency light diffusor (λ 550–600 nm)
were used. The light beam was aligned parallel to the impeller shaft and directly opposite the CCD
camera (Imager Pro X 4M, LaVision, Göttingen, Germany), which was equipped with a telephoto
lens (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Similar to the PIV measurements, the spinner flasks were placed in
a water-filled cubical box to reduce the effects of refraction/diffraction. DaVis 8.3 software (v 8.3,
LaVision, Göttingen, Germany) and ParticleMaster toolbox were used for image acquisition and
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analysis. Particle recognition was performed based on an image segmentation algorithm with
subsequent analysis of the pixel intensity profile [42]. To calculate the MC velocities, individual
particles were tracked over two images and the velocities were calculated based on the corresponding
pixel shift in the x–y directions (vxy). Since only one CCD camera was used for the investigations, the

direct measurement and calculation of
→
w was not possible. However, the effects of the particle shift in

the z-direction were considered by means of depth-of-field calibration. Depending on the size of the
spinner flask, 1,500 double-frame images were captured from up to 4 positions in the vertical direction.
Spatial scanning of the fluid domain in the vertical direction was performed by a traverse system.
All measurements were carried out with cell-free and cell-loaded MCs at different impeller speeds
(Ns1u/Ns1) and impeller positions (see Figure 4b). The cell-loaded measurements were immediately
performed at the end of 7 days of cultivating hTERT-ASCs. Synchronization of the camera and the
laser to the impeller motion was performed by means of a trigger signal obtained from a photoelectric
barrier in order to perform phase-resolved measurements.

Figure 4. Measurement setup for shadow imaging investigations (Shadowgraphy). (a) Schematic
representation of the measurement setup from the top. (b) Orientation of the impeller and the diffuse
light beam during the measurements.

2.4. Cultivation Studies

2.4.1. Cells, Microcarriers, and Medium

Human telomerase reversed transcriptase immortalized hASCs (hTERT-ASCs) from the American
Type Culture Collection (SCRC-4000TM, ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) were used for all cultivation
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experiments. Prior to the cultivation studies, the hTERT-ASCs (p = 23, PDL 33) were adapted to the
serum-reduced cell culture medium (5% FBS) from Lonza (data not shown) and a cryovial-based
working cell bank was established (storage in liquid nitrogen). For the inoculation of each spinner
flask, an initial average cell density of 3,000 cells/cm2 (corresponding to 10,800 cells/mL) and a MC
concentration of 10 g/L (ProNectin® F-COATED, Pall SoloHill, New York, NY, USA) was used. The
MC concentration of 10 g/L was selected based on previous investigations of Schirmaier et al. [16].
The required number of MCs was prepared and sterilized as recommended by the vendor one day
before inoculation.

2.4.2. Analytics

Off-line samples were taken daily to measure the substrate (Glc, Gln) and metabolite (Lac, Amn)
concentrations with a BioProfile 100Plus (Nova Biomedical, Waltham, MA, USA) and/or a CedexBio
(Roche Diagnostics, Risch-Rotkreuz, Switzerland). After the cells had detached from the MC surface
(15 min with TrypLE Select; Gibco by Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA), the hTERT-ASC cell
number was measured (n = 3) using a NucleoCounter® NC-200TM (ChemoMetec, Allerød, Denmark).
The measured cell specific values were used to calculate the growth-related parameters (maximum
specific growth rate, μmax, minimum doubling time, td, expansion factor, EF). In addition to the cell
measurements, 2 mL of the MC-cell suspension was fixed immediately after sampling with a 3%
paraformaldehyde solution for 4’,6-diamidin-2-phenyliondol (in short DAPI) staining (see Figure 5a).
The fixed MC-cell suspension was also used to analyze the MC-cell aggregates (see Figure 5b). For
this purpose, the MCs were scanned prior to staining with a document scanner (Epson Perfection
1650) with an image resolution of 4,200 dpi (=5 μm/pixel). The images were then processed and
analyzed with ImageJ (particle analysis toolbox) and Matlab in order to obtain the MC-cell aggregate
size distribution (see Figure 5c–e). The number of cells in the culture supernatant (these are the cells
detached from the MC surfaces) was measured daily by analyzing 0.4 mL of supernatant with a
MACSQuant Analyzer 10 (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany).

Figure 5. Image based analysis of MC-cell aggregates. (a) 4’,6-diamidin-2-phenyliondol (DAPI) stained
picture. (b) Phase contrast microscopic picture for evaluation of aggregate size and shape. (c,d) Three
step image processing for automated MC-cell aggregate analysis (I: image conversion, II: image
segmentation, III: aggregate analysis).

Flow cytometric measurements were carried out with cells from the inoculum and with
microcarrier-free, purified cell samples from the different spinner flasks. For flow cytometric analysis,
the cells were stained with fluorochrome-conjugated anti-human CD14, CD20, CD34, CD45, CD73,
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CD90, and CD105 (according to the recommendations of the International Society for Cellular Therapy
ISCT and the International Federation for Adipose Therapeutics and Science IFATS) antibodies
(Miltenyi Biotec, Germany) and measured with a MACSQuant device. Flow cytometric data were
analyzed with Flowlogic (Inivai Inc., Mentone Vicoria, Australia) and presented as mean ±SD. A
one-way ANOVA and a Holm–Sidak test (multiple comparisons versus control group) were used
to compare numeric data amongst the different experimental groups. p-values less than 0.05 were
accepted as statistically significant.

2.4.3. Spinner Flask Cultivations

For each condition, three spinner flasks (n = 3) of both spinner flask types were inoculated with
hTERT-ASCs and cultivated for 10 days at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2, and 80% humidity. All spinner flasks
were inoculated with the same inoculum (P24, PDL 35), which was prepared using cryopreserved
hTERT-ASCs (one passage post thawing in T75 flasks; 5000 cells/cm2). In addition, the cells were
also expanded in a T75-flask in parallel as a static control. Prior to inoculation, the MC suspension
was equilibrated for 12 h. Post inoculation, no agitation was performed for 4 h in order to support
cell attachment on the MC surface. After the cell attachment phase, the impeller speed was set
according to the individual experimental conditions (SP100 = 25 rpm, 49 rpm Ns1u, 60 rpm Ns1,
120 rpm; SP300 = 20 rpm, 41 rpm Ns1u, 52 rpm Ns1, 100 rpm). On days 4 and 8, partial medium
exchanges (50%) were performed. For this purpose, the impellers were switched off and the MCs
were allowed to settle. Fifty percent of the working volume of the spinner flasks was replaced with
fresh preheated medium, and the impellers were restarted. No MC feeds were performed during
the cultivations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Suspension Studies

Different MC suspension states are represented in Figure 6a for the Corning® SP100 with a MC
concentration of 10 g/L. As can be seen from the images, different suspension states can be detected:
(1) transport of the MCs to the vessel center and the formation of a clear outer zone, (2) swirling
up of the MCs from the center of the vessel bottom and further reduction of the MC solid fraction
at the reactor bottom, and (3) maintaining the MCs in suspension (Ns1u < N < Ns1). Comparable
suspension states were also observed for the SP300 spinner flask. This was not surprising, since the
two spinner flasks have comparable geometrical ratios and are equipped with identical impellers:
a large paddle-like impeller (d/D 0.58–0.68). Due to the shape of the paddle-like impeller and the
absence of probes, which probably act as baffles, a mainly tangentially oriented fluid flow was induced.
The secondary flow resulted in the transport of the MCs to the vessel center (see Section 3.2). From this
area, the MCs were swirled up as the impeller speed was further increased.

The impeller speeds required to fulfill the two suspension criteria for different MC concentrations
(2.5–20 g/L) were in the range of 30 rpm to 81 rpm (Ns1u) and 35 rpm to 90 rpm (Ns1) for the SP100
and 22 rpm to 65 rpm (Ns1u) and 29 rpm to 75 rpm (Ns1) for the SP300. Therefore, it can be concluded
that Ns1 = (1.1–1.3)·Ns1u. Within the investigated MC concentration range, a linear correlation was
found between the impeller speeds required to achieve the suspension criteria for the corresponding
MC concentration. Thus, an average increase of 27 rpm per g MCs for the SP100 and an average
increase of 29 rpm per g MCs for the SP300 are required to maintain the suspension state defined by
Ns1u and Ns1. The impeller speeds required to ensure the suspension criteria in the SP100 were on
average 25.25 ± 6.5% higher than for the SP300. However, when comparing the corresponding tip
speeds (utip = π n d), similar values for the SP100 and SP300 were calculated (see Figure 6b). This
can be explained by the comparable geometrical ratios of the two systems and the resulting fluid
flow conditions, which are described in Section 3.2. The maximum deviations of the measured data
from the predicted values were between 8% and 10%, depending on the linear regression analysis
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for Ns1u (utip,Ns1u = 0.0067·cMC + 0.0379) and Ns1 (utip,Ns1 = 0.0069·cMC + 0.0581). However, these
statistical correlations are only valid within the tested MC concentration range (2.5–20 g/L). The
accuracy of the two regression models is also shown in Figure 6c, where the experimentally measured
values were plotted against the predicted model values. It can be clearly seen that the values only
slightly scatter around the diagonal center line, and the maximum deviations were between ±10% and
±12%. Nevertheless, the results demonstrate the linear relationship between the tip speed and the
MC concentration as well as the applicability of the regression models for estimating the suspension
criteria within the tested MC concentration range for the two spinner flasks. In fact, the dependency of
the suspension criteria on the geometrical dimensions is undeniable. The determined impeller speeds
and regression models served as a basis for the CFD simulations (see Sections 3.2–3.5).

Figure 6. Microcarrier suspension dynamics. (a) Photographic pictures of the MC distribution during
the suspension studies (e.g., SP100, 10 g/L). (b) Graphical representation of the required tip speeds to
achieve the suspension criteria at different MC concentrations for the SP100 and SP300. (c) Experimental
vs. predicted Ns1u and Ns1 (=shown as tip speed) for the Corning spinner flasks (merged data for
SP100 and SP300).

3.2. Single-Phase Fluid Flow Pattern

The main objective of the single-phase CFD simulations was to characterize and compare the
fluid flow under the same conditions investigated in the cultivation studies (see Section 3.5). As
shown in Figure 7, the fluid flow profiles in the two spinner flask types were similar, due to their
comparable geometrical ratios. In both cases, the highest fluid velocities occurred at the edges of
the impeller blades and corresponded quite well to the theoretical tip speed. An area with relatively
weak fluid velocities was generated directly below the impeller (r/R ± 0.3) in both systems. Thus,
this area represents a critical zone for MC sedimentation. The observed MC transport form the outer
part of the vessel to the vessel center was mainly driven by the induced secondary flow, previously
discussed in Section 3.1. Similar findings were also reported by Berry et al. [31], Liovic et al. [28], and
Venkat et al. [43] in other types of small scale spinner flasks.

A more quantitative comparison of the volume-weighted fractions of the individual velocity
components (x, y, z-directions) is shown in Figure 8a. The profiles of the velocity components are
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very similar for both systems. The results indicate that the fluid flow in both systems was mainly
tangentially oriented. As defined by the boundary conditions, maximum tangential fluid velocity of
0.99 utip (SP100) and 1.0 utip (SP300) were expected. It can be concluded that the velocity distribution
is relatively homogeneous without large fluctuations in the volume-weighted velocity profile. The
axial part of the fluid flow was not particularly pronounced and the maximum values were between
0.41 utip (SP100) and 0.59 utip (SP300). The highest axial fluid velocities occurred directly below the
impeller blade and were crucial for MC dispersion. The comparison of the dimensionless velocity
magnitude (u/utip) along the dimensionless radial coordinates (r/R) at c/2 (=4 mm) indicated a greater
velocity increase and a higher maximum fluid velocity in the SP300, which can be ascribed to the wider
impeller blade (≈20 mm) (Figure 8b). However, the spatial dimensions of the critical fluid zone have
similar courses in both spinner flasks.

Figure 7. Fluid flow inside the SP100 (a) and SP300 (b), represented by combined vector and contour
plots. The fluid flow pattern is presented in the vertical mid-plane for the Ns1u-criterion (SP100 49 rpm,
SP300 41 rpm). The velocities are normalized by u/utip and the vectors are projected to the given plane
with a fixed length of 0.1 mm.

Figure 8. Comparison of fluid velocities at the experimentally determined Ns1u criterion.
(a) Volume-weighted fractions of the velocity components in x, y, z-directions. The volume-weighted
data was discretized into 30 discrete classes and normalized by utip. (b) Normalized velocity magnitude

(u/utip) along radial coordinates at c/2.
→
u ,

→
v ,

→
w/utip = dimensionless velocities in x, y, z-directions.

3.3. Fluid Flow Field Verification

Since a number of mathematical assumptions were used for the CFD modeling of the two spinner
flasks, stereoscopic PIV measurements were performed to validate the CFD-predicted fluid flow
pattern (Figure 9). The contour plots show the fluid flow vectors in the x and y-directions as well as the
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fluid velocity component
→
w at a spatial position of 80◦ along mid plane of the vessel. A comparison

of the fluid velocities in the SP100 was only possible for dimensionless radial coordinates between
0.50 and 0.82 (r/R), due to the pronounced curve of the vessel surface. Nevertheless, the qualitative
comparison of the fluid velocity vectors showed good agreement between the CFD model and the
PIV measurements. The only differences were slightly underestimated fluid velocities (0.76 utip) that
were determined near the impeller bar. These differences can be accounted for by measurement
uncertainties based on optical phenomena and the restricted measurement accuracy directly at the
edges of the impeller bar. Thus, direct comparison of the fluid velocities in direct proximity to the
impeller is difficult. The qualitative comparison of the fluid flow pattern in the SP300 showed very
good matching between the CFD-predicted and the actual fluid flow structures, with two recirculating
flows. For a more quantitative comparison of the individual velocity components, the CFD-predicted
and PIV-measured data were compared along dimensionless radial coordinates (0.5–1.0 r/R) at an axial
position of 0.1 (h/HL). The comparison of the CFD-predicted and PIV-measured velocity components
in the SP100 revealed only minor differences for

→
v (up to 7.5%) and

→
w (up to 8.7%). However, the

CFD velocity profiles were well captured and the overall agreement of PIV and CFD was satisfactory,
findings are consistent with those published by Kaiser et al. [25]. All three velocity components
in the SP300 were well captured by the stereoscopic PIV-measurements. The greatest differences
(7.9–15%) were found for

→
u between 0.7 and 0.85 (r/R). Hence, it can be postulated that, regardless of

the differences, the established CFD model provides reliable fluid flow predictions in both spinner
flask types.

Figure 9. Verification of the fluid flow pattern in the SP100 and SP300. Qualitative (a,c) and quantitative
(b,d) comparison of CFD-predicted and PIV-measured fluid velocity components (

→
u ,

→
v ,

→
w) in the SP100

(a,b) and SP300 (c,d). The contour plots are colored according to
→
w. The arrows show the vectors

in the x and y-directions. The quantitative comparison was performed along radial coordinates at a
dimensionless axial coordinate of 0.1 (h/HL).
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3.4. Microcarrier Distribution

After determining and validating the fluid flow, the MC distribution was simulated (EE) for a MC
solid fraction of 0.1% and for different impeller speeds, in order to compare the two systems. Figure 10
shows an example of the volume-weighted frequency distribution of the dimensionless MC solid
fractions (α/αmean) in the two spinner flasks for Ns1u. As expected, the highest MC volume fractions (up
to 2.8·αmean for the SP100 and SP300) were, in both cases, found directly below the impeller in the weak
mixing zone. This observation was again not surprising because of the definition of Ns1u. Even for Ns1,
a higher MC volume fraction was found in this region, because the MCs must periodically pass through
the region in order to swirl up. The spatial position of the CFD-predicted MC deposits agreed well with
the observations made during the suspension studies. The CFD-derived volume-weighted frequency
distribution of the dimensionless MC volume fractions showed comparable MC homogeneity for
the two spinner flask types (α/αmean close to 1). Even though the conditions were comparable in
both systems at the vessel bottom for Ns1u and Ns1, this does not necessarily result in a same MC
distribution over the entire vessel volume. The fronting of the distributions clearly indicates zones with
low MC volume fractions. These zones were mainly determined near the fluid surface and represent
the sedimentation boundary. The similar conditions at the vessel bottom can mainly be explained
by the same off-bottom clearance (c = 0.07–0.12), whereas the MC distribution over the entire vessel
volume is mostly affected by the d/D ratio. The swirl up of the MCs can be negatively affected by
the recirculating fluid flow below the impeller. However, this effect is partially compensated in the
two spinner flask types by the low off-bottom clearance. Due to the higher d/D ratio and the slightly
different impeller shape of the SP100, recirculating fluid flow were formed near the fluid surface
and decreased overall MC homogeneity (see Section 3.2). It seems that this slightly reduced overall
MC homogeneity might have an effect on the MC-cell-aggregate formation rate due to the higher
probability of particle interactions.

Figure 10. CFD-derived volume-weighted frequency distribution and contour plots of the
dimensionless MC volume fraction (α/αmean) at the Ns1u (SP100 = 49 rpm (a), SP300 = 41 rpm (b)).

Based on the findings from the EE simulations, additional EL simulations were performed in order
to derive the spatial distribution of discrete MC particles and to additionally calculate the circulation
time, residence time and the hydrodynamic stresses acting on the particles (see Section 3.5). For this
purpose, the two spinner flask types were vertically divided into four zones (Δ h/HL ≈ 0.25) and
particle recovery (=percentage of particles per zone) was tracked for each zone. In order to start with
“stationary” conditions, the tracking was started after particle movement had been simulated for at
least ≥2·Θ95%. Afterwards, particle recovery in each zone was calculated and averaged over a period
of 1·Θ95%.
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Figure 11 shows the individual particle recoveries calculated for the four spinner segments. The
results revealed that the highest probability of presence of MCs is in the lowest spinner segment.
This qualitative observation corresponds well with the results of the suspension studies and the EE
simulations. The number of particles in the lower part of the SP100 was 2.8–21.5% higher than in
the SP300 for all simulations. However, a clear reduction in the number of particles was observed
at higher impeller speeds in both cases, resulting in increased particle recoveries in the other zones
(zones 2–4). Interestingly, the particle reduction in zone 1 and the increase in the particle number in
zones 2–4 were more significant at lower impeller speeds, showing an asymptotic convergence to
absolute homogeneous conditions. Furthermore, the results indicate that the hydrodynamic stresses at
the lower part of the spinner flasks in particular have the most significant effect on the cells, because
the MCs are most often in this zone. However, the effects of the hydrodynamic stresses in the different
zones depended heavily on the particle circulation and residence times (see Section 3.5), demonstrating
the dynamics and complexity of the systems.

Figure 11. CFD-derived (EL) particle recoveries in the four predefined spinner segments along the axial
coordinates (h/HL) in the SP100 (a) and SP300 (b). Zone 1 = 0.00–0.25 h/HL, Zone 2 = 0.25–0.50 h/HL,
Zone 3 = 0.50–0.75 h/HL, Zone 4 = 0.75–1.00 h/HL.

To verify the applicability of the EL model, the CFD-predicted MC distribution was
representatively verified for zones 3 and 4 of the SP100 using shadow imaging measurements
(see Figure 12). For this purpose, a discrete number of MCs were added to the spinner flask and
the positions of the MCs were captured and subsequently compared with the CFD-derived data.
The interrogation space (≈2500–3000 mm3) for the particle counting and comparison was defined
based on the depth-of-field of the optical lens used for the measurements. The comparison of the
modeled and measured particle data in zones 3 and 4 showed good overall agreement, even though
the CFD-derived particle values deviated slightly from the measured values (see Figure 12). The
observed deviations could be explained by the measurement accuracy of the shadowgraphy method
itself or by an overprediction of the turbulence parameters in the transient fluid flow regime in the
turbulence models. The reduction in particle recovery in zone 4 from Ns1u (utip = 0.106 m/s) to Ns1
(utip = 0.130 m/s) can be explained by the fluid flow transition and the generation of a downward
oriented recirculating fluid flow structure in the zone. However, the overall agreement was satisfactory
and demonstrates the applicability of the EL model for the prediction of particle distribution in the
SP100 and SP300. The measured particle velocity components

→
u and

→
v were also in a comparable

range to velocities calculated for particles in the Langarian framework. Thus, no significant differences
were found between cell-free and cell-loaded MCs. Therefore, it may be hypothesized that the MCs
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followed the fluid flow in a predominantly slip-free manner. This statement is also supported by the
low sedimentation velocities (1.46 ± 0.56 mm/s) of the MCs.

Figure 12. Verification of CFD-predicted particle distributions in zone 3 (a) and 4 (b) of the SP100.
The CFD-predicted particle data was verified by means of shadowgraphy measurements in zones 3
(0.50–0.75 h/HL) and 4 (0.75–1.00 h/HL). Black bars = CFD data, grey bars = shadowgraphy data.

3.5. Circulation Times, Residence Times, and Hydrodynamic Stresses

The circulation times and residence times were calculated for each individual spinner segment
based on the particle tracking data (from EL simulations) and were subsequently averaged over the
four segments (=mean circulation and residence times). Fully sedimented MCs, especially at lower
impeller speeds (≤Ns1u), were not considered for the analysis. Figure 13a shows the relationship
between the mean circulation times and the mean residence times. As expected, the circulation times
(2.7–11.5 s) decreased proportionally to the residence times (0.74–4.94 s) as the impeller speed was
increased. Interestingly, the proportionality constants for the SP100 = 0.54 and the SP300 = 0.49 were
quite similar. This observation can be ascribed to the comparable fluid flow conditions resulting from
the comparable geometrical ratios of the two systems. The calculated mean particle forces (see Table 3),
which were calculated based on the particle force balance during the simulations, were inversely
proportional to the circulation and residence times (see Figure 13a), and are indicated by the size of the
circles. This finding is not unexpected, since the specific power input, which was derived from the
CFD simulations, increased by approximately the 3rd potency in both spinner flask types. However,
an experimental verification of this correlation is difficult due to the low acting torques in the two
spinner flasks. Interestingly, the mean values of the particle forces did not change significantly between
the lower impeller speeds (<Ns1u) and the two suspension criteria, even though the circulation and
residence times decreased by up to 50%. Impeller speeds exceeding Ns1u and Ns1 resulted in a slight
decrease of the circulation times, although the related particle forces increased logarithmically to the
resulting specific power input (see Table 3). The product of the impeller speed and the circulation time
resulted in values between 6.0–8.6 (SP100) and 4.5–5.7 (SP300) for impeller speeds exceeding Ns1u and
Ns1. Thus, no constant values were achieved for the investigated conditions. Comparable observations
as for the specific power input are also possible when considering the local normal and shear stresses,
which were calculated according to Wollny et al. [44] (see Figure 13b). The volume-weighted mean
values of the local normal (SP100: 1.15–1.51·10−3 N/m2, SP300: 0.69–0.88·10−3 N/m2) and shear
stresses (SP100: 4.96–6.62·10−3 N/m2, SP300: 4.00–4.98·10−3 N/m2) were in a comparable range in
both spinner flask types for impeller speeds between Ns1u and Ns1. Thus, similar conditions in terms
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of hydrodynamic stresses can be expected for cultivations in the resulting specific power input range
of 0.3–1.1 W/m3, which was derived from the simulations. The defined specific power inputs were
comparable to the data described by Schirmaier et al. [16], Grein et al. [45], Cierpka et al. [46], and
Lawson et al. [17] for benchtop and pilot scale bioreactors, who postulated that specific power inputs
of up to 2.1 W/m3 are suitable for the MC-based expansion of hMSCs. However, time-dependent
hydrodynamic stresses might differ from the two spinner flask types investigated in this study, because
the benchtop and pilot scale bioreactors were equipped with axial conveying impellers. It is worth
mentioning that the mean values of the local shear stresses in the SP100 increased more than in the
SP300 for impeller speeds exceeding Ns1. This is mainly caused by the larger d/D ratio, which results
in a higher level of turbulence. It is evident that the local shear stresses, which are suspected to cause
higher cell damage [47], have a dominant effect over the normal stresses. Moreover, different studies
in laminar flow bioreactors have demonstrated that the shear stress can affect the cell morphology and
the formation of the extracellular matrix (ECM) [48–50]. Yeatts et al. reported that continuous shear
stresses of up to 0.15 dynes/cm2 (=0.015 Pa) can cause higher expression levels of osteoblastic markers
such as osteopontin and osteocalcin [51,52]. However, in most of the cases the hMSCs were exposed to
these continuous shear stresses (up to 12 dynes/cm2) over a long period (up to 28 days). Thus, the
effect of the changing hydrodynamic conditions and the short exposure times in stirred bioreactors
needs to be investigated in subsequent studies.

Figure 13. Hydrodynamic stresses. (a) Bubble plot showing the relationship between the circulation
time, residence time, and the relating particle forces. The size of the bubble indicates the strength of the
particle related force. (b) Volume-weighted values of local normal and shear stresses in relation to the
specific power input. The grey area indicates the range between the Ns1u and Ns1 criteria.

Another popular method for evaluating hydrodynamic stress is based on Kolmogorov’s theory of
isotropic turbulence [53–55]. While cells in suspension are assumed to only be affected by turbulent
eddies of comparable size, those growing on the surface of a MC appear to be more shear sensitive.
This might be because they are attached to relatively large particles that are more prone to collisions
that might damage the cells. Croughan et al. [56] found that cell damage became significant when
the smallest turbulent eddies were approximately two-thirds of the size of a MC. However, to apply
Kolmogorov’s theory, the fluid flow must be very turbulent. Taking into account the fact that Re < 104

(see Table 3), the fluid flow is in the transition region of Reynolds numbers, between laminar and fully
turbulent conditions. Thus, it would be more reasonable to describe it as moderately turbulent in both
cases [31,43]. However, the calculated maximum dissipation rates were higher by a factor of one or
two in the impeller swept volume than in the bulk, and therefore, agreed well with findings from the
literature [28,57]. As expected, the smallest turbulent eddies were found for the highest tested impeller
speeds, with values between 30 μm and 47 μm. In terms of the suspension criteria, the minimum
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values were predicted in the range of 60 μm and 76 μm, which is much lower than the proposed 2/3
MC size. In contrast, the volume-weighted mean values were slightly higher than the MC size, which
demonstrated that only a small proportion of the turbulent eddies are comparable in size to the MCs.
This lowers the risk that the MCs might come into contact with these detrimental eddies. However,
this fact depends heavily on the resulting circulation times and residence times of the MCs. The mean
volume-weighted values for the highest tested impeller speeds were in both cases much closer to the
detrimental theoretical value of 141 μm. Even though such eddies occurred at the suspension criteria,
the frequency with which the MCs were exposed to such eddies was much lower due to the lower
circulation times and residence times (see Section 3.6). Furthermore, in both cases, the volume of
λ < 141 μm increased from 0.03 to 52.72% and from 0.02 to 63.26% as the impeller speed increased
from 25 to 120 rpm and 20 to 100 rpm, respectively.

Table 3. Overview of the main biochemical engineering parameters for the SP100 and SP300.
Parameters were obtained from the CFD simulations.

N utip Re P/V lλ
(a) LSS (b) LNS (c) F (d)

(rpm) (m/s) (-) (W/m3) (μm) (10−3 N/m2) (10−3 N/m2) (10−5 N)

Corning® 125 mL spinner (SP100):

25 0.054 715 0.07 130/530 3.21/69.41 1.04/43.17 0.75
49 0.106 1402 0.63 66/228 4.96/187.00 1.15/109.00 0.85
60 0.130 1717 1.12 60/191 6.62/232.37 1.51/127.20 0.91

120 0.261 3434 7.56 30/111 13.55/437.69 2.33/277.44 1.82

Corning® 500 mL spinner (SP300):

20 0.053 841 0.05 136/546 2.05/214.40 0.35/138.86 0.83
41 0.108 1724 0.33 76/295 4.00/481.99 0.69/362.76 0.89
52 0.137 2186 0.61 66/282 4.98/680.55 0.88/473.87 1.04

100 0.263 4204 3.70 47/181 9.28/1352.86 1.71/874.34 2.10
(a) Volume-weighted minimum/mean values of turbulent Kolmogorov length scale. (b,c) Local shear (LSS) and
normal (LNS) stress for volume-weighted mean/maximum values. (d) Mean values of the force acting on particles
weighted by number.

3.6. Cultivation Studies

Figure 14a–d shows the time-dependent profiles of living cell densities and MC-cell aggregates for
the SP100 and SP300. It can be seen that the investigated hydrodynamic stresses have a significant effect
on cell growth and MC-cell-aggregate formation. The highest living cell densities were achieved, of up
to 1.68 ± 0.36 × 105 cells/cm2 (=6.25 ± 0.35 × 105 cells/mL, EF 56.01) and 2.46 ± 0.16 × 105 cells/cm2

(=8.77 ± 0.66 × 105 cells/mL, EF 81.14), in the SP100 and SP300 when working at the suspension
criteria. The living peak cell densities in the SP300 were on average up to 40% higher than those in the
SP100. Although the two spinner flask types had comparable geometrical ratios, the hydrodynamic
stresses in the SP100 were higher at the suspension criteria (see Section 3.5). In fact, the time-dependent
stresses were higher due to the lower circulation times, which increases the risk that the cells on the
MCs are more frequently exposed to detrimental stresses. At the same time, the residence times, and
therefore, the exposure times of the MCs to the time-dependent stresses were shorter. This observation
is supported by the slightly lower level of homogeneity in the SP100, as shown in the CFD-simulations.
However, in both cases, the peak cell densities were in the same range as cell densities measured in
planar, static cultures at maximum confluency (2.9 ± 0.09 × 105 cells/cm2, data not shown), in which
the cells were expanded in parallel. This result indicates that the cells cultivated at the suspension
criteria are mainly restricted by the available growth surface. In contrast, significantly lower cell
densities were achieved at lower and higher impeller speeds. A peak living cell density of 1.05 ± 0.06
× 105 cells/cm2 (=4.49 ± 0.06 × 105 cells/mL, EF 35.05) and 1.36 ± 0.57 × 105 cells/cm2 (=4.88 ±
0.57 × 105 cells/mL, EF 45.20) was determined for the SP100 and the SP300 at 25 rpm and 20 rpm,
respectively. These peak cell densities are up to 84% lower than those at the suspension criteria. This
observation may be caused by the higher amount of sedimented MCs and the increased MC-cell
aggregate formation (see Figure 14a). Although the specific power input for the same tip speed in the
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SP300 was slightly lower than for the SP100, shorter circulation times and residence times occurred
and resulted in reduced MC-cell aggregate formation due to the higher grade of homogeneity. The
amount of aggregates with a size of >1.0 mm increased significantly after three days of cultivation at
low impeller speeds, which impairs cell growth. We observed that the LDH activity values calculated
relative to the values obtained for the suspension criteria on day seven increased by between 32% and
44% in the supernatant. Even, from day 7 to day 10, the LDH activity further increased by up to 60%
in all cultivations with impeller speeds between 20 and 60 rpm, which is accompanied by stagnant cell
growth after day seven. Comparable results were also found for the cell viability, which was measured
for the cells in the supernatant by flow cytometry. The viability of the cells on the MCs was always
>99%. This is not surprising as dead cells detach from the MC surface. Thus, the increase of dead
cells in the supernatant depends on the cell detachment from the MC surface and the die off of cells
in the supernatant. Interestingly, the MC-cell aggregate formation had a stronger influence on the
number of dead cells in the supernatant than the hydrodynamic stresses. The percentage of dead cells
in the supernatant increased to 58% at the end of the cultivations (day 10) for N < Ns1u. In contrast,
the percentage of dead cells in the supernatant for N > Ns1 was only 30%. This means that day seven
represents the optimal point for cell harvesting. In contrast, no significant MC-cell aggregate formation
was observed for higher impeller speeds, due to the higher hydrodynamic stress. Although a peak
cell density of between 0.6 × 105 cells/cm2 and 1.25 × 105 cells/cm2 was achieved, the amount of
larger aggregates was low, meaning that higher hydrodynamic stresses affected MC-cell aggregation.
This was expected and has also been reported by Takahashi et al. [58] and Ferrari et al. [59], who both
recommend using impeller speed, among other parameters, to control aggregate size to some extent.

Figure 14. Results of hTERT-ASC cultivations. Time-dependent profiles of living cell densities and
MC-cell aggregates. (a) SP100 25 rpm/SP300 20 rpm, (b) SP100 Ns1u 49 rpm/41 rpm, (c) SP100 Ns1 60
rpm/SP300 52 rpm, (d) SP100 120 rpm/SP300 100 rpm; 50% medium exchange on days 4 and 8. Data
points were connected for a better overview and do not imply a kinetic relation.
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Table 4 shows the main growth-dependent parameters including the cell specific glucose
consumption rate, the lactate production rate and the ammonia production rate. By considering the
calculated specific glucose consumption rates, it becomes clear that the lowest values were obtained
at the suspension criteria in both cases. This is due to the efficient metabolization of glucose under
these conditions. The calculated values for the hTERT-ASCs agreed well with those determined by
Rafiq et al. [60] for hMSCs in different culture media. The highest specific glucose consumption rates
(20.79–35.00 pmol/cell/d) were found at the highest impeller speeds. The relationship between the
specific glucose consumption rate and the specific power input can be expressed by a logarithmic
function of the 3rd order (f (−qgluc) = −11.085 + [−1.311 × ln(P/V)] + [−3.529 × ln(P/V)]2 + [−0.806 ×
ln(P/V)]3, R2 = 0.963), whereas this correlation is only valid for the investigated P/V range. Similar
correlations were also calculated for the cell specific lactate and ammonia production rates, where
values of up to 193% and 170% higher than those in the spinner flasks at the suspension criteria were
determined at the highest impeller speeds. These higher values indicate that the cells are more stressed
at higher impeller speeds as a result of higher hydrodynamic loads. Moreover, such high metabolite
production rates also result in a large accumulation of inhibitory metabolites during cultivation and
may reduce cell yield [39,61,62]. The different obtained correlations were used as initial parameters for
the growth modelling (see Section 3.6).

Table 4. Overview of the main growth-dependent parameters in the SP100 and SP300.

N Living xmax EF μ/td −qgluc qlac qNH4
+

(rpm) (105 cells/mL)
(105 cells/cm2)

(-) (d−1)
(d) (pmol Cell−1 d−1)

Corning® 125 mL Spinner (SP100):

25 4.49 ± 0.06
1.05 ± 0.06 35.03 0.62 ± 0.03

1.12 ± 0.06 −13.21 ± 2.27 20.65 ± 2.73 8.78 ± 0.28

49 6.01 ± 0.12
1.67 ± 0.12 55.62 0.70 ± 0.01

0.99 ± 0.02 −10.55 ± 1.59 35.22 ± 1.91 6.09 ± 0.42

60 6.25 ± 0.35
1.68 ± 0.36 56.01 0.74 ± 0.01

0.93 ± 0.01 −9.80 ± 0.76 30.28 ± 1.01 6.20 ± 0.34

120 2.17 ± 0.40
0.60 ± 0.04 20.11 0.45 ± 0.09

1.53 ± 0.38 −35.00 ± 1.61 88.78 ± 5.21 16.48 ± 0.25

Corning® 500 mL spinner (SP300):

20 4.88 ± 0.57
1.36 ± 0.57 45.20 0.54 ± 0.01

1.28 ± 0.01 −20.98 ± 0.93 28.60 ± 9.86 14.71 ± 0.15

41 8.51 ± 0.16
2.46 ± 0.16 81.92 0.72 ± 0.01

0.97 ± 0.01 −15.47 ± 0.59 40.63 ± 1.78 10.64 ± 0.54

52 8.77 ± 0.66
2.43 ± 0.66 81.14 0.73 ± 0.02

0.95 ± 0.03 −11.75 ± 1.23 35.29 ± 3.28 9.73 ± 0.42

100 4.51 ± 0.29
1.25 ± 0.29 41.76 0.55 ± 0.01

1.25 ± 0.03 −20.76 ± 9.84 88.56 ± 2.09 18.96 ± 1.39

Figure 15a shows the relationship between the overall mean specific growth rate and the specific
power input. The parabolic curve profile of the specific growth rate shows optimal cell growth between
Ns1u and Ns1. For specific power inputs between 0.33 and 1.12 W/m3, maximum values for μ between
0.70 and 0.74 d−1 (=0.93–0.99 d) were achieved. Comparable growth rates for hTERT-MSCs were also
described by Balducci et al. [63], Leber et al. [64], and Cierpka et al. [46]. Moreover, the maximum
specific growth rates correlate quite well with the values (0.70 ± 0.02 d−1) from experiments in the
planar and static culture systems (data not shown). This demonstrates the comparability of the two
spinner flask types, even though slight deviations exist. Similar relationships to those for the specific
growth rate and the specific power input were also found for other hydrodynamic stress parameters
(i.e., lλ, LSS, F; see Table 3). The derived correlations represent the basis for growth modeling and
future scale-up investigations.

Based on the measured MC-cell aggregates, a cell specific aggregation rate was derived from the
data. For this purpose, the data of the class II aggregate (>1.0 mm) was correlated with cell growth
over the time. The dependency of the MC-cell aggregation rate on specific power input is shown in
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Figure 15b. The determined MC-cell aggregation rates for the SP100 were higher than for the SP300 for
all investigated conditions. However, this was not surprising because of the lower MC homogeneity,
especially at lower impeller speeds (N < Ns1u and Ns1).

Figure 15. Dependency of the specific growth rate (a) and the MC-cell aggregation rate (b) on the
specific volumetric power input. The grey marked area indicates the range between Ns1u and Ns1.

Table 5 shows the results of the flow cytometric measurements after cell harvesting for the four
negative (CD14−, CD20−, CD34−, and CD45−) and the three positive (CD73+, CD90+, and CD105+)
markers. In order to visualize a change in the marker expression profile, the results were compared
with those obtained from the cell inoculum. All positive markers were strongly expressed (>91%)
and the negative markers exhibited a lack of expression (<2.7%). These results correspond with
measurements for hTERT-ASCs by Balducci et al. [63], Yin et al. [65], and Wolbank et al. [66]. Moreover,
the results are in good agreement with the minimal expression levels for hASCs recommended by
the International Society of Cellular Therapy (ISCT) and the International Federation for Adipose
Therapeutics and Science (IFATS) [67]. Statistically significant differences were found in all spinner
flask cultivations for CD73, CD90, and CD105, when they were compared with the expression levels
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obtained from the cell inoculum. However, a correlation of the surface marker expression levels with
the hydrodynamic stress or MC-cell aggregate formation was not found.

Table 5. Results of flow cytometric measurements. The results show the percentage of positive cells
for a given surface marker. A one-way ANOVA (Holm–Sidak method, n = 3; p < 0.05) with multiple
comparisons versus the control group was performed for the statistical analysis.

Marker
Inoculum SP100 SP300

T-flasks 25 rpm 49 rpm 60 rpm 120 rpm 20 rpm 41 rpm 52 rpm 100 rpm
(%) (%) (%)

CD14− 2.7
1.7 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.0 1.9 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1
(p 0.518) (p 0.100) (p 0.442) (p 0.493) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05)

CD20− 2.7
1.7 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.0 1.9 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1
(p 0.518) (p 0.100) (p 0.442) (p 0.493) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05)

CD34− 2.7
1.7 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.0 1.9 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1
(p 0.518) (p 0.100) (p 0.442) (p 0.493) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05)

CD45− 2.7
1.7 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.3 1.2 ± 0.0 1.9 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1
(p 0.518) (p 0.100) (p 0.442) (p 0.493) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05) (p > 0.05)

CD73+ 99.4
99.6 ± 0.0 99.8 ± 0.0 97.1 ± 2.8 99.6 ± 0.2 99.5 ± 0.1 99.7 ± 0.0 99.8 ± 0.1 99.7 ± 0.0
(p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05)

CD90+ 96.2
97.7 ± 0.4 98.9± 0.0 98.7 ± 0.2 97.6 ± 0.7 95.0 ± 0.0 96.1 ± 0.8 97.5 ± 0.4 96.8 ± 0.1
(p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05)

CD105+ 99.3
91.7 ± 1.3 94.6 ± 0.4 94.0 ± 0.8 96.4 ± 2.1 94.0 ± 0.5 91.4 ± 2.4 97.6 ± 0.2 98.7 ± 0.4
(p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05) (p < 0.05)

3.7. Growth Modelling

To test the validity of the unstructured, segregated, simplistic growth model for the SP100 and
SP300, independent cultivation runs (n = 3 per spinner flask type) were performed at the Ns1u criterion.
To simulate the cell density, the substrate and the metabolites, the parameters determined in the
previous cultivations were used (see Section 3.5). Figure 16 shows the measured values and the
simulated time courses for the cell density (a–b), the substrate and the metabolites (c–d). The simulated
time courses show good overall agreement with the experimentally measured values and demonstrate
the applicability of the unstructured, segregated growth model. By using the determined growth
parameters from the cultivation study, the cell growth, glucose consumption, lactate production, and
ammonia production could be well approximated. The greatest deviations in cell density were in
the range of 3–20% for the cells in suspension and 4–24% for the cells on the MCs. However, the
accuracy of the measured cell densities decreased towards the end of the cultivations due to the
formation of larger aggregates (see Section 3.5). The intensified aggregate formation and its effect
on the growth surface was not considered in the model. However, the principal growth behaviors
were well captured. Moreover, the cell densities measured in both systems were comparable to the
previous cultivations (see Section 3.5), and therefore, demonstrated the reproducibility of the cultivation
processes, especially when using the stable hTERT-ASCs cell line. Furthermore, the glucose, lactate
and ammonia time courses, agreed well, even though the determined specific substrate consumption
and metabolite production rates were prone to errors due to the accuracy of the measurement method.
The lactate and ammonia time courses show that the growth associated assumption was valid and can
be used for modelling because the production of these two substances was directly linked to the cell
number increase.
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Figure 16. Comparison of experimental and simulated data for cell density (a,b), substrate, and
metabolites (c,d). The growth simulations were performed for cultivations (n = 3) in the SP100 (left)
and SP300 (right) at the Ns1u criterion. The symbols represent the experimentally measured values
collected by offline measurements. The lines represent the simulated time course.

4. Conclusions

In this study, extensive numerical and experimental investigations were carried out for two
spinner flask types with comparable geometrical ratios. For this purpose, comprehensive multi-phase
CFD simulations based on EE and EL models were performed and the derived hydrodynamic
stress parameters were linked with growth-related parameters to create an unstructured, segregated,
simplistic growth model. Providing the numerical models are valid, CFD modeling is one of the
most effective techniques for characterization of flow fields. However, multi-phase CFD simulations,
which take the MCs into account, have not been used very often for the prediction of MC-related
stress parameters. Most of the previous CFD-based investigations only focused on single-phase flows,
which might be driven by the higher computational requirements for multi-phase simulations and
their economical relevance. However, it is widely accepted that hMSCs are exposed to different
hydrodynamic stress levels during their lifespan in a stirred bioreactor. Thus, particle-related data,
like the MC circulation and residence times in high shear zones, among others, are meaningful and
will become more important in the future. They allow the bioreactor design to be improved and the
optimum growth parameters to yield relevant amounts of therapeutic cells to be determined.

In order to test the influence of different hydrodynamic stress levels on cell growth and cell
quality, CFD simulations were performed for different impeller speeds and for the suspension criteria
(Ns1u, Ns1), which were determined experimentally. The suspension studies clearly showed the
linear relationship between MC concentration and the tip speed required for Ns1u/Ns1. The resulting
correlation from the multi-regression analysis can be used for further studies with Corning® spinner
flasks using either the same or other polystyrene-based MCs (with comparable properties). Due to the
comparable geometrical ratios of the two spinner flask types used in this study, suspension criteria were
fulfilled at the same tip speed. However, the CFD simulations indicated that this does not necessarily
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result in the same overall MC homogeneity in the two systems, because the criteria only consider
conditions at the bottom of the reactor. The slightly reduced overall MC homogeneity at Ns1u and Ns1
in the SP100 not only affects cell growth but also aggregate formation to some extent, even though
the two systems had comparable geometrical dimensions. The observed deviations in cell growth
and aggregate formation were mainly due to slight differences in the d/D and c/D ratios. Hence, the
investigations demonstrated the dependency of the suspension criteria on the geometrical dimensions,
findings that can serve as a basis for further scale-up studies. Nevertheless, optimal cultivation
conditions were found for Ns1u < N < Ns1, which corresponded to specific power inputs between
0.3 and 1.1 W/m3. Although, all numerical methods, including CFD, use mathematical assumptions
and empirical variables, the experimental PIV and shadowgraphy measurements demonstrated their
accuracy and usefulness. In all cases, there was sufficient and satisfactory comparability between the
experimental and the modeled data, underlining the meaningfulness of the derived hydrodynamic
parameters (e.g., P/V, τnt, FMC, etc.). Based on these parameters and their correlation with the
growth-related data, stress dependent correlations (e.g., μ vs. P/V or τnt, −qi vs. P/V or τnt,
etc.) were, for the first time, derived for hTERT-ASCs. The correlations were used to set-up an
unstructured, segregated growth model with very well matching time courses compared to the
experimental data for cell growth, glucose consumption, lactate production and ammonia production.
Maximum deviations between the simulated and measured cell densities for cells growing on the MC
surface were in the range of 4 to 24%. This means that the descriptiveness and predictive power of
the model is satisfactory, especially when considering the accuracy of the experimentally measured
values. The intensified aggregate formation was not considered in the growth model. Nevertheless,
good agreement has already been achieved. Subsequent investigations are necessary to understand
the aggregation dynamics under different conditions in more detail and to consider their effects
in the growth model. In addition, the applicability of the derived stress-dependent correlations
for hTERT-ASCs in other systems and their transferability to primary hMSCs should be studied in
subsequent work. For primary hMSCs, physiological states such as the replicative senescence should be
considered in the growth model. This might be done by incorporating a senescence-related inhibition
factor or by using population modelling approaches (e.g., proliferating population vs. senescent cell
population). However, further investigations are necessary to determine such senescence-related
factors, which can then be incorporated in a mathematical model.
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Latin Symbols

Amn (mmol/L) Ammonia concentration
Ap (cm2/g) Specific surface per unit mass MC
c (m) Off-bottom clearance
cMC (g/L) Microcarrier concentration
CD (-) Drag coefficient
d (m) Impeller diameter
dP (m) Particle diameter
D (m) Vessel diameter
EF (-) Expansion factor
→
F (N) Force (vector)
→
F D (N) Drag force (vector)

g (m/s2) Gravitational acceleration
Glc (mmol/L) Glucose concentration
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H (m) Vessel height
HL (m) Liquid height
kat (d−1) Cell attachment constant
kdet (d−1) Cell detachment constant
KAmn (mmol/L) Inhibition constant of ammonia
KGlc (mmol/L) Monod constant of glucose
KLac (mmol/L) Inhibition constant of lactate
Lac (mmol/L) Lactate concentration
mGlc (mmol/cell/d) Glucose consumption rate for maintenance
Ns1u, Ns1 (rpm) Suspension criteria
p (Pa) Pressure
PDL (-) Population doubling level
qAmn (mmol/cell/d) Specific ammonia production rate
−qGlc (mmol/cell/d) Specific glucose consumption rate
qLac (mmol/cell/d) Specific lactate production rate
Rep (-) Reynolds number for a particle
→
u (m/s) Velocity (vector)
utip (m/s) Tip speed
→
u r,s (-)

Terminal velocity correlation for the solid phase (acc. to Symlal and
O’Brien)

Vmax (m3) Maximum working volume
XMC (cells/cm2) Cells on microcarrier
Xmax (cm2) Maximum growth surface
XSus (cells/mL) Cell in suspension
XV (cells/mL) Viable cells
x, y, z (m) Spatial co-ordinates
Yx/Glc (cells/mmol) Cell specific yield factor of glucose
Greek symbols
α (-) Phase volume fraction
αmean (-) Mean phase volume fraction
β (◦) Impeller blade angle
μ (d−1) Specific growth rate
μmax (d−1) Maximum specific growth rate
ρ (kg/m3) Density
σ(Glc) (-) Simulation step response
τ (N/m2) Reynolds stress tensor
τnt (N/m2) Local shear stress
∇ (-) Nabla operator
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